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, Sir JOHN HARTOPP, Bart. 

SIR, 

% 

It is fit the publieshould receive through 

your hands what was .written originally for the 

assistance of your younger studies, ahd was then 

presented to you. 

It was by the repeated importunities of our 

learned friend Mr John Eames, that I was persua¬ 

ded, to revise these Rudiments of Logic; and 

when I had once suffered myself to begin the work, 

I was drawn still onward far beyond, my first de¬ 

sign, even To the, neglect, or too long delay of 

other pressing and important demands that were 
upon me. 

It has been, my endeavour to form, every pat*, 

of this treatise both for the instruction of students, 

to open their way into the sciences, and for the , 

more extensive and general service, of mankind, 

that the Gentleman and the Christian might find 

their account in the perusal as well as the Scho¬ 

lar. I have therefore collected and proposed the . 

^ 3 ' University Ltorwfcs.. 
— ■ . Cirnage Mtifon UmVsrsit 
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chief principles and rules of right judgment in 

matters of common and sacred importance, and 

pointed out our most frequent mistakes arid preju¬ 

dices in the concerns of life and religioA, that we 

might better guard against the springs of error,, 

guilt and sorrow, which Surround us in every state 

of mortality. 

You know, Sir, the great design of this noble 

science is to rescue our reasoning powers from 

their unhappy slavery and darkness -, and' thus 

with all due submission and deference it offers a 

humble assistance to divine revelation. Its ehief 

business is to relieve the natural weaknesses of the 

mind by some better efforts of nature; it is to 

diffuse a light over the understanding in our in¬ 

quiries after truth, and not to furnish the tongue 

with debate and controversy. True Logic is not 

that noisy thing that* deals all in dispute and 

wrangling, to which former ages had debased and 

confined it; yet its disciples must acknowledge 

also, that they are taught to vindicate and defend 

the truth, as well as to search it out. True Logic 

doth not require a long detail of hard words to 

amuse mankind, and to puff up the mind with 

empty sounds, and a pride of false learning; yet 

Some distinctions and terms of art are necessary 

to range every idea in its proper class, and to 

keep our thoughts from confusion. The world is 
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now grown so wise as not to suffer this valuable 

< art to be engrossed by the Schools'. In so polite 

and knowing 'an age, every Man of Reason will 

covet some acquaintance with Logic, since it ren¬ 

ders its daily service to wisdom and virtue, and to 

the affairs of common life as well as to the sciences. 

I will not presume. Sir, that this little book is 

improved since its first composure, in proportion 

to the improvements of your manly age. But 

when you shall please to review it in your retired 

hours, perhaps you may refresh your own me¬ 

mory in some of the early parts of Learning ; and 

if you find all the additional remarks and rules 

made so familiar to you already By your own obser¬ 

vation, that there is nothing new among them, it 

will be no unpleasing reflection that you have so 

far anticipated the. present zeal and labour of, 

, SIR, 

Your most Faithful and . „ 

Obedient Servant, 

I. WATTS. 

London, > 

Aug. 24.1724. J 
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INTRODUCTION 

AND 

GENERAL SCHEME. 

LQGICis the aft of using reason # well in our 
inquiries after, truth, ajntl the communication of 

it to others. 

1 Reason * is the glory of human nature, and one of 
the chief eminences whereby we ar^j raised above our 
fellow-creatures, the brutes, in this lower, 'world. 

'Reason, as to the power and principle of it, is the 
common gift of God to all men, though aM are not fa¬ 
voured ’With it by nature in an equal degree ; but the 
acquired improvements of it in different men, make a 
much greater distinction between them than nature 
had-made. I could even venture to say., that the im¬ 
provement of reason hath raised the learned and the 
prudent in the European world,, almost: as much above 
the Hottentots, and other savages of Africa., those 
savages are by nature superior to the birds, the beasts, 
and the fishes. , r , \ 

iNow the design of Logic is to teach us the right 
use of our reason, or intellectual powers,, and the im¬ 
provement 'of them in ourselves and others. This is 
not only necessary in order to attain any competent 

knowledge in the sciences, ■^or^the^uffa■i|,s.-of-'learning, 

* The Tfrora Reason in''this place Is net confined to the mere facul- 

tiy ‘XT1!’ °r lnferrfg one thinS another, but includes all ttie intellectual jwers. of maft, * . 
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but to govern both the greater and the meaner actions 
of life. It is the cultivation of our reason by which we 
are better enabled to distinguish good from evil, as well 
as truth from falsehood; and. both these are matters 
of the highest importance, whether we regard .this lile, 

or the life to come. . . . , 
The pursuit and acquisition of truth is ol infinite 

concernment to mankind. Hereby we become, ac¬ 
quainted with the name of things both m heaven an 
earth, and their various relations to each other, it is 
by'This means we discovef our duty to God and our 
fellow-creatures •, by this we arrive at? the knowledge 

of natural religion, arid learn to, confirm our faith m di-_ 
vine revelation, as well as to understand what is .re¬ 
vealed. Our wisdom, prudence, and piety, our present 
conduct and our future hope, are all influenced by the 
use of our rational powers in the search after truth; • 

There are several things that make it very necessary 
• that our reason should have some assistance in the ex- 

ercise or use, of it. , r • „ 
The first is, the depth and difficulty of many truths, 

and the weakness of our reason to see far into, t mgs at 
once, and penetrate to the bottom, of them... It was a 
saying among the ancients, Veritas in puteo, truth lies 
in a well; and, to carry on this metaphor, we may- 
very justly say, that logic does, as it were, .supply us 
,vi4i ftens whereby we may go down to. reach the wa¬ 
ter : or it frames the links of a chain, whereby we may 
draw the water up from the bottom. ■ Thus, by the 
means' of many reasonings well connected together, 
philosophers in our age have drawn a thousand tru . 
out 0^ the depths of darkness, whicn our fathers were 

ncce.oar, for our 

to have somfe assistance given it, is tne disguise and false 
colours in which many things appear to. us in this pre¬ 
sent imperfect state. There are a thousand things which 
are not in reality what they appear to be, and tha. 
both in the natural and moral world •, so that the sun 
appears to be flat as a plate of silver, and to be less tha 
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twelve inches in .diameter; the moon appears to be as 
big as the sun ; and the rainbow-appears to be a large 
Substantial ar.eh in the sky; all which are in real ity gross 

- falsehoods. So knavery puts on the face of justice ; 
. hypocrisy and, superstition wear the, vizard of piety, 

deceit and evil are.often clothed in the shapes and ap¬ 
pearances-of truth and goodness.- iVow.logic helps u ; 
to strip oflnthe outward disguise of things.,, and,to be- 
holdt'them- and judge of thepi in" their own nature. 

.There is-;yet a farther proof of our intellectual, or 
rational powers, needing, some assistance, and that is, 
because they arc so frail and fallible ’ in. the present 
f*ate: •'We are imposed - upon at home as Wl as a- 
■broad »-we are deceived by. our senses, by our imagi¬ 
nations; by.our passions- and appetites ; - by the autho¬ 
rity of men* by education and custom, &c..; and we 

dare >d into frequent errors, by judging' according to 
these-false gand flattering;.principles, rather: than ac¬ 
cording td;the-nature; of -things.. Something of-.this 
frailty; is. oyring to. i>pr .very const'mtion.,;.mam being 
compounded, of- fle&b and spirit ^ something of It arises 
from our infant state, and our growing up .byrsmaftedte- 
glees to manhood; so that we form a thousand judge¬ 
ments, be 'But rthet^Iis. still 

defeqticHlftwi God, • 
zM fche> fpol i§ft vand ev'A dispoflt^ 

Mknimml 5oLthat‘ one. great part of ;the,design,of 
logk, i&to gua^d m against the delusive influences bf 
oui=-meaner fiowe^s^ to cure the mistakes of. immature 
judgment* ^nd to raise us In some measure from the 
ruins of our fall. , - ; 

It is evident enough from ail these things, that our 
reason precis* thfe. a^sistaneerof art In out inc]uirfes. after 
truth, or .duty-j and without 6pme skill and diligence, in. 
foj-mmg.our Judgment aright, we shall be led-into -fre- 
cjuciit mistakes, both in.matters of science, and in mat¬ 
ters of practice; and some of these mistakes may proye 
t a tat too# . • i(, ■ u 

The art of. logic," even as it assists, us to, gain-the 
kn®wrfedg.e-of the. sciences, leads us ,6mtowards virtue 

B 2 
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and happiness^ for all our speculative acquaintance 
with things should be made subservient to our better 
conduct ,in the civil and the religious life. ^ This is in¬ 
finitely more’valuable than all' speculations, and a 
wise man will x use them chiefly for this better pur- 

pose. / ^ \ 
All the good judgment and prudence that any man 

exerts in his common*-concernsof life, without the ad¬ 
vantage of learning,* is called natural logic » and it is 
but a higher advancement,, and^a farther assistance, of 

, our rational powers, that is designed by. and expected 

from this artificial logic. * 
In order1 to attain this, we mu^t: inquire what are the 

principal operations of the mind which are put forth 
in the exercise of our reason p and we shall find them 
to be these.four, viz* Perception, judgment, argumen¬ 

tation, and disposition. n \ • 
Now the art of logic is composed of those observa¬ 

tions and rules, which men have made about these 
four operations of the mind, perception^ judgment,/ 
reasoning,, and disposition, in order tp assist and Im¬ 

prove them. ✓ * ' 

I; Percepti6n, conception; or apprehension,5 is the- 
mere simple contemplation of. things’ offered to our 
Wind, without affirming or denying anything concern¬ 
ing them. So we conceive or think of a horse, a tree, 

'high, swiftj slow; animal; time, motion, matter; mind, 
life, death, &c.. The form under which these things 

, appear to the mind, or the result of, our eonceptioh or 

apprehension, is called an idea. 

IL Judgm ent is that op eration of the mind, where¬ 
by we join two or more ideas together by one affirma¬ 
tion or negation *,. that is, we either affirm or deny this* 
to be that*.. So this tree is high; that horse is not 
swift; the mind- of man is a thinking being y mere 
matter has; no thought belonging to it*. God is just j. 

' good men are often miserable in this world > a righte¬ 
ous:, governor will make, a difference betwixt the evil. 
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.^nd the, good ; which sentences are the effect of judg¬ 
ment^ and are called Propositions. 

. ^RGV^^NTATioN?Qr reasoning is that opera-- 
tion of the mini!, whereby weninfer one things that is, 
cine proposition from two or more, propositions pre- 
nuied or it is the drawing a^emciusion, which be¬ 
fore was either unknown, or Sayk or doubtful,' from 
some propositions, which are more known and evident, 
bo when we have j-udged that matter cannot think*, 
and that the mind of man doth, think, we Then infer, 
and conclude, that therefore the mind of man is not 
matter. 

So we judge that a just governorwi.il make a differ¬ 
ence between the evil and the good ; we judge also 

i ^oc^s a Just: governor ; 'and from thence we con¬ 
clude, that God will make a difference betwixt the e- 
vil and the good. 

This argumentation may be carried on farther ; 
thus, God will T>ne time ov another make a difference 
between the good and the evil; but there is little or 
no difference made in this world: Therefore there 
must be another world wherein this difference shall be 
made. 

These inferences or conclusions are the effects of 
reasoning; and the three propositions taken all toge¬ 
ther are called a syllogism or argument. 

IV. Disposition is/that operation of the mind, 
whereby we put the ideas, propositions, and arguments,, 
which , we have formed conceding one subject, int'o_ 
such an order as is fittest to gain the clearest knowledge 
of it, to retain it longest, and to explain it to others in 
the best manner; or, in short* it is the ranging of our 
thoughts in such order as is best for our own and o- 
thers conception and memory. The effect of this ope¬ 
ration is called .method.. This very description of the 
four operations of the. mind, and their effects in this 
order, is-an instance or example of method.. 

Now, as the art of logic assists our conception, /so it, 
■ > B 3 . ; ' . 
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gi-yies us a large and comprehensive view of the subjects 
we inquire into, as well as a clear and distinct know¬ 
ledge of them. As it regulates out; judgment and our 
reasoning, so it secures us from mistakes;, and gives us 
a true and certain knowledge of things and as itj fur¬ 
nishes us with method, so it makes our knowledge of 
things both easy and regular, and guards our thoughts 

from- confusion. 
I;ogic is divided into four parts,. according to these 

four operations of the mind, which1 it directs, and* 
therefore we shall treat ofdt in this order.- 



FIRST PART 

LOG I C. 

OF PERCEPTION AND IDEAS.. 

r t ^HE first parti of logic contains observations and- 
X preeepts about the first operation of the mind 

perception* preoiiceptiort* and since all our knowledge- 
how wide and large soever it grow,-is founded upon 
our conceptions and ideas, here we shall consider,' 

" l. The general nature of them. 
% The objects of our conception* or the archetypes 

or patterns of these ideas. . 
3., The several divisions of them- 
4. The words and terms whereby our ideas are ex- 

pressed.-1 * \ 
5. General directions-about our ideas. 
6. Special rules to direct- our conceptions.-' 

' CHAP. I. 

OF THE-NATURE OF IDEAS.., 

pirst, the nature of- coneeption or perception * 
shall just be.mentioned, though this: may seem to be¬ 
long to another science rather than logic. 

.,JJ!?e tTrds Conceptionand Perception .are often-U8ed.promiscu- 
•usly,a» I. have done ft ere, because I woW-not-embarrass a, learrie* 
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Perception is that act of the mind (or, %s some phi¬ 

losophers call it, rather a passion or impression), where¬ 

by the mind becomes conscious of any thing, as wnen 

I feel hunger, thirst; or cold, or heat; when I see a 

horse, a tree, or a man ; when I hear a human Voice, 

or thunder, I am' conscious 6f these things, and this is 

called perception. If I study, meditate, wish, or fear, 

I am conscious bf these inward acts also, and my mind, 

perceives its own thoughts, wishes, fears, &c.... 
An idea is generally defined a representation of a 

thine in the mind ; it is rrepresentation of something 

that we have seen, felt, heard,. &c. or been conscious 

of. That notion or'fertovof ■» lferse,a tree, or a man, 

which is in the mind, is called the idea of a horse, a 

tree, on & tnasn - • > -■ ; ' ' . 
That notion of hunger;, cold, sound, colour, thought, 

or wish, or feat, which is- in the. mind,, is called-the 
idea of hunger, cold, sound, wish, &c.. 

It,is. hot the outward object or. thing which is per¬ 
ceived, viz. the horse, the man, &c. nor is it the very - 
perception or sense and .feelings; viz- p£ hunger or cold,.' 
&c. which is ealled -the idea; but it is the tiling as~ it 
exists in the mind by way of .conception or. representa- 
tion that is properly called the ide^, .whether the opject 

be present ,<>r absent. 
As a horse, a man, and a tree, are the outward ob¬ 

jects of our perception, and the .outward archetypes or 
patterns of our ideas, so; our own vmsationso.f hunger, 

-cold, &c. are also inward archetype^ or patterns of our 
ideas; but the notions or. pictures of these .things, as 
they are considered or conceived in the mind, are .pre¬ 
cisely the ideas that,we have jo -Jo with-m logic, I© 
see a horse, or to feel cold, is one thing: to think of 
and converse about a man; a horse, .hunger, or cold, is 

30 Arrfoi'ng all these ideas, such as feprUsertt* bodies are 
generally called images, especially if the idea of the 

withtoo many distinctions; but ifl were to distinguish they. Iwould 
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shape be included. Those inward representations 
which we have of spirit, thought, love, hatred, cause, 
eitect, &c. are more pure and' mental ideas, belonging 
more especially to the mind, and carry nothing of shape 
or sense in them. But I shall have occasion to speak 
more particularly of thdiorigirfal, ahd the distinction of 
ideas, m the third chapter. J proceed therefore now 
to consider the objects of our id$as. 

— ’ ; , CHAP. IX. /■' 

©f the objects of perception,. 

Sect. lv~—Of Being^ m General* 

The Object of perception is that which is* repre- 
; ,sente<^ ln the idea, that which is the archetype or pat-* 

terny according to which the idea is formed} and thus * 
judgment, propositions, reasons, and long discourses* may 
all becomb the objects of perception y but in this place 
we spe^k chiefly of the first and more simple objects 
ot it, before they are joined and formed into proposi¬ 
tions or discourses.- - : ? : , 

Ever^ object of our idea is called a theme, whether ' 
it be a being or not-being yfor hot-being may be pro- . 
posed to our thoughts, as well as that which has a real 

erng. But let us first treat of beings, and thatmtlie 
largest extept of the word. 

A being is considered as possible, or as actual. • 
When it is considered as possible, it is said to have 

an essence , or nature. Such were-all things before, 
their creation, When .it is considered as actual, then 
it is said; fo< have existence also. Such are -all things 
which' are created, and God himself the creator, ■ 

.Essence, therefore,, is but the- very nature of any 
bfeing, whether it be actually, existing or n6. A rose in 

™ ,n e?se”ce»in summer it has existence also.. 
&otcu X here is but . one being which 'includes exist- 
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enee in the very essence of it, and that is God, who 
therefore actually exists by natural and eternal neces¬ 
sity. v but the actual existence of every creature is very 
distinct from, its essence', fOr it-m^y be or may not be, 

as God; pleases. , " , • • 
Again,- every being is'Considered either as subsisting 

in and by itself,-;and then if is called a substance •, oy, 
it subsists in and. by another, and then it is called a 
mode or manner of being. Though.few writers allow 
mode to be called a being in the same perfect sense as 
a substance is.: and some inodes have evidently moie 
of real entity or being than others, as will appear when 
we come to treat of them. - These things will furnish 
us matter.for 'larger discourse$n.the following sections* 

. II.^Of Substances and their, various-Kinds. 

■ is a,being which can subsist by itself, 
without .dependence Upon any-other created being._ itte 
notion'of subsisting, by itself gives occasion ty. logicians • 

.to call itia substance; So a horse, a house, Wood, stone, 
-water,tfire,- h'spirit,: a bedy,;an angd, are call'd Sub¬ 
stances, because they depend on nothing but God toy 

•thSir. exi^t'enee.; I-. ib-.n ,, - 
'. -.It has been msijal also in the description of substance 
to-add, it is that which is, the subject oTmodes or ac- 
.ci'dentsb.aibody is.the substanecior.subject, its.shape 

is the mode. / - 1 ■/ *■1. \ ,' : 'i' 
. ]3ut fest; Mfe„be Jed iato.y us hered—e 

»rtifcej'ihbt:whehja; subatanc-elisS^i.dftOsSubsist, wiWout 

deperfdencc. upOn another, .c.reatednhemg,. a.H that, we 
md,n„fo>;that,it caftuot wnih^d^qr^tMyJe. 
s troked land .reduced to nothing, by, any power .interior 
to that ofouv Creator,, though its'present particidat 
fbrmi. .nature ? and .properties may b= altered and 4e- 
stroyedeby many, inferior causes •, a horse may, die and 
tum ta.dustj .wood ,may, be turned into fir.ei smohe, 

wateyiAto ice or. 



vapour,-but the substance or matter of which they are 
ma e still remains, though the forms and.shapes, of it 
are altered A body may cease to be a horse or a house/ 

ItinC \ r°°? 8t,y? an4 inthis sense it depends only 
upon (jod tor its existence. , • f '1 

; ,Among substances, some are thinking, or conscious 
bemgs, or having a power-of thought, Seh as the 

mUd or ••man’ G0'¥, *%iS' S6t*<r*& extended, and 
of pn it mipCne rfb VAat Aey have’dimensions 
of length, breadth, and- depth, aflfe.Lrve also a power 
®f resistance, or, exclude every tfaimjj|f the sanie kind 
from being i»..the same place. - mis ’the. proper 
character .of matter or bodyv * , , *7. ^ 

f-? fortlie idea of space-, whether it he-void or full, 
that is, a.w„ra^W)( whether it be intersper’ 

votda'X1La 7°dl‘7 orttlay;^- -supposed tq^e&cfibe,: 
y ounds oftoe1 creatioto^ii.isr&nargument,too 

-long and to<ViJi&rt| ^flafe^lvfiaf 

thedit hT °f f l\ h whe- 
the JLJhV3 1®a7Sub.St|n?e.J '°*-a «?ete..CQncBgtKm' of. tne mind,, whether it he tli#* rmniftwei^r.« 

r * , r , »;v±yy-exintent mar 

2srrf wte® ■W?r;0f our>°^ptiok$;^ dist^n-l 
ees of bodies, ora merfe-nothing, ■; Thefbfore^rdrop 
the mention of it here, and refer- theVroaderid fihe firft 

ed ^S™0”8 .^pwMsh. 

tKeX°r-ir We -e;dude Space 0Ut ?>f>ur cohsideratibn, 
there wdl remain but two. sorts of' substances in the 

Suhem^13? mnfX an.d wind 5; we-otherwise 
cau them, body and spirit ■ at least we have no ideas. 
of any other substance bdt jthdse.*; ; 

* Because men haye different /aeas’ a^4 nations of s«bs*aop„ t 

ket by avhfh1 A nnknown:be%>-which isPthe substance of tht sub 

haps this not™ arises only from oifr turning, the . 
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' "Among substances, some are calleclsunple, some are 
compound, whether the .words be ta$en in a philoso¬ 

phical or a vulgar sense’. 

SSSTto"wiflidmtt'fcr that purpose; there, 

is a thinking substai^ 

mmss% 
sl'Ssw mp” ";tasr > 
wSiTSSl1i™ 

that thing as subsismgby.self, '"^aysready to offer itself. It is, 
idea of substance (such as it is) ^ always y their union> and 

the self-subsistence of “^Uo^of ideas.^ ^ mei*. 

!y -iiEEr^ft lort^rtrsX 
bodies, and different from a p ^ scholastical notion into the real 

i 88,* 2. seenisto ridic"le t,”S suteiratumrdtoincT from 'all 
have generally supposed t • ort ^ ay properties. Yet, 
prop?rdes whatever, and^ ^ JN. ^ there may he some 

in Book XV. chP-.;J hich m be capable of receiving the-pto- 
such unknownsubstratum, vi2^. extension, solidity, and cogi- 

,, perties b°* of -t possible for God to add cogitation to that 

‘“wici which Incorporeal, and !hus to cause matter to thir.k. .-- 
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Simple substan€e«r in a ipI>ilosophi'Cal sense, are ei- 
*ther spirits whigh haye no manner of composition in 
them, and in.this,se.n&£ (3od is, called a simple being $ 
or they are the first principles of bodies,->hich are 
usually called elements, of which alf other bodies are 
compounded; elejjignts are such^ubstances; as cannot 

, be resolved or reduced into two or more substances of 
different kinds. . . . ; 

I he various sects of philosophers haye attributed the 
honour of thi^anie to various things..^heTeripate- 
ticks, or followers of Aristotle, made fire,' air, earth, 
and water, to be the four elements of which all earthly 
things were Corn-pomaded 4 and;they; supposed the hea¬ 
vens to be a quintessence,, or a,fifth sort of body, dis¬ 
tinct from these ; but sinc^ experimental philosophy 
and mathematics have be^ii better understood, this doc- 
trine has been abundant}^ refuted. The chemists make 
spirit, salt, sulphur, water, and earth, to be their five 
elements, because they,;can feduce all terrestrial things 
to thesg fiv£, .This seems, to come nearer the truth, 
though they are not-alf agreed in this enumeration of 
elements.^ In' short, our modern philosophers gene- 
rally suppose matter or body to he one simple principle 
pr Solid extension^ which being diversifies? by its various 
shapes, quantities, motions, and situations,, makes all 
the varieties that are found in the universe* and there* 
fore they make little use of the word element.. 

■. Compound substances are made, Up of two or more 
^simple substances ; so every thing in this whole mate¬ 
rial creation, that can be reduced by the art of man in¬ 
to two or more. <fifferent principles or substances, is a 
compound body in the philosophical sense. 

But if we take the words simple and compound in a 
,< ' ■ * <. Xp ' k, ■ 

this he true, then spirits (for ought we know) may he coroorea) 
beings or thinking bodies, which is a doctrine too favourable to the 
mortality of the soul. But 1 leave these debates to the pMosophers 

subject?2^” an<1 WlU n<>t be' t0° Poslt^e in m;y opinion of this abitfuse 

Ess^“0re °f tWS arSument *» Philosophical Essays, before cited, 
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vulgar sense, then all those are simple substances which 
are generally esteemed uniform in* their natures. So 
every herb 4s caileda simple ; and every-metal and mi¬ 
neral, though the* chemist perhaps may find all'his se¬ 
veral elements (i?n bach of them . So a needle is a ,simple 
body, being only made of steel; bi\t a sword or a knife 
is a compound,f because its haft or handle is made of 
materials different from the blade. So the bark of Pe¬ 
ru, or the jui£e of sorrel, is a simple medicine * but 
when the * apothecary’s ar t has mingled ^several simples 
together, it becomes a compound, as- diascordium or 

tnithradite. . ; . 
The terms ofipufe and mixed, whemapplied to bodies, 

are much akin to simple and compound* a guinea 
is pure gold, if it has nothing but gold it* it, without 
any alloy or baser metal; but if aiiy other mineral or 
metal be mingled with it, it is'called a mixed substance 

or body. . . 
* Substances are also divided into animate and mam* 

mate. Animate substances are either animal or vege¬ 

table*. ... 
Some of the animated substances have variousorga- 

nical or instrumental, parts, fitted for a variety of mo-, 
lions from place to place,' and a spring of life within 
themselves* ■ as beasts, birds, fishes, arid insects * these 
are’called animals. Other animated substances are 

- called vegetables, which have within themselves the 
principles df another sort of life and growth, and of va¬ 
rious productions of leaves, flowers, and fruit, such as 

vve see in plants,-herbs, and trees. 
And there are*other substances, which are called-in- 

animate, because they have, no sort of life in them, as 
earth, stone, air, water, &c. . 

There is also- one sort of substance or benig, .which 
is compounded, of body and mind, or a rational spirit 
united to an animal* such is mankind. Angels, or 

* Vegetables as well as animals have gotten the nam^ of animated 
substances,'because some of the ancients supposed herbs and plants, 

beasts and birds, &.c. to have a sort of souls distinct, from matter or 

body. . - 
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Other beings of the spiritual and invisible world, 
who have assumed visible shapes for a season, can hard-* 
ly be reckoned.among this order of compounded beings 
because they drop their bodies, and divest themselves 
of those visible shapes, when their particular message 
is performed, and thereby shew’ that: these bodies do 
not belong to their natures. 

Shot. III.—Of Modes, .and tJirir various Rinds, a/rd first 

of essential and accidental Modes, * 

The next sort of objects which are represented in 
our ideas, ate; called manner & of being * - 

A mode is that which cataot subsist imandcf itself, 
but is always esteemed as belonging to, and subsisting 
by, the help of some substance* which, for that reason, 
is cajjed .its subject. A mode must depend on that 
substance ffor, its very existence and ; being j and that 
not as a being depend,s on itsicau$£* (for so substances 
themselves depend .on God their creator), but the very 
being of a mode depends on some substance for its’aubt 
ject, in which it is^or to which if belongs] j so,motion, 
shape, quantity,; weight,, are modes Of the body; know- 
ledge, W14 folly^loye,,doubting, judging, are riiodea of 
the mind * forthe oneid^npotSubsistwithout body, and 
the_ other cannot subsist 'without mind. ' 1 , 

Modes have their several divisions, as well as sub¬ 
stances. 

* 1 • ; « - . 

X. Modes ate either ’essentia! dr accidental. 
An essential mode or attributed that which belongs 

to the very nature or essence of the subject wherein it 
C2 ; •" ■ 

. * TIie tertti Mode is by some authors applied chiefly to the rela¬ 
tions or relative manners of beingj but, in logical treatises, it is often’ 
used m a larger sense, and extends to all attributes whatsoever, and 
includes the most essential arid inward properties; as well as outward 
respects and relations, and reaches to ketions themselves, as well-as 
manners of action. * 
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5s; and'the subject can never have the same nature 
without''it* Such is roundhess ima-bowl, hardness in 
a stond, softness in water, vital motion in an animal, 
solidity in matter, thinking in a spirit;% for though that 
piece of wood which is no\y a ‘bowl may. be made 
square, yet if Toundness be taken away it is no longer 
a bowl ; so that very flesh and bones, which is now an 
animal, may be without life or inward motion ; but if 
all motion be entirely gone, it is iio longer an animal 
but a carcase ;; so if a body or matter be divested of so¬ 
lidity, it is a'mere void space or nothing'; and if spirit 
be entirely without thinking have-no idea of any 
thing that is left in it ; therefore so far as I am able tp 
judge, consciousness'must be its essential attribute * ; 
thus aiithe perfections erf Gdd are called his attributes,, 
for he cannot, be - wi thout them. 5 

. An essential mot|e is either primary or secondary, 
A primary essential mode is the first or chief' thing1 

that constitutes any being uriits particular essence or 
nature, and makes it to be that which it is,- and distin¬ 
guishes it from all mher beings ; - that is called the dif¬ 
ference in: the rdefimticm of* things, of which here af¬ 
ter so roundness is the primary essential mode or dif¬ 
ference of a:, bowl: ihe meeting of two lines is the pri¬ 
mary essential >,mode, or the difference, of an angle : 
the perpendicularity of these lihe$ to each other is the 
difference of a right angle v sfflid-extensidn is the pri¬ 
mary attribute or difference nf matter ; consciousness, 
or. at least a'rpowQf 'of thinking, is the difference or pri¬ 
mary attribute of a spirit f : and to fear and love God' 
is the primary attribute of a pious man. 

A secondary, essential mode Is- any other attribiiteof 
a thing, which is not of primary consideration; this is. 

* When, I calj solid extension? an, essential mode or attribute .of 
matter, and a power of thinking an essential mode or attribute of a 
spirit, I do it in compliance wlth.p.mtpon forms of-speech, bi|t perhaps 

n in reality these are ,the very/ess^ncesi or substances themselves, and. 
the most substantial' ideas that, we can frame of body and spirit, and 
have no need of > any (we know not what) substratum or umntelli* 
crible substance to support th^m in their existence or being. 
° -' ' f ‘See the preceding note. 
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called a property. Sometimes indeed it goes towards 
making up the essence, especially of a complex- beings 
so far as we are acquainted with, it: sometimes jt de-^ 
pends upon, and Jdllows from, :the essence of. it; so 
volubility, or- aptness to roll, is. the property of a bowl, 
and is derived from:its soundness. Mobility and fi¬ 
gure of shape are properties. of matter ; and it is the 
.property of a pious* man, to love his neighbour. 

An accidental mode, or an accident, is such a mode 
as is not necessary to the being of a thing; for the sub¬ 
ject may be without it, and .yet remain of the same na¬ 
ture that it was before ; or it is that mode which may 
be separated or abolished from its subject; so smooth¬ 
ness or roughness, blackness or whiteness, motion or 
rest, are the accidents of a bowl yfor these may be all 
changed, and yet the body remain a bowl still. Learn¬ 
ing, justice, folly, sickness; health, are the acHdehts of 
a,.man; motion; squareness, of any particular shape or 
size, are the acfcidenfs of a body ; yet shape and size 
in general are essential modes of if ; for a body must 
have some size and shape>nor can it be without .them; 
so hope,' fear; wishing, assenting,,.and ddubtibg, are 
accidents*1 of the mind, though thinking, in1 general 
seems to Be essential to it;- ‘ 

Here observe;. 'that the name of accident has been 
oftentimes: given by-the old Perjpatetick philosophers 

.to all modes, whether essential'or accidental; but the 
moderns confine this word accident to the‘sense in 
which I have described it. - . ; ^ : 

Here it should be noted also, that* though the word 
property be limited" sometimes in logical treatises to 
the secondary.^essential mode, yet'it is used in common 
language to signify these four sorts of modes, of which 
some are essential, and some accidental., 

(1) .. Such as belong to every subject of that kind, 
but not only to those subjects. So yellow colour and 
ductility are properties of gold; they belong to all 
gold ; but not only to gold, for saffron is also yellow, 
and lead is ductile. 

(2) . Such as belong only to one kind of subject, but: 
GL3* 
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. MI- The third division of mode shews us they are 
either intrinsicafor extrinsical. Intrinsical modes are 
conceived to be in the subject or substance, as when we 
say a globe is round,, or swift, rolling, or at rest ; or 
when we say a man is tall or learned, these are intrinsic 
modes ; but extrinsic modes are such as arise from 
something that is not in the substance or subject itself; 
but it is a manner‘of being which some.substances at¬ 
tain, by reason of something that .is external or foreign* ' 
to the subjectas, this globe lies within two yards of 
the wall ; or,, this is beloved or hated. Note. Such 
sort of modes as this last example are called external 
denominations. , 

IV. There is a . fourth division much akin , to this; 
whereby .modes are said to be inherent ot adherent; 
that is, proper or improper. ^Adherent'or improper 
modes artsing from, the joining.of. some accidental sub¬ 
stance to the chief subject, which yet may be, separated 
from it; so. when a bowljis wet, or a boy is clothed, 
these are adherent modes ; for the water and the 
dothes are distinct substances, which adhere to the 
x>wl or.to the boy; but when we say the bowl is swift 
>r round; when we say the boy is strong or witty, 
hese are ’proper or inherent modes, for they have a _ 
ort Df inbeing in the .substance itself, and do not arise- 
rOm the additipn.of any other substance to it. 

V. Action and passion, are modes or manners which 
elong tosubstances, and should" not entirely" be omit- 

here. a smith with^a hammer strikes a piece 
F iron, the hammer and the, smith are both agents or 
ibjects of action $ the one is the prime :or supreme, 
ie other the subordinate; the iron is the patient, or 
e subject of passion, in a philosophical sense, because 
receives the operation of the agent; though this. 

nse of the words passiomand patient differs, mull 
)m the vulgar nieaning of them * _ 'mF 

‘Agent signifies the doer, patient the sufferer, action is doing-, 
Sion is suffering; - agent andaction have retained their original 
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. ^1. The sixth division of modes may be into phy¬ 
sical, that is, natural, civil, moral, and supernatural. 
bo when we consider the apostle Paul, who was a lit¬ 
tle man, a Roman by the privilege of his birth, a man 
of virtue or honesty, and an inspired apostle ; .his low 

- stature is a physical mode, his being a Roman is a ci- 
vil privilege, his honesty is a moral- consideration,.and 
Ins being inspired is supernatural. 

VII. Modes belong either to body of to spirit, or 
to both. Modes of body belong only to matter or to- 
corporeal beings $ and these are shape, size, situation, 
or place, &c. Modes of spirit belong to mind ; such 
aie knowledge, assent, dissent, doubting, reasoning-. 
&c. Modes which belong to both have been some--' 
tipies called mixed modes, or humah modes ; for these- 
are Mly fomib human mature, which is compound¬ 
ed both or body and spirit: such are sensation, ima- 

, gination, passion, See. in all which there is a concur¬ 
rence of the operations both of mind amPbody, that is;' 

- animal and intellectual nature. ' : ■ 
f0^es body rtiay be yet farther distin¬ 

guished; Some oir themare primary modes or quali- 
ties, tor they belong to bodies considered in themselves, 

whether there were any man to take notice of them of . 
no; such are these before mentioned, viz. shape, size, 
situation, &c. Secohdary‘qualities or. modes are such' 
ideas as we ascribe to bodies on account of the vari- 
ous impressions which are made on, the ^senses of men 
by them, and these are called sensible qualities; which 
are very.numerous ; such are all colours, as red, green, 
blue. See. y such are all sounds, as sharp, shrill, loud, 
hoarse; all tastes, as sweet, bitter, sour; all smells, 
whether pleasant, offensive, or indifferent; and all tac¬ 
tile qualities, or such as affect the touch or feeling, viz. 
heat, cold, &c. These are- properly called secondary 
qualities; for though we are ready to conceive them ' 
as existing m the very bodies themselves which affect 

wfvP(Effi.e?'lical S“Se’. lhouSh Patient “d passion have acquired a. v$ry diiTei ent meaning m common language. ‘ - , 
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our senses, yet true' philosophy, has most undeniably 
proved, that all these are really various ideas or per- 
ceptions excited1 in human nature by the different lm- 
pressions thj(t bodies make, upon our senses by_their 
primary modes, that is,'By means of their different 
shapes, size, motion, and position „of those little: invi¬ 
sible parts that compose them. Thence it foUows, 
that a secondary quality, considered as in the bodies 
themselves, is nothing else but a power and aptitude 
to produce Such sensations in us. See Locke s Lssay 
on the Understanding, Book II. Chap. 8. 

■VIII. I might add, in the last place, that as modes 
belong to substances, so there are some also that are 
but modes of other modes: for though they subsisMn 
and by the substance, as the original subject of them, 
yet they are properly and directly attributed to some 
mode of that substance. Motion is the mode of a 
body ; but die swiftness or slowness of it, or its direc¬ 
tion to the north or south, are but modes of motion. 
Walking is. the mode or manner of man or of a beast 
but walking gracefully implies, a manner or mod? su- 
peradded to that action. All comparative dnd super¬ 
lative'degrees of any quality, are the modes df a mode, 
as swifter implies a greater measure of swiftness. , 

It would be too tedious here to run through, all tne. 
modes, accidents, and Relations at. large that .belong to 
various beings, and are copiously treated of m general 
in the science called metaphysics, ;or more properly 
ontology; they are also treated of in particu ar m those 
sciences which have assumed them severally as their 

proper subjects. 

Sect. V._Of the ten Categories.—Of Substances 

modified,. ’ 

We have thus given an account of the two chief ob¬ 
jects of our ideas, viz. Substances and modes, And 
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their various kinds; and in these last sections, we have 
briefly comprised the greatest part of what is necessary 
in the famous ten ranks of beipg, called the ten predi¬ 
caments or categories of Aristotle, on which there are 
endless volumes of discourses formed by several of his 
followers. But that the reader may not utterly bedg- 
norant of them, let him know the names are these • 
Substance, quantity, quality, relation, action,passion, ’where\ 
•when, situation, and clothing. It would be mere loss 
ot time to show how loose, how injudicious, and even 
ridiculous is this tenfold division of things; and what¬ 
soever farther relates to them, and which may tend to 
improve useful knowledge, should be sought in onto¬ 
logy, and in other sciences. 

Besides substance arid mode, some of the modems 
would have us consider the substance modified, as a 
(distinct object of our ideas ; but I think there is no- 
thmg more that need be said on this subject than this, 
viz. I here is some difference between a substance when 
it is considered with all its modes about it, or clothed 
in all its manners of existence, and when it is distin- 

diem^ ”°m anc* cons*dered naked without 

Sect. VI—Of Not-Being. 

As being is divided into, substance and mode, so we 
may consider not-being with regard to both these. 

I. Not7being is considered as excluding all sub- 
stance, and then all modes are also necessarily exclu- 
ded, and this we call pure nullity, or mere nothing. 

1 his nothing is taken either in a vulgar or a philo¬ 
sophical sense ; so we say there is nothing in the cud 

m a, vulgar sense, when we mean there is no liquor m 
>ut ^e cannot say there is nothing in the cup, in a 

strict philosophical sense, while there is Sir in it, arid 
perhaps a million of rays of light are there. 
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II. NoT-being, as it has relation to .modes or man¬ 
ners of being,' may be considered either as a. mere ne- 

nation, or as a privation, ' , , „ < 
A negation is the absence of that which Joes not 

naturally'belong to the thing we are speaking ot, or 
which has no right, obligation, or necessity to be pre- 
sent with it; as when we say a stone is uiammate, or 
blind, or deaf, that is, it has no life, nor sight, nor 
hearing •, or when we say a carpenter or a fisherman 
is unlearned, these are: mere negations, . 

But a privation is the absence of what does, naturally 
belong to the thing we arp speaking of, or which aught 
to be present with it, as when a man or ahorse is deaf, 
or blind; or dead, or if a physician or * divine be un¬ 
learned, these are, called privations ; so the sinfulness 
of any human action is said to be a privation ; for sm 
is that want of conformity to the law of God,, which 

ought to be found in every action of man. 

Note. There are some writers who make all sort of 
relative modes or relations, as well as ail external de¬ 
nominations, to be mere creatures of the mrnd^ml 
entia rationis, and then they rank them also, under the 
general head of not-beings •, but it w my opinion, tha 
whatsoever may be determined concerning mere mental 
relations, and external denominations, which seem to 
have something less of entity or being m them, yet. 
there are many real relations which ought not to be 
reduced to so low a class-, such are the situation of bo¬ 
dies, their mutual distances, their particular propor¬ 
tions and measures, the notions of fatherhood, brother¬ 
hood, sonship, &c. all which are relative ideas. I he 
Very essenca of virtue or holiness consists m the con¬ 
formity of our actions to the rule of right reason, or 
the law of God; the nature and essence of sincerity 
is the conformity of our words and . actions to our 
thoughts, all which are but mere relations; and I think 
we must not reduce such positive beings as 
the, and truth, to the rank of non-entities, which have 
nothinc real in them, though sin (or rather the ,sm-u r. 



ness.of-an action) may 
for it is a want of p 
usual, and perhaps 
these matters.:. • 

' ■' • ' CHAP. HI. ; .. 

OV THE SEVERAL SORTS OF. jpERCEKriONS OR IDEAS. 

Ideas may be_tiivided.with-Te.gard to their original, 

their nature, their objects, and their qualities. , 

Sect. I—Of sensible, spiritual, and abstracted: Ideas. 

■Ihere has been a. great controversy .about the ori¬ 
gin of ideas, viz. Whether-any; of our .ideas are. innate 
0Y;n°> that 4s, born with* island paturally belonging to 
our mmds? Mr Locke utterly denies it; otbers as po- 
,si ively affirm it,: -3^ow, though this .controversy hiay 
be compromised,' by -allowing that .there.Js- a. sense, 
wpftrem our first, ideas of some things may. be skid, to 
be-mnate, (as L ihave sheww in, some remarlts on'Mr 

r - o r--~ i/.uomit-aa A'U W pOlJlt 

debated at large, nor will it iiinderrlouir pursuit of the 
present work tojaass it over;in,silence. (■ . 

Therens sufficient ground to,say, -thafcali tjur ideas, 
with regard to their original, m(i;y be;divided-into three 
sorts, viz. sensible, spiritual anti abstracted ideas, 

• ► s • -ff *v*r, , 

I. Sensible or car,porealcMeas>app.derived originally 
irom: our senses, and from the comlhunication which 
the pouk has with the animal body in.'this present-state.; 
such are the notions we frame of all: dolours, «Q<mds, 
tastes, figures, or shapes and motions : for our senses 
being conversant about par'ticuiai sehsible' objects, be- 
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.conie -tke octasionsbf.<pnt* distinct,conceptions in 
thfr mi®d;bnd 'thus we /come by . the ideas ■otyetow, 
white", he%t, c6ld, snft^hard^bitter, sweet, and all Awe 
which we call sensible qualities. All theadeaa which 
we have of body, and the sensible modes and proper¬ 
ties that belong to: it>-r^e^-*o.-be.-deiwed;A:om-1Ren8a- 

tl0Ahd howsoever • these ■ inay ®e treasured np in the 
memory, and by the work of fancy may be increased, 

i diminished, .eBmpmmded,'.i#adeA ■*»* .v4ff«s* ^» 
(which we are ready to call our invention), yet they 
all derive their,;fiis± -natuPe and being frotji something 

that has .been let into our -mimls by one or other of 
,,nr censes. If I think of a golden mountain,,or a sea 
of liquid fire, yet, the singte<ideas of sea, fire, mountain 
and gold came into my thoughts at first by sensation.; 

H ■* SpiRiTtfatn'orfinteHeefettal ideas arethoseawhich 
w« s’® by refiecfiog oivtbeinatnre tad. actions I about 

" own souls, and taming our thoughts within nursekes, 
and subserving what to transacted m our awn minds. 
Such are the ideas we have.of thought, assent, dissent, 
judging, reason,.knowledge,, understanding, will, -love, 

v sensatkm the soul contemplates things (as it were) 
out of Itself, and -gains .-corpdreal lepreStatati® s or sen* 

gible ideas *, ■ toy (reflexion ihe-sonl icpatetaplates itself, 

and 
ritual ideas, or ^i«dmtatioi»-rf tkqffl;int<dlectuaL^f 
, ;thiD^fednngmal of 

tfege 
be entirely‘Owing toitbese twO.prmcopies, : sensation and 
refSS yet the recollection and fresh exc.tat.on of 
them tatty toe. bmnngitom tthbnsand otheroccastons, and 
occ«srencte.;af':rlife.o ,We mf& mevet,.reform a mm 
who was b®ra-; blmdr i m; fierf; avhat wwsiean by the 
SjLdsyqllow,tolue, red, orbyihewords hn^ 

' » Here die wok Spiritual .is. Med ia a mere natural, and not in a 
setfse. ^ 
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nor convey any just-ideas of these things to- his $iijnd, 
by all the powefes^of langdagfcy, unless h§ihgs fcxperh 

, enced tho^e sensations of sound * and colourno® :e©uld 
we ever gainvthe ideas, of thought, judgment, reason, 
doubting, hoping,. &c. by aM the/wordfc that man could 
invent, without turning,our thoughts inwardr upon the 
actions of our own souls.-. Yet when we once have 
attained these ideas by sensation. apd refection, they 
may he excited afresh by the use of riames, words, . 
signs,* or by any thing else that has * beep effected 

” whh them in our thoughts • fbtwhmtW^^ 
ideas have been associated together, whether it be by ' 
custonvar aecidertt^gr design, the one presently brings i 
the other, to^mind. .» ,-•* , • - . 

IIk; B&sit>Es<tlidsetwo- whiqhwejhive wrned, there 4 
is a third sortof ideas, which are commonly called ab* * 
stracted ideas, because ■ though the original ground or 
occasion of them'/miy be^sensation, or refeptkm^ or 
bx>th, yet these, idea^are framed by another - acte of the 

.mind*,, which:wp usuallycall abstraction.«, Mow the 
word abstraction' signifies a withdrawing some parts of 
an idea from, other parts:of it,. by which means such 
abstracted ideas, are formed, as neither, represent anv 
thing corporeal or spiritual,: that is, . any thing peculiar 
©^proper to: mind or body. /* Now,these are of two 
kinds. * ' / - ; 

Some-of these abstracted ideas ate the most absolute, 
general, and universal conceptions of things considered 
in themselves* without respect to others,, such as enti¬ 
ty or being, and, hot-being, essence, existence, act, 
power, substance, mode, accident, &c*' 

The other soil:; of abstracted ideas is relative, as 
when we compare several things together, and consider 
merely the relations of, one thing to another, entirely 
dropping the subject of those relations, whether they 
be corporeal or spiritual $?■ such, are our ideas of cause, 
effect, likeness, unlikeness, subject,, object, identity, 
or sameness, and contrariety, order, and other things 
whith ^re treated of in ontology. * . ‘ 

D 2 
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-the.- terms ofiartrin several; sciences- may1 be 
ranked under this ■ bead, of abstracted ideas, as noun, 
pronoun1; verb, in! g r a m hi ar,a rl d the several partic1 es of 
speech, as wherefore, therefore, when, how, although, 
howsoever, 8t.c. So connections; transitions* similitudes, 
tropes; and their various‘forms hr rhetoric. 

.The--abstracted 'ideas/whether absolute or relative, 
cannot* sb ,pbpe'rly belaid to derive tHeirrimmeddate, 
complete, and distinct original, either from sensation or 
reflection* (ih^becatiae the nature and the actions both 
of body and Spirit give Xis. occasion to frame exactly the 
same; ideasfbf[essencep>fm6de,rcausef effect, .likeness, 
contrariety, &c.:>nThke£qf e: these cannot be called ei~ 
tiler sensible or spiritual ideas, for they:are not exact 
representations either of the peculiar qualities or ac¬ 
tions of -spirit voribody, but seeto-toobe ajsdistinct kind 
of' idea fvarhedinathe mibdpto represent,;our* most gc- * 
nefah-COHchptipns= of - things;: or, theiri relatibhk-ta* one 
anatherp Without ;a«yregard-tb their natures, .whether 
tlieyi be: corporeal or spiritual. wj^ndp^.) the same ge«- 
netai ideas of-‘Cause and' effect, likeness; deb; maybe 
iratt$%redvto :a * thou sididxtker kinds of bcingpwhether 
bodily*or^pirituni; bisictea^hosedroniwhence wb first 
derived:them*: 'evbn-those abstracted ideas,, whichmight 
be first' occasioned by bohhbspnffay be as .properly after¬ 
ward attributed' to.splfit. . ri oc "„* f: n \ •. - 

Now, though Mr Locke supposes sensation and re¬ 
flection to be the.'only two springs o£tdladeas,.and these 
two are sufficient to' furnish ofir minds .with.all that 
rich' variety**q£ ideas- which' we-have y yet'/abstract ion 
is certainly1 a* different act,.of ihemnnd, whence these^ 
abstracted'ideas have their originalthough perhaps 
sensation or 'reflection may furnish us with all the first 
objects'ahd occasions; whence theseubstracted ideas are 
excited and derived* M>Nornn this'sense and: view of 
things can J ^hink. Mr Locke himself would deny my 

, representation of the original bf” abstracted ideas* mor 
forbid them to stand'for a distinct species; ■ 

Note, Though we have divided ideas in this-ichapr 
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ter into three sorts, via.. Sensible* spiritual, and ab¬ 
stracted* yet it may not be amiss just tt> take notice 
here,' that as nianmuy be Called a eompoundsUbstance* 
being, made upof body and rnmd* aiid the modes-Which/ 
arise from this- composition are! CallM m-ijted medCs* 
such as settsation, passion, discourse*- &-cv- s« theideas 
of this substance Or being called matt, and of these 
mixed modfes may be Called mixed ideas, for they are. 
not properly* and strictly spiritual, sensible, or abstracted. 
See a mush larger account of every patt of’this chapter 
in the . Philosophical Essays , by 1. W.Essay 3, 4, &e. 

Sect. II.—-Of sitnple and complex^- c'ompotfnd and , 
i Collective Ideas. - ■ 

Ideas, considered in their naiure,'are either simple ■ 
or complex. . / - . 

A simpleddea is one uniform idea) which cannot be 
divided bf distinguished by the; mind of man into two * 
or-mote ideas j' such are-a‘multitude of bu'r Sensations, > 
as the idea of sW.eet, bitter; Cbld, hea>,:white, red, blue, -. 
hard, soft, 10011011,' rest, and perhaps extension and du¬ 
ration ; such are also many-of Ottr spiritual ideas* such 1 
as thought, wili, wish, knowledge, &Ci '■* 

_ A complex idea » made by joining, two or more * 
simple .ideas together ; as* a square, a triangle, a cube, , 
a pen, a table, reading, writing, truth, falsehood, a ‘ 
body, a* mart; a horsey ah angle, a heavy body,- a-swift. 
horse, & c. Every tiling that can be divided by the '■ 
mind into two'Of more1 ideas is called comple\u 

. Complex ideas are often' considered as single add - 
distinct beings, though they may he made up*'of seve¬ 
ral simple ideas; so a body,' a spirit,' a house, a tree* . 
aflbwer ; but when several of these ideas of a* different 
feiild* ate joined together, which- are wdht to be consi¬ 
dered as distinct single beings*,' this is* called a cbm- 
pdUnd. idea, Whether* these United ideas* be* simple or 
complex.- So a mah is* compounded ©f body and spi- 
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rjt, §o miffifidate is a compound medicine, because, itj 
, is. made>pT many different ingredients. ; Thi$;T*haye 
^hewmppd&r the - doctrine -of spbstanc.es,; v mQdes 
#lsplmay;,bs.. compounded ; -harmony is a compound 
idea, - made* up b£ different sounds united ; -so, several 
different virtues raust.be. united to make up the com¬ 
pounded idea or character either of a hero or a saint. 

But when,m.afty ideas, qf the same kind are joined 
together, andAmitedinonP namP, jor^ \mdef pne view, 
it is.called ^collective idea ;sq or a parlia¬ 
ment, is a collection pf men ; a dictiehaty,, or nomen¬ 
clature, is a collection of words ; a flock is a collection 
of sheep J a forest or-grove a collection of trees;"a 
iieap is a collection of sand, or com, or dust, &c. ; a 
city, is a collection, of;houses ; a nosegay is. a collection 
of flowers ; a month of a year is a collection of days ; 
and a thousand is a collection of units. , - 
. .'The precise difference .between a compound and 
collective idea is this, that a compound idea pnites 
things.of. a.different kind, but a collective idea things 
of the same, kind ; though this distinction in ,Some 
cases is not accurately observed, and custom oftentimes 
uses the word compound for collective. ^ 

Sect.-IIL-—0/*' universal- and particular Ideas, real and 
' \ imaginary.- ' . ’ * 

Ideas,'according to their objects, may first be di- 
yided into particular or universal. 

A particular Idea is that which represents one thing 

Sometimes the one thing is represented An a loose 
and indeterminate.manner, as when we, say some,mail, 
any man, one man, anqther man ; some horse, any 

.horse: one city,, or anpther, which is called by. the 
schools individupn vagum.. - , ' - • 
■ Sometimes jhe particular idea represents one' thing 
in a determinate manner, and then it is called a singly 
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lar ides,; such-is. Bucephalus; or Alexander Vhorse, 
Cic.er<3.;the;.orator,. Peter the apostle,,the palace of 
Versailles,, this, fbdofc, that. river, the • new forest, or 
tmt city,,of London. That idea, which represents 
one p*4ftipilafl determinate thing to me, is called a 
singular idea, whether if be simple,* or complex,, or 
compound, , , : 

The object of any particular idea, as well as the 
idea itself, is sometimes called an individual^ so Peter 
15 an. individual man, London is an individual city. Sa 
this book, one horse, another horse, are 'all indivi¬ 

duals^ though the word individuals, js more usually Ji- 
p>it^(l to one singular, certain, and determined tbject. 

An uniyersal idea is that which represents a com¬ 
mon nature agreeing to several, particular things; so a 
^orse, a man, or a, book, are called universal ideas, 
because they* agree^o ajl horses, men* p^booksv 

,Apd I think it not amiss*to intimate;;in this place,' 
that these universal .ideas are formed hy that act, of the' 
mind which is failed abstraction? that is, a withdrawing 
some part oLan idea from other parts of it* for wheh 
singular ideas arb first let into the mind by sensation 
or, reflection, then, in order. to make them universal, 
we leave out . or dyop 41 those peculiar and determinate 
characters, qualities, modes,' or circumstances, which 
belong merely, to any particular,.individualbeing, and 
by which it differs from other beings ; and we only' 
contemplate those properties of it Wherein it agrees 
with other beijqgs., ■ - , 

. Though jt must he, confessed, that the name'of ab¬ 
stracted ideas is sometimes- attributed to universal 
ideas, -hoth^ensibl.e or spiritual, yet this abstraction is’ 
not so great, as when we drop out of our idea every 
sensible 9K spiritual representation,: and retain nothing 
hut the most general and absolute conceptioos.of things 
or their mere relations to one another, without any 
regard to their particular natures, whether they be sen¬ 
sible or spiritual. And it.is to this kind of-conceptions 

we more property give the name of abstracted ideas, 
as- m the first-section of this chapter. ■ ■ 
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An universal idea is either general or ,special 
A ginerdidea is called by the Schools a genUS; and 

It is one dO^nron-nature'agteeing'to sev^al Other 

common natures, So animal is- a! gemis, because it 
agrees to horse, liofl, whale\ butter%*'which are. 
alsa eomman* itos; so fish is a genu^r beda0s6r it 
agrees to trout, herring, crab, which are common 

also • — i - 
A special 'tied is Called by the schools a species ; it 

is one common nature that agrees to several Singular 
individual beings ; so horse is a. special idea* or a spe¬ 
cies, because it agrees to Bucephalus, Irott, and Snow¬ 
ball. City is a. special idea, for it agrees to London* 

jParis, Bristol. i 

. j\ToM 1st, Some of these universal are genuses, if 
'compared with natures mote- common. So bird is a 
genus, if compared with eagle, sparrow, raven, which 
are also common natures; but it is a Species, if com¬ 
pared with the more general nature, animal, ine 
Same'may be said of fish, beast, &c. ' , 

This sort of universal ideas, which may either be • 
considered Us a genus or a-species, is called subaltern J 

but the highest genus, which is never a species, ls-caU- 
ed- the most general., and the lowest species, wmch is 
never a genus, is-called the most ,special. 

It'may be observed here also, that that . general na¬ 
ture or property, wherein .one thing agrees with most 
other things, is called its more remote genus 5 so sub¬ 
stance is the remote genus of bkd or beast, .because it 
agrees not* Only to all kinds of animals, but also to 

-A__ nssiur. stars, douds* metals,Jstoties, 

Cs-t’genudeF 'bkd, because it agrees to fewest otnef 
things^ : Those'genera natures whleh-stand between 
the nbareSt antf .most remote-are called intermediate. _ 

Note-. 2%,- in. Universal- ideas- it is- proper td eonsi- 
der their Comprehension and their extension*!. , 

* The word extension herd is talcenin a mere logical sehsej an$ 
not in a physical and mathematical sense. 
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The comprehension of an idea regards all the essen¬ 
tial modes and properties of it :.so body in,its com¬ 
prehension takes in solidity, figure, quantity, mobility, 

&c- c>o a bovrl in its comprehension includes rouhd- 
ness, volubility,. &c. -* 

' e*t,e.ns‘on an universal idea regards all the 
particular kinds and single beings that are contained, 
under it. bo a body in its extension includes sun, 
moon, star, wood, iron, plant, animal, &c. which are 
sevenal species, or individuals,'under the. general name 
ox .•body, bo. a bowl,- in its extension; includes a 
wooden bo w, a brass bowl, .a white and.black bowl, 
a heavy .bow!, &c. .and all. kinds of.bowls, together 
with all the particular individual bowls in the world* 

. iVafe.: The comprehension of an. idea is sometimes 
taken.in so arge a.sense,;as not only to include the 
essential attributes, but-all the properties,- modes, and 

w"e- - «,iii 
This account of genus and .species.is'part of tliat fa¬ 

mous doctrine ;of uniyeraals:,*,which-is .taught in the 
schools, with- diverse other formalities belonging to it • 
for u is in this place, that .they introduce difference, 
which is the primary essential mode, and property, or 
the secondary essential mode,'and accident, or the ac¬ 
cidental mode ; 'and .these they call the five predicables, 
because every thing that is affirmed concerning any 
being must be either the genus, the species, the differ¬ 
ence, some properly, some accident; but what fer- 
ther is necessary to 'be said concerning these things 
will; be mentioned, when We treat of definition.. . ; 

. Having finished the doctrine, bf universal and par¬ 
ticular ideas, I should take notice of another division 
of them, which also hath respect to their objects ; and 
that isy they are either real or imaginary. 

Real ideas are such as have a just foundation in na¬ 
ture, anq have real objects,, or,exemplars, which.'did, 
or do, or may actually e*istr according4to; the present 
Mate and nature of. things 5.such are alkour. ideas af 
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long, broad, swift,, slow, wood, iron, men, horses, 
thoughts, spirits, a cruel master, a. .proud beggar, a 

man seven,feet high. ■ " , , . . 
Imaginary , ideas, which are also called fantastical, , 

or chimerical, are such as are made by enlarging,,, di¬ 
minishing, uniting, dividing real ideas in the mind, , 
in such a- manner as. no objects, or exemplars did. or 
ever will exist,, according to the present course ot na-. - 
ture, though the several parts of. these ideas ar«: bor¬ 
rowed from real objects : such are these- conceptions 
wehave of a centaur, a. .satyr, a golden mountain,, a - 
flying horse, a dog without a head; a bull less than a 
mouse, or a mouse as big as a bulli and. a man twenty, 

feet hkln _ .T « . . 
Some of these fantastical ideas are possible* that is 

they are nothtterly; inconsistent in the nature of things, , 
and therefore it is within the reach of'divinepower, to .. 
make such objects •, such are most of .the instances ah. . 
ready given$ hut impossibles carry an utter inconsist¬ 
ence in the ideas which are joined: such.are self-active 
mattery and1 infinite, or-eternal men, a pious-man with¬ 

out honesty, or heaven- without holiness. 

Sect. IV._The Division of Ideas*. with regard ts 
' " tJieir Qualities. 

Ideas, with regard to their qualities, afford us these 
several divisions of them.- ~J. They are either clear 
and distinct, or- obscure and confused.- 2. 1 hey are- 
vulgar or learned. 3. They-.are perfect or imperfect, 

t. Tlle-f'hre true or false. 

• I. Our ideas are either clear and* distinct, or-ob* 

Several writers have distinguished the clear ideas 
from those that are distinct •, and the confused ideas 
from those' that are obscure r k* acknow* * and if .must beacknow- 
1a.i he sbme difference between- them ; 
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for it is the .clearness of ideas for the most part makes 
them distinct ,} and the obscurity of Ideas is one thing 
that will always bring a sort of confusion into then£ 
Yet when these writers come to talk largely upon this 
subject, and to explain and adjust their meaning with 
great nicety, ! .‘have generally found that they did not 
keep-up the distinction they .first designed, but they 
confound , the one with, the other. I shall therefore 
treat of clear or distinct ideas, as .one and the same 

- sort,and obscure car confused ideas, -as another.' 

A clear and/distinct idea is that which represents the 
■ object af the mind with full evidence and strength, 
and plainly distinguishes it from all other objects what¬ 
soever. 

An obscure and confused idea represents the object 
-either' so .faintly, so imperfectly, or so mingled With 
other , ideas, .that the abject'of it doth riot appear plain 
to- the mind} not.purely in its own nature,, nor suffi¬ 
ciently distinguished from other things. 

When we see the sea and sky nearer at Hand} we 
have a dear and distinct idea of each } but when we 
look.far toward the horizon, especially 3n a misty day, 
our ideas of both aTe bnt obscure and confuised; for 
we.know not■ whichis seaarid which is sky. So when 
we iook at the colours of the rainbow, we have a char 
idea of the red, thebhie, tke green inthe middte of 
their several ;aatches.} and. a distinct idea too, while rife 
eye fi aesthete.; but when we consider the border of 
those colours, they so run into one another, that it 
renders .their ideas confused fed obscure. So the idea 
which wefeve of our brother, >or our £riend,whom 
we see daily, is clear and distinct} butwhen the rib- 
«ence of many years has injured the idea,, jt becomes 
obscure and ctfnfnsed. . 

■Nete here, thabsome dfourkteas may be very, clear 
anddistinet it* onerespect, and very obscure and cdn- 
fosed da another;, So wfenwe speak of. wkiliagantim, 
tfeatfigms of afeausandjati|las, feemay havd a dear 
rind distinct tarieaal. idwavof the muriber ane thousand 

arigles»far fee can-feBjbiree*atervmfeus^ro|)erties corr- 
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cerning itvby reason-, but the .image, or sensible idea* 
which'we have of the figure, is hut confused and<ob- 
scare .-, for we cannot precisely distinguish it by'fancy 
from thp image1 of a figure that has nine hundred 
angles, or. nine hundred and ninety; So .when, we 
speak of the infinite divisibility of matter, -we always 
keep in.our=mind’s a very clear And distinct idea of di¬ 
vision .and divisibility* But after we have made x little, 
progress in dividing, and come to parts tliat are far too 
small for the reach of our senses, then our ideas, or, 
sensible images of. these little bodies, become obscure - 
and ,indistinct, and the idea of infinite is very obscure, . 

imperfect, and confused. ' • 

II. Ideas are either vulgar or learned. .A vulgar 
idea represents to us the most obvious and sensible ap¬ 
pearances that are contained in the-object of them 
but a learned idea- penetrates* farther into'the nature., 
properties, reasons, causes and effects of things. This 
is best illustrated by some examples. 

It is a vulgar idea .that we have of a rainbow, \vhen 
we conceive a large arch in the clouds, made up of va¬ 
rious colours parallel to each ^ others but <it is a learned * 
idea which a philosopher has when- he. considers it as 
the various reflections and refractions of sun-beams in 
drops of falling raim ,.*S.o it is a vulgar idea which we 
have of the colours'of solid bodie.s, when we perceive 
them to be, as it were, a red, or blue, or,green tino 
ture of the surface of those bodies f but it is a philo¬ 
sophical idea when we consider,the various colours to 
be nothing-else but different sensations excited in us 
•by: the variously refracted rays of light reflected .on our 
*<eye$In a different manner,: according to the" different 
size, or" shape, or situation of ihe particles of which 

-the surfaces of those .bodies are" composed. It is a 
vulgar idea, which we liave of a watch of clock, when 
we conceive-of it as a pretty instrument made to ^shew 
ua the hour of; the -day y but iitf is a lbarned idea, which 
the watchmaker5 has of *it,* who knows'all the several 
parts of it, the spring, thfe balance* the chain,, the 
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wheels^ their axles, &c. together with the various 
connections, and adjustments of each part,, whence the 
exact and uniform motion of. the index is derived 
which points to the minute or .the hour. .So. when a 
common understanding reads'Vmgihs .dSneid, he has 

ut a vulgar idea of that poem yet.his mind isna*. 
turally entertained with the story, and'his ears, with 
the verse; but when-a critic, or .3 man who has skill 
m poesy, reads it,, he'has a learned.ideaof its peculiar 
beauties; he tastes 'and relishes a superior pleasures 
he a®mires the Roman poet, arid wishes he had known 
the .Christian theology, which would have, furnished 
him- with nobler materials and machines - than all the 
heathen, idols; ! . 

- I(: is with a vulgar idea that the world beholds the 
cartoons of Raphael at Hanipton-couft, and everyone 
reels his .share of pleasure and entertainment; but a 
painter contemplates the wonders of that Italian pencil, 
and sees a thousand, beauties iri them which the vulgar 
eye neglected : his learned ideas give him- a transcend¬ 
ent aehght, and yet, at the same time, discover the ble~ 
mishes which the‘common. ga2er never observed. 

III. Ideas are either perfect or imperfect, which, are 
.otherwise called adequate or inadequate. 

• Those are adequate ideas winch perfectly represent 
their archetypes or objects. Inadequate ideas are but 
a partial or incomplete representation of those arete- 
types to which they are referred. 7 ' . 

All our simple ideas are in some sense adequate or 
perfect; because, simple ideas, considered merely as 
our .first perceptions, have no parts irr-them ; so we 
may be said to have a perfect idea .of white, black, 
sweet, sour, length, light, motion,, rest, «&c^ .We have 
also a perfect idea of various figures^ as a triangle, a 
square, a cylindei, a cube, a sphere, which are com- 
,plex ideas ; but our idea or image of a figure of a.thou- 

sand sides, our idea ofthe city of London, or the ipowers 
or a .loadstone, are very imperfect,'as well as all our 
ideas of infinite length qr breadth, infinite power, wis- 
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aom, or duration for the idea of infinite is endless 
and ever growings and can never.be completed. 

'Note i. When We have a perfect -idea of any thing 
in all its parts, it is called a cdmplete idea; when in 
all 'its properties, it is oalled comprehensive; fiat wheat 
we have but;an inadequate and imperfect idea, we are 
Only said-to apprehend it.; therefore use the; termwp- 
prehension, whed we speak of ofir knowledge of Gpd> 

who cati'neter be comprehended by his creatures.-r _ 
Notf2. Though there are a multitude ofjideas vyhich 

may; be called perfect or adequate, in a vulgar Sense, 
' yet there are scarce any ideas which are adequate^ com¬ 
prehensive, and complete in a philosophical sense; for 

there is scarce any thing in the world that we kndw,y 

as to all the parts, and powers, and properties of it; u* 

perfection. Even so plain a'n idea as that'.of a triangle, 

has perhaps infinite properties belonging to it, erf which 

we know but a few; Who qin tell what are the shapes 
and positions of those particles, which cause ril the vav 

riety of colours that appear on‘the; surface of things t 

Who knows what ••are the. -little corpus¬ 
cles that compose and' distinguish different bodies ? The 

ideas of brass,. iron, gold, wood, stone, hyssop, mid 

rosemary, have an infinite variety df hidden mysteries 

contained in the' shape, size, motion, and position: of 

the little ...particles of which they are composed ; and 
' perhaps also infinite Unknown properties and powers 

that-ndfy be derived frcm them. And if we arise to 
the animal world, or the world of spirits, our know¬ 
ledge of them must be amazingly imperfect, when there 
is not the least grain of sand, or empty space, but has 

’"too many questions and difficulties belonging to it, for 
the.wisest.philosopher upon earth to answer and re* 

^ solire/.' r 1 ' " v , ; 

IV. Our ideas are either true or false; for an idea 
being the representation of a tiling in the mind, it must 
be either a true or a false representation of it. If the 
idea be conformable to the object.or archetype of it, it 
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is a true idea; if not, it is a fake one.' Sometimes our 
ideas- are referred to things really- existing without us 
as their archetypes. If I see bodies in their proper co¬ 
lours,. I have a true idea ; -but when a man under the 
jaundice sees all bodies yellow, he has a false idea of 
them. So if we see the sun.qr moon rising or setting, 
our idea.represents them bigger than what they are on 

; the meridian ; and-in this sense d is a false idea, be¬ 
cause those heavenly bodies are all day and all night 
of the same bigness. Or when I see a straight staff ap¬ 
pear crooked while it is half under water, I say the wai¬ 
ter gives me-a-false idea of it. Sometimes our ideas 
refer to the ideas of other men,, denoted.by such a par¬ 
ticular word as their archetypes. So when I hear a Pro¬ 
testant use the words church and. sacraments, if I un¬ 
derstand by these words a congregation of faithful men 
who profess Christianity, and the two ordinances, bap¬ 
tism and the Lord’s supper, I have a true idea of those 
words in the common sense of Protestants; but if the 
man who. speaks of them, be a Papist, he. means the, 
church of Rome and the seven sacraments, and then I 
have a mistaken idea of those words, as spoken .bf- him,, 
for he has a- different sense and meaning; anil in ge¬ 
neral, whensoever I mistake tire sense of any speaker 
or writer, I may be said to have a false idea o,f, it. 

Some-think that truth or falsehood -properly belongs - 
only to propositions, which shall he the subject of dis¬ 
course in the second part of logic ; for if we consider 
ideas as mere impressions upon the mind,‘made by out¬ 
ward objects, those impressions will ever.be conform¬ 
able to the laws of nature m .such a case ; the water 
will make a .stick appear crooked, and the horizontal 
air will make the sun and moon appear bigger. And 
generally, where'there is falsehood in ideas, there seems 
co be some secret or latent proposition, whereby we 
judge falsely, of things. This is more obvious where 
we take up the words, of a writer or speaker in a mis¬ 
taken sense ; for we join his Words to our own ideas, 
which-are different from.bis. But after all, since ideas 
are pictures of things,* it can. never be very improper 
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to pronounce them-to be true or false, according to 
their conformity or non-conformity to their exemplars. 

CHAP. IV. 

OF WORDS* AND THEIR SEVERAL DIVISIONS, TOGETHER 
WITH THE ADVANTAGE AND DANGER OF THEM. 

- Sect*. h^Of Words m Generaly,and their Use* 

Though our ideas are first acquired by1 the percep¬ 
tion of objects, or by various sensations and reflections, 
yet we convey them to each other.'by the means of 
certain-sounds, or written marks, which we call words; 
and a great part of < our knowledge is both obtained and 
communicated by these means, which are called speech 

or language... ' : ' - ’ • " 
But :as- we are led into the knowledge, of thmgsvby 

words/so we are oftentimes led into error, or mistake* 
by the use or abuse of words also. And in order to 
guard "against such mistakes, as well as to promote our 
irhprovement in knowledge,, it is. necessary )to*acquaint 
ourselves a little with words .and terms; We shall be¬ 

gin with these observations* .' . 

Observe I. ■ WdRDS. (whether they are spoken or 
written)?ha^e no natural connect;on with the ideas they 
are designed to' signify, nor with the things which are 
represented, jn those ideas.: There is no manner of dif¬ 
ference between, the sounds white, in English, or black 
in French, and that eolour which we represent by that 
name; nor , have the letters of which these words are 
composed, any natural aptness, to signify that colour 
than red . or green, v Words and names therefore are 
mere arbitrary signs, invented by men to communicate 

their thoughts or ideas to one another. 
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* Observ. 2* If one single word were appointed to ex¬ 
press but one simple idea, arid nothing else, as white, 
blacky sweety sour, sharpy bitter, extension, duration, there 
would be scarce any mistake about/ them. 

But, alas l it is a common unhappiness in language, 
that different simple ideas are sometimes expressed by 
the sanie Word * so the words sweet arid sharp are ap¬ 
plied both to the objects of hearing and tasting, as we 
shall see hereafter; and this, perhaps, may be one 
cause or foundation of obscurity and ertor arising from 
words. , 

■V Observ. 3. In communicating; our complex ideas to 
one another, if we could join as many peculiar and 
appropriated words together m one sound, as we join 
simple ideas to make one complex one, we-should sel¬ 
dom be in danger of mistakingWhen I express the 
taste of an apple,;which we call the fritter sweet, none 
can mistake what: f mean. / 

Yet this sort of composition would make all lan¬ 
guage a most; tedious and unwieldy thing, since most 
of Our ideas are complex, and many of them have eight 
or ten simple ideas in them> so that the remedy would 
be worse than the disease $ for what is now Expressed 
in one short word, as month or year, would require 
two lines to. express it. It is necessary,, therefore, that 
single words be invented to express, complex ideas, in 
order to make language* short and useful*. 

But here is our great infelicity, that when single' 
Words signify complex ideas, one .word can never di~ 
stinctly manifest all the parts of a complex idea and 
thereby it* will often happen, that one man includes- 
more or less in his idea, than another does, while he 
affixes th^ sarhe word to it. In. this case there will be 
danger of mistake between-them, for they do,not mean 
the same object, though they use the same name. So 
if one person or nation, by the word year mean twelve 
months of thirty days each,, that is, three hundred and 
sixty-five days, another intend a solar year of three 
hundred and sixty days, and a third mean a lunar year,, 
or twelve lunar, months, that is, three hundred, and.fif* 
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ty-fout daysyt there.will be a great .variation arid error, 
in their account: of things, unless they are well appri¬ 
sed of each-other's meanings beforehand; This is., sup¬ 
posed to. be the reason why some ancient histories and 
prophecies, and accounts of chronology, ate so hard to 
be adjusted.'- And this is thetrrie reason of so furious 
and endless ...debates on many points in divinity \ the 
words church; worship, idolatry^ rjpentanc,eyfaith) election^ 
meriti graces and many others which signify very com¬ 
plex. ideas,, are not applied .to include,, just ?the same 
simple ideas, and the same number of them, by the 
various contending" parties*::.. Thence .-arise confusion 
and contest; ‘ 

'Qbserv. 4.lThough a single name does not certainly 
manifest teus all*the parts of a complex idea, yet it 
must be' acknowledged, that in. many of pur complex 
ideas, ,the-single name may point-out tOrUS some chief 
property which belongs to the thing..the word signir 
lies *, especially when the word or name is traced up 
to its original, through several languages from whence 
it is borrowed. So an .apostle signifies one^that is. sent 

forth. ' - : .V 
But. this .tracing' of a word to its original*.(which is 

called etymology),, is .sometime^ a very precarious and 
uncertain.thing* and, after all, we have made but. little 
progress towards tire attainment of the full meaning of- 
a complex idea, by knowing some one chief property 
of it.. We. know but a. small part of the notion of an. 
apostle, by knowing barely>that he is sent forth.. 

.O-hs.erv'.B^ Many (if .not-most), of. our. words which 
are1 applied to moral andintellectual ideas, when tra¬ 
ced ^ up ^ tothe • original in the learned languages, will be' 
found .to signify sensible and corporeal thingspr: -Thus 
die words .apprehension,.understanding', abstraction, in¬ 
vention, idea, inference, prudence, religion, church, a- 
doration, &c. have alia corporeal signification in their 
.original. The name spirit itself signifies breath ox air, 
iniatin, Greek, and Hebrew; Such is the poverty of 
all languages, they are forced to use these, names; fox 
ihedrporeal... ideas, which thing, has. a tendency to error 

and confusion^ ' ' 
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: Observ. 6. The last thing I shall mention that leads 
us into many a mistake is, the multitude of objects 
that one name.sometimes .signifies : There is almost 
an -infinite variety of things and ideas both simple and 
complex, beyond all .the words that; are? invented in 
any languageV thence it becomes almost , necessary that 
one name should signify several things,, Tet;us but 
consider the two colours of yellow and blue ;if they 
are mingled together, in any considerable; proportion, 
duty make a green: Noyr there may be infinite .differ 
rences of (the proportions in the mixture of yellow and 
blue; and yet,we have only these;three words, yellow, 
blue, and green, to signify all of them, at least, by one 
single term. , ' 

When I use the word shore,, I-tnay intend thereby 
a; coast of land near the sea, or a drain to carry off wai¬ 
ter, or a prop to. support a ,building;, and.byihp sqund 
.or the word, porter, who cancel! whether I.mean a 
man who bears burdens, or a* servant who waits at a 
npbleman’s gate ? The world is fruitful in the invention 
of utensils of life, and new characters and offices of 
men, yet names entirely new are; seldom invented; 
therefore,old names are almost necessarily used to sig- 
nify new: things, which roty occasion much confusion 
and error in the receiving and communicating of’know- 

’ledge. ? 

. ' Gi~ve n>e leave to propose one single instance, where¬ 
in all,those notes shall be remarkably exemplified. It 
is the word bishop, whichJn,French is called eveque ; 
upo^ which I would make .these several observations* 
(1.) That there ds no natural connection between ,t6e 
saqred office hereby, signified, and the letters or. sound 
wfiich signify thisofficey. for both ^hese words eveque 

?and! bishop' signify the same office, tfipugh there is not 
one letter alike in them ; nor ^ have the. letters which 
compose the English or the French , word any thing sa¬ 

cred belonging to them, more than the letters that' 
compose the words king or soldier.: .(2.) If the mean* 
ing of a word could be learned by its derivation or ety- 
mology, yet the original derivation of wprd$ isoftem* 
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times very dark and: unsearchable 5: fotwho would i- 
raagine that edch of these words are derived from the 
Latin episCopusi or the Greek im?**** ? Yet m this in¬ 
stance we happen to know certainly the true deriva¬ 
tion ; the French being anciently writ evesques-is bor¬ 
rowed from the first part of the Latin word •, and theold 
English bhcop from the middle of it. (3.) The original 
GrCek wOrcf signifies art overlookerj'or one who stands 
higher ‘than his fellows and overlooks them v trrs a 
compound word,‘that primarily signifies sensible ideas, 
translated to signify or include Several moral or intel¬ 
lectual ideas 5 therefore alt Wilt grant that the nature 
of the office can be never known by the mere sound ot 
sense of the word overlooker. (4.) I add farther, the 
Word bishop dr episcopus, evenwhen it is thus transla¬ 
ted frorn a sensible idea, to include several intellectual 
ideas, may yet equally signify an overseer of the poor j 
ail inspector of the customs ; a surveyor--of the high¬ 
ways - a supervisor of the excise, &e. But by the con¬ 
sent of men, and the language of scripture, it is appro¬ 
priated' to signify a sacred office in the church, {a.) 
This very idea and name, thus translated from things 
sensible, to signify a spiritual and sacred thing, con- 
tains but one property of it, viz. one that has an o- 
versight, or -care- over others but it does not tell us 
whether it includes a care over one church,,or many •, 
over the laity, or the clergy. (6-.) Thence it Allows, 
that those who in the complex rdea of the word bishop 
include ati oversight over* the clergy, or over a whole 

' diocese of people, a superiority to presbyters, a distinct 
power pf ordination, ,&c. must necessarily disagree 
with those who 'include in it Only the'care of a single 
congregation. Thus according- to the various opinions 
of men, this Word signifies a pope, a- Gallican bishop, 
a Luthereart' supefintendant, art English prelate, a pas¬ 
tor of n single assembly, or a presbyter or elder, liras 
they qudfrel with each other perpetually artd it is well 
if any of them , all have hit precisely the sense Of the 
sacred writers, and included just the. same ideas m it,, 
and no others. , 
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I might make alJLthe same remarks on the word 
Church or kirk, which is derived from xvyit cuc<>$ or the 
house of the Lord, Contracted into kyriok, which some 
suppose to signify an assembly of'Christians, some take 
it for all the world that professes Christianity, and some 
make it to mean only the clergy,;and on these accounts 
it has been the occasion of as many and as furious con¬ 
troversies as the word bishop, which was mentioned 
before. n 

Sect. IL—Of negative andpositive. Terms* 

From these and other considerations it will' follow, 
that' if we would avoid error in our pursuit of. know¬ 
ledge, we must take good heed, to the use of word* and 
terms, and be acquainted faith the various kinds*o£ them* 

...'I. Terms are either positive or negatives 
. Negative terms'lire such «as have a little word .or syl¬ 
lable of denying joined to them, accordirig to the vari¬ 
ous idioms of every language, as unpleasant, imprudent, 
immortal, irregular, ignorant, infinite* endless, lifeless* 
deafhless, nonsense, abyss, anonymous, where the pre¬ 
positions un, im,Jn‘,mon, a, an,‘ and the termination less, 
signify a negation, either in English, Latin or Greek. : 
; Positive terms are those which have no such nega¬ 
tive, appendices belonging to them, as life, dejath* end* 
sense, ^mortal. s 

But so unhappily are our words and ideas linked to¬ 
gether, that we can never know which are positive ideas, 
and which are negative, by the word that is used to 
express them, and that for these, reasons : 

There are Some positive terms which are. made to 
■signify-, a negative:, idea 5 as dead is properly a thing 
that is deprived of life; blind implies st negation or 
privation of sight; deaf a wdnt of hearing 5 dumb a 
denial of speech. . 

.* There *are. also some negative t£rrns* which im- 
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ply positive ideas, such as immortal' and deathless, 
which; signify ever-living, or a continuance in life; in¬ 
solent signifies rude and haughty ; indemnify, to keep 
safe ; and infinite perhaps has a positive idea too, for 
it is ah idea ever growings and when, it is applied* to 
God, it signifies his,complete perfection. 

There are both positive and negative terms, 
invented to signify the same arid contrary ideas;. a$ un¬ 
happy and miserable, sinless and holy, pure and unde¬ 
filed,^ impure and filthy, unkind and cruel, irreligious 
and profane, unforgiving atid revengeful, &c. and there 
is great deal of beauty and convenience derived to any 
language from this variety of expression ; though Some¬ 
times it a little confounds our conceptions of being and 
not-being, our positive and* negative -ideas. 

Asthlyy I may add also, that there are some words 
which are negative in their original language, but seem 
positive to an Englishman, because the negation is un- 
known ; as abyss, a place without a bottom ; anodyne, 

v an easing medkine*; ''amnesty* khrememfetaaice, or 
general pardon ; anarchy; a state without government ; 
anonymous, that is, nameless inept, that is, not fit; 
iniquity, that is, unrighteousness; infant, one that can¬ 
not speak,i a child ; injurious, not doing justice 

er right. 
The way therefore to know whether any idea be ne¬ 

gative or not, is to consider whether it.primarily imply 
the absenceof any positive being, or mode of being ; 
if it doth, thenit is a negation or negative idea; other¬ 
wise it is a positive one, whether the word that expres¬ 
ses it be positive or negatived Yet after all, in many 
eases this; is very hard to determine; as in amnesty, in¬ 
finite, abysV ^hich are originally relative terms, but 
they signify pardon, &e. which^ seem to be positives. 
So darkness, madness, clown, are positive terms ; but 
they imply the want df light, the want of reason, and 
the want of manners; and perhaps these may be rank¬ 
ed among the negarive ideas. ' ^ ‘ 

Here note, that in the English tongue two negative 
terms" are equal to orie positive, and signify the same 
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thing, aS not unhappy, signifies happy * not immortal,, 
signifies hiortai ; lie is no imprudent man, that is, he 
is a man of prudence; but the sense and force of the 
word in such a negative way of expressions "se&m to 
be a little diminished. 

Sect. simple and complex Term). 

II. Terms are divided into simple and complex,, 
A simple term is one word, a complex: term is when 
more words are used to signify one thing. 

Some terms are complex in words, but not in setose,, 
such is the second emperor of Rome; for it excites in 
our minds only the idea of one man, viz.. Augustus. 

Some terms are complex in sense, but not in words* 
so when I say anarpiy, a forest* 1 mean a multitude 
of men, or trees ; and almost ail our moral ideas, as 
weUasmany of our "natural ones, are expressed in this 
manner; religion, piety, loyalty, knavery, theft, in** 
elude a variety of ideas in each term/ 

There are other terms which are Complex: both in 
words and sense; so when I say a fierce dog, or a 
pious ,rnan, it excites an idea, not only of those two 
Creatures", but erf their peculiar characters alsroi, 

Among the terms that ate complex in sense, but not 
in words, we may reckon those simple terms which 
contain a primary4 and a secondary idea In them ^ as 
when I hear my neighbour speak that which is not 
true, and I say to him this is not true, or this is false, 
I only convey to him the naked idea of his error; this 
is the primary idea: but if I say it is a lie, the word 
lie carries also a secondary idea in it, for it implies 
both the falsehood of the Speech* and my reproach and 
censure of the speaker. On . theother hand, if I say 
it is a mistake, this carries also a s^condary idea with 
it; for it not only refers to the falsehood of his speech, 
but includes my tenderness and civility to hipi at the 

vsame time. Another instance may be.this ^when I use 
the words incest, adultery, and murder* I cmVey:to an- 
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other mot only the. primary idea of those actions, .but I 
include also the secondary idea of theit unlawfulness, 
and my abhorrence of them, 

. Note 1. Hence it comes to pass, that among w!ord$ 
which signify the same principal ideas, some-are clean 
and decent, others unclean ; some chaste,^ others ob-. 
scene; some are kind* others are -affronting and re¬ 
proachful, because of the secondary* idea which custom 
has alixed t& them. And it is the.partwfee man, 
when there is a necessity of expressing any evil actions, 
to do it either by aword that has a secondary idea of 
kindness or softness; ot ai word that carries in. it an 
idea of rebuke: and severity, according.:as the case re^ 
quires. So when-4there is a necessity of expressing 
things unclean or obscene, .a wise man will do it in the 
most decent language, to excite,as few uncleanly ideas 
as possible, in the minds of the hearers. 

Note 2.= Infength of time, and by the power of cus¬ 
tom; words sometimes change .them primary ideas, as 
shall be declared, and sometimes they .have, changed 
their secondary ideas^ though .the primary ideas may. 
remain : so wordsr.that were once chaste, by frequent 
use grow obscene and-uncleanly; and words that were 
once honourable, may in the next generation grow 
mean and contemptible. So the word dame originaljy^ 
signified a mistress-of a family, who was a lady,,and it 
is used still in the English law to signify a, lady; but 
in common use now-a-days it represents a farmer’s 
wife, or a mistress of a family of the lower rank in the. 
country. So those words of Rabshaketh, Isa< xxxyi. 
12. ,in our translation, (eat their own dung, &c,) were 
doubtless decent and clean language, when our trans¬ 
lators wrote them above a hundred years ago. The 
word dung has maintained its. old secondary idea and. 
inoffensive sense to this day ; but the other word in 
tjiat sentence has; by custom acquired a'more unclean¬ 
ly idea; and should now rather be changed into a more 
decent term, and so it should be read ih public, unless 
it should be thought more proper to omit the sentenced. 

‘ * So in some places of the*'sacre^d. historians,'\vhere it is written, 
every one that pistes against the wall, we should read every male; 
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For that reason it is, that the Jewish rabbins have 
supplied other chaste words in the margin of the He- 

x brew bible, where the words of the text through time 
and custom are degenerated, so as to carry any base 
and unclean secondary idea in them; and they read 
the word which is in the margin, which they call keri, 
and not that which Was written in the text, which they 
call chetib. 

Sect, IV.~0/r Words common and proper. 

III. Wqrds and names are either common or pro¬ 
per. Common names are such as sfandk for universal 
ideas, or a whole rank of beings, whether general or 
special. These are called appellatives ; so -fish* bird, 
man, city, river, are common names •, and 60 are trout, 
eel, lobster, for they all agree .to many individuals, and 
some of them to many species : but Cicero, Virgil, 
Bucephalus, London, Rome, jEtna; the Thames, are 
proper names, for each of them agrees only to one sin¬ 
gle being. ' . ' ' 

Note here first,, that a proper name may become in 
some sense, common^ when it hath been given to seve¬ 
ral beings of the same kind ; so Caesar,-which was the 
proper name of the first emperor Julius, became also 
a common name to all the following emperors. Aixd 
tea, which was the proper name of one sort of Indian 
leaf, is now-a-days become a common name for many 
infusions of herbs, or plants, in water y as sage-tea* 
ale-hoof-tea, limon-tear&c. So Peter, Thomas, John, 
William, may be reckoned common names also, her 

^cause they are given to many persons, unless they are 
determined to signify a single person at any particular 
time or place. 

7 Note in the second place, that a common name may 
become proper by custom,or-by the time or place, or v 
persons that use it$ as in Great Britain, when we say 
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the King, we mean our present rightful sovereign King 

George, who now reigns * when we speak of the 
prince, we intend his royal highness Frederick Prince 
of Wales: if we mention the chy when we are near 
I*mdon, we generally rhean the,dty.of I^udomjrwhen 
in a country town, we,say tfee' .parson or. the Esquire, 
all the parish knows who are the single persons intends 
ed by it; so when we are speaking of the history of 
the New Testament, and use the words Peter, £aub 
John, we mean those three apostles. 

.Note,■ in the third place, that any common name what¬ 
soever is made proper, by terms of particularity added 
to it, as the common 'words Pope, King, horse, gar¬ 
den, book, knife, See. are designed to signify a singu¬ 
lar idea, when we say the present pope ; the King of 
Great Britain ; the Ijorse that won the last plate at 
New-Market; the royal garden at Kensington; this 

book % that knife, &c. 

Sect. V.—Of concrete and abstract Terms* 

JV. WoRf)S or terms are divided into* abstract or 

concrete. * / 
Abstract terms signify the mode or quality of a be¬ 

ing, without any regard tp the aiibjoct- iii which it is ; 
as whiteness, roundness, length, breadth, wisdom,mor¬ 

tality, life, death* ^ 
Generate terms, while they express the quality, do 

also either hr imply, or refer to some subject 
to which it belongs* as white, rouhdj ;long, broad, wise, 
mortal, living, dead $ feut these are not zhfrysmm 

adjectives inn grammatjeiJ $gns§£ for a fool, & hwave, a 

abstract terms that belong to them. 
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■ Sect* VI.—.Of univoeal and! equivocal Words* 

V. Words and terms, are either univocal or-equivo¬ 
cal# Univocal words are such as signify but one idea, 
or at least but one sort of thing ^ equivocal wqrds are 
Such as signify two or more different ideas, or differ- 

, ent sorts of objects. The words:book, bible, fish, house, 
elephant, may be called univocal words *, for I know 
not that they signify any thing else but those ideas to 
which they are generally affixed > but head is an equi¬ 
vocal word, for it signifies the head of a nail, or of a 
gin, as as of an animalnail is an equivocal word, 
it is used! foftthe mil. of the hand or foot,, and for an 
iron nail to fasten any tiling \ post is equivocal, it is fif 
piece of timber, or a swiff messenger. A church is a 
religious assembly, or the large fair building where they 
.meet } and sometimes the same word means a synod of 
bishops or of presbyters, and in some places it is the 
Bope and a general council. 

Here let if be noted, that when two or more words 
signify the same thing, as waye and billow, mead/ and 
meadow, they' are usually called; synonymous words j 
but it seems very strange, that words, which are direct¬ 
ly contrary to each other, should sometimes represent 
almost the same ideas $ yet thus it is in some few in¬ 
stances, a valuable, or an invaluable blessing $ a shame¬ 
ful, or a shameless villain *, a thick skull, or a thin 
skull’d fellow, a mere paper skull: a man of a large 
conscience, ' little conscience, or no conscience 5 a fa¬ 
mous rascal, or an infamous one : so uncertain a thing 
is human language, whose foundation and support i;> 
custom. 

As words signifying the same thing are called syno¬ 
nymous y so equivocal words, or those which signify 
several things, are called homonymous, or ambiguous 9 
and when persons use suph ambiguous words, with a 
design to deceive, it is called equivocation. 

F 2 
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Our simple Ideas, and especially’the sensible quali- 
ties, furnish us with a great variety4of equivocal or ani- 
biguous words ; for these being the first, and most na¬ 
tural, ideas we have, we borrow some of their names, to 
signify many other ideas, both simple arid complex. 
The word sweet expresses the pleasant perceptions of 
almost every sense \ sugar is sweet, but it hath not the 
same sweetness as music ; nor hath music the sweet¬ 
ness of a rose and a sweet prospect differs from them 

. all | nor yet have any of these the. same sweetness as 
discourse, counsel, or meditation hath : yet the royal 
Psalmist saith of a man, we took sweet counsel toge^ 
ther *, and of God, my meditation of him shall be sweet. 
Bitter is also such an equivocal word; there is bitter 

- wormwood /there are bitter words* there are bitter ene¬ 
mies,* and.'-a bitter chid morning. So there is a sharp¬ 
ness in vinegar, and there is a sharpness in pain, in sor¬ 
row, and in reproach 5 there if a sharp eye, a sharp wit, 
and, a sharp sword : but there is not one of these seven 
sharpnesses the same as another of them, and a sharp 

^ea^twind is different from them all 
There are also verbs, or words of action, which are 

equivocal as well as nouns or names. The words, to 
bear, to take, to, come, to'get, are sufficient instances 
of it y as when we say, to bear a burden, to bear sor-' 
row or reproach, to bear a name, to bear a grudge,.to 
bear fruit, or7to bear children, the word bear is used 

^ in .very different senses ; and so is the word get, when 
we say, to get money, to get in, to get off’, to get rea- 
dy, to get a stomach, and to get a cold, &c. 

There is also a great1 deal of ambiguity in many of 
the* English particles, as, but, before, ^beside, with, 
without, that, then, there, for, forth, above, about, &c. 
of which grammars and dictionaries'will sufficiently in¬ 
form us. 

Sect. VII.—Various Kinds of equivocal Words. 

It would be endless to run through all the varieties 
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of words and terms, which have different senses^ ap¬ 
plied to them; I shall only mention therefore a few 
of the most remarkable and most useful distinctions ^ 
mong them. 

1 sty The first division of equivocal words lets us 
know that some are equivocal only in their sound or 
pronunciation 5 others are equivocal only in writing ^ 
and others, both in writing and in sound. 

Words equivocal in sound only, are such as these % 
the rein of a bridle, which hath the same sound with 
the reign of a king, or a shower of rain, but all three 
have different letters, and distinct spellings. So might, 
or strength, is equivocal in sound, but differs in writing 
from mite, a little\animal, or a small piece of money. 
And the verb to write, has the same sound with wright, 
a workman, right or equity, and rite or ceremony, but 
it is spelled very differently from them all. 

Words equivocal in writing only, are such as these; 
to tear to pieces, has the same spelling with a tear \ to 
le^d, or guide, has;'the same letters as lead the metal; 
and a bowl for recreation, is written the same way as a 
bowl for .drinking ; but the pronunciation of all these 
is different. 

But those words, which are most commonly and 
justly called equivocal, are such as are both written and 
pronounced the same way, and yet have different senses 
or ideas belonging to them ; such are all die instances 
which were given in the preceding section. 

Among the words which are equivocal in sound only, 
and, not in writing, there Is a large field for persons* who 
delight ih jests, and puns, in riddles and quibbles, to 
sport themselves. This sort of words is abo used by 
wanton persons to convey lewd ideas, under, the covert 
of expressions capable of a chaste meaning, which are 
called double entendres: or when persons speak false¬ 
hood with a design to deceive, under the covert of 
truth. Though k must be confessed, that all scats of 
equivocal words yield sufficient matter for such pur¬ 
poses. . , " 
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There are many cases also, wherein, an equivocal 
word is used for the sake of decency to cover a foul 
idea; for the most chaste and modest, and well-bred 
persons, having sometimes a necessity to speak of the 

^things of nature^ obnvey their ideas in the most inof¬ 
fensive language by this means. And indeed, the mere 
poverty of ^li languages makes it necessary to use equi¬ 
vocal words upon many occasions', as the common 
writings of men, and even the holy book of God suf¬ 

ficiently manifest 
cldhj) Equivocal words are usually, distinguished * ac¬ 

cording to their original, into such, whose various senses 
(arise from mere chance or accident, and such as are 
made equivocal by design ; as the, word bear signifies a 
shaggy beast, and it signifies also to bear or carry a bur- 
den ; this seems’to be the ipiere effect of chance \ but if 
I cab my dog, bear, because he is shaggy, or call one of 
the northern constellations by that name, from a fancied 
situation of the stars in the shape of that animal, then 
it is by design that the word is made yet farther equi¬ 

vocal: - - V- v ■' 1 ' , 
But because I think this common account ot the 

spring or origin of equivocal words is two slight and 
imperfect, I shall reserve this subject to he treated of 
by itself, and proceed to the third division. 

%dly> Ambiguous, or equivocal words, are such as 
. are sometimes taken inadarge and general sense, and 
.sometimes in a sense more strict and limited, and have 
different ideas affixed to them accordingly. Religion, 
or virtue, taken in a large sense, includes both our duty 
to God and our neighbour^ but . in. a most strict, li¬ 
mited, and propet sense,.virtue signifies our duty to-, 
wards men, and religion our duty to God. Virtue 
may yet be taken in the strictest sense, .and then it signi¬ 
fies power or courage, which is the sense of it in some 
places in the New Testament. So grace, taken in a' 
large sense, means the. favourofGod, and all the spiritual 
blessings that, proceed from it, (which is a^ frequent 
sense pf it in the bible), but in a limitedsense it signifies 
the habit of holiness wrought in us by divine favour* or 
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a complex idea of the Christian virtues. . It may be 
also taken in the strictest sense } ;and thus it signifies 
any single Christian virtue, as in 2 Cor. yiii. 6, 7, whete 
it is used for liberality. So a city, in a strict andpro- 
,per sense, means the houses.inclosed within the walls'} 
in a larger sense it reaches to all the suburbs. , 

This larger and stricter sense of a word is (used in al¬ 
most all the sciences, as well as in theplogy, and in 
common life. .The word geography, taken in*a strict 
sense, signifies the knowledge of the circles of the earth¬ 
ly'globe, and the situation of the various parts; Of the 
earth } when it is taken in. a little larger sense, it in¬ 
cludes the knowledge of the seas also } and in the lar¬ 
gest sense* of all^ it extends to the various customs, 
habits and governments of nations. When an astro- 
nomer^ uses the word star in its proper and strict sense, 
it is applied only to the fixed stars, but in a large sense, 
it includes the planets also. 

This equivocal sense of words belongs also to many-, 
proper names } so Asia taken in the'largest sense, is One 
quarter of the world ; in a more limited sense it signir 
fies Natalia,or the.Lesser Asia; but in the strictest sense 
it means no fiiore than one little province of Natalia, 
where stood the cities of Ephesus, Smyrna, Sardis, &c. 
And this is the most frequent sense pf it in the New 
Testament. Flanders and Holland,* in a strict sense, 
are but two single provinces among .the seventeen, but 
iri^a large sense, Holland includes seven of them, and 
Flanders ten. . 

There are also some very common and little words 
in all languages, that are used in a more extensive oy 
more limited serise *, such as all, every, whatsoever, 
&c. When the apostle says, all men haye sinned, and 
all men mu§t die, all is taken in its hiost universal and 
extensive sense, including all mankind, Rpm. v. 12. 
When he appoints prayer to be made for all men, it 
appears by the following verses, that, he restrains the 
.word all to signify chiefly all ranks and degrees of 
men, l Tim. ii. 1. But when St Paul says, Jplease 
all men in all tilings^ J Cor, x, the word all is ex- 
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ceedingly limited, far it reacted no farther than that 
he pleased all those men whom he conversed with, in 
all things that were lawful. > 

4/M/, Equivocal words ace m the fourth place dis¬ 
tinguished by their literal or figurative sense. Words 
are used in a proper or literal Sense when they are de-x 
signed to signify those ideas for which they were ori¬ 
ginally made, or to which, they are primarily and ge¬ 
nerally annexed; but they ate used in a figurative or 
tropical sense, when they are made to signify some 
things, which only bear either a reference or a resem¬ 
blance to the primary ideas of them. So when two 
princes contend by their armies, we say they are at 
war in a proper sense $ but when we say there is a war 
betwixt the winds and the waves in a storm, this is:-. 
called figurative, and the peculiar figure is a metaphor*. 
£0 when the scriptures say, riches make themselves 
wings, and % away as an eagle toward heaven*, the 
wings and the flight of the eagle are proper expres¬ 
sions *f but when flight and wings are applied.to riches, . 
it is only by way. of figure and metaphor..; So when 
man is said to repent, or laugh, or grieve, it is literally 
taken ; but when God is said to be grieved, to repent, 
or laugh, &c; these are all figurative expressions, bor¬ 
rowed from a tesemMance to mankind. And when * 

^ the words Job or Esther are' used to signify those very 
per sons, it is the literal sense of them ; but when they 
signify those two books of scripture, this is a figura¬ 
tive sense. The names of Horace, Juvenal, and Mil--- 
ton, are used in the same manner, either for books or 
'men." / * - ‘ 

When a word, which originally signifies any parti- ■ 
culac idea or object, is attributed to several other ob¬ 
jects, not so march by way of resemblance, butt rather 
on the account of some evident reference or relation 
to the original idea, this is sometimes peculiarly called 
an analogical Word; so a sound or healthy pulse; a 
sound digestion * sound sleep ; are so called, with re¬ 
ference to a sound and healthy constitution j but if 
you -speak of sound doctrine, or sound speech, this & 
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* by way of resemblance to health, and the words Are 
metaphorical: yet many times analogy and metaphor 
are used promiscuously in- the same sense, and not di¬ 
stinguished. 

Here note, that the design of metaphorical language 
and figures of speech is not merely to represent our 
ideas, but represent them with'vivacity, spirit, affec¬ 
tion, and power; and though they often make a deep¬ 
er impression 6n the mind of the hearer, yet; they do 
as often lead him into a mistake, if they are used at 
improper times and places. .Therefore, wheresthe de¬ 
sign of the speaker or writer is merely to explain, to 
instruct, and to lead into the knowledge of naked 
truth, he ought, for the, most part, to use plain and 
proper words/if the language affords them, and not 
to deal much in figurative speech. But this sort of 
terms'is used very ^profitably by poets arid orators, 
whose business is tdl^bve, and persuade, and work on 
the passions as Vvell as^tw^he,understanding;' Figures. 

c are also happily employed5|n proverbial moral sayings 
by the wisest and the best of merf> to impress them 
deeper on the memory by sensible images^ and they 
are often used for other valuable purposes in the'sa- 
t:red writings. . f 

Sthlyf \ might adjoin another sort of* equivocal 
words; as there are some which have a different mean- 
ing in common language, from what they have in the 
sciences ; the word passion signifies the receiving any 
action in a large philosophical sense ; in a more limit¬ 
ed philosophical sense, it signifies any of the affections 
of human nature, as love, fear, joy,, sorrow, &c. But 
the common people confine it only to anger. So the 
word simple philosophically signifies single, but vulgar¬ 
ly it is used for foolish. 

Qthly, Other equivocal words are used sometimes in 
an absolute sense, as when God is called perfect, wHich 
allows of no defect : and sometimes in a comparative 
sense, as good men are oftentimes called, perfect in 
scripture, in comparison of those who are much inferior 
to' them in knowledge or holiness: but I have dwelt 
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rather too long upon thq subject already, therefore I 
add no, more. , . •. 

Sect. VXII.—The Origin or Causes ofeqUivoeal Words* 
' ■' / 1 , > 

Now, that we may become more skilful in guarding 
ourselves .and others against the danger of mistake 
which may arise from equivocal words, it may not be 
amiss to conclude this chapter with a short account of 
the various ways or means whereby a word changes- 
its signification, or acquires any new sense, and thus,* 
becomes equivocal, especially if it .keeps its old sense 
also.. ... / ' 

1. Mere chance sometimes gives the same word 
different senses.; as the \Vord light; signifies a body 
that is not heavy ; and it also signifies the effect of 
sun-beams, or the medium whereby we see objects: " 

' this is merely accidental, for there; seems to be no con¬ 
nection between these two sense®, nor any reason for: 
them. 

2. Error and mistake is another occasion of giving 
various senses to the same word.; as when different 

\ persons read the names of priest, bishopchurch* eastern 
&e. in the New Testament, they affix different ideas 
to them, for want of acquaintance with the true mean¬ 
ing of the sacred writer \ though it must be confessed, 
these various senses, vlfhich might arise at first from; 
honest mistake, may be-culpably supported and propa¬ 
gated by interest, ambition, prejudice,,and a party-spirit 
on any side. , 

3. Time and custom alters, the meaning of words. 
Knave heretofore signified a diligent servant, gnavus ; 
and a villain was a nearer tenant to the lord of the ma¬ 
nor, vitikus} but now both these words carry an 
idea of wickedness and reproach with them. A ballad 
once signified a solemn and sacred song, as well as 
one that is trivial', when Solomon’s Song was called' 
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tfee ballad of ballads ; but now it is applied to nothing 
but trifling verse, or comical subjects. * 

4. Wards change their sense by figures and meta¬ 
phors, which are derived from Some real analogy or 
resemblance between several things; as when wings 
and, flight are applied to riches, it signified only', that 
the owner may as easily lose them, as he would lose a 
bird who fbw away with wmgs. 

And i,think, under this head, we may rank those 
'Words, which signify different ideasj by a sort of an un¬ 
accountable far-fotcbt analogy, -or distant resemblance 
that fancy has introduced between one thing and ano¬ 
ther; as when we day, the'meat is 'green,;'when it is 

, half-roasted : ,we speak of airing linen by the fire, 
when we mean drying or warming it: we call for round 
coals for die chimney, when we mean large square 
ones : and we talk of the wing, of a rabbit when we 
mean the fore-leg: the true reason of these appella¬ 
tions we leave to the critics. 

5. Words also change their sense by the special oc¬ 
casion of using them, the peculiar manner of pronun¬ 
ciation, the sound of the voice, the motion of the face' 
or gestures of the body ; so when an angry master says 
to his servant, it is bravely done, or you -are a fine 
gentleman, be means just the contrary ; namely, it is 
very ill done ; you are a sorry fellow : it is one way 
of giving a severe reproach, for the words art spoken 
by way of sarcasm or irony. r 

6. Words are applied to various senses, by new ideas 
appearing or rising faster than new words are framed 
So when -gunpowder was found out, the word powder 
whidi before signified only dust, was made then to 
signify that mixture or composition of nitre, eharcoal 
&c.; and the name canon, which before signified a 
law, or a rale, is now also -given to a great gun, which 
gives laws -to nations. So foot-boys, who had fre¬ 
quently the common name of lack given them, were 
kept,*© turn the spit, or-to puli off their masters’boots; 
but when instruments were invented for hoth these ser¬ 
vices, they were both called jacks, though one was of 
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iron, the other of wood, and very different in their 

■ form.'; . ; 
7. Words alter'their significations according to the 

ideas of the various persons, sects, or parties who use 
them, as we ha^e;hinted before v so when a Papist uses 
the word heretics, he generally means the Protestants ; 
when a Protestant uses the word, he means any persons 
who were wilfully (and perhaps confentiously) pbsti-^ 
nate in fundamental errors. ; When a Jew speaks of 
thextrue religion, he means the institution of Moses; 
when a Turk mentions it, he intends the doctrine of 
Mahomet: but when a Christian makes use of it, he 
designs to signify Christianity; or‘the truths and pre¬ 
cepts of the gospel. ; - C 

8. Words have different significations according to 
the book,* writing, or discourse in which they stand. 
So in a treatise of. anatomy; a foot signifies that mem¬ 
ber in the body of man : •But, in a hook of geometry 
or mensuration, it signifies "twelve inches. ^ 

If I had room to exemplify most of these particulars 
in one single word, I know not where to choose a fitter 
than the word soundy which seems (as it were) by 
chance to signify three distinct ideas, viz. healthy 
(from sanus) as a sound body ; noise y (from sonus) as a 
shrill sound : and to sound the sea (perhaps from the 
French 'sonde, a < probe, or an instrument to find the 
depth of water.) From these three, which I may call 
original senses, various derivative senses arise ; as sound 
sleeps sound lungsy sound *wind and limby a sound heart % 
a sound mindy sound doctrine y a sound diviney sound 
reasony a sound casky sound timbery a sound reproofs to 

* beat one soundly, or sound,one’s meanings ox . inclination^ 
and a sound or narrow sea ; turn all these into Latin, 
and the variety will appear plain. ' 

J confess, some few of these which I have mention¬ 
ed as the different springs of equivocal words, may be 
reduced in some cases to the same original: blit it must 
also be granted, that there may be other Ways besides 
these whereby a word comps to extend its signification, 
to include various ideas, and become equivocal. And 
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though it is the'business of a grammarian to pursue 
these remarks with more variety'and particularity, yet 
it is also' the work- of a logician to give notice of these 
things, lest darkness, confusion and perplexity be 
brought into our conceptions by the means of words, 
and thence our judgments and reasonings become er¬ 
roneous. 

CHAP. V. 

GENERAL DIRECTIONS RELATING TO OCR IDEAS. 

Direction I. Furnish yourselves with a1 rich variety 
of ideas ; acquaint yourselves with things artcien't and' 
modernthings natural, civil and religious ; things 
domestic and national; things of your native land, and 
of foreign countries ; things present, past.and future ; 
And above all, be well acquainted-with God and your¬ 
selves ; learn animal nature, and the workings of your 
own spirits. * 1 

Such a general acquaintance with things will be of 
very great advantage. 

The first benefit of it is this : it will assist the use of 
reason in all its following operations ; it will teach you 
to judge of things aright, to argue justly, and methodise 
your thoughts with accuracy. When you shall find 
several .things a-kin to each other, and several different 
from each other, agreeing in some part of their-idea, 
and disagreeing in other parts, you will range your ideas 
in better order, you will be more easily led into a dis¬ 
tinct knowledge of things, and will obtain a rich store 
of proper thoughts and arguments upon all occasion^. 

_ You will tell me, perhaps, that you design the study • 
of the law or divinity; and what good can natural 
philosophy or mathematics do you, or any other 
science, not directly subordinate to your chief design ? 
but let it be considered,-that all sciences have a sort of * 
mutual connection; and knowledge of all kinds fit 
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the mind to reason and judge better concerning anf 
particular subject* I have/hnowti-a judge upon the 
bench betray his ignorance, and appear a littld con¬ 
fused in Ms sentiments about a case of suspected mur¬ 
der brought before him, for want of some acquaint-** 
ance with animal nature and philosophy. 

Another benefit of it is this : such-a large and ge- - 
neral acquaintance with things will-secure you from 
perpetual admirations and surprizes, and guard you 
against that weakness of ignorant persons, who have 
never seen any thing-beyond the confines of their own 
dwelling, and therefore they wonder at almost every 
thing they see ; every;thing beyond the smoke of their 
own chimney, and reach of their own windows, is new 
and strange to them. 

A third benefit of such an universal acquaintance 
with things, is this : it will keep you from being too 
positive and dogmatical, from an excess of credulity 
and unbelief, that is, a readiness to believe, or to deny 
every thing at first hearing V .when.you shall have of¬ 
ten sden, that strange and uncommon things, which 
often seemed incredible, are found to be true ; an(i 
things very commonly received, have been found false* 

The way of attaining such an extensive treasure of 
ideas, is,-with diligence to apply yourself to read the 
best books, converse with the most knowing and the 
wisest of men, and endeavour to improve by every 
person in whose company you are ; Suffer no hour to 
pass away in a lazy idleness, and impertinent chatter¬ 
ing or useless trifles : visit other cities and countries, 
when you have seen your .own, under the care of one 
who can teach you to profit by travelling, and to make 
wise observations ; indulge a little curiosity in seeing 
the wonders of art and nature; search into things 
yourselves, as well asdearn them from others : be ac¬ 
quainted with men as well as books ; learn all things 
as much as you can at first hand ; and, let as many o 
your ideas as possible be the representations of things, 
and not merely the representations of other n^en s 
ideas: -thus: your soul, like some noble buildingj shall be. 
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richly furnished with original paintings* and not with 
mere copies. 

Direct*; II. Use the most proper methods, to retain that 
treasure of ideas which you have acquired; for the mind 
is ready to let many of them slip, unless some pains 
and labour be taken to fix them upon the memory. 

And more especially let those ideas be laid up and 
preserved with the greatest care*-which are most direct¬ 
ly suited, either to your eternal welfare as a Christian, ’ 
or to your, particular station and profession in this life * 
for, though the former rule recommends aii universal 
acquaintance with , things, yet it is but A more general 
and superficial knowledge that is required or expected 
of any man, in things which are utterly foreign to his 
own business *,..J)ui: it is necessary you should have a 
more particular and accurate acquaintance with those 
things that refer, to your peculiar province and duty iu 
this life, pr< your, happiness, iu another* *. 

There are some persons who. never arrive at any 
4ejepi solid, or valuable knowledge in any science, or 
any businessof life •, because.they.are perpetually flut- 

* tering over the surface of things* in a curious and wan¬ 
dering search of infinite variety : ever hearing, read¬ 
ing,. qr asking after something new, but impatient of 
any labour to lay.up and preserve the ideas they hdve 
gained : their souls may be compared to a looking-glass, 
that wheresoever you turn it, it receives the images of 
all objects, butv retains none,, v. 

In order to preserve your treasure of ideas and the 
knowledge you have gained, pursue these advices,, es¬ 
pecially in your younger years. 

' • ■ -■■■’■ - - • ■ .. .. ■ ■ ■ V • ’ ' ' ’■ ■< 

1. Recollect every day the things you have seen, or heard, ' 
or, read, which may have made any addition to your un¬ 
derstanding ; read the writings of God and mefi with 
diligence and perpetual reviews : be not fond of hast¬ 
ening to a new book, or a new chapter, till you have 
well fixed and established in your minds what was use¬ 
ful in the last: make use of your memory in this man¬ 
ner, and you will sensibly experience a gradual im* 
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provement of it, y/hile you take care not to load it to 

excess. . ' 
2. Talk over the things which you have seen, heard or 

? learned^ with some proper acquaintance ; this will make a 
fresht impression upon your memory; and'if you. have 
no fellow-student at hand, none of equal rank with 
yourselves, tell it over to any of your acquaintance, 
where you can do it with propriety and decency ; and 

'whether they learn any thing by it or no,yourowii re¬ 
petition of it will1 be an improvement to yourself : and 
this practice also will furnish- you- with a variety' of 
words and copious language, to express your thoughts 
upon all occasions. ' > 

3. Commit to meriting some of the most considerable trn~ 

provements 'which you daily make, at least such flints as 

may recall them again to your mind, when perhaps they are 

vanished and lost. - And here I think Mr LockeVfne- 
thod of adversaria Or common places, which he,de¬ 
scribes in the end of the firstvolume of his posthumous 
works, .is .the best.;, using no learned method at all> 
setting down things as they occur, leaving a distinct 

, page for each subject* and making any index to the 

pages. * " ' • ' * ‘w ' • ■ 
At the end of every week, or month, or year^you 

maV review your remarks, for these reasons ; first,. to 
fudge of your own.improvement, when you .shall find 
that many of your younger collections are either weak 
and trifling j or if they are just and proper, yet they 
are grown nowf so familiar-to you, that you will there¬ 
by see your, own advancement in. knowledge. And m 

the next place, what remarks you find there worthy of 
your riper observations, you may note them with a 
marginal star *, ihstead of transcribing them, as. being 

* Note, this advice o£ writing, marking, and reviewing your .marks, 
refer chiefly, to those occasional notions you meet with either in ready¬ 
ing or in conversation; but when you- a£e directly and professedly 
pursuing any subject of knowledge in a good system in your younger 
years, the system itself is your common-place book,, and must be en¬ 
tirely reviewed. The same may be said concerning any treatise which • 
closely, succinctly, and accurately handles-any particular theme. 
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worthy of yofir second yearns review, when the others 
are neglected. 

To shorten something of this labour, if the books 
which you read are your own, mark with a pen, or 
pencil, the most considerable things in them which you 
desire to remember. Thus you may read that book 
the second time oyer with half the trouble, by your 
eye running over the paragraphs which your pencil has 
noted. It is but a very weak'objection-against this 
practice, to say, I shalLspoil my book ; for I persuade 
myself, that you did not buy it as a bookseller, to sell 
it again for gain, but, as a scholar to improve yOur mind 
by it; and it the mind be improved, your advantage is 
abundant, though your bot?k yields, less money to your 
executors. -, ' 

Direct. III. Asyou proceed both in learning and in lifey 
make a wise observation wh'cit are the ideas y . what the dis¬ 
courses and the partsc of knowledge that have been more or 
less' useful to your self,or others. . In pur younger years, 
while .we are furnishing, our minds with a treasure of 
ideas, our .experience is but small* .and our judgment 
weak; it is therefore impossible at that age to deter¬ 
mine aright concerning the real advantage; and-use¬ 
fulness of many things we learn. But when age and 
experience.have, matured your judgment, then you will 
gradually drop -the more useless part of youp younger 
furniture, and be more solicitous to retain, that which 
is more necessary for your welfare in this life, or a bet¬ 
ter., - Hereby you will come to make the same com¬ 
plaint that almost every learned man has done after long 
experience in study, and in the study of human life and 
religion; alas ! how many hours, and days, and months, 
have I lost in pursuing some parts of learning, and in 
reading some authors, which have turned to no other 
account but , to inform me, that they were not worth 
my labour and purs uit! happy the man who has a wise / 
tutor to conduct him through all the sciences in thei 
first years of his-study* and who has a prudent friend/ 
always at hand to point out to Kim; from experience, 
how much of every science is worth his pursuit \ and f 

G a ■ 
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happy the student that is 'so wise as to follow such ad¬ 
vice. . * V ' ' . , : X 

Direct. IV. Learn to acquire a government over your 
ideas and your thoughtsthat they may come when they are 
cailed, and depart when they are .bidden. There are some 
thoughts, that rise and intrude upon us while we shun 
them ; there are others that ,fly from us, when we 
would, hold and; fix them, 

f If the ideas which you would' willingly make the 
|matter of your present meditation are ready to .fly from 
lyou, you mustbe obstinate in the, pur suit of them by 
la habit of fixed meditation ; you.must keep your soul 
* to the work, when itvis ready to start at every moment, 

unless you will abandon'yourself to be a slave to every 
wild imagination. It is a common, but itis an unhappy 
and a shameful thing, that every trifle that conges across 
the senses or fancy should divert us, that a buzzing.fly 
should tea^e out'spirits,hand scatter our best ideas; 
but we must learn to be;deaf ahd regardless of other 
things, besides, that which we,makerthe present sub¬ 
ject of our meditation : and in order ‘to help a wander¬ 
ing and - fickle humour, it is useful to have a book of 
paper in our hands, which has some proper hints: of 
the subject that we design to pursue.* we must be re¬ 
solute .and laborious, and sometimes' conflict with our¬ 
selves if we would be wise and learned. 

Yet I would: not be too severe in this rule; it must 
be confessed there are seasons when the mind, or ra¬ 
ther the brain is overtired or jaded with study or think¬ 
ing ; or upon some other accounts animal nature may 
be languid or cloudy, and ; unfit to assist the spirit in 
meditation ; at such seasons (provided that they return 
not too often) it-is better sometimes to yield to the pre¬ 
sent indisposition ; for if nature entirely resist, nothing^ 
can, be dyne to the purpose, at least in that subject or 
science. Then you may think it proper to give your¬ 
self up to, some hours of leisure and recreation, or use¬ 
ful idleness; or if not;; them turn, your thoughts to 
some other alluring subject, and pore no longer upon 
the first, till some brighter or 'more favourable mo* 
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ments arise.. A student shall do more in one hour, 
when all things concur to invite him to any special 
study, than in four hours, at a dull and improper season. 

I would also give the same advice, if some vain or 
worthless, or foolish idea will crowd itself.into your 
thoughts, and if you find that all your labour and wrest¬ 
ling cannot defend yourself from itj then divert the * 
importunity, of that which offends you,.by turning your 
thoughts to some entertaining subject, that may amuse 
a little and draw you off from the troublesome and im¬ 
posing gue§t 5 and many a, time alsodn such a case, 
when the impertinent and intruding ideas would divert* 
from present duty, demotion -and prayer have beep very 
successful to overcome such obstinate troublers of the 
peace and profit of the soul. 

If the . natural genius and tamper be too volatile, 
fickle and, wandering, such persons ought in a more 
especial manner to apply themselves to mathematical 
learnings and to begin their studies with arithmetic and 
geometry \ wherein new truths, continually arising 
to. the mind out of the plainest and easiest principles, 
will allure the thoughts with incredible pleasure iii the 
pursuit; this will give the student such a delightful 
taste of reasoning, as will fix his attention to the sin¬ 
gle subject which he pursues, and'by degrees will cure 
the habitual levity of his spirit 5 but let him not in. 
dulge and pursue these so far, aS to neglect the.prime ; 
studies of his designed profession. 

CHAP. VI. ' 

SPECIAL RULES TO DIRECT OUR CONCEPTIONS OE 

' ' ’ THINGS* •’ ^ • 

\ ^ Great P^t of what has been already written ds 
designed to lay a foundation for those rules,* which 
may gu’de.and regulate our conceptions of things: this 
is our main business and design in the first p^irt of 
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logic. Now if we can but direct our thoughts to a 
just and happy mariner in forming our ideas of things, 
tire other operations of the^ mind will not so easily be 
perverted ; because most of our errors in judgment, 

theweakness, fallacy and mistake of our argumen¬ 
tation^ proceed from the darkness, confusion, defect, 
or some, other irregularity in our conceptions. 

■ The rules to assist and direct our conceptions are 
these, " ; 

1. Conceive of things clearly and distinctly in their 
own natures. 

2. Conceive: of things completely in all their parts. 
3. Conceive of things comprehensively in all their 

properties arid relations. ~ # 
4. Conceive of things extensively in all their kinds* 
5; Conceive of things orderly, or in a proper me- , 

thod. • •• ■ • ' ‘ ^ s ' 

Sect;. I .—Of gaining clear and distinct Idea's. 

The: first rule is this, seek after a clear and distinct 
conception of things as they are in their own nature,, 
and do* not content yourselves with obscure and con¬ 
fused ideas, where clearer are to be attained. 

There are some things indeed whereof distinct ideas 
are scarce attainable; they seem to sufpass the capacity 
of the understanding in our present state : such are the 
notions of eternal, immense, infinite, whether thisjnfinity 

<be applied to number, as an infinite inultittide ; to 
quantity, as infinite length, breadth; to powers and 
perfections, as strength, wisdqm, or goodness infinite, 
&c. Though mathematicians in their way'dembnstrate % 
several things in the doctrine of infinities, yet* there are 
sjiH some insoluble difficulties 'that^ attend the ideas, of ' 
infinity, when it is applied to mind or body; and while 
it is in reality but an idea ever gro wing* Ve cannot have 
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so clear and distinct a. conception of it as to securelus 
from mistakes in* some of our reasonings about it. 

There are many other things that belong to the ma¬ 
terial world, wherein the sharpest philosophers have 
nof yet arrived at clear ,and distinct ideas, such as the: 
particular shape, situation, contexture, motion of the' 
small particles of. minerals, metals, plants, &c. where¬ 
by their very natures and essences are distinguished 
from each other. Nor have we either senses or instru¬ 
ments sufficiently nipe and accurate to find them out. 
There are other things in the world of spirits wherein 
our ideas are very dark and confused, such- as their 
union with' animal nature, the way'of their action on 
material beings, and their converse with each .other* 
And though it is aTaudable ambition to search what 
may be known of these matters,.yet it is a vast hin¬ 
drance to the enrichment of our understandings, if we 
spend two much of our time and pains among infinities 
andunseatehables, and those things for. the investiga¬ 
tion whereof we gre not furnished with proper facul¬ 
ties in the present state. It* is therefore of great ser¬ 
vice to the true improvement of the mind* to distinguish- 
well b.ei'wzzvi/kmwa.bles and .unknowables. 

As far as things are knowable by usf it is of excel¬ 
lent use to accustom ourselves to clear and distinct 
ideas. Now among many other occasions of the dark¬ 
ness and mistakes of our minds, there are these two 
things which most remarkably bring confusion into ©ur 
ideas. . , * .!- 

1. That from our infancy we have had the ideas of 
things so far connected with the ideas of words, that 
we often mistake words for things* we mingle and con-, 
found.one with the other. 

2. ’Frpm our youngest years we haVe been ever ready. 
to consider things riot so much in their own natures, 
as in their various respects to ourselves,'and chiefly tq 
our senses * and we have also joined and mingled the 
ideas of some things, with many other ideas, to which 
they are not a*kin in their own natures. 
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In order therefore to a clear and distinct knowledge 
of things, we must unclothe them of all these relations 
and mixtures,, that we may contemplate them naked, 
and in their own natures, and distinguish the subject 
that we have in view from all other subjects whatso¬ 
ever : now to perform this well, we must here consider^ 
the definition of words} and the definition of things. 

' Sect. II.—Of the Definition of Words or Names. 

If we conceive of things as angels and Unbodied ; 
spirits dof without involving them in those clouds 
which words and language throw upomthem, we should ; 
seldom, be in danger of such mistakes as are perpetually^- 
committed by us in the present state *, and indeed it 
would be of unknown advantage to us to accustom 
ourselves to form ideas of things without words, that - 
we might know; them in their own proper natures. . 
But since-we must use words, both to, learn and to- 
comrpuhicate most of our: notions, we should do it 
with just rules of cautipn. I have already declared^ 
in part/how often and by what means our words be¬ 
come the occasions of errors in our conceptions of 
things. To remedy such inconveniences, we. must, 
get exact definition of the words we make use of, that 
is; we must determine precisely the sense of -ouf words, ? 
which is called the definition of the name. 

Now a definition of the name bring Only a declara¬ 
tion in what sense the word is used, or what idea or 
object we mean by it,: this may be expressed by any 
one or more of the properties, effects or circumstances 
of that object, which do sufficiently distinguish it from 
other objects: as if I were to tell what I mean by the 
word; air, I may say ,it is that thiri matter which we*, 
breathe in and breathe out continually ; or it is that 
fluid body in which the birds fly a little above the earth} 
or it is that invisible matter which fills all places hear 

' the earth, or which immediately encompasses the globe 
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of earth and water. So if I would tell what I mean 
by light, l would say it is that medium whereby we 
see the colours and shapes of.things ; or it is that 
which distinguishes the day from the night. If I were 
asked what I mean by religion, I would.answer, it is 
a collection of all our duties to God, if taken in a 
strict and limited sense'; but if taken in a large sense, 
it is a collection of all our duties both to God and 
man. These are called the definitions of the name. < 

Note, in defining the name, there is no necessity that 
we,should be acquainted with the intimate essence or 
nature of the thing; for any manner of description 
that will but sufficiently acquaint another person what 
we meat! by such a word, is a sufficient definition for 
the name. And on this account, a synonymous word, 
or a mere negation of the contrary; a translation^of the 
word into another; tongue, or: a /grammatical essplica- 
tion of it, is sometimes sufficient.for this ^purpose ; as 
if one would know what I mean by a sphere, I tell 
him it is a globe; if he ask what is a triangle, it is that 
which, has three arigles ; or an oval is that which has 
the shape of an egg. Dark is that which has no light ; 
asthma is a difficulty of breathing,; a diaphoretic, me¬ 
dicine, or a sudorific, is something that will provoke 
sweating ; and an insolvent is > a man that cannot pay 
his debts. , 

Since it is the design of logic, not only to assist us 
in learning, but in teaching also, it is necessary that we 
should be furnished with some particular directions re¬ 
lating to the definitions of names, both in teaching and 
learning. 

SegT. III.—Directions concerning the Definitions of 
' Names. 

Wired I. Have a care of making use of mere words, 
instead of ideas, that is, such words as have 1x0 mean¬ 
ing, no definition belonging to them : db not always 
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imagine that there are ideas wheresoever there are* 
names : for though mankind hath so many millions of 
ideas more than they have names, yet so foolish and 
lavish are we, that tod often we use some words in 

. mere waste, and have no- ideas for them ; or at least, 
our ideas, are so exceedingly scattered and confused, 
broken and blended, various and unsettled, that they 
can sighify nothing toward the improvement of the 
understanding. You will dind a great deal of reason 
for this remark, if you* read the Popish schoolmen, or 
the mystic divines* 

Never rest satisfied therefore with mere words which 
have not ideas belonging to them, or at least no set*v 
tied and determinate ideas. Deal not in such empty 
ware, whether you are a learner or a teacher ; for 
hereby some persons; have made themselves rich in 
words, arid learned in their own esteem : whereas in 
reality their understandings have been poor, and they 
knew nothing. 

Let me give, for instance, some of those writers or 
talkers who deal much in the words nature, fate, luck, 
chance, perfection,power, life,fortune, instinct, §sc. and 
that even in the most calm and instructive parts of their 
discourse ; though neither they themselves nor. their 
hearers have'any settled meaning under those words ; 
and thus they build up their reasonings, and infer what 

vthey please, with an ambition of the name of learning, 
or of sublime elevations in religion ; whereas in truth 
they do but amuse themselves "and their adm irers with 
swelling words of vanity, understanding neither .what 
they say, nor whereof theylaffirm. But this sort of 
talk was reproved of old by the two chief apostles St 
Peter and St Paul, r Pet. ii. i8. 

When pretenders to philosophy or good sense grow 
fond of this Sort oh learnings they dazzle and confound 
their weak hearers, but fall under the neglect of the 
wise. The Epicureans are guilty of this fault, when 
they ascribe the formation of this world to chance: the 
Aristotelians, when they slay, nature abhors a vacuum : 
the Stoics when they talk "of fate, which iV superior to 
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the gods : and the gamesters when they curseNtheir ill- 
luck, or hope for the favours of fortune. Whereas, if 
they would .tell us, that by the word nature; they mean 
the properties of any being, or the order of things esta¬ 
blished at the creation; that by the word fate they'in¬ 
tend the decrees of* God, or the necessary connection 
and influence of second causes and effects; if by the 
word luck or chhnce they signify the absolute negation 
of any determinate causei or only their ignorance of 
any such pause, we should know how to converse with 
them, and to assent to, or dissent from their opinions. 
But while they flutter in the dark, and make a noise 
with words which have no fixed ideas, they talk to the 
wind, and can, never profit. 

I would make this matter a little plainer still by in¬ 
stances borrowed from the Peripatetic philosophy, 
which was taught once in all the schools. The pffcfes- 
sor fancies he has assigned the true, reason, why all hea¬ 
vy bodies tend downward, why amber will draw fea¬ 
thers or straws, and the loadstone draw iron, when he 
tells you, that this is done by certain gravitating and 
attractive qualities, which proceed from the substantial 
forms of those various bodies. * He imagines .that he 
has explained why the loadstone's # north pole shall re¬ 
pel the north end of a magnetic needle, and attract the 
south, when he affirms,? that this is done by.its^ympathy, 
with one end of it, and its antipathy against the other 
end. Whereas in truth,, all .these names of sympathy, 
antipathy, substantial forms and qualities, when they 
are put up for the causes of these effects in bodies, are 
but hard words which only express' a learned and 
pompous ignorance of, the true cause of natural ap¬ 
pearances ; and in this sense they are mere words' 
without ideas. 

This will evidently appear, if one ask me, why a con¬ 
cave mirror or convex glass will burn wood in the sun¬ 
beams, or Why a wedge will cleave it? and!should 

'* Notf> Some writers call that the south pole of a loadstone which 
attracts the south-end of the needle 5 but I chose to follow those who 
call it the north pole. 

• H 
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tell him, it is by an ustoriou$ ’quality in the mirror or 
glass, and bv a cleaving-power in the wedge, arising. . , 
from a certain unknown substantial form in them, 
whence they derive these qualities *, or if he should ask 
me, why a clock -strikes, and points to the hour ? and 
1 should say, it is by an indicating form and sonorific 
quality \ whereas I ought to tell him how the sun¬ 
beams, are collected and united by a burning glass y 
whence the mechanical force of a wedge Js derived 
and what are the wheels and springs, the pointer and, 
hammer, and bell, whereby a dock gives notice of the 
time/ both to the eye and the ear, J3uf these notorious 
and cleaving powers* sonorous arid indicating forms 
and qualities, do either teach the inquirer nothing at 
all but what he knew before, or they are mere words 

without ideas ? ' 1 
And there.is many a naan in the vulgar and in the 

learned world, who imagines himself deeply skilled in 
the controversies of-divinity, whereas he has only fur¬ 
nished himself with a parcel of scholastic Or ftfystic , 
words under some dF,which .the authors themselves 

' had no just ideas } and the learner, when The hears, or 
pronounces them, hath scarce any ideas at all. Such 
sort of words sometimes have become ^matters of fm* 
mortal contention, although the gospel could not stand 
without them *, and yet the aealot perhaps knows little 
mkre of thbm than he does of Shtbboleih, or ffiggaion, 
Seiah, Judges xii. 6. Psal. lx. 16. ' , 1 

* It may be objected here. “ And what does the modern philo¬ 
sopher with all his detailof mafhematihal numbers, and diagrams, do 
more than‘this toward the solution of these/difficulties ? does he not 
describe gravity by^ certain unknown force, 'whereby bodies tend 
downward to the centre? hath hte found the certain and mechanical 

reasons"of attraction, magnetism/* &c. I answer, that the moderns 
, have fofend a thousand things >y applying mathematics to natural 

philosophy, which the artcieiits wereighdraht of ; and when they use 
any names of this kind, ^viz. gravitation, attraction, dcc. tlrey use them 
only to signify, that there are such effects and such causes, with a 
frequent confession of their ignorance of the true springs of them: 
they do not pretend to make these words stand for the real causes of 
fhihgs, hs thbh^h they thereby assigned ‘the me phjjosophical solu¬ 
tion of these difficulties; *f6r in this’ s6nse they will stin' be wotds wifli- 

- ouf ideas, whether in the mouth of an old philosopher or a hew hap. 
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Yet here I would lay down this caution, that there 
are several objects o£ which we have not 3 clear and 
distinct idea, much less an adequate or comprehensive 
pne, and yet we cannot call the^names of these things, 
words withoutideas ^ such are the infinity and eternity 
©f God himself) the union of our own soul and body, 
the union of the divine and human natures in Jesus 
Christ, the-operation of the holy Spirit on the mind of 
m3n,.&c.. These ought not to be called words with¬ 
out ideas, for there is*,sufficient evidence for the reality 
and certainty of the existenceof their objects ^though 
there is some confusion in oun clearest conceptions of 
them and our ideas of. them, though imperfect, are 
yet sufficient to Converse about them, so far as we have 
need, and to determine so, much as i£ necessary for otir 
awn faith and practice. 

Direct. H. -Do not suppose that the natures or essences 
cf things always differ front'one another, as much as their 
names do. There are Various purposes in foiman life, 
for which we put very different names on the same 
thing or on things whose natures are near a-kin^ and 
thereby oftentimes, by making a new nominal species, 
we are ready to deceive ourselves with the idea of ano¬ 
ther real species of beings: and those whose under¬ 
standings are led away by the mere sound of words* 
foncy the nature of those things to be very different 
whose names are so, and judge of them accordingly. 

I may borrow a remarkable instance for my purpose 
almost opt of every garden, which contains a variety of 
plants in it. Most or all plants agree in this, that they 
have a root, a stalk,, leaves, buds, blossoms, ^nd seeds: 
but the gardener ranges them under very different 
names,'as though they were really different kinds of be¬ 
fogs, merely because of the ,different use and service to 
which they are applied by men : as for instance, those 
plants whose roots are eaten shall appropriate the name 
of roots to themselves > such are carrots, turnips, radish¬ 
es, &c. If the leaves are of chief use to us, then we 
call them herbs; as sage, mint, thyme; if the leaves 
are e^ten raw, they are termed sallad \ as lettuce, pur- 
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slain : if . boiled, they become pot-herbs % as.spinage, 
eoleworts; and some of those same plants, which are 
pot-herbs in one family, are sallad in another. If the* 
buds are made our food, they are called heads, or tops y 
$o cabbage-heads, heads of asparagus and artichoaks. 
If the blossom be of most importance, we call it a 'flow- 
er^ such are daisies, tulips, and carnations* which are 
the mere -blossoms of those plants. ^ If the husk or seeds 
are eaten; they are called the.fruits of the ground* as 
pease, beans, strawberries, &c. If aiiypart of the plant 
be of known and common use to u$ in medicine, we 
call it a physical herb, as carduus, scurvy grass t but if 
we count no part useful, we callit a weed, and throw it 
out of the garden y and yet perhaps ournext neighbour 
knows some valuable; property and use of it j he plants 
it in bis garden, and gives it the title of art herb, or a> 
flower. You see here how Small is the real distinction 
of these several plants, considered in their general na¬ 
ture as the lesser vegetables : yet what very different 
ideas we vulgarly form concerning them,, and majce dif¬ 
ferent species of. them, chiefly because of'the different 
names given them* ; , 

i^ow when things are set in this clear light, it appears 
hovr ridiculous it would be for two persons to contend, 
whether dandelion be an herb, or a weed, whether it 
be a pot-herb or sallad •> when by the custom or fancy 
of different families, this one plant obtains all these 
names according to the several uses of it, and the_ va¬ 
lue that-is pui upon it. ' 

Note here* that I find no manner of fault with the 
variety of names which are given;to several plants,"ac¬ 
cording to the various uses we* make of them. But I 
would not have our judgments imposed upon hereby, 
to think that these mere nominal species, viz^ herbs, 
sallad, and weeds, become three really different species 
of beings, on this account, that they have different 
names and uses. But I proceed to other instances. „ 

- It has been the custom of mankind, when they have 
been angry with any thing, to add a new ill name to it, 
that they may convey thereby a hateful idea of it, thought 
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the nature of the thing still abides the same. So the 
Papists call the Protestants heretics a profane person 
calls a man of piety a precisian : and in the times of 
fhe dvil war in the last century, the royalists called 
the parliamentarians, fanatics, roundheads, and $ecta~ 
ries. And they in requital called the royalists, malign 
nants : but the partizans on each side were really nei-* 
ther better nor worse for these names. ^ 

It bas also been a frequent practice on the other 
hand, to- put new* favourable names upon ill ideas, on 
purpose to take oiFthe odium of them. ’ But, notwith¬ 
standing all these flattering names and titles, a man of 
perfuse generosity is but a spendthrift ; a natural son 
is a bastard still ; a gallant is an adulterer, and a lady 
of pleasure is a whore. , 

Direct. III. T&ke heed of believing the nature and essence 
of two or more things to\be certainly the same, because they 
may have the same name give# them. This has been an 
unhappy, and fatal occasion of a thousand mistakes in 
the natural, in the civil, and in the religious affairs of 
life, both amongst the vulgar and th£ learned. I shall 
give tv/d or three instances chiefly in the matters of na¬ 
tural philosophy, having hinted several dangers of this 
kind relating to theology * in the foregoing discourse 
concerning equivocal words. * r \ '* 

Our elder philosophers have generally made use of 
the word soul to signify that principle whereby a plant' 
gpws, and they called it the vegetative soul: th<* prin¬ 
ciple of animal motion of a brute- ha$ been likewise 
called a soul, and we have been taught to name it the 
sensitive soul: they have also given the name cf soul 
to that superior principle in man, whereby he thihfes, 
judges, reasons, &c. And though they distinguished 
this by the honourable title of the rational soul, yet in 
common discourse and writing we leave ouTthe words 
vegetative, sensitive, ,and rational ; and make, the word 
soul serve for all these principles : thence we are Jed, 
early into this imagination, that there is a sort qf 
spiritual being in plants, ,and in brutes, like that in 
-inein WJiereas, if we, did but abstract and separate 

HS 
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these things from words, and compare the-cause of 
growth in a plant, with the cause of, reasoning in man 
(without the word soul)'we shall never think that these 
two principles were at all like one another ; nor should 
we perhaps so easily arid peremptorily conclude, that 
brutes need an. intelligent mind to perform their ani¬ 

mal actions. * ? . . x 
Another instance may be the word life, which being 

attributed to plants* to brutes, and to men, and in each 
of them ascribed to the soul, has very easily betrlayed 
us from our infancy into this mistake, that the spirit or 
mind or thinking principle, in man, is the spring of ver 
getative and animal life to his body: whereas it is evi¬ 
dent, that if the spirit or thinking principle of man 
gave life to his animal nature, the way to Save men 
from dying would not be to use medicines, but to per- 
suacle the spirit to abide in the body. _' 

I might derive a third instance from the word heat* 
which is used to signify the sensation we have when we 
are near the Jire, a swell as the cause of that sensation 
which is in the fire itself * and thence we conclude 
from our infancy, that there is,a sort of heat id the fire 
resembling our own sensation, or the heat which we 
feel; whereas in the fire there is nothing but little par¬ 
ticles of matter of such particular shapes, sizes, situa*-' 
lions and motions as, are fitted to impress such motions, 
qn our flesh or nerves as excite the sense of heat, Now 
if this cause of our sensation in the fire had been al¬ 
ways. called by a; distinct name, perhaps we had not 
been so rooted in this mistake, that the fire is hot with 
the same sort of heat that we feel. This will appear 
with more evidence, when we consider that we arfe se* 
cure from the same mistake when there have been two 
different natnes allotted to our sensation; and to the 
cause of it; as, we do not say, pain is, in the fire that 
burns tus,, or in the knife that ;cuts and wounds us; for 
we call it burning in the fine, cutting in the knife, and 
pain only when it is in ourselves. , . ; 

Numerous instances of this kind might be; derived 
from the words sweet, spur, loud, shrill, and almost 
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all the sensible qualities, whose real natures we mistake 
from our very infancy, and we are ready to suppose 
them to be the same in us, and’iri the bodies that cause 
them ; partly because the words which signify our 
own sensations are applied also to signify those un-. 
known shapes and motions of the little corpuscles* 
Ufhich excite and cause those sensations. ^ 

Direct. IV, In conversation or reading be diligent to 
find' Out the true senses or distinct idea, which the speaker 
or writer affixes to his words ; and especially to those words 
which are the chief subject of his discourse. As far as pos¬ 
sible take heed, lest you put more or fewer ideas into 
one word, than the person did when he wrote or 
spoke j and endeavour that your ideas of every word 
may be the same as his were $ then you will judge bet¬ 
ter of what he speaks or writes. v 

It is for want of this that men quarrel in the dark* 
and that there are so many .contentions'in the several 
sciences, and especially in divinity: multitudes of them 
arise from a mistake of the true sense, or complete 
meaning, in which words are used by the writer pr 
speaker; and hereby sometimes they seem to agree,' 
when they really differ in their sentiments ; and some¬ 
times they seem to differ, when they really agree. Let 
me give an instance of both. , , : ; 

When one map by the word church shall understand 
all that believe irr Christ; and another by the word 
church means only the church of Rome ; they may 
both assent to. this proposition, there is no salvation out 
of the church, and yet their inward sentiments maybe 
widely different. > 

% Again, if one writer shall affirm that virtue added to 
faith is sufficient to make a Christian, and another shall 
as zealously deny this proposition, they seem to differ 
widely in words* and yet perhaps, they may both really 
agree in sentiment: if by the word virtue, the affirmer 
intends our whole duty to God and man; and the de¬ 
nier by the word virtue means only courage, or at most 
our duty towards our neighbour, without! including in 
the idea of it the duty which we owe to God. ; 
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Many such sort of - contentions as these are, traced to 

their original,; wih be found to he mere logcmachines% 
or strifes and quarrels abqut names and words, and vain 
janglings, as the apostle calls them in his first letter of 
advice to Timothy,: ■ - * ' 

In order therefore to attain clear and distinct idea^; 
of what we read or hear, we must search the sense of 
words $ we must consider what is. their original and 
derivation in ami-o^n '-or ^oare^trlanguages-^ what is f 
their common sense amongst mankind* dr m other an- -* 
thors, especially such as wrote in the same century, in 
the same age, about the same time, and upon the same - 
subjects t we must consider in what sense the same au¬ 
thor u$es any particular word or phrase* arid thatwhen ? 
he is discoursing on the same matter, and especially^ 
about the same parts or paragraphs of his writing.: 
must consider whether the word be used in a strict 
and limited,, or in a large and general sense $ whether - 
in a literal, in a figurative* or in a prophetic sense?,* 
whether it has any secondary Mea-aimexed to it be¬ 
sides the primary or chief sense. We must inquire • 
farther what is the scope and design of the writer; andA 
what is the connection of that ^nteuce with those that 
go-before it, and those which follow it. By these and 
other methods we are to search out the definition of1 
names, that is, the true sense and meaning in which- 
any author or speaker uses arfy word, which may be 
the chief subject of discourse, or may carry any coq^ 
siderable importance in it. 

Direct. V. When we communicate our notions to others, 
' merely with a design to inform and improve their kncrw- 

iedge, let us> in . the beginning of our discourser take care to 
adjust the definitions of flames wheresoever there is need of 

‘ it $ that isi to determine plainly what we mean by the chief 
^yords which are the subject of mt discourse >• and be sure 
always to keep the same ideas, •whensoever we use the same 
words, unless 'we give due notice of the change. ' This will 
have a very large and happy influence* in securing not 
only others but ourselves top from confusion and mis¬ 
take j for even writers and speakers themselves^ for 
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want of due watchfulness, are ready to affix different 
ideas to their own words, in different parts of their dis¬ 
courses, and hereby bring perplexity into their own 
reasonings, and confound their hearers. 

It is by an observation of this rule that mathemati¬ 
cians have so happily secured themselves* and the sci¬ 
ences which they have professed, from wrangling and' 
controversy; because whensoever in the progress of 
their treatises they have occasion to use a new and un¬ 
known word; they always define it, and tell in what 
sense they shall take it; and in many of their Writings 
you will find a heap of definitions at the very begin-1 
ixing. Now, if the writers of n&turahphilosophy and 
morality had used the same accuracy and care*, they 
had effectually secluded a multitude of noisy and fruit¬ 
less debates out of their several provinces: rior had 
that sacred theme of divinity been perplexed with so 
many intricate’ disputes, nor the church of Christ been 
torn to pieces, by so many sects and factions, if the 
words grace, faith, righteousness, repentance,.justification^ 
worship, churchy bishop^ presbyter) ike. had been well de¬ 
fined, and. their significations adjusted, as near as pos¬ 
sible, by the use of those words in the New Testa¬ 
ment ; or at least, if every writer had told us at first 
in what sense he would use those words. 

Direct. VI. In your own studies, as welt d$ itv the com- 
munication of your thoughts to others, merely for their in¬ 

formation^ avoid ambiguous and equivocal terms as much 
as possible. Do not use such words as have two; or .three 
definitions of the name belonging to them, that is,.such 
words as have two or three senses,, whe.re there is any 
danger of mistake. ' Where your chief business is to. 
inform the judgment, and to explain a matter, rather 
than to persuade or affect, be not fond of expressing 
yourselves in figurative language, when there are any 
proper words that signify the same idea in their literal 
sense. It is the ambiguity of names, as we have often 
said, that brings almost infinite confusion Into our con¬ 
ceptions of things. , > 

But where there is a necessity of using an ambigu-* 
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ous word, there let double care bemused in defining, 
that word, and declaring in what sense you. take it... 
And he sure to suffer no ambiguous word eyer to come 

into your definitions. v « 
Direct. VII. hi communicating your notions yuse every 

weird as near as possible in the sathe sense in which man* 
kind commonly uses it; or which writers that have gone he* 
fore you have usually affixed to ity upon condition, that it {is- 
free from ambiguity . Though names are in their original 
merely arbitrary, yet we should always keep to the 
established meaning of them, unless great necessity re¬ 
quire the alteration ; for when any word has been used< 
to signify an idea, that old idea will recur in the mind. 
When the "word is heard or read, rather than any new- 
idea which we may fasten to it. And this is one rea¬ 
son why the received definition of names should be 
changed as little as possible. 

' I add farther, that though a word entirely new,, 
introduced into a language, may be affixed to what % 
idea you please, yet an old word ought never to 
fixed to an Unaccustomed idea, without just and evident 
necessity^ or without present or previous notice, lest 
we introduce- thereby a licence for all manner of per- 
niek>its equivocations and falsehoods ; as for instance, t 
when an idle boy,-who has not seen his book all the 
morning, shall tel] his master that he has learned his 

y lesson, he can never excuse himself by saying, that 
by the word learning he meant his breakfast,,and by* 
the word lesson he meant eating surely this would be 

. construed a downright lie, and his fancied wit would- 
hardly procure his pardon, ^ 

In using any ambiguous Wofd, which has been used ;. 
Jfr different senses,' we may choose what we think the. 
most, proper sense, as I have done, supray in naming 
the poles of the loadstone, north or south. 

And when a word has been used in two or three- 
senses, and has made a great inroad for error upon that 
account, it is of good service to drop one or two of 
those senses, arid leave it oply one remaining, and affix 
the other senses or ideas to other words. ^Sq the mo** 
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dern philosophers, when they treat of the human soul, 
they call it the mind or mens humana, arid leave the 

™ m!ma ‘8<wil to signify the principle of life arid 
motion in mere animal beings. 

poet Juvenal has long ago given us a hint to 
this accuracy and distinction, when he says of brutes 
«and men, ' . . 

Indulsit mundi communis cmditor tills 
Tantum cmimas ; ndhis ammttm quoqttc. ' 

Sat.xvi. v. 1S4. 

Exception. There is one case, wherein some of these 
•last rules concerning the definition of words, may be 
in some measure dispensed withy andthat is, when 
strong and rooted prejudice hath established some fa¬ 
vourite word or phrase, and long used it to express 
some mistaken notion, or *6 unite some incoflsistetft 
ideas} tor then it is sometimes much easier to lead the 
world mto truth by indulging their fondness for a 
■phrase, and. by assigning .and applying new ideas and 
notions to their favourite word ; and this is much sai¬ 
ler also man toawakenail theiirpassions by rejectiHfc 
tooth their old words, and phrases and notioni, andin- 
troducifig all new at once.: therefore we continue re 
say, there is heat m the fire, there is coldness in ice. 
Tather than invent new words to express the powers 
which are in fire or ice* toexcitetrhe sensations of heat 
or cold m us. For the same reason some words and 

phrases winch are fess proper, -may be .continued in 
theology, while people are led into clearer ideas with 
much more ease and success, than if an attempt were 
made to change all their beloved forms of speech. 

. ■ Oin. other nasss thpco «« 
tally 

?ent ideas. 

. ^®re f cannot buttakeoecasion to remark,, that 4 
as a considerable advantage to my language'to have i 
variety of new words waioduced into it, that when h 

course of time new objects tandarew ideas arise# then 
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rnav be new words and names assigned to them : and 
also where one single name has sustained two or three 
ideas in time past, these new words may remove the 
ambiguity by being affixed to some of those .ideas. 
This practice would by degrees take away part of the 
uncertainty of language. And for this reason I can¬ 
not but congratulate our English tongue, that irhas 
been abundantly enriched with' the translation of words 
from all our neighbour nations, as well As from ancient 
languages, and these words have been as. it were en¬ 
franchised amongst us ; for French, Latin, Greek, and 
German names will signify English ideas, as well as 

\ words that are anciently and entirely English. 
It may not be amiss to mention in this place, that 

as the determination of the particular sense in which 
any word is used, is called the definition of the name, 
so the enumeration of the various senses of ail equivo¬ 
cal word, is sometimes called the division or distinction' 
of the name; and. for this purpose good dictionaries 
are Of excellent use.; . ' 

This distinction of the. name or word is greatly ne¬ 
cessary in argumentation or dispute; when a fallacious 
argument is used, he that answers it distinguishes the 
several senses-of some word or phrase in it, and shews 
in what sense it *i$ true, and in what sense it is as evL 

.deptly false,^ > ^ ’ \ , T 

. Sect. IV.—O/7 the Definition of Things*, 

As there, is much ^confusion introduced into our 
ideas, by the means > Of those words to: which they are 
aiixed, so5,the mingling our ideas with each other 
withO^ caution is a farther! occasion whereby they 
become confused* A court lady, born and bred up 
amongst pomp and equipage, and the vain notions of 
ibirth and quality, constantly joins and mixes all these 
with the idea of herself, and she. imagines these to be 
essential to her nature, and as it were necessary to 
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her being'; thence she is tempted to look" upon me¬ 
nial servants, and the lowest rank of mankind, as ano¬ 
ther species, of beings quite distinct from herself. A 
plough-boy, that has never travelled beyond his own 
village, and has seen nothing but thatched houses and 
his parish-church, is, naturally* led to imagine that 
thatch belongs to'the very nature, of a house* and that 
must be a church which is built of stone,, and especi¬ 
ally if it has a spire upon .it. ‘ A child whose uncle has,f 
been excessive fond, and his schoolmaster very Severe, 
easily believes, that fondness always belongs to.uncles* 
and that severity is essential to masters or instructors. 
He has seen also soldiers with red'coats, or ministers 
with long black gowns, and therefore hd persuades, 
himself that these; garbs are. essential to the characters., 
and that he is not a minister, who has not a long black 
gown, nor can he be a soldier who is not dressed in 
red. - It would be: well if all such mistakes ended with 
childhood. . 

It might be also subjoined, that our complex ideas 
become confused,, not only by uniting 01; .blending to¬ 
gether more simple or single ideas, .than really belong 
to them, as in the instances just mentioned ; but obscu¬ 
rity apd. confusion sometimes come upon our\ ideas also, 
for want of uniting sufficient number of.single ideas 
to make the complex one :/ sodf l cohceive of a leo- 
.pard only as a spotted beast,, this 'does not distinguish 
it from a tyger.or a lynx, nor from many dogs or hor¬ 
ses, which are spotted too; and therefore a leopard 
must have sojne more ideas added to complete, and di¬ 
stinguish it. 

- I g*ant that it is a large and free acquaintance with 
the world, a watchful observation and diligent search 
into the nature of, things, that must fully correct this 
kind of errors : the rules of logic are not sufficient to 
do it: but yet the rules of logic may instruct us'by 
what means to distinguish one thing from another, 
and how to search and mark out as far as may be, the 
contents and limits of the nature of distinct beings, and 
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other liquids *, a refnote gemis leaves. the thing, too 
much undistinguished. , : 

The specific difference is that primary attribute which 
distinguishes each species from one another, while they 
Stood ranked under the same general* nature of genus. 
Though wine differs from other liquids* in that it is 
the juice of a certain fruit, yet this is but a general or 
generic; difference, for it does.not distinguish wine, 
from cyder or perry *, the specific difference of wine 
therefore is * its pressure from the'- grape ; as cyder is 
pressed from apples, and perry from pears. 

In definitions also we must use the primary attribute 
that distinguishes the species or special nature, and not 
attempt to, define wine by its -particular tastes, or ef¬ 
fects, or other properties,. which are but secondary Or 
consequential, when its pressure from the grape is the 
most obvious and primary distinction of it from all. 
other juices. I confess in some cases it is not so easily 
known, whiclf is the primary idea that distinguishes 
one. thing from another *, and therefore some would as: 
soon define winter by the coldness of the season, as by 
the shortness of the days*, though the shortness of {he 
days is doubtless the most Just, primary and philoso¬ 
phical difference betwixt that and the'other seasons qf 
the year, since 'winter days are always shortest, but not* 
always the coldest I add also, that the shortness of the- 
days is orfe cause of the coldness, but the cold is no 
cause of the-shortness. ° 

Sect. Rules $fthe Definition of the Things, 

TrtE special rules of a good definition,' are these: 
Rule I; A definition must be universal,, or as some- 
call it adequate *, that is, it must agree to all the par^ 
ticular. species, or individuals that are included under 
the same idea *, so the juice of a grape agrees to all pro¬ 
per wines, whether red* white, French, Spanish, Flo¬ 
rence, &c.. 
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Rule. II. It; must ke proper and’ peculiar- ty the thing 
defined^ and agree, to that alone; for it is the very de¬ 
sign of' a definition effectually to distinguish one thing 
feom, all others^ so the, juice of a grape agrees to no- 
other- substance, to no other liquid, to no other;, being; 

win£* 
Those, two rules befog, observed, will always render av 

definition reciprocal with- the thing defined; which is ak 
w^y/bfis^ahing>r to signify that the definition, 

he UjSed Jn any sentence in the plage of the thing 
defined^ pr they may- be njutually affirmed concerning 
e^gh othe4 of substituted in, the room of each other. 
The jnige of , the grape is'wine, or* wine is the juice of 
tfi® grape*- And wheresq^yef the word wine is used,, 
YP& may, put the juice of the, grap# instead of, it, ex¬ 
cept when you consider \yfoe rather as a word than, a, 
thing, on wheiv it i& mentioned in such logical rules. 

Rule IljL 4i defmtion-ouglit fafye clear- and plain ; for 
foC: design of ip is to5 lead us into the knowledge of the: 
thing defin^fo 

tfonce it will follow* tfe&the words used'in, defini¬ 
tion ought nop, to, be doubtful, and equivocal, and ob¬ 
scure, bujt as, plafo and easy, as the language will af¬ 
ford; and indeed it* is a-general rhie concerning the 
definition botho£ names and things?* that no word should , 
bg used^ in either pf thej^ which has any darkness or 
difficulty in founfoss it has bgen before explained or 
defined- ; 

33$hge $ will follow, alsp, that there are many things 
which cannot weft be defined, either as* tp the name of 
tl^: thing*, wfoss, it be by syndnypapus words, tor by a 
negation q£ the contrary idea, §&e. for learned men- 

knpw hofrbpw to, niakp fogr$n*ofo evident or more in¬ 
telligible tfie idea& whfoh gvery. rnan has gained* 
by the v^nr* of teaching. Such are the ideas 
of e^tpn^ipn* duration,, thought; consciousness, and1, 
napst of pur simple ideas,, and particularly sensible qua-, 

as, ipkb/k) Hm% cd4*, heat* .sweety Miter, sour^ 

TS& can saj: of & is a GQn%iman$&fa$ 
-s . 
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beings of a not ceasing to be ; we carl say of conscious¬ 
ness). that it is /as it were a feeling within ourselves ; 
we may sav, heat is that which is not cold ; or sour is 
that which is like vinegar V or we may point to the 
elear'sky, and say that it'is blue. These are the vulgar 
methods of teaching the definitions of nances, or mean- v 
ing of wordsV But there are some philosophers, whose 
attempts to: define these things learnedly, have wrapt 
up their ideas in greater darkness, and exposed them¬ 
selves po ridicule and contempt r as-when they define 
heat, they say, iris qnalitas cofigngamhombgenea, et se- 
gregahelercgenea, that is, a quality gathering together 
t hings of tire • same kindy and- separating things of a dif¬ 
ferent kind. So they define white, a colour arising 
from the prevalence: of brightness : but every child.. 
knows hot aiid white better without these definitions. 

There are‘ many other definitions given by the ?peri-v 
patetic philosophers) which are very faulty by reason 
of their obscurity; as motion is defined by them the* 
act of a being in power, so. far forth as it is in power.1 
Time is the measure or number of motion according 
to past? present and future*. The soul is' the act of an 
organical natural body; having fife in power and se¬ 
veral others of the same stamp. - J 

Rule FVV It is ^lso commonly prescribed among the- 
rules of definition,- that' ip shoitM he short, so that it must 
liaije no tautology in :hor fifty eujords superfluous. . I con¬ 
fess definitions.ought to he expressed in-as few words^ 
as is consistent witb a clear and just explication of the 
nature of the thing defined, and a distinction ofit fronV 
ail other things beside ; but it is of much more impor¬ 
tance; and far better, that a definition.should explain 
clearly the;\subjeet we" treat "of, though the* words be 
many, than to leaye obscurities in the seiitenfe; by con¬ 
fining it within too narrow limits. So in the*&efinition • 
which we have given of logic,, that ;it is>the art of using 
re’asoir well" in. the search after truth, and <he, com¬ 
munication of it to others, if* has indeed many words in 
it, but it could not well He shorter. Art is the ge- 
nos •’'wherein: it agrees w-iih^hetmci poesy* Mkilitnetitf, 
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wrestling ^sailing, building , &c. for all these are arts al¬ 
so : but the difference or special nature of it is. drawn 
from its object, reason from the1 act using it well, 
and from its two great ends or designs, viz. the-search 
of truth, and the communication of it, nor can it 'be 
justly described and explained in fewer ideas. 

V. If we add a. fifth rule, it must be, that neither 
the thing defined, nor a mere synonymous name should 
make any part of the definition* for this would be no 
explication of the nature; of the'thing * and a synony¬ 
mous word at best could only be a definition of the 
name. ' 

Sect. VI. ■— Observations concerning the Definition of 
j • Things. 

Before ! part with this subject, I must propose se¬ 
veral observations which relate to the definition of 
things. . ' ' 

1st Obseri). There is no need*that in definitions we 
should be confined to one single attribute* or property, 
in order to express the difference of the thingde fined, 
as sometimes the essential difference consists in-two or 
three ideas; or attributes.- So a grocer is a man who 
buys and selfe sugar and eplumbs and spices for gain, 
A clock is an engine with weights and wheels, that 
shews the hour of the day both by pointing and stri¬ 
king : and if I were to define a repeating clock, I must- 
add another property, viz. that it also repeats the hour.* 
So-rthat the true and> primary essential difference of 
some complex ideas consisting in several distinct pro* 
perties,,cannot be well expressed without conjunctive 
particles-Of speech., ' , ' 

2d Observ. There is' no heed that definitions, should 
always be positive, for some things differ from others 
merely by a defect: ^ ^hafr ofhers have as if - a chair 
he; defined a seat for a single person with a back be- 
longing to it,, then a stool is a seat for a single person* 

T 
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withwt ac baok; and a i& & $*# &£ several, per-: 
son$,, without; a* back i these arei negative differences * 
f>o sin is a- want of conformity to, the* law of God*,, 
blindness is a. want of sight*, a? vagabond & a; person t 
without 3) home^ Some ideas; are negativey and their 
definitions, ought to be sp too, . . 

• 3d Qbserv. Seine thing? may hav6 two or more de- 
finitionsy and each of them equally just and good;, as* 
a< mile, is the length of eight furlongs, or itfi« the third- 
part of a league v Eternal is. that- which ever was and* 
over $hatt be*y or it is, that whiehi hgd no; beginning 
and shalHjave no end Man is usually defined a ra¬ 
tional animal: but it may be much better to define him 
a spirit united to a& animal of suck a shape, or an ani¬ 
mal of such a peculiar shape united to a spirit, or a 
befog .composed of such m animal and a mind # v 

4tli Observ. Where the, essences of things are evident,, 
and clearly distinct from each other, there we may be 
more- exact and accurate in the definitions of them; 
but where; their ^sences approach near to each other* 
the definition is more difficult* A bird may be defined; 
a feathered animal with wings, a ship; may be defined 
a large hollow" building made to pass over the with 
sails ; but if you ask xm to define a battVwhich is be¬ 
tween a bird and a beast, or to define a barge and hoy,, 
which are between* a boat and. a ship, it is much harder 
t.o define them, or to adjust the bounds of their essence. 
This is very evidentfoall monstrous births and irregu¬ 
lar productions of nature,, as well as in many works of 
art, which partake so much of one species and so much 
of another,;th^t we cannot tell under which speoks. tQ 
rank them, or how to determine their- specific differ** 
mm. . * v/ 

* The common definition of mm, viz. a rational! animal, i$ very 
faulty. / 1. Begayise ti\e anipia\ is not rational ; the rationality of maiv- 
arises from the mind to which the animat is united. 2. Because if a ‘ 
Spirit should he, united to a hprse^ and m^e it a rational bejpg, surely 
this w^ld not be .a nyapj it jseyidqxt ^hfUhep^ylfof sh^pe • 
mus,t ^nter into the definition of a man to repder it just and perfect 
for want of a full description thereof, all*our definitions are’ defectives 
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The several species of beings are seldom precisely 
limited in the nature of things by any certain and un¬ 
alterable bounds : the essences of many things do not 
consist in indivisibili, or in one evident indivisible point,' 
as .some have imagined *, but by various degrees they 
approach nearer to, or differ more from others that are 
of a kindred nature. So (as I have hinted before) in 
the Very middle of each of the/arches of a rainbow, tile 
colours of green, yellow and red are, sufficiently di¬ 
stinguished ; but near the borders of the several arches 
they run into one another, so that you hardly know 
how to limit the colours, nor whether to^call it red or 
yellow, green or blue. 

5th Observ. As the highest Or chief genus, viz. be-* 
ing and not~being, can never be defined, because there 
is nogenus superior to them ; so neither can singular 
ideas or individuals be wdbdefined, because either they 
have no essential differences from other individuals, or, 
their differences are not known ;• arid therefore indivi¬ 
duals are only to be described by their particular cir¬ 
cumstances: so King George is. distinguished from all; 
other men and other kings, by describing him -as the 
first King of Great Britain of the house i>f Brunswick ; 
and Westminster Hall is described by its situation and 
itsUse;&c. '* ~ ‘ * / 

That, individual bodies can hardly have any essential 
difference, at least .within the reach of our knowledge; 
may be made thus to appear: Methuselah,^when he- 
was nine hundred and sixty years old, and perhaps worn 
out with age and weakness, was-the same person as' 

“when he was in his full vigour of manhood, or when 
he was an infant newly born *, but how far was his 
body the same ? who can tell whether there was any* 
fibre of his flesh or his bones that continued the same 
throughout his whole life ? or who can determine^ 
which were those fibres ? The ship in which Sir Fran¬ 
cis Drake sailed round the world might be new built 
and refitted so often, that few of the same timbers re¬ 
mained ; and who can .say whether it must be called the 
same ship or no l and what is its essential difference ?✓ 
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how shall Wie define Sir; Francis Drake’s ship, or make 
a. definition for Methuselah ?■ 

To- this: head belongs- that most difficult question, 
wfeat.k the- principle of individuation ? or what is it 
that makes* any-one thing the same as it was some time 
before? this is: too, large apd: laborious, an inquiry to, 

J dwell- upon it; in this place : yet I cannot forbear tp 
mention, this hint, viz. Since our Own. bodies must- 
rise at; the: last- day, for- us to receive rewards or punish-* 
ments- in them, there may he perhaps some original fi~ 

' byes;of eaeh human: body, sprue/staminaor, prime¬ 
val seed of life, which: may, remain unchanged through 
all the stages of life, death, and the-grave.; thesemay 

^ become, the> springs and principles of a, resurrection, 
and- sufficient! to denominate it in the-same body. But; 
if. there, be; any* such, constant and vital,atoms which 
distinguish every human body,. they are known to God;' 

enlyi,, , , •' .. - ■ 

' QihOherm Where; we^ cannot^ 
cm .esj^iukLdifference oi any'Species* oh kinds of beings 

' that; we woubi 3aSnfij we muskcopt^ 
^jgolkctton of - suchohiefpay^:or properties .pfjj, as, 
may* best explain it; so* for as^it is known, andr be^t dis~ 
tinguidli^foom;otUer7thin^i: so a marigoldis a flower 
which hath many long yellow leaves, round:' a little 
Knotof seedsiiithe midst:,, with such a peculiar stalk,.&c. 
So-: if we would define, silver, ;W,e. say it: is a white a&ds» 
Imrd: metal,,next^in* Weight.to gold : if* we^would. define: 

an*e}der^tjiee5, we might say iiris oneram^g lesser/ 
treesj whpsefyQunger'branches: are soft; and full’of, pith,; 
whose kavfej8> arecjagged or indented, and of such ^ 
particular shape,; andi i* bears- large olustersyof small! 
black herrW:; so we must define water, earthy stone,, 
a lion, ^ iagle, a serpent, and: the greatest part of na-. 
tural beings,, by a collection of those properties, which 
according tpj our observation distinguish them from, alf 
other things. This is; what: MrrLocke calls jriommak 
essences, and. nominjLli: definitions.. And inideeSTsjS^rs 

, thA eTsent rail differejices of the various natural beings: 
or bodies, round about us arise; from a peculiar shape,* 
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af-ithe -wnall ■yarfejesVof. 
•Which^they'&^.f^iposed4 and since1 we :have> no 
dent;metBrSl to infWm.ius.frhatlbese are/wetirHsilie 
contented"with siich^sortlbf • 'delation-of tftedjodits 
they expose* > 

, Here note^tfelt this “sort of definition, - Which isimade 
tip of a mere collection of the • most; remaprkahle parts 
€>r properties, is {Called^ an imperfect Munition* mnatde~ 
‘scriptioti* 
it- isjCdmjiOs^of ^the^^ssentbl difference, added cto* the 

, -generalor genus ^ " \ - ' 
Ithpbwv. tgie perfectJdefi^ition ^ofianyrheiingdl- 

«wayS' indludes-^he definition of theniame thereby it:is 
called, for it informs* us of the sense or meamngrof^that 
W$r&, and shews 1 us What idea tharwotxbis affiocedtto : 
but - thedefinition-of the natne does by no hreans-in^- 
‘dkd£^a;ip|ffeii-r. ®Shttion n 
diave Said before,' a mero synonymous'^ tnegataoh 
df the- contrary, dr "the "mention: of lanyoone ort^o^dis-* 
tinguishing properties1 of the-thing,tnky>be iarmffrcient 
definition of the name. 3£etim “those toasjes^crhere ;tfee 
essential difference, or essence of>a 
there a definition of the name. by:ifiprsforef< p$$perj&fe$, 
and a description of the :thing, atevmuchithe':same. 

MSmeTthiiik at necessaty Mo take v not ieeiof one 
general ■ sentitetet, that seems'to run through'thatrex- 
cellent performance, Mr.'Lacke’s Essay; of hanaantun- 

‘derstanding, ted; that .is,« fEhar the-essenees *>f:thmgs- 
are utterly • uukijo^tt;„to us, and;. tl^eFOTe^r»ur':pre-/ 

'tences ^^stir^teshi^e^esstecewfT^M^wste',reach 
otT^sblec-, 

■tion; Of sUeh -'ptopefirties iasIwe-iftOtt;; :«o somerwfoadiKit 
•we affix'’particular wames, ted; others 'iweifcuwdHe.up, 
several together, sunder owe mu» r itedt that talLourl . 

' attempts to jn^ rtf isjpecics 
can reach* 9O father than- to make; mere -.ruaminal :Sp»_~ I 
cies,; and'therefore oar Jl4|nfticms ;of ! 

■ iSiere notnifiaTdefdrtjJdons ter deffllftioa's ofi thg^atau*” / 
"Now, that %e'f aiajsldo justice: to this tgwatauthor, * 

we ought to consider that he confines this.sortsofkiis- 
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t course only to the essence of simple ideas^, agd Jo-thfe. 
1 essence'of"suBstahcei; as appears' evident in the fourth 

■. and sixth chapters of his thirdubook \i foi h^allows the^ 
names of mixed modes always to signify the reaj. es- 

* sences of their species,’Chap. V., arid he acknowledges 
. artificial things to have real distinct species, and that 
in the distinction of their essences, there is^generally 

' less cohfusion and uncertainty.than jn natural, Chap. 
VI. Sect.* 40, 41 Is though it must be confessed that he 

I scarce makes any distinction between the definition 
of the name, and the definition of the thing? as. Chap. 

i IV. j and sometimes, the current of his discourse deqries 
the knowledge of essences in such general- terms, as 

! may justly give occasion to mistake. 
\ It must be. granted, that the essence of most of our 

simple ideas, and the greatest part of p art leu Jar natyjral 
substances, are much unknown to us; and therefore the 
essential difference of sensible qualities, and Qf.the,va¬ 
rious kinds of bodies (as I have said before), lie beyond 
the reach of oiir understandings : we know not what 
makes the primary'real inward distinctions between 
red, green, sweet, sour, &c. between wood* iron, oil, 
stone, fire, Water, flesh, clay, in their general, natures, 
nor, do we know what are the inward and prime di¬ 
stinctions between all the particular kinds or species in 
the vegetable, animal*-mineral,^metallic* or liquid world 
of things. See Philosoph. lEssays. -Ess* xi. sect. i. 

But'still there^is a very large held for the knowledge 
. of the essences of things, and &r the use of perfect de¬ 
finitions amongst our complex ideas* the modal appear¬ 
ances and changes of nature, the works of art, the mat¬ 
ters of science, and .all the affairs of the civil, the moral, 

f and the religions life; and indeed it is. pf much more 
: importance to all mankind to have a be*te"r acquaintance 

' \ with the works of art for their own livelihood and 
{ daily use, with the affairs of morality for their behaviour 
l in this world, and^ with the matters of religion, that 
f they may be prepared for the world tp come, than to 
\ be able to give a perfect definition of the works of 

f nature* ^ 
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If the particular essences of natural bodies are un- \ 
known to us, we may yet be good philosophers, good \ 
artists, good neighbours, good subjects, and good Chris- / 
tians without that knowledge, and we have just reason J 
to be content. - # 

Now that the essences of some of the modal appear¬ 
ances and changes in nature, as well as things of art, 
science and morality, are sufficiently known to us to 
make,; perfect definitions of them, will appear Jjy the 
specimen of a> few definitions of these things. 

Motion is a change'pf place. Swiftness is the passing 
over a long space in a short time. A natural day is the 
time of one alternate revolution of light and darkness, 
or it i& the duration »of twenty-four hours. An eclipse 
of the sun is 3 defect in the sun’s transmission of 
light to us by the moon interposing. * Snow is con¬ 
gealed vapour;. * Hail is congealed rain. An # island 
is a piece of land rising above the surrounding water. 
An * hill is an elevated part of the earth, and a * grove 
is a piece of ground thick set with trees. An house 
is a building made to dwell in. A cottage is a mean 
house in the country. A supper is that meal which 
we make in the evening. A triangle is a figure com¬ 
posed of three sides. A gallon is a measure containing 
eight pints. A porter is a man who carries burdens 
fo# hire. A king is the .chief ruler in a kingdom. 
Veracity is the conformity of pur words to our thoughts. * 
Covetousnesses an excessive love pf money,, or other 
possessions. Killing is the taking away the life of an 
animal. Murder is the unlawful killing ^of a man. 
Rhetoric is the art of speaking in a manner fit to per- 

/ suade. Natural philosophy is the knowledge of the 
properties of bodies and the various efficts of them, or 
it is the knowledge of the various appearances in na- 

* Note; Island, hill, grove, are not designed here in their more 
remote and substantial natures (if I may so express it) or as the matter 
of them is earth ; for in this sense we know not their essence, but 
only as considered in their modal appearances, whereby one part of' * 
earth is distinguished from another. The same maybe $aidof snow, 
hail, &c. * . 

K .. . < 
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ture, and 'their, causes *, and logic is the art of* using 
our reason well, &c. * 

, »• Thus you see the essential differences of various be¬ 
ings may be known, and are borrowed from their .qua¬ 
lities and properties, their, causes, effects, objects, ad¬ 
junct, ends, &c. and indeed as infinitely various as 
.the essences of things are, their definitions must needs 
have Very various forms. 

After all it must be confessed,; that many logicians 
and philosophers in the former ages, have made too 
great a bustle about the exactness of their definitions of 
things, and entered into long fruitless controversies 
and very ridiculous debates in the several sciences about 
adjusting the logical formalities of every definition : 
whereas' that sort of wrangling is now grown Very 
justly contemptible, since; it is agreed that thie learn¬ 
ing and the knowledge of thirds depends mudi more 
upbn a large acquaintance With thdt various proper¬ 
ties, causes, effects, subject, object, ends and designs, 
than it does upon the formal and scholastic niceties of 
.genus and difference. - - 

Sect. VII.—-Gfacomplete Conception of Things. 

liAWiNG dwelt so tong upon the first rule to direct 
^ our conceptions, and given to account of the definition 

both Of names and things in order to gain clear and 
distinct ideas, we make haste how td the second rule 
to guide your conceptions,’ and that is, conceive bf 
things completely in all their parts. ' 

All parts have a reference to some whole: now 
there is an bid distinction which logical Writers rftafcb 
of a whole and its parts into four several kinds, and it 
may be proper just to mention them here. 

1. There is a metaphysical whole, when the essence 
of a thing is said to consist bf two; parts, the genus and 
the difference, that Is, the; general and thespecial na¬ 
ture, which being joined together make up a defmi- 
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tion. This has been the subject of the foregoing sea¬ 
sons. v * 

2. There is a mathematical whole which is better 
. called integral, when the several parts, which go to 
make up the whole, are really distinct from one ano?- 

, ther, and eachpf them may subsist apart, so the head, 
the limbs and the trunk are the integral parts of an a- 

1 nimal body j so units are the integral parts of any 
large number; so these discourses which I have wril~ 

v ten concerning perception, judgment, reasoning and 
disposition are the four integral parts of logic. This 
sort of parts goes to paake up the completeness of any* 
subject, and this is the cftief and most direct matter of 
pur discourse in this section. 

3. There is at physical or essential whole, which is 
usually made to signify and include cnly.lhe tv/o essen*- 
tial parts of man, body and soul: }ntf J think the sense 
pf it may he better altered, or at least enlarged, and so 
include all the essential modes, attributes or properties 
ivhiph are contained in the comprehension of any idea. 
This shall be the subject of discourse under the third 
•rule to direct our conceptions. 

4. There a logical whole, which is also called an 
universal $ and the parts of it are all the particular 
ideas to which this universal nature extends. So a ge¬ 
nus is a whole in respect of the several species, which 
are its parts. So the species is a whole, and all the in¬ 
dividuals are the parts of it. This shall be treated of 
in the fourth rule to guide our conceptions., 

At present we~consider an idea as an integral whole, 
and our second rule directs us to contemplate it in all 
its parts *, but this can only refer to complex ideas, for 
simple ideas have no parts. 

Sect. VIII.-—-0/" Definition^ and the rules fi.il r 

Since our minds are narrow in their capacities, 
* and cannot survey the several parts of any complex 

K 2 ' ‘ ^ ".Jk~’ ' 
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i>eing with one single view, as God sees a|l things at 
once y therefore we must as it were take it to pieces, 
and consider of the, parts separately, that' we may have 
a more complete conception of the /whole. So if I 
would learn the nature of a watch, the workman takes 
it 16 pieces and shews me the spring, "the wheels, the 
axtes, the pinions, the balance, the dial-plate, the point¬ 
er, the case, &c. and describes each of these things to 
me apart, together with their figures and their uses. 
If I would know what an animal is, the anatomist con¬ 
siders the head, the trunk, the limbs, the bowels/apart 
from each other, and gives me distinct lectures upon 
each of them. " So a kingdom is divided into its several 
provinces *, a book into its several chapters j and any 
science is divided according to the'several subjects of 
-which it treats. .- ~~ 

This is what we properly call the division of an idea, 
•which is an explication of the whole by its several 
parts, or an enumeration of its several parts, that go to 
compose any whole idea^ and to render it complete. 
And I think when rn an is divided into body and soul, 
it properly comes under this part of the; doctrine of 
integral division, as well as when the mere body is di¬ 
vided into head, trunk, apd limbs: this division is 
sometimes called partition. 

v When any of the parts q£ any idea are yet farther 
divided in order to a clear explication of the whole, 
this is called a subdivision; as when a year is divided 
into months, each month into days, and each day into 
hours, which may also be farther subdivided into mi¬ 
nutes and seconds. 

It is necessary, in order to the full explication of any 
being, to consider each part, and the properties of it, 
distirict by itself, as well as in its relation to the wrhole : 
for there are many properties that belong to the several 
parts of a being, which cannot properly be ascribed to 
the whole, though these properties may fit each part 
for its proper station, and as it stands in that relation 
to the whole complex being : as in a house, the doors 
are moveable, the rooms square, the cielings white. 
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the. windows itran^par^^t,,1 yet the house is ^either, 
moveable, nor square, #. white, nor transparent. 

The special rules > of'a good division are these. 

r I. Rule. Each part singly taken must contain less than 
the whole, hut all the parts taken collectively (or together ) 

. must contain %either more nor less than the whole. -There** 
fore in discoursing of a tree you divide it into the 
trunk and leaves $ it is an imperfect division, because 
the root arid the branches are needful to make up the 
Whole. So logic Would be ill-divided into apprehen¬ 
sion, judgment, and reasoning ; for method is a consi¬ 
derable part of the art which teaches us to use our rea¬ 
son right, and should by.no means" be omitted. 

Upon this account, in every division wherein we deT 
sign a perfect 'exactness, it is necessary so examine the 
Whole Idea with diligence, lest we omit ally part of it 
through want of -care ; though in some cases it is not 
possible, and in^othersTt is not necessary, that we 
♦should’descend to theminutest parts.- , ' 

■ II." Rule. In all divisions we should first consider the 
larger and. more immediate parts of the subject, and not di~ 
*l>ide it at once into the more minute and remote parts. -It 
would by no-means %e proper to divide a kingdom .first 
into streets, and latnes, and fields, but it must be first 
divided intd provinces or bounties, then those counties 
fnay he divided -into towns, villages, fields, &£. and 
towns into streets "and-l^iies. " '.. • 

III. Rule.' The servered * parts of a division ought to be 
oppdskey that is, one fart ought not to contain another, it 
would be a ridiculous division of’ an animal into '"head, 
limbs, body, and brain, Jot the brains are contained in 

^ the head. ‘ x ■ ■ ; - ~ _ * x 
'Yet here "it must be noted, £ha t some time sthe sub¬ 

jects cf any treatise, or the objects of any particular 
science, may be preperl yand necessarily So divided, that 
the second may include the first, and dhe third :may !in- 
dude the first anti second, without offending again ft 
thrs rule, because in lhe\secoftdrer fdlbWing parts of 

• ’ - i . - - *•* - - - ^ 
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the science or discourse, these objects are not consider 
ed in the same manner as in the first \ as for instance, 
geometry divides its objects into lines, surfaces and so¬ 
lids ; now though a line be contained in a surface,; or 
a solid, yet it is not considered in a surface, separate 
and alone, or as a mere line, as it is in the first part of 
geometry, which treats of lines. So logic is rightly 
divided into conception^judgment, reasonings and method* 
For though ideas or conceptions are contained fn the 
following parts of logic, yet they are not there treated 
of as separate ideas, which are the proper subject of 
the first part. . 

IV. Rule. Let not subdivisions he too numerous without 
necessity.: for it is better many times to distinguish more 
parts at Once if the subject will bear it, than to mince 
the discourse by excessive dividing and subdividing. It 
is preferable therefore in a treatise of geography to say* 
that in a city we will consider its walls, its gates, its 
buildings, its streets, and lanes, than to divide it formal¬ 
ly first into the encompassing and encompassed parts $ 
the encompassing parts are the walls and gates \ the 
encompassed part includes $he ways and the buildings\ 
the ways are the streets and lanes ^buildings consist of 
the foundations and the superstructure* &c. . / 

Too great a number of subdivisions lias been effect¬ 
ed by some persons \wsermons^ treatises, instructions, &c. 
under pretence of greater accuracy : but this sort of 
subtilties hath often given great confusion to^the un¬ 
derstanding, and, sometimes more difficulty to the me¬ 
mory. In these cases it is only a good judgment can 
determine what subdivisions are needful. * v 

V. Rule, > Divide every subject according to the special 
design you have in view* One and the same idea or sub¬ 
ject may be divided jn* very different manners, accord¬ 
ing to the different purposes we have in discoursing of 
it. So if a printer were to consider the several parts of 
a book, hex must divide it into sheets, the sheets into 
pages, the pages into lines, and the lipes into letters. 
But a grammarian* divides a book into periods, senten¬ 
ces and words, or parts of speech, as noun, pronoun. 
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verbf &c. , A logician considers a book as divided into 
chapters, sections, arguments,propositions, ideas ; and with 
the help of ontology, he divides the propositions ihto 
subject, object, property, relation, action,passion, Cause, effect^ 
&c. / But it would h© very ridiculous for a logician* 
to divide a book into sheets, pages, and lines \ ox for 
a printer to divide it into nouns, and pronouns, or into 
propositions, ideas, properties or causes. 

VI. Rule. In all your divisions observe with greatest 
exactness the nature of things.' And here I am constrain¬ 
ed to make a subdivision of this rule into two very ne¬ 
cessary particulars. 

(1.) Let the parts of your division be such as are 
properly distinguished in nature. Do hot divide a$un* 
dcr these parts of the idea which are intimately united 
in nature, nor unite those things into one part which 
nature has evidently disjoined i this would be very im¬ 
proper in treating of an animal body, to divide it into 
the superior and inferior, halves : for it would be hard 
to say how much belongs by nature to the inferior half, 
and how much to the superior. Much more improper 
would it be still to divide the animal into the right- 
hand parts and left-hand parts, which would bring 
greater confusion. This would be as unnatural as a 
man who should cleave a hasel-nut in halves through 
the husk, the shell,; and the kernel, at once, a*4 say a 
nut is divided into these two parts; whereas nature 
leads plainly to the threefold distinction of husk, shell, 
and kernel. ■. * T . ^ 

(2.) Do not affect duplicities nor triplicities, iior any 
certain number of parts in your division of things^ for 
we. know of no such certain number of parts .which 
God the creator has observed in forming all the varied- 
ties of his creatures, nor is there any uniform deter¬ 
mined number of parts in the various subjects of human 
art or science ; yet some persons have disturbed the or 
der of nature, and abused their readers by an affects 
tion of dichotomies, trichotomies, sevens, twelves, See. 
Let the nature of the subject, considered together with 
the design which you have in view, always determine 
the number of parts into which you divide it. 
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r, After all it mjtet be confessed, that an jnfonateknow- 
| kdgeiof things, and a judicious ^b^vatipn>^wiU assist; 
|ip.thebusine.5B'Pf division*/ as w£h aspf,4e>finitk)n,; bet¬ 
ter ‘than .top mee .and ;cu^iQn« an attention t-o the mere 
I formalities of; logical writers,. without a re;d;acquai:n£- 
anee wifo things. > -yd ' ^ ' 

S,E:CT. VK.-~-Of a .comprehensive Conception of Things.y and ■* 
... . /.<f Abstraction*, . 

. The third .rule r .to direct jour conception requires us 
tp conceive of things comprehensively. And we must 
purvey an object in.all its parts ta Qbtain_.il complete 
idea of k,.so we must consider it m-$U fts mdesf aUrw 
bpie?i properties.; and mhtkns^ in order to obtain a .com¬ 
prehensive conception of it. . , 
r . The icomprehensipn of la-n idea, .as it .was explained 
under the doctrine of,. universal*) includes ovdy .the es- 

modes or, attributes of that idea$ feut in .this 
place the- word is .taken in a iarger sense, and implies 
also fo^^^sioug^t^sionahpfoperties, accidental modes 

and relations.;; j . ' >'’ • • ' 
* The necessity of:.this rule Is founded upon* the same 
reason :as foe former, viz. That jony (minds are narrow 
aJid ;scanty in their capacities, and as they are not able 
/to consider afi the partsjof •compter idea & once, so 
neifoer can they at once contemplate all foe difterent 

and ^vcmmtA^z^ it we mus* .therefore 
^fe^yer:dhwg8 successively iahdgradually: fo foeirvari r 
.ons appearances and circumstances:;:.^ our n&fora'l eye 
cannot at inqe kdhdd foe m sides of # dye *#. cube, 
4ior Jbake cognisance of ah the rpomts that are marked 
jonfoem, and therefore we turn up foe /sides mcceS- 
^ely, :ahd fous survey and number,foe points that are 
.marked on .each side, that we may know foe whole*, 

if ; In,?orderto .a oomprehenske-wfowaoftimy idea, we 
I mustftrst consider, wh.ether foe 'object tof it has an ex- 

I isteree; 3ls weH as an essence «. iwi&cfofcr At he r ft 
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or complex Idea ; whether it be a substance or a mode J 
if it be a .substance, then we must inquire what are the? 
essential modes of it, which are necessary ta its. nature, ^ 
and what are those properties or accidents of it, which j 
belong to it occasionally, or as it is placed'in some par-1 
ticular circumstances : we must view it in its internal) 
and absolute modes, and observe it in those various ex-1 
ternal relations in which it stands to other beings : we t 
mqst consider it in itfs powers and capacities either to I 
do or suffer : we must trace it up to its.various caU- I 
s£s whether supreme or subordinate. We must dc-J 

: scend to the variety"of its effects, and take notice, of the! 
several ends and designs which are to, be attained by it.j 
We must conceive of it as it is either an object or a| 
subject ; what are the things that are a-kin to it, andf 

! 'what are the opposites or contraries of it; for many! 
things are to be known both by their contrary and theirl 
kindred ideas. ( 

If the thing we discourse of be a-mere mode, we; 
must inquire whether it belongs to Spirits or bodies 
whether it be a physical or moral mode : if moral, tfeii 
we must consider its relation to God, to ourselves, to 
our neighbours ; its.jeference to this life, or the life to 
come. If it be a virtue, we must seek wliaf af^ the 
P^lgles of it, what are the rules of it, what are tjhe 
*e£^£ncies of it, and what are the false virtues that 
counterfeit it, and what are the real vices that oppose 
it, what are the, evils which attend the neglect of it, 
what are the rewards of the practice of it both here 
and hereafter* i 

If the. subject be historical or a matter of fact, we) 
may then inquire whether the action was done at all;{ 
whether it was done in such a manner, or by such per- \ 
sons as is reported ; at what time it was done; in whati 
place ; by what motive, and for what design; what isi 
the evidence of the fact; who are the witnesses ; what) 
is their character and credibility; what signs there are j 
of such a fact; what concurrent testimonies; which*may 1 

, either support the truth of it, or render it doubtful. / 
In order to make due inquiries into all these and: 
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many other .particulars which go towards the complete 
and comprehensive idea of any being, the science of 
ontplogy is exceeding necessary../ This is what wa$ 
wont tp be called the first part of metaphysics in the ’ 
peripatetic schools. It treats oi being in its most 
neral nature, and of all its affections and/relations. I 
confess the old Popish schoolmen have mingled a num¬ 
ber of useless subtilties with this science; they have 
exhausted their own spirits, and the spirits, of their 
readers in many laborious and intricate trifles* and some 
of their writings have been fruitfulpf names without 
ideas, which hath done much injury £o the sacred study 
of divinity. Upon this account many of the moderns, 
have most unjustly abandoned the whole science at 
once, and thrown abundance of contempt and. raillery 
Upon the very name of metaphysics ^ but this cprt^ 
tempt jand censure is very unreasonable, for this science 
separated from some Aristotelian fooleries andv^ehor 
fas.tic .subtilties, is so necessary to a distinct conception,, 
solid judgment, and just reasoning on man y.subjects,_ 
that sometimes it is introduced as a .part pf logic, and 
not without reason,. And those who utterly despise and 
ridicule it, either betray their own ignorance, or will be 
supposed to make their wit and banter a refuge and 
excuse for their own laziness. Yet thus much I would 
add, late Writers of ontology are generally the 
best .on rids account, .because they have left out, much 
of the, ancient jargon.' &ee the briei scheme of onto-*- 
logy in tfie philosophical Essays by L W. *, 

Here let it be noted, that it is neither useful, ncces^ 
$ary* or passible .tp run through all die modes,.cir cum- 
$tanc^s,lvand relations-of'Cvery subject we, takein hand *, 
hjijj; .ip ontology we, enumerate a great variety of them, 
that.rSp; a judicious mind may. chapse what are those . 
circumstances,Telation^ and properties °f any subject, 
which .are most necessary to the present design of him 
that, .speaks or writes, either to explain, tp illustrate, or 

^0'pipyf rthe-point, ;* ' * . ■ - ■ 
As we arrive at the complete knowledge of an idea 

in all its- parts* hy that ac£ Fhieh is called 
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diViSion^ so we come to a comprehensive conception of 

act of ^W lts ®ev^ral Properties and relations, by that 
<1Ct of.the m'nd, which is called abstraction, that is we 
consider each single relation or property,of the subject 

one, and thus We do as it were withdraw and separate 
£‘n 0Ur, minds both from the subject itself, as well as 

lSk° o£e«S'S ,“d "lati0“-in “ ">il« . 

is siid vte twm‘^l/' 
*V^reC1S’Ve a^tl?ctl0rl Is wben we consider those 
fhirigs apart which cannot really exist apart: as when 
we consider a mode, Without considering its Substance 

NUl S^bjeCk °r *ne .essenfial mode Without another. 
egative abstraction is when we consider one thing se¬ 

rrate from another, which may also exist-without it t 
as when we conceive of a. subject without conceiving 

rei!!! afCldentar-’?0deS ?{ ^tiohs ; Or when we con- 
°ne accident without thinking of another. If 

reaing-or wnti.rig» without the express idea 
t man’ 1S Fecisive abstraction.; or if I think 

of the attraction of iron, without the express idea of 
some particular magnetic body. But when I .think of 

”eedlf» without an idea of its sharpness, this is ne- 
fat!.^ aDstractI0n,i and ft the same when f tfunkef 
its sharpness. Without considering its length, 

Sect. X.—Of the extensive Conception of things, and of 

,, MUtrifyutiono. J 

naifof f Mea- refers tq-the several 
E 5 t,;COml,OSe 14» and comprehension of an 

f5 rt sotHe ^tension of an 
,^^e£9tes. f^.e var]OUS sorts kinds of beings to 

vt^e?an?Vdea b?longs *. ^nd if we would be fully 
a subject, we tmust observe, ^ 

™.^e t0dirfect ohr conceptions, viz. Con¬ 
cede of things m all their extension, that is we must 
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search out the various species or special natures which 
are contained' under it as a genus or general nature, li 
we would know the nature of an animal perfectly, we 
must take cognisance of beasts, birds, fishes and in¬ 
sects, as well as men, all which are contained under 
the general nature and name of animal. 

As an integral-whole is distinguished into its several 
parts by division, so the word distribution is most pro¬ 
perly used when we distinguish an universal whole in- 
to its several kinds of species ; and perhaps.it had been, 
better if this word had been always confined to this 
signification, though it must be confessed, that we fre¬ 
quently specie of the division of an idea into its seveial 

kinds, as well as into several parts. 
The rules of a good distribution are much the same 

with those which we have before applied to division, 

which may be just repeated again in the briefest man¬ 

ner, in order to give examples to them. 

I, Rule. Each part singly taken must contain less than 
the whole, but all the parts taken collectively or together, must 
contain neither more nor less than the whole; or as logicians 
sometimes express it, the parts of the division ought to 
exhaust ?the whole thing which is divided. bo medi¬ 
cine is justly distributed into prophylactic, or the art 
of preserving health-, and therajmitic, or the art ot 
restoring health t for there is no other*sort of medicine 
besides these two. . But men are not well distributed 
into tall or short, for there are some of a middle stature. 

II. Rule. In all distributions we should first consider 

the larger and more immediate kinds of species, or ranks 
of being, and not divide a thing at once into the more 
minute and remote. A gen*us should not at once be 
divided into individuals, or even intq tbe lowest species, 
if there be a species superior. Thus it would be, very 
improper to divide* animal into trout, lobster, eel, dog, 
bear, eagle, dove, Worm and butterfly, for these are in¬ 
ferior kinds whereas animal ought first to be distribu¬ 
ted into man, beast, bird, fish, insect 5 and then beast, 
should be distributed into dog, bear, &c'. bird into 

dove, &c. fish into trout, eel, lobster, &c. 
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It is irregular also to join any inferior species in the 
same rank or order with the superior $ as if we would 
distinguish animals into birds, bears and oysters, &c^ 
It would be a ridiculous distribution. 

III. Rule. The several parts of a distribution ought to 
be opposite ; that is, one species or class of beings in the same 

{~ rank of division ought not to contain or include another * 
so men ought not to be divided into the rich, the poor, 
the learned, and the tall, for poor men may be both 
learned and talli and so may the rich. 

. But it will be objected, are not animated bodies 
rightly distributed into vegetative and animal, or (as 
they are usually called) sensitive 5 now the sensitive con* 
tains the vegetative nature in it, for animals grow as 
well as plants. I answer> that in this and all such dis* 
tiributions, the word vegetative signifies merely vegeta¬ 
tive : and in this sense vegetative will be sufficiently 
opposite to animal, for it cannot be said of an animal 
that it contains mere vegetation in the idea of if. 

Rule. Let not subdivisions be too numerous without 
necessity ; therefore I think quantity is better distinguish¬ 
ed at once into a line, a surface, and a solid, tljan to 
say as Ramus does, that quantity is cither a line, or a 
thing lined $ and a thing lined is either a surface or a 
solid. 

V. Rule, distribute every subject according to the special 
design you have in view, sffar as is necessary or useful U 

your present inquiry. Thus a politician distributes man¬ 
kind according to their civil characters into the rulers 
and the ruled: and a physician divides them into the 
sick or the healthy * but a divine distributes them into 
I urks, Heathens, Jews, or Christians. 

Here note, that it is a very useless thing to distribute 
any idea into such kinds or members as have no dif¬ 
ferent properties to be spoken of 5 as it is mere trifling 
to divide right angles into such whose legs are equal, 
and whose legs are unequal, for, as to the mere 'right 
angle they haye no different properties. 

VI. Rule. In all your distributions observe the nature of 
things with great exactness; and do not affect any parti- 
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cute form of distribution, as some persons have done, 
by dividing every genus into two species, or into three 
species ; wheteas nature is infinitely various, and hu- 
-man affairs and human sciences have as great a variety, 
nor is there any one form of distribution that will ex- 
aetly suit with all subjects.* 

Note, It is to this doctrine of distribution of a genus 
into its several species, we must also refer the distribu¬ 
tion of a cause according to its several effects, as some 
medicines are heating, some are cooling ; or an effect, 
when it is distinguished by its causes, as faith is either 
built upon divine testimony or human. It is to this 
head we refer particular artificial bodies, when they are 
distinguished according to the matter they are made of, 
as a statue is either of brass, of marble or wood, &c. 
and any other beings, when they are distinguished ac- 

- cording to their end and design, as the furniture of body 
or mind, is either for ornament or use/ . To this head 
also we refer subjects when they are divided according 
,to their modes or accidents ; as men are either^ merry 
or grave, or sad; andjmodes, when they are divided by 
their subjects, as distempers belong to the fluids, or to 

the solid parts of the animal. 
v It is also to this place we reduce the proposals of a 
difficulty under its various cases, whether it be in spe¬ 
culation or practice; as to shew the reason of sun-beams 
burning wood, whether it be done by a convex glass or 
a concave,-or to shew the construction and mensura¬ 
tion of triangles, whether you have two angles and a 
side given, or two sides and ail angle, or only three 
sides. Here it is necessary to distribute or divide a dif¬ 
ficulty into all its cases, iti order to gain a perfect know¬ 
ledge of the subject you contemplate. 

It might be^observed here, that jogicians'have some¬ 
times. given a mark or sign to'distinguish when it is an 
integral whole, that is divided into its parts or members, 
of when it .is a genus, an universal whole, that is dis¬ 
tributed into its species and individuals. The rule they 
give is this : whensoever the whole idea can be direct¬ 
ly and properly affirmed of each part, as a bird is an 
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animal, a fish is an animal v Bucephalus is a horse ; 
Peter is a man ; then it is a distribution of a genus 
into its species, or a species into its individuals : but 
when the whole cannot be thus directly affirmed con¬ 
cerning every part, then it is a division of an integral 
into its several species or members; as we cannot say 
the head, the breast, the hand or the foot is an animal, 
but we say, the head is „a part of the animal, and the 
foot is another part. 

This rule may, hold true generally in corporeal be¬ 
ings, or perhaps in all sub-stances but when we say 
the fear of God is wisdom, and so is human civility : 
criticism is true learning, and so is philosophy : to e£e-" - 
Cute a murderer is justice, and to save and defend the 
innocent is justice top : in these cases it is not so easily 
determined* whether an integral whole be divided into 
its parts* or an universal ffito its species : for the fear of 
God may be called either one part, or one kind of wis¬ 
dom : criticism is one part, or one kind of learning ; 
and the execution of a murderer may be called a spe¬ 
cies of justice as well as part of it.. Nor indeed is it a 
TOtter of great importance to determine this contro¬ 
versy, * 

Sect* XI.—Of an orderly Conception of Thingr, 

The last rule to direct our conceptions is that we 
should rank and place them, in a proper method and 
just order. This is of necessary use to prevent con¬ 
fusion ; for as a trader who never places his goods in 
his shop or warehouse in a regular order, nor keeps 
|he accounts of his buying and selling, paying and re¬ 
ceiving in a just method, is in utmost danger of plun¬ 
ging all his affairs into confusion and ruin ; so a student 
Who is in the search of truth, or an author or teacher 
who communicates knowledge to others, will; very much 
obstruct his design, and confound his, own mind or the 

L 2 
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mind of his hearers, unless he range his ideas in just 
order. 

If we would therefore become successful learners or 
teachers, we must not conceive of things in a confused 
heap, but dispose our ideas in some certain method, 
which may be rnostea^y and Useful both for the under¬ 
standing and memory 5 and be sure as much as may be 
to, follow the nature of things, for which many rules 

. might be given, viz. 
1. Conceive as much, as you can of the essentials of 

any Subject, before you consider its accidentals. 
2* Survey first the general parts and properties of 

any subject, before you extend your thoughts to dis¬ 
course of the particular kind or Species of it. 

3. Contemplate things first in their own simple na¬ 
tures, and afterwards view them in composition with 
other things ; unless it be your present purpose to take 
a compound being to pieces, in order to find put or to 
shew the nature of it by searching and discovering pf 
tphat simples it is composed'. ' m 

4. Consider the absolute modes or affections of any 
being as it is in itself, before you proceed to consider 
it relatively, or to survey the various relations in which 
it stands to other beings, &c. 

Note, These rules chiefly belong to the method of in¬ 
struction which the learned call synthetic. ^ 

But in the regulation of our ideas there is seldom an 
absolute necessity that we should place them in thisuor 
the other particular method : it is possible in some case£ 
that many methods may be equally good, that is, may 
equally assist the understanding anff the memory: to 
frame a method exquisitely accurate, according to the 
strict nature of things, and to maintain this accuracy 
from the beginning to the end of a treatise, is" a most 
rare and difficult thing, if not impossible. But a larger 
account of method" would be very improper in this; 
place, lest we anticipate what belongs to/the fourtk 

part of logic* 4 ^ ^ 
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Sect. XII.—The jive Rules of Conception exemplified'l. 

It may be useful here to give a specimen of the five 
special rules to direct our conceptions, which have been - 
the subject of this long chapter,,and represent them 
practically in one view. 

Suppose the theme of our discourse were the passions 
of. the mind. 

H/, -To gain a clear and distinct idea of passion, wea 
must define both the name and the thing. 

To begin with the definition of- the name, we are 
not here to understand the .word passion in its vulgar 
and most limited sense, as'it signifies merely anger or 
fury; nor do we take it in its most extensive philoso¬ 
phical sense, for the sustaining the action of an agent; 
but in the more limited philosophical sense, passions sig¬ 
nify the various affections of the mind, such as admira¬ 
tion, love or hatred this is the definition of the name. 

We proceed Xp the definition of the thing : passion is 
defined a sensation of some special commotion in ani¬ 
mal nature, occasioned by the mind’s perception of 
some object suited to excite that commotion *. Here 
the genus or general nature of passion is a sensation of 
some special commotion in animal nature $ and here¬ 
in it: agrees with hunger, thirst, pain, &c. The essen¬ 
tial, difference of it is, that this commotion arises from 

Since this-was written, I have published a short treatise of the 
■passions, wherein I have so far varied from this definition as to call 
them sensible commotions of. our whole nature, both soul and body*, 
occasioned by the mind’s perception of the objects, &c. I made-this 
alteration in the description of the passions in. that book, chiefly to in¬ 
clude in a more explicit manner the passions of desire and aversion 
which are acts of volition rather , than sensations. Yet since some 
.commotions of animal nature attend- all the passions, and since there 
V always a sensation of these commotions, I shall not change the defi¬ 
nition I have written here: for this will agree tp all the passions 
whether they include any act ;volition or not; nor indeed i& the 
Wtter ,of any great importance. ‘ Nov. 17. 1728. . 
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a thought or perception of the mind, and hereby it is 
* distinguished from hunger, thirst, or pain. 

c2dly, We, must conceive of it completely, or survey - 
the several parts that compose it* * These are, (1.) The 
mind’s perception of some object. (2.) The conse¬ 
quent ruffle or special commotions of the nerves, and 
blood, and animal spirits. And (3.) The sensation of 
this; inward commotion. 

3dfyy AVe must consider if comprehensively in its; 
various properties. The most essentia! attributes that 

^hake up its nature has been already mentioned under 
tile foregoing heads* Some of the most considerable 
properties that remain are these, viz. That passion 
belongs to all imankind in greater or lesser degrees ; it 
is not constantly present with us, but upon,some cer¬ 
tain occasions : it is appointed by our Creator for vari¬ 
ous useful ends and purposes, viz. to give us vigour in 
the pursuit of what is good and agreeable to us, or in 
the avoidance of what is hurtfulit is very proper for 
©ur state Of trial in this world r It is not utterly to be 
footed out of our nature, but to be moderated and 
‘governed according to rules of virtue and religion,, &c\. 

4'thly. We must take cognisance of the various kinds^ 
of it, which is called an extensive conception of it. If 
the object which the mind perceives be very uncom¬ 
mon, it excites the passion of admiration : if the object 
appear agreeable it raises dove : if the agreeable object 
be absent and-attainable it is desirable: if likely to be 
obtained, it "excites hope if unattainable despair : if it 
be present and possessed,, it is the passion of joy : if lost,, 
it excites sorrow % if the object be disagreeable it causes 
in general hatred or aversion *, if it be absent and yet 
we are in danger of it,, it raises our fear ; vif it be pre¬ 
sent,it is sorrow and sadness,. 

StMy, All these things arid many more which go to 
. compose a treatise on. this subject mustbe placed in x 

their proper-order:, a slight specimen of which is exhi¬ 
bited in this short account of passion, and which that 
admirable Author Descartes has treated of at large 5, 
though, for want of sufficient experiments.and observa*- 
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tions in natural philosophy, there are some few mi¬ 
stakes in his account of animal nature* 

Sect* XIII^n ^Illustration of these fve Rules by 
Similitudes* 

Thus we have brought the first part of logic to a 

conclusion : and it may not be improper here to repre¬ 
sent its excellencies (so far as we have gone) by gene¬ 
ral hints of its chief design and use, as well as by a' 
various^ comparison of it to those instruments which 
mankind have invented for their several conveniences 
and improvements. 

The design of logic is not to furnish us with the per¬ 
ceiving faculty, but: only to direct, and assist us in the 
use of it: it doth not give us the objects of our ideas, 
but only casts‘such a light on those objects which na¬ 
ture furnishes us with, that they may be the more clear¬ 
ly and distinctly known : it doth not add new parts ot 
properties to things, but it discovers the Various parts* 
properties, relations and dependencies of one thing 
upon another, and by ranking all things under general , 
and special heads, it fenders the nature, or any of the 
properties, powers, and uses of a thing more €;asy to 
be found out, when we seek in what rank of beings it 
lies, and wherein it agrees with, and wherein it differs 
from others. 

If . any comparisons would illustrate this, it may be 
thus represented. 

When logic assists-us-to attain a clear and distinct 
conception of the nature of things4 by definition, it is 
like those glasses Lwhereby we behold such objects dis¬ 
tinctly, as by reason of their smallness or their great di¬ 
stance appear in confusion to the naked eye: so'the 
telescope discovers to us distant wonders in the heavens, 
and shews the milky way, and the bright cloudy 
spots in a very dark sky to be a collection of little stars* 
which the eye unassisted beholds.in mjngled: confusions 
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Sqi whanAadies, are tod;s^Ili foT:iQi;r ‘sight- to survey 
them distinctly, ..then-the microscape' is at hand for,our 
assistance, to shew us all the limbs and features of the 
most minute animals, with-great clearness and distinc¬ 

tion. 

II. When we are taught by logic to view a thing 
completely in all its parts by the help of division, it has 
themse of in anatomical knife, which dissects an anihial 
body , aqd separates the veins, arter4es:, nerves, mukles* 
membranes* &cv and shews ius ehb several parts Which- 

x go to the composition of a complete, animal. 

IIL When. logic instructs- us. to survey an object 
comprehensively in all the modes, properties, relations* 
«facesiand;appeararices of it,, it is,of the same use^ as a 
terrestrial ■globe; which, turning round on its axis re¬ 
presents; to us all the variety of land and seas, kingdoms 
and nations on the surface of the earth in a very short" 
succession of time, shews the situation and various rela- - 
tions of them to each other* and gives a comprehensive 
view of them in miniature. 

IVv;, When ;this arti tegches us to distribute any ex* 
tensive idea into its different kinds or species, it may be 
compared to the prismatic glas&,itliat receives the sun- 

' beams of rays of/light, which seem to be uniform when 
falling upon df* hut/it 'separates and distributes them 
into their different kinds and colours, and ranks them , 
in Aeir^propet succession* j hv e 

Or if we descend to subdivisions < and; subordinate 
ranks of being, rthen' drSmbution;Jn»y: also be said to 
form the'resemblance of a, natural tree, wherein the 
■genus or general idea stands.fof-Athe root of stock, 
nnd the several.kinds of species, and individuals, are 
distributed abroad, and represented in their dependence 
and connection-, like the several boughs, branches, and 

- lesser shoots.1 lor instance, let animal be the root of 
,a logical tree, the resemblahce is seen by~mere inspec- 
tion, though the . root be not placed at the bottom of . 

the page. 
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Philip 
Man ^ James 

' Peter 
JPhmtqSy &C. 
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Animal 4 

Beast 

Horse —. 

Squirrel 

C Trott. 
£ Bayard, See. 

Mastiff. 
Spaniel. 
Greyhound. 

LBeagle, &c. 

Lion 
Dog — — 
Bear, &c. 
Eagle 
Lark f English. 

Bird 1 Duck ■) Muscovy. 
(Goose, &c. (.Hook Bill, &<?. S Trout 

Whale 
Oyster, &c. 

f Flying— 

Insect < 

Creeping— 

CWasp. 
/ Bee, &<?. 
f Worm. 
} Ant. 
£ Caterpillar, &c. 

The same similitude will serve also to illustrate the 
division and subdivision of an integral whole, into its 
several parts. , 

When logic directs us to place all our ideas in a 

proper method, most convenient both for instruction 
and memory, it doth the same-service as the cases o£ 
well-contrived shelves in a large library, wherein folia’s 
quarto’s, octavo’s, and lesser volumes, are disposed in 
such exact order under the particular heads of divinity, 
history, mathematics, ancient and miscellaneous learn¬ 
ing, &c. that the student knows where to find every 
book, and has them all as it were within his command 
at once, because of the exact order wherein they are 
placed. 
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The man who has such assistances as these athand, 

in order to manage his conniptions and regulate his 
ideas, is well prepared to imprbvfe hisrknowledge, and 
to join those ideas together in a regular ^manner by 
judgment, which is. the second .operation of the mind, 
and will be the' subject of the second part of logic* 



SECOND PART 

OF 

L O G I C. 

• ^ JUDGMENT ,AND PROPOSITION. 

TIC 7^?^ rn'ncl has got acquaintance with 
\ \ things by framing ideas of them, jt proceeds 

to the next operation, and that is, to compare these 
ideas together, and to join them by affirmation, of diS: 
jom them by negation, according .as we find them to 
agree or disagree. This act of the mind is called judg¬ 
ment ; as when we have by, perception obtained the 
i eas or .rlato a philosopher> many innocent^ we form these 

CentmentS ’ ^*at° W3S a Philosopher >. no man is jlnno- 

Some writers have asserted, that judgment consists in 
a mem perception of the agreement or disagreement of 
ideas. But I rather think there is an act . of the, will 
(at least m most cases) necessary to form'a judgment: 
for though we do perceive or, thinjc we perceive 'ideas 

,to agree or disagree, yet we may sometime^ refrain from 
judging or assenting to, the perception, for fear lest the 
perception should-not be sufficiently clear, and we 
should be mistaken : and l am well;'assured at other 
tunes, that there are multitudes of’judgments formed, 
ahd a firm ascent given to idehs joiried or disjoined, be¬ 
fore there is any clear perception whether they agree of 
disagree; and this is the reason of so many false judo-- 
ments or mistakes among men. Both these .practices 
are a proof that judgment has something of the will in 
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it, and does not merely consist in perception, since we 
sometimes judge (though unhappily) without percei¬ 
ving, and.sometimesi we perceive, without immediate 

judging. ........ -. . , 
As an idea is the result of our conception or appre¬ 

hension, so a proposition is the effect of judgment. 
The foregoing sentences, which are examples, of the act 
of judgment, are properly called propositions. Plato 
is a philosopher, &c. 

. Here let us consider, 

1. The general nature of a proposition, and the parts 
®f which it is composed. 

2. The various divisions or kinds of propositions.. 
3. The springs of false judgment, or the doctrine of 

prejudices. . . . ,® . 
' 4. General directions to assist us m,fudging aright. 

5. Special rules to direct us in judging particular ob¬ 

jects. 

CHAP. I. 

OF THE NATURE OF A PROPOSITION, AND ITS SEVERAL 

. -PARTS. 

A proposition is a sentence wherein two or more 
ideas or terms are joined or disjoined by one affirma¬ 
tion or negation, as Plato was a philosopher: every 
angle is formed by two lines meeting: no man'living • 
on earth can be completely happy. When there are 
ever so many ideas or terms in the sentence, yet if they 
are joined or disjoined merely by one single affirma¬ 
tion or negation, they are properly called but one pro¬ 
position, though they may be resolved into several pro¬ 
positions which are implied thereto, as will appear 
licrcsftcr* j? - 

In describing a proposition, I use the word terms as 
well as ideas, because when mere ideas are joined in the 
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mind without Words, it is rather -called a judgment, 
but when clothed with words, it is called a proposi¬ 
tion, even though it: be in the mind only, as well as 
when it is expressed by speaking or writing. 

There are three things which go to the nature and 
, constitution of a proposition, viz/the subject, the pre¬ 

dicate, and the copula. 
The subject of a proposition is that concerning 

which any thing is affirmed or denied : so Plato, angle, 
man, living on earth, are the subjects of the foregoing 
propositions. 

The predicate is that which is>affirmed or denied of 
' the subjects so philosopher is the predicate of the first 
proposition ; formed by two lines meeting, is the predi¬ 
cate of the second ;• capable of being completely happy, 
is the proper predicate of the third. 

The subject a’nd.predicate of a proposition .taken to¬ 
gether are called the matter, of it -, for these are the 
materials of which it is made. 

The copula is the form of a proposition ; it repre¬ 
sents the act of the mind affirming or denying, and it is- 
expressed by these words, am* art, is, are, &c. or, am 
not, art not, is n6t, are not, &e. 

It is not a thing of importance enough -to create a 
dispute, whether the words no, none, not, never, §cc. 
which disjoin the idea or terms in a negative proposi¬ 
tion, shall be called a part of the subject of the copula, 
or of the predicate. Sometimes perhaps they may seem 
most naturally tojbe included in one, and sometimes in 
another of these, though a proposition is usually deno¬ 
minated affirmative or negative by its copula, as here¬ 
after. . 

Note 1. Where each of these parts of > a proposition 
is not expressed distinctly in so many words, yet they 
are all understood, and implicitly contained therein; 
as Socrates disputed, is a complete proposition, for it 
signifies Socrates was disputing. So I die, signifies I 
am dying. I can write, that is, I am able to write. 
In Latin and Greek one single word is many times a 
complete proposition, 

M 
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Note These words, am, art, is, See.' when they 
are used alone without any other predicate, signify both 
the act of the mind judging, which includes the copula, 
and signify also actualexistence, which is the predicate 
of that proposition. So Rome is, .signifies Rome is 
existent; there are some strange monsters, that is, some 
strange monsters are existent: Carthage is no more, 
that is, Carthage has no being. 

Note, 3. The subject arid predicate of a proposition 
are not always to be known and distinguished by the 
placing of the words in the sentence, but by reflecting 
duly on the sense of the words, and on the mind and 
design of the speaker or writer ; as if I say, in: Africa 
there are many lions, I mean many lions are existent in 
Africa ; .many lions ,is the subject, and existent in 
Africa is the predicate. It is proper for a philosopher 
to understand geometry; here the word proper is the 
predicate,, and all the rest is: the sdbjedt, except is $he 
copula. 

Note 4. The subject and predicate of a proposition 
ought always to be two different ideas, or two different 
terms; for where both the terms and ideas are the 
same, it is called an identical proposition, which is mere 
trifling, and cannot tend to promote knowledge 5 such 
as, a rule is a rule, or a good man is a good man. 

But there are some propositions, wherein the terms 
of the subject and predicate seem to be the same ; yet 
the ideas- are not the same ; nor can these be called 
purely identical, or trifling propositions, such home 
is home y that is, home is a convenient or delightful 
place t Socrates is Socrates still; that is, the man So¬ 
crates is still a,philosophers the hero was not.a hero ; 
that is, the hero did not shew his courage ; what I 
have written’, I have written ; that is, what I wrote I 
still approve, and will not alter it; what is done, is 
done ; that is, it cannot be undone.' It may be easily 
observed in these propositions the term is equivocal, 
for in the predicate it has a different idea from what it 
has in the subject. / - 

There are also some propositions wherein the terms 
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«f the subject ahd predicate differ, but the ideas are the 
same; and these are not merely identical or trifling 
propositions ; as imprudent is shameless ; a billow is a 
wave ; or ductus (.in Latin) is a- wave ; a -globe is a 
round body. In these propositions either the words 
are explained by a definition-of the name, or the ideas 
by a definition o'f the things, and therefore they are by 
no means useless when formed for this purpose. 

CHAP. II. 

OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF PROPOSITIONS. 

Propositions maybe distributed into various kinds, 

according to their subject, their copula, their predicate, 

itheir nature or composition, their sense, and their evi¬ 

dence, which distributions will be explained in the 

following flections. 

DECT. I.—Of universal, particular, indefinite, and singu¬ 
lar Propositions. ' i ■ 

Propositions may be divided according to their 
subject into universal and particular; this is usually 
called a division arising from the quantity. 

An universal proposition is when the subject is taken- 
according to- the whole o'f its extension ; so if the sub¬ 
ject be a genus, or general nature, it includes all its 
species or kinds ; if the subject be a species, it includes 
all its individuals. This universality is usually signified 
by these words, all, every, no, none, or the like ; as, all 
men must die: no man is almighty; every creature 
had a beginning. , N 

A particular proposition is when the subject is not 
taken according to its whole extension ; that is, when 
the term is limited and restrained to some one or more 
ef -thqse Species or individuals, whose general nature it 

M2. 
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expresses, but reaches not to all*, and this is usually de¬ 
noted by the words, some, many, a few, there_ are, 
which, &c. as, some birds can sing well: few men are 
truly wise : there are parrots which will talk a hundred 

things. , ' . .. 
Under the general name of universal propositions, 

we may justly include tjiose that are singular, and for 
the most part those that are indefinite also. 

A singular proposition is when the subject is a singu¬ 
lar or individual term or idea ; as Descartes was an in¬ 
genious philosopher : Sir Isaac Newton has far exceed¬ 
ed all his predecessors : the palace at Hampton-Court 
is a pleasant dwelling : thi’s day is yery cold. The 
subject here must be taken according to the whole of 
its extension, because being and individual it can extend 
only to one, and it must therefore be regulated by the 
laws of universal proposition. # : 

An indefinite proposition is when no note, either or 
universality or particularity is prefixed to a subject, 
which is in its own nature general r as a planet is ever 
changing its place ; angels are noble creatures. Now 
this sort of proposition, especially when it describes the 
nature of things, is usually counted universal tdso, and 
it supposes the subject to be taken in its whole exten¬ 
sion 5 for if there were any planet which did not change 
its place, or any angel that were not a noble creature, 
these propositions would not be strictly true. ^ 

Yet in order to secure us against mistakes in judging 
©f universal, particular and indefinite propositions, it is 
necessary to make these following remarks. 

I. Concerning universal propositions:, : j:. ; 
Note 1. Universal terms may either denote a meta¬ 

physical, a physical, or a moral universality, . 
A metaphysical or mathematical universality is when 

all the particulars contained under any general idea 
have the same predicate belonging to.them without any 
exception whatsoever yox when the predicate is so essen¬ 
tial to the universal subject, that it destroys the very 
nature of the subject to be without it y as, all circles 
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have a centre and circumstances: all spirits In their 
own nature are immortal. 

A .physical or natural universality is when, according 
■to the order and common course of nature, a predicate 
agrees to all the subjects of that kind, though there 
may be some accidental and preternatural exceptions \ 
as, all men use words to express their thoughts, yet 

/dumb persons are excepted, for they, cannot speak. All 
leasts have four feet, yet there may be some monsters 
with five ; or maimed, who have but three. 

A moral umversality is when the predicate agrees to 
■the greatest part of the particulars which are contained 
undef the universal subject\ as, all negroes are stupid 
■creatures : all men are governed by affection rather than 
by reason': all the old;Romans loved their country: 
and tire scripture uses this language, when St Paul tells 
tas, the Cretes are always liars. 

Now it is evident, that a special or singular conclu¬ 
sion cannot be inferred from a moral universality, nor/ 
always land infallibly from a physical one, though it may: 

x be always inferred from an umversality which is meta¬ 
physical, withoutmny danger or possibility of a mistake. 

Let it be observed'll so, that usually we make little 
or no distinction in common language, between a sub¬ 
ject that is physically or metaphysically universal. 

Note 2. Ah universal term is sometimes taken col¬ 
lectively for all its particular ideas united together,, 
and sometimes distributively, meaning each of them, 
single and alone. 

Instances of a collective universal are such as these $ 
a?ll these apples Will fill:a bushel; all the hours of tlie 
night are sufficient for sleep : all the rules of grammar 
overload the memory. In these propositions tt< is evi¬ 
dent, that the predicate belong snot to the individuals 
separately, but to the whole collective idea y for.we can¬ 
not affirm the same predicate y. if we change* the word 
all into one or every, we cannot say one apple, or every* 
apple will fill a bushel* ,&c. Now such a collective idea,, 
when it becomes tlje subject of a proposition, ought to 
b% esteemed-as jsfa single tffing,, and this renders-th®.? 

-M.^y / 
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proposition singular or indefinite,, as we shall show 
immediately. ' ' / - ' c 

A distributive universal'will allow the word all to he1 
changed into every, or into one, and by.this* means is 
distinguished from, a collective^ 

Instances of a distributive universafare the most Com¬ 
mon on every occasion as, all men are mortal every 
man is a-sinner, &c. But in this sort of universal there 
is a distribution to be made, which follows in the next 
remark. 

Note 3* When an universal term is. taken distribu- 
tively, sometimes it includes all the individuals contain¬ 
ed in its inferior species; as when Isay every sickness 
has a tendency to death, Lmean every individual sick¬ 
ness as well as every, kind. But sometimes, it includes^ 
no more than pnerely each species ot kind ; as when 
the evangelist says, Christ healed everydisease, or. every 
disease was healed by Christ; that is, every kind of dis¬ 
ease. The first of these,.logicians call the distribution 
of an universal \w singula generum ; the last is a distri¬ 
bution in genera singulorum.. But either of them join¬ 
ed to the subject render: a proposition universal. 
' Note 4.. The universality of a subject is, often re¬ 

strained, by a part of the predicate as when we'say all 
men learmwisdom by experience pthe universal subject,, 

all-men, is limited , to signify only, all those men who 
learn wisdom* The scripture also uses this sort of lan¬ 
guage,, when .it,speaks of all. men being justified by the 
righteousness of one, Rom. v. 18. that is, all.men who 
are justified; obtain fit; this way. , 1 

Observe here, that not only a* metaphysical or na¬ 
tural; but. a moral universality also is oftentimes to be 
restrained fry a.part ofc the predicate v as yvhen we say, 
all the Dut^h are good seamen rail the Italians are sub¬ 
tle politicians ;; that Is, those among the Dutch that are 
seamen axe good seamen, and those among:the Italians 
■who are politicians are.subtle politicians,* that is,, they 

are generally so.. 
Note 5i The universality of a term is marry times- 

restrained by the particular time, place.,,circumstances. 
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&c. or the design of the speaker ; as if we are in the 
city of London and say, all the weavers went to present 
their petition ; we mean only all the weavers who dyell 
in the city. So when it is said in the gospel* all men 
did marvel, Mark v. 20. it reaches only to ,all those 
men who heard of the miracles of our Saviour. 

Here also it should be observed, that a moral univer¬ 
sality is restrained by time,. place, ami other circum¬ 
stances, as well as a natural; so that by. these means 
the word all sometimes does not extend to a tenth part 
of those who at first might seem to be included in that 
word. ( 

One occasion of these difficulties and ambiguities* 
that belong to universal propositions, is the common 
humour and temper of mankind, who generally have 
an inclination to magnify their ideas, and to talk 
roundly and universally concerning any thing they 
speak of; which has introduced 1 universal terms of 
speech into custom and habit, in all nations and all 
languages, more than nature or reason Would dictate j 
yet when this custom is introduced, it is not at all im¬ 
proper to use this sort of language in solemn and sacred 
writings, as well as in familiar discourse... . 

IL Remarks concerning indefinite propositions, 
Note 1, Propositions carrying in them universal 

fbrips.of expression, may sometimes drop the note (of 
universality, and become indefinite, and yet retain the 
same universal sense, whether metaphysical, natural or 
moral, whether collective or distributive. 

We may give instances of each of these-, 
. Metaphysical r as,, a circle has a centre and circum¬ 

ference. Natural; as, beasts have four feet. Moral; 
as,, negroes are stupid creatures. Collective ; as, the 
apples will fill a husheh. Distributive ^ as,. men are 
portal. 

Note 2. There are many, cases-wherein , a collective 
idea is expressed in a proposition, by an indefinite term*, 
and that where it describes the nature or quality of 

subject, as well as. when it. declares ..some past mat- 
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tersbf fact as, fir-trees set m^good order will give a 
charming prospect .5 this must signify a collection of 
fir-trees, for one makes no prospect. In matters of 
fact this is more evident and frequerft1; as the Romans 
overcame the Gauls ': the robbers surrounded the coach': , 
the wild geese flew over the Thames in the form of a 
wedge. All these are collective subjects. 

Note 3. In'indefinite propositions the subject is often 
restrained by the predicate, or by the special time,, 
-place, or circumstances, as well as in propositions which 
me expressly Universal ^ as the Chineses, are ingenious 
silk-weavers, that is, those Chineses, which are silk- 
weavers, &re ingenious at their wotk. The stars ap¬ 
pear to -us when the twilight is gone. This can signi¬ 
fy no more than the stars which are above omr horizon. 

Note 4. AH these restrictions tend to reduce some, 
indefinite propositions almost into particular, as will 
appear teder^tlieriext remarks. 

' III. Remarks ooncerningy>^r//V///^r proposkmns. 
N&tel. A particular proposition may sometimes be" 

-expressed indefinitely without any note of particularity 
prefixed to the subject: as, in times of confusion laws 
are not executed: men of virtue are disgraced, and 
murderers escape, that is, some laws, some men of vir¬ 
tue, some murderers : unless we should call this lan¬ 
guage a moral universality, though I think it can hard¬ 

ly -extend so far. ~' ? 
‘Note %. The words some, a few,, &c. though they 

generally denote a proper particularity, yet sometimes^ 
they express a collective idea | as some of the enemies 
beset the general around. A few Greeks, would beat 

a thousand Indians. 
I conclude this section?with a few general^ remarks 

pn this subject, viz. " 

(Zen. Rem. I. Sinee tmiversctl indefinitei, and" p&rticu* 
hr terms in the plural number, may either be taken in J 
a collective or distributive sense, there is one short and 
<&asy way to find when they are collective and when 
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distributive, viz. If the plural number may be chan¬ 
ged into, the'singular, that is, if the predicate will agree 
to one single subject, it is a distributive idea* if not 
it is collective. 

Gen. Rem. II. Universal and particular terms in the 
plural number, such as* ally some,few, many, &c. when 
they are taken in their distributive sense, represent se¬ 
veral single ideas ; and when they are thus affixed to 
the subject of a proposition, render that, proposition 
universal or particular, according to the universality or 
particularity of the terms affixed. 

Gen. Rem.Ill. Universal and particular terms in the 
plural number, taken in their collective sense, repre- 
sent generally one collective idea. 

If this one collective idea be thus represented (whe¬ 
ther by universal or particular terms) as the subject of 
a proposition which describes the nature of a thing, it 
properly makes either a singular or an indefinite pro¬ 
position for the words, all, some, a few, &c. do not 
then denote the quantity of the proposition, but are e- 
steemed merely as .terms which connect the individuals 
together, in order to compose one collective idea. Ob¬ 
serve these instances, all the sycamores in the garden 
would make a large grove; that is, this one collection 
of sycamores, which is a singular idea, ^ome of the 
sycamores in the garden would make a fine grove. Sy¬ 
camores would make a noble grove: iif these last the 
subject is rather indefinite than singular. But it is 
very evident, that in each of these propositions the 
predicate can only belong to a collective idea, and 
therefore the subject must be esteemed a collective. 

If this collective idea, (whether represented by uni¬ 
versal or .particular terms), be used in describing past 
matters of fact, then it is generally to be esteemed a 
singular idea, and renders the proposition singular ; as, 
all.the soldiers of Alexander made-but a little army : a 
few^^^^ M vanquished^ the large army of Da¬ 
rius; some grenadiers in the camp plundered all the 
neighbouring towns. 
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Now we have shewrf before, tjiat if a proposition 
describing the nature of things, has an indefinite sub¬ 
ject, it is generally to be esteemed universal in ks^pro** 
positional sense $ and if it has a singular,subject, in its 
propositional sense it is always ranged with* upiversals. 

' After all we must be forced to confess, that the lan¬ 
guage of mankind and the idioms of speech are so ex¬ 
ceeding various, that it is hard to reduce them to a few 
rules *, and if we wbuld gain a just and precise idea of 
every universal, particular and indefinite expression, we 
jmust not .only consider the particular idiom of the lan¬ 
guage, but the time, the place, the occasion, the cir¬ 
cumstances of the matter spoken of, and thus penetrate 
ms;&r^s’possibk mtd'the design of thespe&ker or writer* 

Sect. II. Of affirmative-and negative Propositions, 

Wohen a ^proposition is considered with regard to 
its copulafw. may be divided into affirmative and nega¬ 
tive; for it is .a copula joins or disjoins the two ideas. 
Others call tills a division of proposition according to 
their quality. 

An affirmative proposition is when the idea of the pre¬ 
dicate is supposed to agfee to the idea of the subject, 
sind is joined to it by the word is, or are, which are the 
•copula ; as, all men are sinners. But when the predi¬ 
cate is not supposed to agree with the subject, arid is 
disjoined from it by the particles is not, are not, See. 

■ the proposition is negative : as, man is not innocent $ 
i©r, no man is innocent. In an affirmative proposition * 
we assert one thing to belong to another, and as it 
were, unite them in thought and word *, in negative 
propositions we separate one thing from another, and 
deny their agreement. 

It may become ^something odd, that two ideas or 
terms are said to he disjoined as well as joined by a 
copula : but if we can but suppose the negative 'pxvtfc 
cies do really belong to the copula of negative proposi- 
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tioris, it takes away the harshness: df the expression: 
and to make it yet softer, we may consider that the pre¬ 
dicate and subject may be properly said to be joined in 
a form of words as a proposition,,by connective parti¬ 
cles in grammar or logic, though they are disjoined in - 
their sense and signification. Every youth who. has 
learned his grammar, knows there are. such words as 
disjunctive conjunctions.. 

Several things are, worthy of our notice on this sub¬ 
ject. 

Note 1. As there are some terms or wonh, and ideas, 
(as I have shewn before), concerning which it is hard to 
determine whether they are negative or positive, so 
there are some propositions concerning which it may 
be difficult to say, whether they affirm or deny ; as, 
when we say, Plato was' no fool : Cicero was no un- 
skilful orator: Caesar made no expedition to Muscovy: 
an oyster has no part like an eel; it is not necessary 
tor a physician to speak French, and for a physician to 
speak blench is needless. The sense of thes0>proposi¬ 
tions is very plain and easy, though logicians might 
squabble perhaps a whole day, whether they should 
rank them under the names of negative or affirmative* 
. Note 2. In Latin and English two negatives, joined? 
m one sentence^makevan affirmative ; as when we de¬ 

clare, no man is hot mortal^ it is the same asj though 
we said, man is mortal, but in Greek, and oftentimes 
in French, two negatives make but a stronger denial. ‘ 

Note 3. If the mere negative term, not, be added to ' 
the copula of an universal affirmative proposition, it re- 
duces it to a particular negative; as, ail men are not 
wise, signifies the same as, some men are not wise. 

Note 4. In all affirmative propositions, the predicate 
is taken in its whole comprehension ; that is,, every 
essential part and attribute of it is affirmed concerning 
the subject; as when I say, a true Christian is an honest- 
man, every thing that belongs to honesty is affirmed 
concerning a true Christian. 

Note 5. In all negative propositions the predicate is 
.tasen m its whole extension : that is, every species and 
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individual that is contained in the general idea of the 
predicate, is utterly denied concerning the subject ; so 
in this proposition, a spirit is not an animal, we exclude 
all sorts and kinds an.d particular animals whatsoever 

from the idea of a spirit. , . ... 
: From these two'last remarks we may derive this in¬ 

ference, that we ought to attend to the entire compre¬ 
hension of our ideas, and to the universal extension ot 
them, as far as we have proper capacity for it, .before 
we grow too confident in our affirming or denying any 
thing, which may have the least darkness, doubt or dif¬ 
ficulty attending it*, it is the want of that attention that 

betrays us into many mistakes. 

Sect. Ill .—Of the Opposition and Conversion of Proposi¬ 
tions. 

. • ♦ 

Any two ideas being joined or disjoined in various 
forms will afford'us several propositions: all these may 
he distinguished according to their quantity/and their 
quality * into'four, which are marked or denoted by 

the letters A, E, I, O, thus: 

A 
E 
I 
O 

denotes a 

Universal affirm ative* 
"Universal negative.; 
Particular affirmative. 
Particular negative. 

according to these old Latin rhymes ^ 

Assent A, NegalrE, verum generaliter ami* s 
Assent I, Negat 0, sedparticulariter aittbo. 

This miy be exemplified by these two ideas, a Vim 

and a Tree. 

• . The reader should remember here, that a proposition according 
to its quantity is called universal or particular; and according to i 

quality, it Is either affirmative or negative. 
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A Every Vine is a Tree. 
E No Vine is a Tree• , t 
I. Some Vine if a Tree. 
O Some Vine is mt a Tree. 

The logicians of the schools have written many lartr* 
trifles concerning the opposition and - conversion of propo» 
sitions. It would‘be: sufficient here to give a few brief 
hints of these things, that the learner may not be utter¬ 
ly ignorant of them. ^ , 

Propositions which-are made of the same subject and 
predicate are said to fee opposite,* when that whfch is 
denied m one is affirmed irt the other, either in whole 
or in part, without any consideration whether the pro¬ 
positions be true or no^ ' r 

If they differ both in quantity and quality*, they are 
said to be; contradictory ; as, 
A Every Vine is a ■ 

r\?em‘ t>- . .These cam never be both true, or 
U borne Vine is mi r both false at the: same time. 

a Tree. ■ ; r I ,s - ,f. • ^ ~ v 

; If two^umversals differ in qualityj they are -contraries 
a§*r> /.ii•, • ,:;m ; , . ; - 

A Every; Vine, /V*"] 

<i ; These can never be, both true toge- 
k, 'Mo,: rim V a r : ther, ..but they,may be both false. 

Tre'e. - . j , , J, . ' , , ' 
'If'two.particular propositions differ in quality, they' 

are subcmtraries * as* - - , . ' 1 
I Some Vine, is a T 

rTrie., „ , 5 These ,may' be both true together, 
O borne Vine is mt \ but-tjiey can never be both false. 

. duree-. ■ , § / " • < , . 
- Both porticular iiindi universal propositions which a- 

gmt in quality, feni, not in quantity, are called subaltern* 

though these are not property opposite,:as. 
A Every Vine is a Tree. 
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1 The canons of subaltern propositions 4re usually 
reckoned these three, viz. (l.f If' any universal propo¬ 
sition be true, the particular will be true also, but not 
on the contrary. And (2.) If a particukr;proposition 
be false,' the Universal ‘ must fee -false, but not on 'the 
contrary. (3.) Subaltern ■prqposrt-ions, whether'universal 
or particular, may sometimes fee feotih ‘true, and some¬ 

times both false. _■ , 
The conversion of propositions is when the subject 

and predicate, change their places with preservation of 
the truth. 'This maybe done with constant certainty 
in all universal negatives and particular affirmatives; as, 
no spirit-is an animal, may be-converted, no animat is 
a Spirit and some tree' is a vine, -may'be. converted, 
some vine is a. tree* But there is more formal trifling 
in this sort of discourse than there is of solid improve¬ 
ment, because this sort of conversion arises-merely from 
the form of words, as connected in a proposition, rather 

than fram the matter. i 
Yet it may be useful to observe, that there are some 

propositions, whi ch hy reason of the ideas ormatter of 
which they are .composed may be converted with con¬ 
stant truth : such are those propositions whose predicate 
is a nominal or real definition of the subject, or the dif¬ 

ference of it, or a property, of the Fourth kirid, or a 
superlative degree of any property or. quality Whatso¬ 
ever, or, in short,'wheresoever the predicate and the^ 
subject have exactly the same extension or the same 
comprehension ; as, every vine is a treciboarifig’grapes j 
and every tree bearing grapes is a vine 5 religion is the 
truest wisdom, and the truest wisdomis religion : Juhus 
Caesar was the first emperor of Routes and the first 
emperor of Rome Was Julius Caesar. These *re4he 
propositions which are’ properly convertible*•'&&&^ they 
are called reciprocal ptbpositi^M^ ^ v'* 

m i. .him1 u, .nr; - - -s' 

Sect. IV. Of pure, and 

Another division of propofitioifs among the scho¬ 
lastic writers is into pure and modal. This may be 
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tailed (for distinction safes) a, division according to the 
predicate? 

b When a proposition merely expresses, that the pre¬ 
dicate is connected with the subject^ jfc h called a pure 
proposition 9 as, every true Christian is aix. honest man. 
But . when it concludes also the way and.manner where¬ 
in the predicate is connected with the subject, it is call¬ 
ed a medal proposition;. asfNvhen I say,, it is necessary' 
that a' true Christian should be m honest man. 

Logical writers generally n\ake the modality of this 
proposition to belong to- the copuja, because it shews 
the manner, of the canneqtiUft between subject and pre¬ 
dicate*^ , But if .the form, of the sentence as a .logical 
proposition be' duly considered, the mode itself is the, 
very pfedicate of the proposition, gnd: it pultun thus 
that a true Christian should be an honest man is a 
necessary thing, and* then the whole primary proposi¬ 
tion is included in the subject of the modal proposition. 

There are four modes of connecting the predicate 
with thesubject* which ?are usually reckoned up on this 
occasion, viz. Necessity and contingency which, are 
two opposites, possibility and impossibility which are 
also two opposites 5 as,ft is necessary that a globe 
should be roufed j that a' globe be* made q£ wood or 
glass is. am unnecessary or contingent thing : it is im¬ 
possible ‘th^ra globe should be square: It is impossi— 

‘ ble that a globe should he of water. 
With regard to the modal propositions which |he 

schools have introduced, I would, make these two re¬ 
marks : „ * . ^ 

Remark 1. These propositions in English, are formed 
by the resolution of the, words,, must be,, might not be, 
can be, and cannot be, unto those more explicate forms 
of a logical copula and predicate, i$/necessary, is con¬ 
tingent, is possible, is impossible ; for it is necessary 
that a globe should be round, signifies no more than 
that a globe must be round. . r 

Remark 2, diet it bo noted that this quadruple moda¬ 
lity is -only an; enumeration of the natural modes or 
manners wherein the predicate is; connected with the ' 

. . 1 N 2. 
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subject * we might also describe several moral and civil 
modes of connecting two ideas together, viz. lawfulness 
and. unlawfulness} conveniency'aiid incooyeniency,. & c. 
whence we may form such modal propositions as these. 
It is unlawful for any person to kill an innocent man : 
It is unlawful for Christians to eat flesh in.lent: to tell 
all that we think is inexpedient':* for a^ man- to be a£* 
fable to his neighbour is very convenient, &<x 

There are: several ether modes of' speaking whereby- 
a predicate is connected with a subject: such as, it is 
certain, it is doubtful,. it is probable, it is improbable, 
it is agreed, it is granted, at is said by the ancients, it is 
written, &c. all Which will form other, kinds of modal* 

'‘propositions/- ' • ; \ 
But whether the modality be natural, moral,. &c/ 

yet in alf these propositions it is the mode is the proper 
predicate, andr all the rest of the proposition, except 
the copula (or* word is) belongs to the subject y and* 
thus they become- pure propositions of a complex na¬ 
ture, of which we shall treat in the next section, so that 
there is no great need of making medals a distinct sort.- 

There are many little subtleties which the ‘ Schools' 
acquaint us with concerning the conversion and opposi-i 
lion and equipollence of these modal /propositions,' 
suited to' the lVatiri or Greek tongues rather than the- 
English, and fit to pass away the idle time of a student,, 

rather than to enrich his understanding. 

Sect. T.i—©Z’ single Propositions, whether simple or 
complex*' 

When twe consider the nature of propositions, to-- 
gether with the formation of them, and the materials- 
whereof they are made, We divide them into single and* 

* compound* . 
A Single proposition is that Which has but one subject 

and one predicate; but if it has more subjects or more- 
predicates, it is called a compound proposition, and it 
contains two. or more propositions in it.. 1 
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A single proposition (which is also called categoric 
cal) may be divided again; into simple and complex *. 

A purely simple proposition is that whose subject and 
predicate , are made ,up of single terms 5 as* virtue is de¬ 
sirable: every penitent is pardoned* no man is inno* 
cent. - . ■ . * 

.When the! subject or predicate, or both, arc made 
Up of complex terms,,it i$ called a complex proposition 

£very.sincere penitent ie pardoned*:, virtue is desi¬ 
rable for dts.^wn sake;, tf omanaliveis perfectly inno- 

If the term which, h a,d<fed to the subject of a com- 
proposition be ekhcH essential or :m.j way necessary 

to it, then it is called explicative, for it only explains 
the subject* a$ every,mortal* man is*a sop ©f Adam; 
But if the. term added to make up the complex subject 
does not necessarily or constantly belong to % then it. is 

determinative, and limits the subject't°a particular part 
of its extension * as, every pious man shall be Happy, 
In the first proposition jhe word mortal is merely ex¬ 
plicative in the. Second proposition the word pious is. 
determinative. , 1 4 \ 

Herepote, tndt whatsoever may be affirmed or denied 
concerning ;any subject, with an exphcative addition, 
may W.alao affirmed denied of that subject without 
it* boldly $ky,ievery man i&a son of Adam, 
as well as every mojr^man -hutXt is nob so* where 
the addition, is determinative* so we, cannot say, every 
man shall be happy, though every gious man shall 
fee.so.. > v ■ 

In a eom^tex proposition the predicate of subject is> 
sometimes made complex by the pronouns who, which, 
whose, to whom, .See. which make another proposition * 
as. every imam wl& iz fmm*saveiiJulius, 
whose* sirnams was- Gsesaff*> overcame Kompey : bodie% 

* As simple i<|eas are opposed to complexy and single ideas-tocom-' 
pound, so/p^positions are distinguished'in'the same maimer';, the- 
English tonguein this respeGthavipg s^me advantage above the leant- 

ybifa haye nouftuafword to disfinguislf single. from: 
.. , 7,~ ' ‘ 

‘ 1 TSt& ' 
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which; are transparent, have many pores* Here* the' 
whole proposition is called the primary or chief, and 
the additional proposition is called an- incident proposi-, 
tion. But it is . still to he esteemed in this case merely 
as a part of the complex term.'5 and1 the truth or false¬ 
hood of the whole complex proposition is not ter be 
judged by tile truth or falsehood- of the incident proposi¬ 
tion, but by the connection of the whole subject with 
the predicate. For the incident proposition, niay he 
false| atfihafesurd, or impossible, ,and^yetthe whole com¬ 
plex proposition may be true, as a horse, which" has 
wiiigs^ might fly over tlie ^TKamevSv ' V 

Beside this complection which belongs, to the subject 
or predicate* logical writers use to §ay, there is: a comi- 
plectiou which;may- fall upon- the copula also phut this- 
I have accounted for in the* section concerning modab 
propositions *, and indeed it is not of much importance: 
whether it were placed there or here- 

' Sect. VI.*- Of compound. Propositions.* * . 

A eoMrotrMJpropoaittonds made up of two or more 
subjects or predicates* or both^. ahd iti contains in it 
two*or more propositions, which are^either plainly ex¬ 
pressed^ or concealed and implied; ; \ V V 
' The first sort* of compound propositions'are those 

■wherein: the composition is expressed- and- evident, and 
they are distinguished into these six kinds, viz. copu*- 
lative, disjunctive^, conditional,’causal, relative*and dis- 

crotive^'' " ^ " 

. . i‘ Copulative preposition* are those* which have more 
subjects or predicates connectedaffirmative op nega¬ 
tive conjunctions ^ as,, riches and honours are' tempta¬ 
tion's- to prided Csesar conquered the Gauls and the 
,Britons neither gold nor jewels will purchase immor¬ 
tality. : These proposition^ .are evidently compounded, 

.far each of thpm may be solved into two propositions^ 
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viz. riches, are .teriipt^ibAS to pride,-and .honour is a 
temptation tb’ pridb|' arid sothbrest. * v./ 

Of;co?u^ive pvoposkions depends upon 
the. truth of all the parts' 6f them; for if C*s'ar had 
conquered the Ga-ulsy imd. not the Britons, ' oti the Bri¬ 
tons and riot the-GaUls,{ thfe second copulative proposi¬ 
tion had not beCn't^he. - 

Here note,dhOse. propositions, which cannot be re- 
soiyed into two or more simpferpropositions, afe riot 
pro'perly'eopuidtiVfei fh‘6ugh' two or rirore ideas be con¬ 
nected and-cOupledhy such'conjunctions,' either in-the 
subject or predicate : asf’t'Wo and'three make 'five- 
majesty 'and-meekness do not .often meetthe siin’ 
moon, 1 and 'Stars -are not alt seen at-, once'. ' Srich wo- 
'Positions ^ ■%. .» K 

brit only fell,Of them- together, as a fcoHeotlce subjebfi 
1. JJ“Junc.ttSe propoiitMs .»&■ when the? «am<are 

disjoined 
tides » “‘.'■•'irmnei-wy# night; .the,weather i& 
J~ng or rainy; quantity is either lengthy breadth 

• . r . < ^^ ^cuupies is true WeW0<fim arfc 
not -strictly truei/because fWlligH»isf.a riiedidtoi between 
day and night ;, and dry,, cloudy weather-& a. medium 
-between shmirig.and* rainy.. • ' 

dH.-‘ C9niiti0Aal .it' hypothetical'propositions are those 
Whose pittss are United- by the. conditional particle if; 
asy if- the snn'bfe- fixedy the earth must move : it there 
be nfo fire, thfere- wili'be rio taioke; . 

■ Mte.,' the first .'pa*;-oft these propositions} -or that 
wherein the condition iscotitdned, is,called theantece- • 
denty the otherKis edled^theicdisequent. it : i , 

The ttuth • of theseftWdBositions depends ho# atoll oh 



are lomeu uy -f'-nrsT^ '■■'■"'■'•'“J y 
that, they mighty be - destroyed, .PiebohoarosWas* Wuvap- 
pv, because he followed evil counsel.!: n < ■- ' - 

‘ The truth of a causal pvoposif'Oh ,ayis©$ b°t irons. the 
truth of the parts, hut froi»; the'jps^saf-influence that 
the one part of it has upon the other.i.fpt both pariS 
may be. true, yet ,the proposhipn .false>;;it, 9.ne parti bo. 

not th& ta.^e of;th&,other-.; py.Kft a., '•'•■ 
Some .'iMiiflm refer refluplieatiy<;ftlPpb#tI9n5 h> w* 

pfecei asihreth PPBai^«refl;agi4ei>>;4rK'Jiati9nah PtP^wres, 

tha( is,-bpcause >hty are men. ■' y 
V. Relative .pr^simn have then .parf&.jomed by 

such particles as express a relation or, comp|n»n,of one 
thing st-P another •, as,whet) yon are §»!«** I.will, speak t 
aan\fee,h'i>s-yiodiare.'votthi:SQ!mnflhyoaishaU.he.iesteem^ 

edTVas?,isvtihe- father so lift the, wf»4; ^here there *s- no 
taje^earers.fiortobtios^hi <was*r.« 

Chlr PA'R?r:i\** 

0 \.l 
. . 

VI. Decretive propositions me such wherein-various 

ktfoty -w?:,d*»tbwt»w•»■ noted;-pa^of*8ijh«, 
though, yet* • &c.; aa> travellers.way change then clwnate 
*wt-ytwJ5'A^««4««P«r4.'J«h m» gattdnti though.b s 

^Th^trath Md goodness,etfla. 4fcwejWk proposition 
V. , rtniettO i4ypir contra~ 

CilCUQJ-jl w'VWwi»tlV.W<V* 3 fy* , * - 

feeime, yet.if dherab* no seeing^ppbsmonbetween 
them, it is an useless, assertion, -thfiOgh wo cannot cah 
%% false smyM' JJescasfos iv^s^:pb#sophe|,.ye^he' 
^ 3.¥sfe^hnran jjba.SjJw&ni rw4r,<s,^aha»t» but they 
spoke Latin; both, which' propositions- are ridiculous, 

for iwrnaf *»s»feto$ .opposjwm brnwf*. P««; 
Since We have declared v?he*e*n- the truth andfaiso- 

hood of those compound proportions consists,.d-‘8 
per ah© W ighfei^^necahdroations ihow c any-oh these 
proposition;* vfewuthey «g&ke ;n»y be opposed or 
contradicted^; - ' ; 
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.All compound propositions, except copulatives and 
discretives* are properly denied or contradicted when 
the negation affects their conjunctive particles^ as, if 
the disjunctive proposition asserts^ it is either day or 
night ; the opponent says, it is; not 'either day or night, 
or . it is not necessary that it should be either day or 
night,.so the hypothetical proposition is denied by say¬ 
ing, it does not folJow that the eafcth must move if the 
sun be fixed.' 1 , . </ - tl» 

A disjunctive proposition, m^y/be .contradicted also 
by denying all the parts. 5 as^it is neither day nor night* 
• rAnd a! causal proposition may be denied or opposed 
indirectly and improperly when either partof the pro¬ 
position ibidenied $ .and it ,must he false if 4efther part 
beifaise : but the clesigh of theproposition being id 
shew the causal connection of the two parts, each par4 

is supposed to be true, and properly contra¬ 
dicted as a.cans aL proposition, unless- one part of - it bo 
denied to be the cause of .the other;* 0 . v 

As for copulatives and discretives, because their 

^ePen^s moreiOn the truth of ?their parts, therefore 
these may beopposed dr denied as diany ways, ks the 
parts of which !they are composed may be denied; so 
this copulative proposition, richealmd honour are temp* 
tations td pridq,) may be denied by saying,' riches are 

not temptations, though honour may be ; or, honour is 
not a temptation, though riches may be y 6r* neither 
riches nor honour are temptations, &c. 

So this discretive proposition, Job was patient, 
though his grief was great, is denied by saying, Job 
was not patierit, though-his grief was great: or. Job 
was patient but his grief was not great: or* Job was 
not patient, nor was his .grief great. 

We proceed now to the second sort of compound 
propositions,, viz. such whose composition is not ex¬ 
pressed, but latent: or-concealed,. yet a~ entail attention* 
w&l find two propositions included in them. » Suchar^ 
these that/follow: r; , j . . - . ; ; > ; ^ 
U^il. t Mxdusives..;>. as, the; pious Jman alorie is happy^' 
it is. only Sir Isaac Newton could finff out true phiio- 
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}•,,■#. j'-f'as* none of :tbe»(arlaenfcf?bu>t )J3ato 
weIld<rfe|icle4 ljhe' Soivl’$ imiB©rtality* The Protestants 

worship,^ohie but God*.' > i j ;; 

3.. Compdrativ.es-'.; as, pain is the.greatest affliction. 
No Turk Was fiercer than the. Bpainiards at. Mexico. 

Here note, that the comparative degree does not al¬ 
ways, imply the .positive *, as if I say,a fool is better 
than a knave, this does not affirm that folly as goad, 
but. that it M »less,evil than knavery.; 

;., 4. Inceptims and imtiv'es? which relate to the begin- 
nimg or. ending of any thing; as, the Taitiri tongue is 

yet 'forgotten* . No man before Orpheus, wrote 
Greek v^r^ed)Peter? Czar ctf Mpscdvy began, to civilize 

Jws.ndtionv ra.-:? < v- '* >* •.:.*>•* ^ ** •• ’’ :: v;' | 
v"Jpo tiiese may be added xontinuatives ; as,* Rome re- 

m^his to this day,cwh*tch includes at, least* two proposi¬ 
tions, viz. Rome w,aSi!amdiRomeiis* ~ - : 1 ■ ■ 

Jr , f; V ‘ ’ *' 

; v: H*re:tefenihei authork time; and pains in gi- 
ving thd preeisef defmitions of all these; sorts of proposi¬ 
tions, whitihjthay as foveti :be understood by theii names 
and. examples t shere »let> them - tellr. what their truth de¬ 
pends upon, and "how they are to be opposed or con-* 
tradicted^ but a moderate dhdre of common sense,' 
with & review of whatis said on the former compounds, 
will suffice for all these purposes without the formality 

of-rules. »' ; • 1 ‘ 1‘ ‘ 
‘ \ *\ ‘ — • ' t x> '* 

, ; ' •?“'*"»» •"" HJWl ■t.w.IiMs - j t 1 

Sect. Vll.—^O/7 true mdfalse impositions--. ; a 

Propositions are next to be considered according 
to their sense or signification, and thus :they are ■ distri* 
buted into true, or false . A true proposition represents 
things as they are in themselves : but if . things, are Te» 
presented othetwise; than they are in themselves, * th^ 

pr-opofitiomiSL&beJt J:foo; • - \ , ;l 
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Or ve may Ascribe them more nartirufarV <4,, 

E13is^?p 

fg? *TP£” • «J?2*Z 
8S, ^\k!Kl* *’?« »> wng*. taM are maj&? 

*** «e“K wii^.sreri'z^ 
hM^tl a„^ m't^esai®e t«spect'; beoausea proiStfenia 
m t of the. agraemctot .or. disa®ree- 
jjj** f : now rt is impossifaie that the fam'a 
^ .^W be arul ^t be, or that the «JJ 3£! 

fhoukl agree and not .agree at the same: time, -and if 
the -same teepee*. This is!the:fi&fe4*6,d»foof 2~® 
i^liowl^dge. ^ TV'. ■ * aawiKaa 

Y-etaome p»j»<ikwi» m.ayseem.JeKicQritjadiot one 

167 *mFbe'b0th teue> fct« different 
SSsT3 ? !t,,nes ' T* maT1- ^.'immortal: in 
pafatuse, afid.mm.w3S mortalm paradise.; r &ut these 
two propositions must be referred hi deferent.dmesi as 

• SS^SliM# t*11 fc«t at .the faihbe- 
eame; mortal So we may .say .now,, man is mortdL or 

St SS5T*i ^^ *hBse pi!OpQsjtk>hs:in(diffe- 
; f1****54 «^»ture-as to 

«t u*- -S 
HTML- : . « ■ ' f L' ' ' - ‘ 5 . 

wr^u ~ 7Vov Ajisg.ui$ea vot ..tiaith 

sects have £? ?,T Wearaaaces of that!some 
sects,have deolipddtemits nopo.ssibiility.of ilktiHjmiiA 
mgtrutbfepm falsehood.;,aaadthereforetihewjliaBeabaril 
wwslfthatm^ t0knGTje^ andmaktaihedttre* 
nwopsly that nothing, is. to be Ilcnowm ,'. , w-;,. 

14 ' Rm m?n~ * tIlis honour madfe thopseWfa* 
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mrvni ini Greecer by the name of Sceptics, that is. 
Seekers * they-'werealso called Academics, borrowing 

STame/rro tl>m «*~1 « P-‘»“ °f 
study; ; They taught that all things are uncertain, 

thowrh they allowed that some are more probable than 
others. After these arose; the sect ofPjrrhonics. na- 
medfromPyrrho their master, who would not allow one 
proposition7to be-more probable than; another ; _but 
professed that all things -were- equally uncertain. Now 
all these men (as an ingenious- author expresses it) 
were’rather to the called: a; sect of' bars than philoso¬ 
phers, and that censure-is just for; two reasons. (1-) 
Because they determined concerning every proposition 
that’ it was uncertain, and believed that as a certain 
truth, while they professed there was nothing certain, 
and that nothing could be determined concerning truth 
or falsehood; and thus their very;.doctrine-gave itself 

the lieh • (2A Because they.judged and acted as other 
men did. in the- common- affairs of life ; they would 

' neither .run: into fire nor water, though they- professed 
ignorance and uncertainty, whetherthe one would burn 
or the other drown them. . ■[ ~. 

There-have been, some (mall ages who have too 
much affected, this, humour, who dispute agamst every 
thins,,under-pretence that truth- has no certain mark 
to distinguish it. . Let .'us therefore inquire; whjit is th^ 
general ^criterion of truth ? -.and nv order’ to this,;* 
proper to Consider what is the reason why we- asSeflt 

- to those propositions,awhich Contain the most ^pain 
and indubitable truths, such as- these, the Whole iS 

' srreate-r than a part j two aHd three make ilve. ! ‘ ^ 
f The only reason-why we believe' ■' those propositions 

to be true, is because'the ideas of the-subject and prea 

dicates appear with so. much clearness and - Strength: of 

evidenceftn agree to each othet, that the'muid cannot 

help discerning the-agreement," andjamtot .*oubJ-of 

the "truth of them».but'is constrained to judge rthem 

true. 1. So when'we compare the ideasoLa. otrcle' and 

a triangle, or the ideas of an oysterand a butterfly^ 
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we are sure that the butterfly is not an oyster; nor is 
a triangle a circle. There is nothing but the evidence 
oi the agreement or disagreement between two ideas, 
that make us affirm or deny the one or the other. 

Now it will follow .from thence that a clear and dis- 
tnct perception or full evidence of the agreement and 

disagreement of our ideas to one another, or to things 
is a certain criterion of truth : for since our minds are 
of such a make, that where the evidence is exceeding 
plain and strong, we cannot withhold our assent; we 
should then be necessarily exposed to believe falsehood, 
if complete evidence should be found in any proposi- 
toons that are not true. But surely the God of perfect 
wisdom, truth and goodness would never oblige his 
creatures to be thus deceived ; and therefore he would 
never have constituted us of such a frame as would 
render it naturally impossible to guard against error. 

Another consequence is naturally derived from'the 
ormer »;and that is, that the'only reason why we fall 

into a mistake is because we are impatient to form a 
judgment of things before we have a clear and evident 
perception of their agreement or disagreement; and if 
we will make haste to judge while our ideas are obscure 
and confused, or before we see whether they agree or 

' dlsaSre^ we shall plunge ourselves into perpetual er¬ 
rors. See more oh this subject in an essay on the 
freedom of will m God and man; published 1752 
Sect. 1. p. 13. • 

tfote, What is here asserted concerning the necessity 
of clear ami distinct ideas, refers chiefly to: propositions, 
which we form ourselves by our own powers as for 
propositions which we derive from the testimony of 
others, they will be accounted for in Chap, IV. * 

Sect-. VIII—of certain dhd; Zubins Propositions y of 
Knowledge and Ovitimn J e and Opinion, 

Since we have found that evidence is the great c n- 
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tenon and .the sure mark of truth; this leads us di¬ 
rectly to'consider propositions, according to their evi¬ 
dence ; and here we must. take, notice both of the dif¬ 
ferent degrees of evidence, and the different kinds of 

Propositions according to their different degrees of 
evidence .are distinguished into certain and uubious . 

Where the. evidence of the agreement or disagree¬ 
ment of-the ideas;so strong and plain, that we can¬ 
not'forbid or'delay our- assent, the proposition is called 
xertain ; as,, every .circle hath a centre ; the world did 
not create itself, An assent to suen propositions is 

honoured with the name of knowledge-. 
-But when the*e is any obscurity upon the agreement 

or. disagreement of the ideas, so that the mind does not 
clearly perceive it, and is not compelled to assent or 

. dissent, their the proposition, in a proper and philosc^ 
' J is called doubtful or uncertain * thft phicai sense, *o — -- -- • 

planets are inhabited *, the souls of hrutes are mere 
matter; .the world will not stand a thousand years 
longer ;.Di4p., built the city of Carthage,. &c. ouch 
uncertain propositions are called opinions. . - 

When we /consider ourselves as, philosophers or. 
searchers of truth, it would be well if we always sus¬ 
pended a.full judgment <?r determination about any 
thing, and made further inquiries, where this plain and 

- perfect: evidence is wanting ; ‘but we are so prone of 
ourselves to judge without full evidence, and m some 
cases.the necessity of action in the affairs.of life con¬ 
strains (us to, judge and: determine upon a tolerable de¬ 
gree of evidence, .tha,t.,we, vulgarly call those proposi¬ 
tions.: cerfaiv, .where we haye but very little room or 

» It m'iV be faceted, that this certainty and uncertainty .being 
only in the mind, the division belongs to propositions rather according 
to the degrees of our assent, than the degrees of evidence. But it may 
well be answered, that the evidence here intended ls-that which , p- 

- nears so to .the mind, and.nof the mere evidence in the nature of things, 
besides, fatwe shill shd'w immediately); the degree of assenCought to 
be exactly proportionable,.to' the degree of evidence: and therefore 
the difference is not great, whether propositions be called certain or 
uncertain, according;to the measure of evidence, or of absent. 

as, the 
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reason to doubt of them, though the evidence be not 
complete or resistless. • ' 

Certainty, according-ta4the-schools-,* is distinguished 
into objective and subjective. ^ Objective "certainty is 
when the proposition is certainly true ,in itself; and 
subjective, when we are certain of the truth of it. The 
one is in things, the other is in our minds. 

But let it be observed'here, that -every proposition 
in' itself is certainly true, or certainly false.. For'though 
doubtfulness or uncertainty ^eems to be a medium be¬ 
tween certain truth and certain falsehood in our minds, 
yet there is tlo such‘mediumin things themselves, no, 
not even in future, events ; for now at this time it is 
certain in itself, that Midsummer-day seven years hence 
will be serene, or.-it is certain k will be cloudy, though 
we are uncertain and utterly ignorant what sort of day 
it will be : this certainty of distant futurities is known 
to; God only. ' 

Uncertain or dubious propositions, thaf is, opiniqns, 
aVe distinguished into probable, or improbable. ^ * 

When the evidence1 of any proposition is greater 
-than the evidence of the contrary, then it is a probable 
opinion :* where the evidence and arguments are strong¬ 
er on the contrary side, we -call it improbable. But 
while the arguments on either side seem to.be eqMdy 
strong, and the evidence for and agajnst any proposi¬ 
tion appears equal to the mind, then in common lan¬ 
guage we call it a doubtful matter. We also call it a 
dubious or doubtful proposition, when there is no ar¬ 
gument on either side, as* next Christmas-day will be 
3 very sharp frost. And in general all these propbsi- 
tions are doubtful, wherein we can perceive no suffi¬ 
cient marks or evidences of truth or falsehood. In such, 
a. case, the mind which is, searching for truth ought to 
remain in a sfate of doubt or suspense, until superior 
evidence on one side or the other incline the balanpe of 
the-judgment, and determine the probability or cer¬ 
tainty to the one side. - - 1 

. ■. A gre^t many propositions, which we generally be¬ 
lieve or disbelieve in human affairs, or in the sciences, 

0 2 
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have very various degrees of evidence, which yet arise 
not to complete certainty, either of truth or falsehood. 
Thus it comes to pass that there are such various and 
almost infinite degrees of probability and improbability* 
To a weak probability we should give a weak assent 5 

and a stronger assent is due where the evidence is 
greater, and the matter more probable. If we propor¬ 
tion our assent in all things to the degrees pf evidence, 
we do the utmost that human nature is capable of in & 
rational way to secure itself from error. „ ✓ 

Sect.-IX. 0/ Seme, Consciousness* Intelligence* Reason 
Faith* and Inspiration. 

After we have considered the evidence of propo^ 
sitions in the various degrees of it, we come to survey 
the several kinds of evidence, or the different ways 
whereby truth is let into the mind, and which produce 
accordingly several kinds of knowledge. We shall dis¬ 
tribute them into these six, viz. sense, consciousness* 
intelligence, reason, faith, and inspiration, and then 
distinguish the propositions which are derived from 

them., 

- I. The evidence of sense is when we frame a proposi¬ 
tion according to the dictate of any of our senses ; so 
we judge, that grass is green ; that a trumpet gives a 
pleasant sound; the fire burns wood; water is soft, 
-and iron is hard: for we nave seen* heard or felt all 
these.. It is upon: this evidence of sense that we Know 
and believe the daily occurrences in human life v-and 
almost all -the histories, of mankind that are written, by 
eye or ear witnesses, are built upon/ this principle. 

Under the evidence of sense we do not only include 
that knowledge which is derived to us by our outward 
senses of hearing, seeing., feeling, tasting; and smelling, 
but that also which is derived from the inward sensa¬ 
tions and appetites of hunger, thirst,-ease, pleasure, 
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pain, weariness, rest, See. and all those things which 
belong to the body ; as, hunger is a painful appetite ; 
light is pleasant; rest is sweet to the weary limbs.4 

Propositions which are built on this evidence, may 
be named sensible propositions, or the’dictates of 

sense. ' 
II. As we learn what belongs to the body by the e- 

viderice of sense, so we learn what belongs to the soul 
by an inward consciousness, which may be called a sort 
of internal feeling, or spiritual sensation of what passes 
in the mind j as, I think before I speak; I desire large 
knowledge ; I suspect my own practice *, I studied^ 
hard to day $ my conscience bears witness of my sin4 
cerity : my soul bates vain thoughts *, fear is an uneasy 
passion ; long meditation on one thing is tiresome. 

Thus it appears that we obtain the knowledge of a 
multitude of propositions, as well as of single ideas, by 4 
those two principles which Mr Locke calls ^sensation 
and reflection : one of them is a sort of consciousness 
of what affects the body, <and the o,ther is. a conscious^ 
ness of what passes; iti the mind. 

Propositions which are built on this'internal consci¬ 
ousness, have y&t no particular or distinguishing name 
Assigned to them. 

III. Intelligence relates chiefly to those abstracted * 
propositions which carry their own evidence with them, ^ 
and- admit no doubt about them. < Our perception, 
this self-evidence :in any proposition is called infclib ' 
gence. i It is our knowledge of those first principles of 
truth-which are (as it were) wrought into the very na¬ 
ture; and make of our mind: they are so evident in 
themselves to every man who attends to them, that 
they need no proof. It is.= the prerogative and peculiar ^ 
exheWebce pf .sthese propositions, that they: cau scarce 
ever be preyed or denied : they cannot easily be pro¬ 
ved, because' there is nothing supposed to be more clear 
oar certain, from which an argument rnay be drawn to 
prove them. They cannot well be denied, because 
their own evidence is so bright and convincing, that 
as soon as the ferms are understood the mind neces* 

** ' —- ~ 
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satily assents ; such aire these, whatsoever acteth hath 
a being; nothing has no properties \ a partis less than 
the whole; nothing can be the cause of itself. 

These propositions are called axioms, or maxims, or 
first principles; these-are the very foundations of all/ 
improved knowledge and reasonings, and on this ac¬ 
count these have been thought to be innate proposi¬ 
tions, or truths born with us. 

, Some suppose that a great part of the knowledge of 
angels and human saiuls in the separate state is obtain¬ 
ed in this manner, viz. by such an immediate view of 
things in their own nature, which is called intuition. x 

IV. Reasoning is the next sort of evidence, and that 
is when one truth is inferred or drawn from others by 
natural and just methods of argument; as, if there be 
much light at midnight, I infer,At proceeds from the 
moon, because the sun is under the earth If I see a 
cottage in a forest, I conclude some man has been 
there and .built it. Or when I survey the heavens and 
earth, this gives evidence to my reason, that there is a 
God who made them. ; 

The propositions which I believe upon this kind of 
evidence* are called conclusions, or rational truths y and 
the knowledge that we gain this way is properly called: 
science. : ’ 

Yet let it be noted, that the word science is usually 
applied to a whole body of regular or methodical ob¬ 
servations or propositions, which learned men have 
formed concerning any subject of speculation, deriving 
one truth from another by a train, of arguments. If 
this knowledge chiefly directs our practice, it is usually 
called an art. And this is the most remarkable dis¬ 
tinction between an art and a science* viz. the one 
refers chiefly to practice* the other to speculatioh. 
Natural philosophy,orphysic,ahdontolegy, presciences 5 
logic and rhetoric are called arts j but mathematics in¬ 
clude both art and science 5 for they have much of 
speculation 'and much of practice in them.. 

* Note, Since this book was written, we have so many appearances 
of the auroi& borealis as reduces this inference only to a probability. 
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Observe here, that when the evidence of a proposi¬ 

tion derived from sense, consciousness, intelligence, or 
reason, is firm and indubitable, it produces such assent 
as we call a natural certainty. , ' 

V. When we derive the evidence of any proposition 
from the testimony of others, it is called the evidence 
of faith; and this is a large part of our knowledge* 
Ten thousand things there are which webelfeve mere¬ 
ly upon the authority or credit of those who have spo- 
ken or written of them. It is by this evidence that we 
know there is such a country as China, and there was 
such a man as Cicero who dwelt in Rome. It is by 
this that most of the transactions in human life are ma¬ 
naged : we know our parents and our kindred by this 
means, we know the persons and laws of our present 
governors, as well as things that are at a vast distance 
from us in foreign nations, or in ancient ages. 

According as the persons that inform us of any thing 
are many or few, or more or less wise, and faithful, and 
credible, so our faith is more or less firm or wavering, 
and the proposition believed is either certain or doubt*- 
ful; but in matters of faith, an exceeding great proba¬ 
bility is called a moral certainty. 

Faith is generally distinguished into divine and hu¬ 
man, not with regard to the propositions that are be* 
lieved, but with regard to the testimony upon which we 
believe them. When God reveals any thing to us, 
this gives us the evidence of divine faith; but what 
man only acquaints- tis with, produces a human faith; in 
us j the one, being built upon the word of man, arises 
but to moral certainty'y but the other being founded on 
the word of God, arises to an absolute and infallible 
assurance, so far as we understand the meaning of this 

^word. This is called supernatural certainty. 
Propositions which we believe upon the evidence of 

.human testimony, are called narratives, relations, re¬ 
ports, historical observations, &c. ; but such as are built 
on divine testimony, are termed, matters of revelation * 
and if they are of great importance in religion, they are 
cafiedai tides of faith. J 
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There are some propositions or parts of knowledge, 
which are said to. be derived from observation and ex¬ 
perience, that is experience in ourselves, and the ob¬ 
servations we have made, on other persorfs or things y 
but these are made up of some of , the.former spungs o 
knowledge joined , together, viz, sense, consciousness* 
reason, faith, &c. and therefore are not reckoned a dis¬ 

tinct kind of evidence. . c n 
VI. Inspiration is .a sort of evidence distinct from ait 

the former, and that is whenisuch an overpowering im¬ 
pression of any propositions is made upon the mind by 

God himself, that gives a convincing and indubitable 
evidence of the truth and divinity of ity so were t, e 

prophets and the apostles inspired * - 
P Sometimes God may have been pleased to make use 

of the outward senses, or the inward, wor >ngs 
imagination, of dreams, apparitions, visions and voices, 
or reasoning, or perhaps human narration, to convey 
divine truths to the mind of the prophet s but none of 
tfiese would be sufficient to deservevhe name ofmsp - 
ration, without a superior Or divine light and power at- 

tenThif SrTof evidence is also very distinct fromwhat- 

we usually call divine faith-y for every Common Ghns- 
S 3S divine faith when he believes any pro¬ 

position which God has revealed in the bible upon this 

account, because God has said it, though it. was by a- 
train ofreasonings that he was ledvto believe_that this 
b the word of God : whereas in.the case- of inspira¬ 

tion', the‘pfophet n«t only exercises divine faith, mbe- 
f . ./n • .1 — JtKntthf* is under & supQYtotf 

asi^'d tha^Crodrevi^isTt.---- Thisdsthe most-eminent. 

kind of sup^Tfi<3'tural'C^T^inty* ^ ,L , . , • 
Though persons might b'e assured of their own inspi¬ 

ration by some peculiar and inexpressible consciousness 

5 ,hi. divine inspiration and evidence ,» the., own 

Spirits, yet it is hard to make ont rius .nsp.rat.on to 

* Note here, I speak chiefly of the highest kind of inspiration. 
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others, and to convince them of it, except by some an¬ 
tecedent or consequent prophecies or miracles, or some 
public appearances more than human. 

The propositions which are attained by this sort of 
evidence are called inspired truths. This is divine re-* 
velation at first hand, and the dictates of God in ail 
immediate manner, of which theological writers dis¬ 
course at large *, but since it belongs only to a few fa¬ 
vourites of, heaven to be inspired, and not the bulk of 
mankind, it is not necessary to speak more of it in a 
treatise of logic, which is designed for the general im¬ 
provement of human reason. „ 

The various kinds of evidence upon which we believe 
any proposition, afford us these three remarks: 

I. Remark. The same proposition may be known 
to u$ by different kinds of evidence ; that the whole is 
bigger than a part: is; known by our senses, and it is 
known by the self-evidence of the thing to our mind* 
That God created the heavens and the earth is known 
to us by reason, and is known also by divine testimony 
or faith. . ^ , 

II. Remark. Among those various kinds of evidence^ 
some are generally stronger than others in their own 
nature, and give a better ground for certainty. In¬ 
ward consciousness and intelligence, as well divine 
faith and inspiration, usually carry much more force 
with them than sense or human faith, which are often 
fallible \ though there are instances wherein human 
faith, sense and reasoning lay a foundation also for com¬ 
plete assurance, and leave no room for doubt. 

Reason in its own nature would always lead us into 
the truth in matters within its compass, if it were used 
aright, or it would require us to suspend our judgment 
where there is want of evidence. But it is Our sloth* 
precipitancy, sense, passion, and many other things that 
lead our reason astray in this degenerate and imperfect 
estate : hence it conies to pass that we are guilty of so 
many errors in reasoning, especially about divine things, 
because our reason either is busy to inquire, and re* 
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solved-to determine about matters that ar£ above our 
prds’ent re,ach ;* or because we mingle^many prejudices 
and secret influences of sense, fancy, /passion, inclina^ 
tion, &c. with our exercises of reason, and judge and 
determine according to these irregular influences. 
; Divine faith would never admit of any controversies 
or doubtings, if we were but assured that God had spo¬ 
ken, and that we rightly understood his meaning'. 

III. Remark. The greatest evidence and certainty of 
any proposition does not depend upon the variety of the 
ways or kinds of evidence whereby it is known, but 
rather upon the strength and degree of evidence, ahds 
the2 clearness of that light in or by which it appears to 
the mind. For a proposition that is known only one 
way may be much more certain, ami have stronger evi¬ 
dence, than another that is supposed: to be:kno;Wn many 
way Si Therefore these propositions, rio thing has no 
properties, nothing cannot make itself, which are known 
only by intelligence, are much surer and truer than 
this proposition, the rainbow has real and. inherent co¬ 
lours in it, or than this, the sun rolls round the earth 
though we seem to know both these last by our senses; 
ahd by the common testimony of our neighbours. So 
any proposition that is clearly evident to^pur conscious¬ 
ness of divine fsiith, is much more certain to us than a 
thousand others that have only the evidenced of feeble 
and obscure Sensations, of more probable reasonings and 
doubtful arguments^ or the witness,of fallible men, or 
even though all these should join together. *' 

CHAP. III. 

THE SPRINGS OF FALSE JUDGMENT, OR THE DOCTRINE 

OF PREJUDICES. 

INTRODUCTION. 

. In the end of the foregoing chapter we have survey¬ 
ed the several sorts of evidence, on which \Ve built 
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our fssent to propositions. These are indeed the ge- 
nerai grounds upon which we,-form our judgments 
concerning things. What remains-in, tins second paS 
of logic is to point out the several springs and causes- 
of our mistakes in judging, and to lay down some 
rules by which we should conduct ourselves in passing 

-a judgment of every thing that is proposed to us. 
I confess many things which will be mentioned in 

these foUowmg chapters might be as well referred to 
the third part of logic, where we shall treat of reason¬ 
ing and argument; for most of our false judgments 
seem to include a secret bad reasoning in them ; and 

‘while we shew the springs of error, and the rules -of 
true judgment,1 we do at the same jime discover which 

-arguments are fallacious, which reasonings are weak, 
and which are just-and strong. Yet since this is usu¬ 
ally called a judging ill,, or judging well, I think we' 
may, without any impropriety, treat...6f it here; and 
this will lay a surer foundation for, all sorts of ratioci¬ 
nation and argument. 

lvash judgments are called prejudices,, and so are the 
springs of them.: This word in common life signifies 
an ill opinion which, we have conceived of some other 
person, or some injury done,to him.,. But .when we 
use tne word in matters of science, it signifies a. judg¬ 
ment that is formed concerning any person »or thing- 
before sufficient examination ;■ and', generally .wesup- 
pose it to mean a false judgment or mistake'; at least 
it is an opinion taken,iip without solid reason.for it, or 

an assent giyen to a proposition before; we. have just e- 
vidence of the truth of it, though the thing itself may 
happen to be true. 1 

■.' Sometimes these rash, judgments are called preposses- ' 
signswhereby is meant, that some particular Opinion 
has posseted the mind, and engaged the assent without 
suiiicient search or evidence of the truth'of it. < . 

There, is a vast variety of these prejudices and , pre¬ 

possessions which, attend, mankind in every.age and 
copffihonof life,; they, lay the ifoundatipns.of many an 
srror, and many an unhappy, practice, both in the afr 
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fairs of religion) and in our civil concernments; as well 
as in matters of teaming, it is necessary for a man 
who pursues truth to inquire into these springs of er¬ 
ror, that as far as possible he may rid himself of old 
prejudices, and watch hourly against1 new ones. 
■ The number of them is so great, and they are so in¬ 
terwoven with each other, as well as with the powers 
of human nature, that it is sometimes hard to distin¬ 
guish them apart-, yet, for method’s sake, we shall re¬ 
duce them to these four general heads, viz. prejudi¬ 
ces arising from things, or frefti words, from ourselves, 
or from other persons •, and after the description of 
each prejudice, we shall propose one or more ways or 

curing it. 

Sect, I .—Prejudices arising from Things. 

The first sort of prejudices are those which arise 
from the things themselves about which we judge 
But here let it be observed that there is nothing in the 
nature of things that will necessarily lead us into er¬ 
ror, if we do- but use our reason aright, and Withhold 
our judgment, till there appear sufficient evidence of 
them But since we are so unhappily prone to take 
advantage of every doubtful appearance and circum¬ 
stance of things, to form a wrong judgment and plunge 
ourselves irito mistake, therefore it is proper to consi¬ 
der what there is in the things themsslves that may oc- 

casion our errors?* , 

- I. The obscurity of some truths, and tie difficulty of 
searching them out, is one occasion of rash and mistaken 

^tfomer Truths are difficult, because they lie remote 
from the first principles of knowledge, and want a long 
chain of argument to come at them : stich are many 
of the deep thirigs of algebra and geometry,f and some 
t>£ the theorems and problems of most parts of the 
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mathematics. Many things also, in: natural philosophy 
are.dark and intricate upon.this^aecount, ■ becaugenw*- 
cannot come at any certain kno^edge of them without 
the labour of many and difficult, as .chargeable 
experiments. t > ,7 

Th^re are other truths; which havegreat- darkness 
upon them, because we hpve no proper 'meatisiem ihe« 
dmm« to come. at. theknowledge'bf-them. Though'in 
opr age we have found hut many of *e‘‘dSeplehinkof 
nature bytheassistance of glasses andcdiedratrUmemsi;' 
yet we are nor hitherto' arrived at any sufficient mat^ 
tefs ■ to discover the shape of those rl.ittle particles.of 

matter which,^disCinguish:.the.varicws':8apohrs, odours, 
and colours of bodies; nor to find .what.sorf of atoms 
compose liquids or solids, and distinguish W/, minerals, 
metals, glass-, rfo««, &c. - Thereis; a'darkneSs also lies 
upon,the actions-of the.inteaeqtual-brangelfcal^orldi- 
their jmaaesdbi subsistence mil,agency,,*hc power of- 
spirits to mov? bodies, and. the union of ofes'ouls with 
this, ammahbodyiof joprsi are. much’^nkhown.tbtus on 

-.Nojv In^nymfi. these teasesi; a great, part'0f mart- 
^7/ ™? cont^nt to entirely' ignorant; 'but they 
raihferehodsfe.to.form:rash.^icl hasty.judgment, to guess' 
atdhmgs without- just-evidence, 'to believe something 

,d“* can knoW ;them, ;: and 
tn^eby4:hey f^l mtorerror. ?/, ,S f> ' * A ? ,t: 

:®his sort bf prejudice w*rdt & mnst nfWe^v 

r—auiiigCTiceaniuiquirtr itad* reasoning 
and a suspension of judgment,-, till- we.haveTattained 
some proper mediums of knowledge, and; tifl we see 
sufficient evidence of the truth; ; !. f , 

c iL :Thf aPP*<*™n* fitting} ih adi.tg&e, is'another 
H f P^^^e ^rash^judgment. - The outside of 

r‘”g ,Whldh *”* stnkes' usi is softentimes .. different 

surnll61! mWird natUre»‘atT<l wear^tempted to judge 
suddenly according to outward appearances, ‘ If a pic- 
ture ,is daubed with many bright and glaring colours, 
the vulgar eye admires it as an. excellent piece; Where- 
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as "the same persoajudges very contemptuously of some 
admirable design sketched nut:only with, a black pern 
cii ona course paper, though-bythe hand of Raphael. 
So the -scholar spies the name.of a new book in .public 
newspapers, he is charmed with the title, he .purchased, 
he reads withimge expectations, and finds it all trash 
and-impertinence -, this -iaaprejudice derived from the 
appearance: we are, too ready tojudgethatvokme va¬ 
luable which; had so /goad a-frontispiece. _ lhe large 
head of eneomimris- and swelling words of assurance 
that are bestowed on quack-medicines in public adver¬ 
tisements, tempt many a reader tb judge them mfarlible, 
and to use the pills or the piaster with vast hope,, and 
frequent disappointment. ' . 

We are, tempted to form our judgment of persons 
as well as things by these outward appearances. Where 
there is wealth, equipageaffiid splendour, we are ready-to 
call, that man, happy, but we see nht the .vexmg dis- 
ouietudes of his soul: send when w& spy a'personal! 
rWed garments,-we form a despicable opinion oi him 
too suddenly: we can hardly think him either happy 
or wise, our judgment is so strangely biassed by out¬ 
ward and .sensibleithings.It; was throughfe f owes 
of tins prejudice that, the lews rejected aurblessed Sa¬ 
viour -. the y could' not suffer themselves to beheve> that 

;4:he man who appeared as. the son of a carpenter, was 
also the son of God. And becawse St- Paul was of a 

wltether he wns inap.ired.or nm . 
This prejudice is, cured by a longer acquaintance 

with the world, and a 'just'observation that things are 
sometimes better and sometimes worse than they ap¬ 
pear to be. - We. ought therefore /to restrain our exces¬ 
sive forwardness. to foyth four- opinion of persons or 
things before we. have .opportunity ta seaxch into them 
mom perfectly. Remember, that, a grey beard does not 
make a philosopher*, -all is not gold that glisters -,,and 
.a rough diamond.may he worth.an. immense sum. 
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HI. A mixture, &f different qualities in the* smte things 
is* another temptation to judge amiss. * W*e are ready to 
be carried away by that quality which strikes the first ^ 
or the strongest impress ioBs upon us^aikfc we judge of 
the whole object according, to thatVquality, regardless 
pf all the rest : or sometimes we colour over all the 
other qualities with that one tincture; whether it bad 
or good. , # J . 

When we have just reason to admire a man for his 
virtues, we are" sometimes inclined, not only to neglect 
his weaknesses, but even to put a good colour upon 
them* and to ,think them amiable; When we read a 
book that has many excellent truths in it, aqd divine 
sentiments, we are tempted to approve not only that 
whole book, but even ail the writings d? that author* 
When a poet, an orator, or a painter, has performed 
admirably int several illustrious pieces,.we sometimes 
also admire, his very errors, we mistake his blunders 
for beauties, and are so ignorantlf fodd as to copy 
after them. 

It is. tins prejudice that has rendered so many, great 
schokrs^ perfect bigots, and inclined them to defend 
Home* or Horace, Livy or Cicero, in'all their mistakes, 
,and vindicate aE the tollies of their favourite author* 
It is this that tempts smrie great writers to support the 
sayings of almost all the ancient fathers of the church, 
and admire them in their very reveries. 

On the other hand, if an author has professed here¬ 
tical sentiments in religion,, we throw our scorn upon 
every thing he writes* we despise even his critical or 
mathematical learning, and will hardly allow him com¬ 
mon sense. If a poem has some blemishes in it, there 
is a set of false critics who decry it, universally, and' 
will allow no beauties there. 

This sort of prejudice is relieved by learning to dis¬ 
tinguish things well, and not to judge in the. lump. 
There is scarce any thingin the worid of nature or art*, 
in the world.of morality or religion, that is perfectly 
uniform. There is a mixture of wisdom and folly, 
vice: and virtue, good and evil, both in men andrfung&J 
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^©/sho«U^*temember'‘-that some persons shave-great 

wity and .little* judgment*, others are/judicious, hut not 
witty.Somearegood humoured without compliment *, 

others have all the formalities of com plaisance, but no 

good humotirv ;Wbought to know, that one man may 

bewicious/amLfoar ned, while'another has virtue with* 

out k&fhingt < That, manya manthinks admirably well 

who has a poor utterance ; while others have a charm¬ 

ing manner ^fospeechf but5their thoughts are-trifling 

and impertinent*,;Some are good neighbours, and 

courteous and charitable toward men, who have no 

piety toward - Ood y others are truly religious, but of 
morose natitral'tempers.' Some excellent sayings are 

found i.n very silly books, and. some silly thoughts ap¬ 

pear ii| books of value. We should neither praise nor 

dispraise by Wholesale, but separate the good from the 

evil, and judge of them apart; the accuracy of a good 

judgment consists much in making such distinctions. 

Yet Jetnitl he; ifbted too, that in common discourse 

we usually denominate persons and things according to 

the major-part of'their character. He is to be called a 

wise man' who lias but few follies : he is a good phi¬ 

losopher who knows much of nature, and for the most 

part reasons well in matters of human science : and 

thkf-book should be. esteemed swell written, which has 

muck more Of good sense in it than it, has: of imperti¬ 

nence. *• 'v* : 
IV.’Though a thing be; uniform in its own .nature, 

yet the different lights in which it may be placed, and 

the different views in whickit appears to us, will be 

ready to excite in us mistaken judgments concerning 

it. Let an erect cone~be placed in a horizontal plane, 
dt* a great distance from the eye, and it appears a plain 

triangle.hut we shall judge* that very -cone to be nor¬ 

thing but a flat cirbleydf its base bkobverted towards 

us. Set a common found plate: a little obliquely be-; 

fore our eyes afar-offy and We^shall think it an oval fi¬ 

gure f but if the very edge of it be turned towards 

usywkshall take it for a-strait line.;; So when we view. 

' .foe setkal folds of/a changeable silk, we pronounco 
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this part red, and that yellow, because of its'different 
position to the light, though the silk laid ^smooth in 
©ne light appears alt of one colour. - 

When We survey the miseries of mankind, and think 
of the sorrows of millions, both ort earth and in hell,. 
the divine government has a terrible aspect, and we 
may be tempted'to-think hardly even of God himself: 
but'if we view the profusion of his„bounty and grace 
amongst, his creatme§ on earth, or the happy spirits in 
heaven* we shall have so exalted an idea of his good¬ 
ness as to forget'his vengeance.* Some men dwell en¬ 
tirely. uport' the promises of his gospel, and tfiiilk him 
all mercy : others,', under, a melancholy frame, dwell 
upon. Ms terrors and his threatenings, and 4re over¬ 
whelmed with the thought of his severity and? ven¬ 
geance, as though there were no mercy in him. - 

The * true method: of delivering, ourselves* from this 
prejudice is to view a thing on all sides, to compare all ' 
the various appearances of the.same thing with one an¬ 
other,' and let each of thertjt have its full weight in the 
balance of our judgment, before we fully determine 
our opinion. It was by this means that therpddem 
astronomers came to find out that the planet Saturn 

> hath a flit broad circle round its globe, which is called 
its ring, by observing;the different appearances as a 
harrow or a broader oval, or s as it Sometimes seems to 
be a strait line, in parts of its twenty-nine 
years re volution 'through the &c%tiC4. Afed if we take 
the same just ahdi religious survey^of the great and : 
blessed God in all the discoveries of his vengeance and 

s his mercyy wo shall-at-last conclude him to be both just 
and good.. ‘ ' 

V." The causat^meiatidmof man^^foMr rded^ becomes . 
the spring of another prejudice w rash judgment, to 
which we are sometimes exppsefc If in our younger 
years we have taken medicines that have .been nauseous, 
when any medicine whatsoever is*afterward proposed 
to under sickness, we immediately judge it nause¬ 
ous : our fancy has so closely joined these ideas to¬ 
gether, that we know not how to separate them * .them 
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die- slomfteh feels the disgust,, and perhaps:refuses the 
only drug'that, can preserve, life. t So a child, who has* 
been'*let blood, joins the ideas,of pain and the surgeon 
together, , that he hates the sight pf the surgeon, because 
}le..think!S::0f hk pain : ,or if he'has drunk, a bitter po-, 
tion^ lie conceives a bitter idea of the cup which held 
it> and.will drink nothing out,of that cup. 

,It is for the s>tme reason that the bulk of the com- 
moil.: people are so superstitiously fond of the; Psalms 
translated by Hppkins and Sternhold, and think them 
.sacred/and diyine, because, they have been now for 
more .than an hundred years,bound up in the same co* 
yens-with. p&r bibles,. 

. The-he’§t relief against this/prejudice of association, 
is. tp consider ;whetheY there be any, natural, and neces¬ 
sary connection, between those ideas which, fancy, cus¬ 
tom,; <or chance,,/hath, thus joined together: and if na¬ 
ture.has not Joined them, let,ourjudgment,correct the 
fql3y;of qux: imagination, and, separate those ideas a- 
gaim, jti \,t ’■ * , . J, • , - 

k j Se„G3V JL—Prejudices: arising from - Words,- 

vj ideas -and wprds .are,,so linked together* that 
while wequdge ;pf things according to words, we are 
ted into several mistakes.* {these may-be distributed 
under twp g^netakheads,. vi:z.suchi^s arise from sin¬ 
gle wQrdsor, phrases, or such as arise fromjyyopds join- 

ed in\speech,,and,£amppji§l ft, discourse.^ r 
I. The most erhinent and remarkable errors > of ?the 

thc§'e thr^r Whgh.our. words are 
insignificant* and-Hay§*:np7hieas y.,as jyhep the mystical 
divines* talk of. tjfe prayer*of silepf^ the, supernatural 
and passive: night of the* spuhtbe ;yaQuij:y of .powers, .the 
suspension^ alkthaught&$,or,(&.) when our .words are 
equivocal* and'signify, two; or more ideas* as‘the words 
law,-'lights ilesh.i.spirit, ■righteousness, vand many other 
terms, in, scripture^ or '(3 ) when tv^p or three wortls.. 
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are synonymous, and signify one idea, as regeneration 
and new, creation in the new testament; both which 
mean only a- change of the heart from sin to . holiness 
or-as the.elector of Cologn and bishop,qf/CoJogn are 
two titles of the same man. 

, These hinds of phrases are the occasions- of.-various 
mistakes : but none so unhappy as those in theology : 
for both winds without ideas, as well 5s synonymous 
and equivocal words .have been used and abused by the 
humours, passions, interests, or by the ‘real ignorance 
and weakness. of men, to beget terrible contests among 
Christians,. ' / ' • ° 

But tp relieve us under.all those dangers; and to re- 
move those sorts of prejudices which arise, from single 
words or phrases, I must renrit flie reader to Part I, 
Chap. 4. where I have treated about words, and to 
those directions which I have given concerning the,de¬ 
finition <of names, Pa^t.L, Chap. 6. siect. 3* 

" IT There is another, sort of false judgments or’mis- 
takes which we are exposed to by words ; and that is 
when they are. joined., in .speech,. ,ap3 cpmpose 
course,; and here we are in danger two ways. ' 

The one is when a.man writes good sense,'or speaks 
much to the purpose, butfhe has not a,happy and,en¬ 
gaging manner of; expressions - Perhaps he uses coarse 
and vulgar words,, or old,i,obsolete,. and,!uhfa8hionable 
language, or terms and, phases .that are foreign, iatih- 

lzed, schpksticj.yeryuncomthohj'aplil.iiafS t^be under¬ 
stood : and this is still worse, if .^8 sentences, are long 
ana intricate, or the.sound of them harsh and grating to 
the ear. All these indeed are d'efects in stylo, and lead 
sonie nice and unthinking- hearers or readers imp an ill 

•opinion of ajl that..such-'a person'-'spejdts|elrwrit®?.. 
. M-apy an excellent discourse, of our forefathers-has had 
abundance of pontepipt cast.upon it;by otir modern-pre¬ 
tenders--to'sense, for. want of their,'’distmguisHing be¬ 
tween tlie language and the ideas... ■ - 

On the otherhand, when a man of'eloquence speaks . 
or writes upon any subject, we are too ready to run. 
into, his sentiments, beings weed y and insensibly drawn- 
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bv the smoothness of 'his harangue, and the pathetic 
power of his language. Rhetoric will varnish every, 
error so that it shall appear in the dress of truth, and 
nut such ornaments upon vice, as to make it look, like 
virtue : it is an art of wondrous and extensive influ¬ 
ence : it often'conceals, 'obscures- or overwhelms the 
truth, and places sometimes a gross falsehood'in a most 
alluring light. The decency of action* the music ot 
the voice, the harmony of the periods, the beauty of the 
style, and all the engaging airs of the speaker, have 
often charmed the bestrew into error, and persuaded 
them to approve whatsoever is proposed m so agreeable 

a manner. ’A large assembly stands expose,* 
the power of these prejudices, and imbibes them all. 
So Cicero and Demosthenes made the Romans and 
the Athenians believe almost whatsoever they pleased. 

The best defence against-Both these dangers, is to 

learn the skill (as much as possible) of separating our 
thoughts and ideas from Words and phrases, to judge ot 
the things in their own, natures, and ip thevr natural or 
iust relation to one another, abstracted from the use of 
language,, amf to maintain a steady and obstinate reso¬ 
lution, to hearken to nothing but truth, m whatsoever 
style or dress it appears. k 

XThen we shah hear a sermon of pious and just senti¬ 
ment with esteem add reverence, though the preacher 
has but im- unpolished style, and many defects trt the 
manner of his-delivery. Then W* shall neglect and 
disregard aS the flattering, insinuations whereby the 
orator would'make way for His qwn sentiments to take 
possession of our souls, if he fm-notsohd andmstruc- 
tive sense equal to his language. Ofatory is a happy 
talent, when it Is rightly employed to excite the passions 
to the practice of virtue and pietv 5 but tp speak p - 
perly, this artbadi nothing to do m the search after. 
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' SecTj III.-r— Prejudices; arising from ourselves.' 

Neither words-, nor things would so often lead us 

astray from truth, if we had not within ourselves such 

springs of error as these that follow. 

I. Many errors are derived,From pur weakness of 
reason, and incapacity to judge of things in our infant 
state. These are called the prejudices of infancy? iftfe 
frame early mistakes about the common objects which 
surround ~u$, and the common affairs of life : we fancy 
the nurse is our best friend, because, children; receive 
from theif nurses their food and other* conveniences of 
life. We judge that bboks ate very.unpleasant things* 
because perhaps we have been driven to them by the 
scourge. We judge also ;that the sky touches the 
distant hills, because we cannot inform ourselves-better 

x in childhood. We beliefs the, stars1 are not risen till 
the sun is set, because we, never see them by day. But* 
some of these errors may seem to be derivedfrom the 
next spring. - \ - f 

The way to cure the prejudices nf infancy is'to dis~^ 
tingmsh, as Tar as .we can,which are those'opinionSs 
which;we framed in perfect childhoodi tp. remember 
that it that time*our reason was incapable of forming* 
a right judgment:, and to bring these’propositions again 
to beexamined at the bar of mature reason.. 

II. Our senses give us many a false information q& 
things, and tempt us to judge amiss, Thisds called the* 
prejudice of sense, as whemwe suppose ?the-sun anc| 
moon to be flat bodies, and tabe but a few inches broad,, 
because they appear so to the eye. Sense inclines us,to 
judge that air has no weight, because we dp, nbt ffel- it 
press: heavy upon us ; and we judge also byoursensfes 
that cold and heat, sweet and sour, red and blue, &c*- 
are such,real properties inr.the objects .themSelves, apd 
exactly like those sensations which they excite in us* 
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ishfy. Those, mistakes of this sort which all mankind 
drop and lose in their advancing age, are called mere 
prejudices of infancy, but these which abide with the 
vulgar part of the world, andgenpaliy with all men, 
till learning and philosophy cure tnemj more properly 
attain the name of prejudices of sense* 

These prejudices ^re to fee removed several ways* 
(1 .y By the assistance of one seme we cure the mistakes 
of another, as when a stick thrust into the water seems 
crooked, we are prevented from judging it-to fee really 
so in itself,'for when we take it out of the water, both 
our sight and our feeling agree and determine it to be 
Strait. (2.) The exercise pf our reason, and an appli¬ 
cation to mathematical and philosophical studies, cutes 
many other prejudices of seme, both with relation to 
the ,heavenly and earthly bodies. * (S;) ' We should re¬ 
member that our semes have often deceived us in vari¬ 
ous instances,: that they give but a confused and imper¬ 
fect representation of things in; many cases, that’they 
often represent falsely those very objects to which they 
seem to be suited, sUch as thesfeape, motion, size and 
Situation of gross bodies, if they are but placed at a dis¬ 
tance from us r aitd as for the minute particles of which 
bodies are composed j our senses cannot distinguisbthenn ^ 
^4.) We should remember also, that one prime and 
Original design of our senses, is to inform us what vari¬ 
ous relations the bodies- that are round about us bear . 
Co bur own animal body, and to give us notice what is 
pleasant and useful, or what is painful and injurious ta 
us 5 but they are not suftetem of themselves to lead us 
into a philosophical acquaintance with the inward na¬ 
ture of things. It must be confessed it is by the assist¬ 
ance, of the eyer and the ear especially (which are called 
$he senses df discipline) that our minds are furnished 
with various parts of knowledge, by reading, hearing, 

* arid^ observing things divine and human *, yet reason 
ought always to accompany the exercise of our senses 
whenever we would form a just judgment of; things 
proposed.to our inquiry. 

1 Here it is proper to observe also, that, as the weak- 
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Hess of reason in ouriufancy, and the diefatesof our 
semes, sometimes in advancing years, lead the wiser 
part of mankind astray:from^rntih i so the meatier parts 
of cmr species, persons whose genius is very low, whose 
judgment ,t8 always weak, who are ever indulging the 
dictates of sense and humour, are but children of a 
larger size* they stand exposed to everlasting mistakes 
in life, and liveand die in the midst of prejudices* 

IH. Itfiqgimtim is another fruitful spring of false 
judgments.' Our imagination is, nothing else but the 
various Appetences of our sensible ideas in the brain, 
where the &gul frequently works in uniting, disjoining, 
multiplying, tognifying, diminishing and altering the 
several shapes, colours, rounds, motions, Words and 
things ;that have been communicated to u& by the 6ut- 
ward organs of seme. It isnd wonder therefore if fan* 
cy leads us into many mktakes/ f(i)r it is but sense at 
second-hand. Whatever is strongly impressed upon 
^theimagination, some persons believe to be true. Some 
will choose a particular number in a lottery, or lay a 
larger wager on a single chance of a dye, and doubt not 
of;success5 because their fancy feels .so powerful an im* 
prdssion,»assures them it* wili/cb© prosperous. A 
thousand presided pfophecies andr hiipitations and;aH 
the freaks of enfhmiasin have been derived from this 
spring-. Dream are nothing else bid the deceptions Of 
fancy: a delirium is but a short wildness of the imagi¬ 
nationand a setried m fancy is distraction 
and madness. - 4 

f)m way to gain a' victory never Ai$ unruly faculty, 
is to set a^atch ,upon it perpetually, and to bridle if in 
ali its extravagancies \ never to believe ^inythingmere* 
ly because faticy dictates it, any mote than I would be¬ 
lieve a imklnight^dream, nor taitrust fancy any farther 
than it is attended with severe reason. It is a very Use¬ 
ful and entertaining power' of human nature in matters 
of illustration, persuasion, oratory* poesy, witj> conversa¬ 
tion, but in the calm inqpiry after trnthand Shat 
judgment of things, fancy, should retire, and stand aside, 
unless it be called in to explain or illustrate a difficult 
point by a similitude* 
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■ Another method ofdeliverancefrom these prejudices 
of fancy, is to compare theideas that arise in our ima¬ 
ginations with the real- nature of things, as often .as we 
nave occasion to jiidge^concerning them : and let calm 
and sedate reason govern and determine our opinions, 
though fancy1 should :shewvnever so great a reluctance. 
Fancy is the inferior-faculty^ and^it ought to obey. V 

IV. The various' passions: or, affections of the mind1 are 
numerous and endless springs of prejudice. ; They dis¬ 
guise’ fevery; object they converse with, and put their 
own colours'upondt, and thus lead the j udgment astray 
from truth. " It is love? that makes' the mother think 
her own child the fairest, and will sometimes persuade 
us that a blemish is:afbeauty. Hope and desire make 
an hour of delay seem as long as two or three hours 
hope inclines .-us to think there4 is nothing too! difficult 
to be attempted \ despair.’tJelbiusJthat-a 'brave attempt 
is mete rashness, arid that every difficulty is unsurmount- ' 
able. Fear makes us imagine t^at a bush shaken with 
the wind has some savage beast in it, and multiplies the 
dangers that attend ,ouf path : but still there is a morb 
unhappy :effect of fear when it keeps millions of souls 
in slavery to. the errors ofvan established .religion : what 
corild persuade the ivise .men: and philbsopkers' of u Fd* 
piih country,to believe the grossest labsurditles of: the 
Roman churchjt but" thb feariof. torture or " death, * the 
galleys or the inquisition i :;3&rkowc arid ! melancholy 
tempt us- to think bur circumstances; much more: dismal 
than they are, "that we may have some : excuse "for 
mourning’: and erivy )¥€p^esenrs the; condition of our 
neighbour better t^anat/is, ,t;hab thereimight.be some 
pretence for her owri vexatiomand uneasiness.4. Anger 
and wrath arid; revengey ancFall those hatefulpassioris, 
excite in us far worse ideas ;of men than they deserve, 
and persuadems to believe all that .is ill of ? them. jJl 
detail of the evil influence of the affections of the mind 
upon our judgmentrwpuld .make: a. large volume. > 1•. * 

The cure of these- prejudices*is attMned:by a constant 
jealousy of burselvies, and .watchfulness.over cur. pas¬ 
sions^, that they* may:usver interpose when we are call- 
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ed to pass a judgment of any thing; and when our affec¬ 
tions are warmly engaged, let us abstain from judging. 
It would be also of great use to u$ to form our deliberate 
judgments of persons and things in the-calmest arid 
serenest hours of life, when the‘passions of nature are 
ail silent, and the mind enjoys its most perfect com¬ 
posure : and these judgments so formed should be 
treasured up in the mind, that we might have recourse 
to them in hours of need. * See many more sentiments 
and directions relating to this subject in my doctrine 
of the passions. - 

. V. The fondness we have for Self, and the rela¬ 
tions which other persons and things have to ourselves, 
furnish us with another long rank of prejudices. .This 
indeed might be reduced to the passion of self-love ; 
but it is so copious an head that I choose to name it 
as a distinct spring of false judgments. We are generally 
ready to fancy every thing of our own has something 
peculiarly valuable in it, when-indeed there is no other 
reason, but because it is our own. Were we born a-, 
mong the gardens of Italy* the rocks of Switzerland, 
or the ice an<i snows of Russia arid, Sweden, stilt we 
should imagine peculiar excellencies in our native land. 
We conceive £ good idea of the town and village where, 
we first breathed, and think the better of a man for 
being born near us. . We entertain the best opinion of 
the persons of our oWn party, and easily believe evil 
reports of persons of a different sect or Faction. Our 
own sex, our kindred, our houses, and our very names, 
seem to have something good and desirable in them. 
We are ready to mingle all these with ourselves, -and 
cannot bear to have others think meanly of them. 

So good an opinion we have of our own sentiments 
and practices, that; it is very difiicult to believe what a 
reprover says of our conduct; arid we are as ready to 
assent to all the language of flattery. We set-up our 
own opinions in religion and philosophy as the tests of 
orthodoxy and truth; and we are prone to judge every 
practice of other men either a duty or a crime, which 
we think would be a crime or a duty in us, though 
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"their circumstances are vastly different from our own* 
This humour prevails sometimes to such a degree, that 
We would make our own taste and inclinations the 
standard by which to judge of every dish of meat'that 
is set upon the table, every book in a library, every em¬ 
ployment, study and business of life, as well as every, 
recreation* - ' ^ 

It is from this evil principle of setting up self for a 
model what other men ought to be, that the antichris- 
ti'aft spirit of imposition and persecution had its origi¬ 
nal; though there is no more reason for it than there 
was for the practice of that tyrant, who having a bed 
fit for his oWn size was reported td stretch men of low 
stature upon the .rack,vtiUthey’were drawn out to the 
length of his bed *, and some add also, that he cutoff 
the legs of any whom he. found too long for it. 

It is also from a principle near a-kin to this that we 
pervert and strain the writings of any venerable au¬ 
thors, and especially the sacred books of scripture, to 
rnake them speak our own sense. Through the in¬ 
fluence which our own schemes or hypotheses have 
4ipon the mind, we sometimes become so sharp-sighted 
aS to find these schemes in those places of scripture, 
where the holy writers never thought of them, nor the 
holy spirit intended them. At other times this preju? 
dice brings such a dimness upon the sight that We can¬ 
not read any thing that opposes our own scheme, 
though it be written as with. sun-beamS, and in the 
plainest language; and perhaps we are in danger in 
such a case.of winking>a little against the light. 

We ought to bring our minds free, unbiassed and 
teachable to learn out religion, from the word of God 5. 
but we have generally formed All the lesser as well as 
the greater points of religion beforehand, and then we 
read the, prophets and apostles, duly to pervert them to 
confirm our own opinions. Were it not for this in¬ 
fluence of self, and a bigotry to our own tenets, we 
could hardly imagine that so many strange, absurd in* 
consistent, wicked, mischievous, and bloody principles 
should pretend to support and defend themselves by 
the gospel of Christ. ^ " 
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Every learned critic has his own hypothesis $ and if 
the common text be riot favourable to his opiniofi, a 
various lection shall be made authentic. The text must 
be supposed to be defective or redundant, and the sense 
of it shall be literal, or metaphorical, according as it 
best supports his own scheme. Whole chapters or 
books shall be added or left out of the sacred canon, 

■or be turned into parable^*by this influence.. Luther 
knew not well how to reconcile the Epistle of St James 
to the doctrine of justification by faith alone, and so 
he could not allow it to be divine. The Papists bring 
all the Apocrypha into their bible, and stamp divinity 
upon it; for they can fancy purgatory is there, and 
there find prayers".for the dead. But they leave out 
the second commandment because it forbids the wor¬ 
ship of images. Others suppose the Mosaic history of 
the creation ,and the fall of man to be oriental orna- 

- meats, .or a, mere, allegory, because the. literal sense of, 
those three chapters, of. Genesis do not agree'with their 
theories. Even an honest plain-hearted and unlearned 
.Christian is ready to find something in every chapter of 
the bible to countenance his own private sentiments j 
but he loves those chapters best which speak his own 
opinions plainest \ this is a prejudice that sticks very 
close to our natures •, the scholar is infested with it 
daily, and the mechanic is not free. 

Self has yet a farther and a pernicious influence upon 
our understandings,; and is an unhappy guide in the 
search after truth. When our own inclination or our 
ease, our honour or our profit, tempt us to the practice 
of any thing of suspected lawfulness, how do we strain 
our thoughts to find arguments for it, and persuade 
ourselves it is lawful l We colour over iniquity and " 
sinful compliance with the names of virtue and inno¬ 
cence, or at least of constraint and necessity. All the 
..different and opposite sentiments and practices of man¬ 
kind are too much influenced by this mean, bribery, and 
give too just occasion for satyricai writers to say that 

- sejf-interest governs all mankind. 

When the judge had awarded the damages to a pei> 
- - . o% ' ■ •' 

*V A 
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son into whose field a neighbour's o^en had broke, it is 
reported that he reversed his own sentence, when he 
heard that the ox£n which had done this mischief were 
his own. Whether this be a history Or a parable, it 
is still a just representation of the wretched influence 
of self to corrupt the judgment. ' ^ 

One way to amend this prejudice is to thrust self so 
far out of the question, that it may have no manner of 
influence whensoever we are called to judge and consi- 

-der of the naked nature, truth and justice of things. In „ 
matters of equity between man and man, our Saviour 
has taught us an effectual means Of guarding against 
this prejudice, and that is to put my neighbour in the 
place of myself, and myself in the place of my neigh¬ 
bour, rather than be bribed by this corrupt principle of 
self-love to do injury to our neighbours. Thence a- 
rises that golden rule of dealing with others as we 
would have, others deal with us. , , . 

In the judgment pf truth and falsehood, right and 
wrong, good and evil, we ought to consider that every 
man has a self as well as we ; and that the tastes, pas¬ 
sions,. inclinations, and interests of different men are 
very different, and'often contrary, and they dictate con¬ 
trary things : unless therefore all manner of different 
and contrary propositions could be true at once* self 
can never be a just test or standard* of truth and false¬ 
hood, good and evil. .♦ ;• ' \ 

Yl. The tempers > humours.y and peculiar terms 'of the 

mindy whether they be natural or acquired, have a great 
induence upon our judgment, and-become the occasion 
of many mistakes. Let us survey a few of them. 

(L) Some persons are of an easy and credulous tem¬ 
per, while others are perpetually discovering a spirit 
of contradiction. ' , . 

The credulous man is ready to receive every thing, 
for truth, that- has but a shadow of evidence: every 

-new book that he reads, and every ingenious man with 
whom he converses,, has power enough to draw him 
into the sentiments of the speaker or writer. He has , 
so much complaisance in him, or weakness of soul, that 
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he is ready to resign his own opinion to the first ob¬ 
jection which he hears, and to receive any sentiments 
of another that are asserted with a positive air and much 
assurance. Thus he is under a kind of necessity, through 
the indulgence of this credulous humour, either to be 
often changing his opinions or to believe inconsisten¬ 
cies* * : ■" \ 

The man of contradiction is of a contrary ’humour, 
for he stands ready to oppose every thing that is said : 
he gives a slight attention to the reasons of other men, 
for an inward scornful presumption that they have no 
strength in them. When he reads of hears a discourse 
different from his own sentiments, he does not give 
himself leave To consider "whether that discourse may 
be' true 5 but employs all his powers immediately to 
confute it. Your great disputers and your men of 
controversy are in continual danger of this sort of pre¬ 
judice : they contend often for victory, and will main¬ 
tain whatsoever they have asserted, while1 truth is lost, 
in the noise and tumult of reciprocal contradictions 5 

and it frequently happens, that a debate about opinions 
is turned into a mutual reproach of persons. 

The prejudice of credulity may in some measure be 
cured, by learning to set a high Value on trpth> and by 
taking more pains to attain it •, remembering that truth 
oftentimes lies dark and deep, and requires us to dig 
for it as hid treasure; and that falsehood often puts on 
a fair disguise, and therefore we should not yield up 
our judgment to every plausible appearance. It is no 
part of civility or* good breeding to part with truth, 
but to maintain it with detency and candour. 

. A spirit of contradiction is so pedantic and hateful, 
that a man should take much pains with himself to 
watch against every instance of 4t; He should learn so 
much good humour, at least, as never to: oppose any 
thing without just and solid reason for it: He should 
abate some degrees of pride andlnoroseness, which are 
never-failing ingredients, of this sort of temper, and 
should seek after so much hbnesty and conscience as 
never to contend for conquest ot triumph, but to re-, 

Qs 
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.view his own reasons, and..to read the arguments of his 
opponents (if possible) with au equal i’ndifferency, and 
be glad to spy truth and to submit to it, though it ap¬ 
pear on the opposite side. 

(2*) There is another pair of prejudices derived from 
.two tempers of mind, near a-kin to those I have just 
mentioned ; and these are the dogmatical and the 
sceptical humours, that is, always positive, or always' 
doubting. ~ 

By what means soever the dogmatist came by his 
opinions, whether by his senses, or by his fancy, his 

. education, or his own reading, yet he believes them all 
with The same assurance.that he does a mathematical 
truth \ he has sbarce any mere probabilities that belong 

.to him; every thing, with him is certain and, infallible; - 
every punctilio in religionls an article of his faith, and 
he answers ail manner of objections by a' sovereign 
contempt. * . . A 

Persons of* this temper arek seldom to be convinced * 
of any mistake : A full assurance of their own notions 
.makes all the -difficulties of their own side vanish so 
entirely that they think "'every point of their belief is 
.written as with sun-beams, and wonder any one should, 
find a difficulty in it., They are amazed that learned 
men should make a controversy of what is to them so 
perspicuous and indubitable. The lowest rank of peo¬ 
ple, both in learned and in vulgar life., is very subject 
to this obstinacy. 1 , v T, 

, Scepticism is a contrary prejudice. ,The dogmatist' 
is, sure of every, thing, and the sceptic believes nothin 
Perhaps he has found himself often mistaken in mat¬ 
ters of which he thought himself well assured in His 
younger days, and therefore he is afraid to give assent 
to any thing again. He, sees so much shew of reason 
for every opinion, and so many objections also arising 
against every doctrine,fhat he is ready to throw off the 
.belief of every things He renounces at onpe the pur¬ 
suit of truth, and contents himself to say. There is no*- 
thing certain: It is well, if through the influence of 
such a temper, he does not cast away his religion as 
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well as his philosophy* and abandon himself to a pro¬ 
fane course of life, regardless of hell and heaven. 

Both these prejudices last mentioned, though they 
are so opposite to each' other, yet they arise from the 
same spring, and that is, impatience of study* and want 
of- diligent attention in the search of truth. The dog¬ 
matist is in haste to believe something: he cannot keep 
himself long; enough in suspense, till some bright and 
Convincing evidence appear on one side, but throws 
himself casually into the sentiments of one party or a- 
nother, and'then he will hear no argument to the con¬ 
trary. The sceptic will not take pains to search things 
to the, bottom, but, when he sees difficulties on both 
sides,, resolves to belie,ve neither of them. Humility of 
soul, patience in study, .diligence in inquiry, with an 
honest, zeal for truth, would go a great way towards 
the cure of both these follies. 

(3.) Another sort of temper that is very injurious to 
a right judgment of things, is an-incorisistent, fickle, 
changeable spirit, and a very uneven temper of mind. 
When such persons are in one humour, ‘they pass a 
judgment of things agreeable to it ■: when their humour ’ 
changes, they reverse their first judgment, and embrace 
a new opinion. They have no-steadiness of soul : they 
want firmness of mind sufficient to establish themselves 
in any truth, and are ready to change it for the next al¬ 
luring falsehood that is agreeable to their change of 
humour. This fickleness is sometimes so mingled with 
their very constitution by nature, or by distemper of 
body,'that a cloudy day, and a lowering slcy shall strong¬ 
ly incline them, to forin an opinion both of themselves, 
and of persons and things round about them, quite dif¬ 
ferent from what they believe when the sun shines, and 
the heavens are serene. 
. ’This sort of people ought to j udge of things and per- 

- soils in their most sedate, peaceful, and composed hours 
of life, and reserve these judgments for their conduct at 
more unhappy seasons. . ■ * 

. (4.) Some persons have a violent and turgid manner 
jjoth of talking and thinking; whatsoever they judge 
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of, it is always with a tincture of this vanity. They 
are always in extremes^ arid pronounce concerning every 
thing in the superlative. , If they think a man to^be 
learned, he is - the chief scholar of the age-:. If another 
lias low parts, he is the greatest blockhead in nature ; 
If they Approve any book on divine subjects, it is the 

, best book in the world next to the bible. If they speak 
of a storm of rain or hail, it is the most terrible storm 
that fell since the creation: And a cold winter day is 
the coldest that ever was known. : 

* But the rnen of this swelling language ought to 
remember, that nature has ten thousand moderate 
things in it> and does not always deal in extremes as 

they do. . ' . ■ . . 
N [5.) I think .it'may be called another sort of prejudi¬ 
ces derived, from humour, when some men believe a 
doctrine merely because it is ancient, and has been 
long,believed; others so fond.of novelty, that nothing 
prevails upon their assent so much as new thoughts and 
new notions. Again, there are some who set a 
high esteem upon every thing that is foreign and far-r 
fetched; therefore China pictures are admired, how 
awkward soever : Others value things the more for be¬ 
ing of our own native growth, invention or manufac¬ 
ture, and these as much despise foreign things. 

Some men of letters and theology will not believe a 
proposition even concerning a sublime subject, till every 
thing mysterious, deep-and difficult is cut off from it/ 
though the scripture asserts it ever So plainly; others, 
are so fond of a mystery and things incornprehensible, 
that they would ' scarce believe the doctrine of the 
Trinity,'if it could be explained ; they incline to that 
foolish rant of one of the ancients, credo quia hnpossibik 

est; I believe it because it is impossible. 
To cure these mistakes; remember that neither an¬ 

tique nor novel; foreign nor native, mysterious nor plain, 
are certain characters either of truth or falsehood. 

I might mention various other humours of men that 
excite in them various prejudices, and lead them into 
rash and mistaken j udgments : but these are sufficient 
for a specimen. 
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II. There are several other weaknesses which belong 
to human nature, whereby we are led into mistakes, and 
indeed are rendered alniost incapable of passing a solid 
judgment in matters of great depth and difficulty. 
Some have a native obscurity of perception, (or shall I 
call it a want of natural sagacity ?) whereby they are 
hindered from attaining clear and distinct ideas. Their 
thoughts always seem to have something confused and 
cloudy in them, and therefore they judge in the dark. 
Some have a defect in memory, and then they are not 
capable of comparing their present ideas with a great 
variety of othefs, in order to secure themselves from 
inconsistency in judgment. Others may have a memo 
ry large enough, yet they are subject to the same er¬ 
rors from a narrowness of soul, and such a fixation and 
confinement of thought to a few objects, that they 
scarce ever take a survey of things wide enough to judge 
wisely and well, and to secure themselves from all in¬ 
consistencies. 

Though these are natural defects and weaknesses, yet: 
they may in some measure be relieved by labour, dili¬ 
gence, and a due attention to proper rules. ■ ■ , 

But among all,the causes of false judgment which 
are within ourselves, I ought by no means to leave out 
that universal and original spring of error, which we are 
informed of by the word, of God, and that is, the sin 
and defection of ouriirst parents,, whereby all out best 
natural powers both of mind and body are impaired, and 
rendered very much inferior to what they were in a 
state of innocence. Our understanding is darkened, our 
memory contracted* our corrupt humduvs and,passions 
are grown predominant, our reason enfeebled, and vari¬ 
ous disorders attend our constitution and-animal nature, 
.whereby the mind is strangely imposed upon in its 
judgment of things. Nor is there any perfect relief to 
be expected oh earth. There is no hope of ever Re¬ 
covering from these maladies, but by a sincere return 
to God in the ways of his own appointment, whereby 
we shall be kept safe from all dangerous and pernicious 
errors in matters of religion j and though imperfections 
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and mistakes will hang about, us in this present life, as., 
the effects of our original apostacy from God, yet we 
hope for a full deliverancefrom them when we arrive 
at heaven.: " 

Sect. IV .—Prejudices arising from other persons* 

Were, it not for the springs of prejudice that are 
lurking in ourselves, we should not be subject to' so- 
many mistakes from the influence of Others : But since 
our nature is so susceptive of errors on all sides, it is, 
fit we should have hints and notice given us, how far 
other persons may have power Oyer us, and become 
the causes of our false judgments. This might all be 
cast into one heap, for they are ajl near a-kin, and 
mingle with each others but fordistinctiQn sake let 

' them be called the prejudices of education, of custom, 
of authority, and such as arise from the manner of 
proposal. ; . , 

I. Those with whom our education is intrusted, may 
lay the first foundation of many mistakes in our young-, 
er years. How many fooleries and errors are instilled 
into us bv our nurses,-our fellowTchildren,^foy servants, 
or unskdful teachers, which are not only maintained 
through the following part of our life, but sometimes 
have a very unhappy • influence upon * us ! We are 
taught that there are goblins and bugbears in the dark \ 
our young minds are crowded with the terrible ideas 
of ghosts appearing upon every occasion, or with the 
pleasanter tale's of fairies dancing at midnight/ We 
learn to prophely betimes, foretel futurities by good 
or evil omens, andtOx presage approaching death "‘in a 
family by ravens anddittle worms, which we therefore 
call a death-watch. We are taught to know before¬ 

hand, for a twelvemonth together, which days of the 
week will be fair*or foul, which' will be ,lucky or un¬ 
lucky 5 nor is there any thing so silly, but may be im~ 
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posed upon our understandings in that early part of 

**"* and these ridiculous stories abide'with'us too Ion?, 

atlw°°ufar ini*ueflce weaker part of mankind. 
We choose out particular sect and party in the civil 

the religious and the learned life, by the influence of 
"education. In the colleges of learning, some are for 
the normals, and some for the realists, in the science 
©t metaphysics, because their tutors were devoted to 
these parties. The old philosophy and the new have 
.gained thousands of paftizans the same way: and every 
religion has its infant votaries, who are born, liye and 

d.,e in fai*h> without examination of any ar¬ 
ticle. The lurks are taught.early to believe in Maho¬ 
met; the Jews in Moses * the Heathens worship a 
multitude of Gods under the force of their education, 
t;" . ^ wouJd he well if there were not millions of 
•Christians who have little more to say for their religion, 
than that they were born and bred up in it. The great, 
est part of the Christian world can hardly give any rea¬ 
son why they believe the tible to be the word of God, 
but because they have always believed it, and they 
were taught so frpm their infancy. As Jews and Turks, 
and American Heathens believe the most-monstrous 
and incredible stories,-because they have been trained 

.up amongst theni,, as articles of faith.; so the. Papists 
bfeheVe their transubstafntiation, and make no difficulty 
of assenting to impossibilities, since it is the current 
doctrine of their catechisms,' By the same means the 
several sects and parties in Christianity believe all the 
strained interpretations of scripture by which they have 
been MUght to support their own tenets : They find 
notlnhg .difficult in all the absurd glosses and far-fetch¬ 
ed senses, that' ate sometimes put upon the words of 
the? sacted writers, because their ears have been al- 
way'a accustomed to these gloSses; and therefore they 
sjbsa^smooih and easy upon their understandings, that 
they know not how to admit the most natural and easy 
Interpretation in opposition to them. 1 

In the same manner we are nursed up in many silly 
and groefs mistakes About domestic affairs, as well as 
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the principles of our young years to the bar of mature 
reason, that we may judge of the things of naturejnd 
political affairs by juster rules of philosophy and obser¬ 
vation : And even-the matters of religion must be in¬ 
quired into by reason and conscience, and when the e 
have led us to believe scripture to he the word of God, 
then that becomes our sovereign guide, and reason and 
conscience must submit to receive its dictates. 

II The next Prejudice which I shall mention is, 
that which arises from thbcustom or fashionthose 
amongst whom we live.. Suppose we have freed our- 
selvesgfrom fye yoiinger prejudices of our education, 
vet we are in danger of having our minds turned aside 
from truth by the influence of a general custom. - 

, 'Our opinion of meats and drinks, of garments and 
forms of salutation; are influenced much more by cus- 

' tomT'than by the eye, the ear, , or the taste. Custom 
prevails ove? sense ifsejf, and therefore no wonder if 
ft prevail over reason too. What is it but custom that, 
renders many of the mixtures of food and sauces ele¬ 
gant in Britain, which would be awkward, and nause¬ 
as in China, and indeed were nauseous to us 'when 
we first tasted them ? What but custom could make 
those salutations polite in Muscovy, which are ridicu¬ 
lous in France and England ? We call all ourselves m- 

' deed the politer nations, but it is we who judge thi§ 
of ourselves} and that fancied 
more owing to custom than reason. Whyare the 
forms of our present garments counted beautiful, and 
those fashions of our ancestors the master of scoff and 
contempt; which in their day were all decent and gen¬ 
teel ? It is custom that forms our opinion of dress>and 
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reconciles us by degrees to those habits which at first 
seemed very odd and monstrous*/ It must be granted 

- tffere are some garments and habits which have a n*a- 
7 tural congruity or incongruity, modesty or immodesty, 

decency or indecency, gaudery or gravity ; though for 
. the most part there is but little reason in these affairs-: 

But what little there is of reason and natural decency, 
custom triumphs over it all* It i$ almost impossible to 
persuade a gay lady that any thing can be decent that 
is out of fashion : 4nd it were well if fashion stretch¬ 
ed its powers no further than the business of drapery 
and the fair sex;. * 

* The methods of oiir education are governed by cus¬ 
tom* It is custom and not 'reason 4 that sends every 
boy to learn the Roman ;poet£, and begin a little ac¬ 
quaintance with'^Greek, before he is bound an appren¬ 
tice to a soapboiler or leather seller. It is custom 
alone4hat teaches us Batin by tfie rules of a Latin 
grammar; a tedious and absurd method ! and what is 

. it/but custom -that has for past ‘Centuries, cpnfined 
the brightest geniuses even of the high rank in the 
female world to the only business of the needle, and 
secluded them most unmercifully from the pleasures 
of knowledge, and the. diyine improvements of reason ? 
But we begin to break all these*chains, and reason be¬ 
gins to dkrne the education of youth.' May the grow¬ 
ing age be.Iearned and wise I 

It is by the prejudice arising from our own customs, 
that we judge of al l other civil and religious form's and 
practices. The rites and ceremonies of war and peace 
in other nations, the forms of weddings and funerals, 
the several ranks of magistracy, the trades and em¬ 
ployment's of both sexes, the public arid the domestic 
affairs of life,' and almost every thing of - foreign cus¬ 
toms,.is judged irregular. It is all imagined to be un- 

* reasonable or unnatural, by^hos# who have no other 
rule to judge of nature and reason, but the customs of 
their own country, or the little town where they dwell. 
Custom' is called a second nature, but we often mistake 
it for nature itself;^ ' ' ' * .' 

R ' 
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Besides all this, there is a-fashion in opinions, there 
is a fashion in. writing and printing, in style and lan¬ 
guage. In our day i t is the vogue of the nation, that 

, parliaments may settle the succession of the crown, and 
that a people can make a king p in the last age this 
was a doctrine.a-kin to treason. ^Citations from-the> 
Latin poets, were an embellishment of style in the last 
century, and whole p^ges in that day were covered 
with them : it is now forbidden by custom,, and expo¬ 
sed by the name ^ pedantry; whereas in truth both 
these are extremes. Sometimes our printed books - 
shall abound in capitals, and sometimes reject them all. 
Now we deal much in essays, and most/unreasonably 
despise systematic learning, whereas our fathers had a, 
just value for regularity and systems ; then folios and' 
quartos were tlie fashionable sizes, as volumes in octa¬ 
vo, are now. We are ever ready to run into extremes, 
and yet custom still persuades us that reason ahd na¬ 
ture are on our side. . r. . 

This business of>the fashions has a most powerful 
influence on our judgments *, for it employs those two 
strong engines of fear and shame to, operate upon our 
understandings with-unhappy success. We are asha¬ 
med to believe, or profess an unfashionable opinion in 
philosophy, and a cowardly soul dares not so much ns 
indulge a thought contrary v to the established or fa- 
sionable faith, nor act in opposition to custom*; though 
it be according to . the dictates of reason. '■ • 

. I confess, there js.a respect due to,jtfiankind, which, 
should incline even the wisest of -men to follow-the 
innocent customs of tfyeir country in outward practices 
of, ttbe; ciyil life,; and in some measure to submit to 
fashion in all indifferent affairs, where reason and .scrip- 

. ture make no remonstrances-against - But‘the judg- 
- ments of the mind ought to be for ever free*. and, not 

bia sed by the customs and fashions of any. age or na- 
. tion whatsoever. - 

Tonieliyer our understandings from this danger and 
slavery,, ‘we should, consider these three things1: 

t 1. That thegreatest part of the civil customs of any 
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particular nation or age spring from humour rather 
than reason. Sometimes the humour of the prince 
prevails, and sometimes the humour of the people, It/ 
is either the great or the many who dictate the fashion, 
and these have not always the highest reason on their 
side. 

2. Consider also, that the customs of the same na¬ 
tion in different ages, the customs, of different nations 
in the same age,, and the customs of different towns and 
villages in/the same nation, are very various, and con¬ 
trary to each other. The fashionable. learning/lan¬ 
guage, sentiments, and rules of politeness, differ greatly 
in, different countries andUges of mankind \ but truth 
and reason are of a more uniform and steady nature, 
land do not change with the fashion. Upon this ac-„ 
count, to cure the prepossessions which arise from 
custom, it is of‘excellent use to travel, and see the 
customs of various countries, land to read the travels 
of other men, and the histpry of past ages, that every 
thing may notseefn strange and uncotith, which is not 
practised within the* limits of our own parish, or in the 
narrow space of our own lifetime. 
t 3. Consider yet again, how often we ourselves have 
changed our own opinions concerning the decency, 
propriety or congruity of several modes or-practices 
in the world, especially if we have lived to the age of 
thirty or forty, . Custom or .fashion., even in all its- 
changes, has been }ready to have some degree of as¬ 
cendency - over our understandings, and what at one 
time seemed decent appears obsolete and* disagreeable- 
afterwards, when the fashion changes* Let us learn 
therefore to abstract as much as possible from custom 
and fashion, when we wojuld pass a judgment concern¬ 
ing the real value and intrinsic nature of things. 

' III. The authority of men is the spring of another rank of 
prejudices. r 

Among these the authority of our forefathers and 
ancient authors is most remarkable. We pay deference 
to the opinions of others, merely because they lived, a 

R 2 
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* thousand years before, us ; and even the trifles and im¬ 

pertinences that have a mark of antiquity upon them 
are reverenced for this reason, because they came from 
the ancients. It is granted, thatrthe ancients Had many 
wise and great men gmong them, and some of their 
writings, which time hath delivered down to us, are tru-„ 
ly valuable : but those writers lived rather in the in¬ 
fant state of the world ; and the philosophers, as well 
as the polite authors of our age, are properly the el¬ 
ders, who have seen the mistakes of the younger ages 
of mankind, and corrected them by observation and 
•experience-, . • 

Some borrow all their religion from-the fathers of 
the Christian church, or from their synods or councils ; 
but he that will read Monsieur Dailiesbn the use of 
the fathers, will find many reasons why they are by 
no, means fit, to dictate our faith', since we have the 
gospel of Christ,, and the writings of the apostles and 

* ' prophets in..©ur own-hands; 
Some persons believe every thing that their.kindreds, 

their parents, and their tutors believe. The veneration 
and the love which , they have for their ancestors in« 
dine .therm to swallow down all their opinions at-once, 
without examining what truth or falsehood there is in 

" thqm.. Men take up, their principles by inheritance, 
and defend them, as they would their estates, because 
they are born heirs to them. > I freely grant, that pa¬ 
rents, are appointed by God and nature to teach us all 
die sentiments and practices, of our younger years ; 
and happy are those whose*parents lead them,into the 
paths of wisdom and truth ! I grant farther, that when 

, persons come to years of discretion, and judge for them¬ 
selves, they ought to examine the opinions of their pa¬ 
rents with the? greatest modesty, and with an humble 
deference to their superior character; they ought, in 
matters perfectly dubious, to give the preference to 
their parents’ advice, and always to pay them the first 
respect, nor ever depart from their opinions and" prac¬ 
tice; till reason and conscience'make it necessary. But 
aftux alb, it;impossible that parents, may be mistaken* 
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and therefore reason and scripture ought to be our 
final rules of determination in matters that relke to this 
world, arid that which is to come.' 

Sometimes a favourite -author,* or a writer of great 
name, drags a thousand followers after him into his 
own mistakes, merely by the authority.of his name and 
Character. The sentiments of Aristotle Were imbibed 
and maintained by all the schools in Europe for several 
centuries,; and a citation from his writings was thought 
a sufficient proof of any proposition* . The great Des¬ 
cartes had also too many, implicit believers in the last' 
age, though he himself, in His philosophy, disclaims all 
such influence* over the minds of his readers. Calvin 
and' Luther,, in the days of reformation from Popery, 
Wete learned and pious men, and there have been a suc¬ 
cession. of their disciples even to this day, who pay too 
much, reverence1 to the words of their masters. "There 
are others who renounce their authority, but give them¬ 
selves up im too servile a manner to the opinion and 
authority of other, inasters, and follow as bad or worse 
guides in religion*/ , 

If only-learned^ and: wise,, and good men had in¬ 
fluence* ci/the sentiments of others, it would be at least 
a, ftlore excusable sbrt of prejudice, arid there would be 
some colour and shadow*of reasori for it;, but that 
riches, honours, and outward splendour should set up 
persons for'dictators' tO-all the rest of mankind, 'this is 
'a mrist shamefufinvasion of the right? of our understand¬ 
ing ori< the; on© hand/and as shameful a slavery of the 
soripQri-ffib other. The poor man,/or the labourer, too 
often- belieWs sueh'a pfiriciple in politics,; or in mora¬ 
lity, rind/judge/ coricbriVirig tbe rights : of the king 
ririiDfh^ people,/just a/his-wealthy neighbours do. 
Half follow/‘the bpiiiion of. (he esquire, 
and the tenants of a manor'fall into the - sentiments of 
their 1$?$/especially if He:live driaongst them.. How 
Unreasonable ardyethow common is this 

- /As for principles of ¥eligton, we fretpiently find how 
rifefatten*up5arid f6mken/>changed arid resumed. 

^X' the influence of princes. In 4ll 'nati0ns :the priests * 
_ ' ■ Bk3> ' " "■ ' 
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have dmicK power also in dictating the religipn of the 
people, but the princes dictate to them : And where 
there is a?great pomp and grandeur attending the priest¬ 
hood in any religion whatsoever, with so much the 
more reverence and stronger faith do the people believe 
whatever they teach them: yet it. is too often evident. 
that riches, and dominions, and high, titles in church 0£ 
stater have-no-manner of pretence to truth and cer¬ 
tainty, wisdom and' goodness,, above the- rest of mor¬ 
tals, becauvse these superiorities in this world are not 
always conferred according to merit. 

1 confess, where a man- of wisdom and years, of ob- . 
nervation. and experience, gives .us his opinion and ad¬ 
vice in matters of the civil or the moral life, reason tells 
us we should pay a great attention to him, it is probable 
lie may he in the right. Where a man of long, ex excise or 
piety speaks of practical religion, there is a-due defer¬ 
ence to be paid to his sentiments : and- the same we 
may say concerning an ingenious man. long versed in 
any art or science,, fie may justly expert due regard, 
when he speaks of his own affairs and: proper business, 
But in other things each of these may be ignorant " 
enough^notwithstanding, all their piety, and years, and 
particular skill :.nor even in their own proper province 
are they to be believed in..cv§ry thing .without^ reserve, 

and*without examination.. •>»•„ , m ^ ' . 
To,free, ourselves from these prejudices,ft is sufficient 

to remember,* that* there, is. no tank l>or character a- 
inong mankind,"which has any just pretence. to^s.way 
the judgments of other, men,by their authority pfor 
there halve .been persons df the samc r^nk and character 
who have maintaineddiffereht-and contraryKSentiments: 
but all these cam never.-,be 4trueA and^the^efor^ tl|£; nt^r.e 
name or r^u^tioi^th^any, 
s-uffic.-ient^evidenae for truth,. . \»d b.v 

Shall f we believe; the ancients , philosophy! . .But 
some of the ancients wer^ stoics, some peripatetics, 
some platonlcsjpand some -epicureans-, some cynic s,;and' 
some sceptics'. .ShaiBwe judge of rpatters-of the Cnr|Sf 
tian feith;by:thciathers; or^primitive,’writers fp* tbr.ee 
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or four hundred years after Christ ? But- they often , 
contradicted one another* and ;theiftselves too ; and, 
what is worse, they sometimes contradicted the scrip* 
ture itself. Now, among all these different and con¬ 
trary sentiments in philosophy and ^religion, which of 
the, ancients must we believe, for we .cannot believe 
them all ? ^ 

Again *, to believe all things as Our predecessors did, 
is the ready way to keep mankind iii an everlastings state ' 
©£ infancy, and ,to lay an eternal bar against all ..the 
improvements of our reason amLouf happiness. Had 
the present age,o£philosqphers satisfied themselves with 
tile substantial forms and occult qualities of Aristotle, 
with the. solid spheres, eccentrics, and epicyles ,of 
Ptolomy, fed the' ancient astronomers $ then the‘great 
lordBucqn, Copernieirs, and Descartes, with the greater 
S>r .Isaac .Newton, Mr .Locke, and Mr Boyle, had-risen 
in our world ii^yaim W.e must have blundered on 
still in successive generations ampngst absurdities ^nd 
thick darkpess, and a hundred useful inventions for the 
happiness of human life had never been known. 

Thus, it ,i& in matters of philosophy and science. 
But, yoil;will say^.shall not our own ancestors,* deter-- 
mine pur judgments in matter sof -ciyifor religious con* v 
cernment ■& If they musty, AiHeafhen 
must believe that hpatheni§fir|if true^rthje.sqn,^ Papist 
must belieye: aUdhe absurdities-of ppp&ry* thepbsto 
rlty of the Jews and Socinians/must for- ever be Spci- 
nians and Jews V and a. man whq^e father was of repub¬ 
lican principles must make a succession of republicans 
in hits family fe the end of the. world.. If we ought 
always .to^Wlievewhatsoever ourparents* or ©ur priestsr, 
or our. pranees behevei, the inhabitants* of Qhina ought 
to worshipnlwk pwn idols, arfethe savaged of. Africa 

fought £0 behqve ajlfthe nonsense, and practise the ido¬ 
latry: of rtkeh Negror fathers ;andfhing$.< The, British 
nation,. when if was heath?n,: 9Qnld; neverjrave; becotb e 

tp, Rpfee* it could 

;Uever[ have, been ^refqrmcd- ‘ . :q. - * . : • 
»; - Besides,, 441 -J» considei that the Go4. we. 
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common:maker, has never given one man’s understand¬ 
ing a legal and^rightful sovereignty to determine truths 

• for others,'at least after they are past the state of child¬ 
hood or minority. N No single person, how learned and 
wise, and great soever, or whatsoever natural, or civil, 
or ecclesiastical relation lie may have to us, can claim 
this dominion over our faith. St Paul the apostle, in. 

' his private capacity, ■ would not do it; nor hath an in¬ 
spired man any such.authority^ until he makes his'di¬ 
vine commission appear. : Our Saviour himself tells the 
Jews, that if he had not done such wondrous works a- 
mong them, they had not sinned in disbelieving his 
doctrines, and refusing him for the Messiah. No bi¬ 
shop or presbyter, no synod or council, no church or as¬ 
sembly of men, since the days of inspiration, hath power 
derived to them frdm God to make creeds or articles 
of faith for US, and impose them upon our understand¬ 
ings. We must ail act according to the best of our own 
light, and the judgment of our own, consciences, using 
the best advantages which providence hath given us, 
with an honest and impartial diligence to inquire and 
search out the truth: for every ?6ne'of us mUst give an 
account of himself to God. To believe as the church,, 
or the'COiirt believes, is but a sorry and a dangerous 
faith V Uhls priridple'would1 make more Heathens than 

*':nfOre ?FapistS'th&n*! Protestants } and 
perhaps I lead Lvfiior£ souls to than to heaVeh $ for 
opr Saviour himself has * plainly told us, that if the 
blind will; be led by the blind, they must both fall into 
the ditefo 1 - 

Though there- be7s6 fhuch danger of error arising 
foom die three prejudices last'mentioned, yet before I. 
di$ m iss ‘ this head, I {think1 it proper * to' take noli ce, that 
•sis education, Custom and'authority, are ho sure evi¬ 
dences Of truths* so neither are they certain marks of 
falsehood>for fiasbn^aiid scripture may joih td dictate 
the saiiie things Wliibh our parents, our nurses, our tu¬ 
tors, our friends, arid -our country' believe arid pfrifessY 
Yet there appears sometimes in Our^age a pride ' and. 
petulancy inyputh* zeaW$ to'em off iKe seritimOnts- 
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of their fathers and teachers, on purpose to shew that 
they carry none of the prejudices of education and 
authority about them. They indulge all manner of 
licentious opinions and practices, from a.vain,pretenc6 
of asserting their liberty. But, alas !-this is but chan¬ 
ging one prejudice for another * and sometimes it hap¬ 
pens by this means, that they make a sacrifice both of 
truth and virtue to the vile prejudices of *heir pride 
and sensuality. , 

: IV. There is* another tribe of prejudices which are 
near a-kin to those of authority, and that is, when we 
receive a doctrine because of the manner in which it is 

^proposed to us by others. 1 have -already mentioned 
the powerful influence that oratory’and fine words have 
to insinuate a false opinion, sind sometimes truth is re¬ 
fused, and suffers contempt in the lips of & wise ri|an, 
for want of the charms of language: But there-are 
several other manners of proposals whereby mistaken, 

~ sentiments are powerfully conveyed into the mine}. - 
Some persons- are easily persuaded to believe what^ 

another dictates with a.positive air and a great/degree 
of assurance: they feel the overbearing force of a con¬ 
fident dictator, especially if he be of a siiperior rank or; 
character to themselves, V 

Some are,quickly convinced of the trut|i of any 
trine* when he that proposes it puts on'till the airs pf 
piety, and makes solemn appeals to heaven, ^nd pre^ 
testations of the truth of it; thej»20US,mind of a weaker 
GferiSuaif is ready to recefye'any thing that is pronoun¬ 
ced with such an awful solemnity. 

It is a prejudice near a-kin to this* when a humble 
soul is frighted into any particular sentiments of reli¬ 
gion, because a: man of great name or character pro¬ 
nounces heresy upon the contrary sentiments, casts the 
disbeliever out of the church,7 and forbids him the gates 
of heaven. * / ’ 

Others are allured into particular opinions by gentler 
practices on the understanding* not only the soft tem¬ 
pers of mankind, but even hardy and rugged souls are 

‘ sometimes led away captives to error by the soft airs of 
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address/and the sweet and engaging methods of per* 
suasion and kindness. 

^ I grant, where^natural and revealed religion plainly 
dictate to us the infinite and everlasting importance of 
any sacred doctrine, it cannot he improper to use any of 
these methods, to persuade men to receive and obey the 
truth, after we have given sufficient reason and argu¬ 
ment to convince their understandings/ Yet all these 
methods, considered in themselves, have been often tised 
to convey falsehood into the soul, as well as truth and 
if we build our faith merely upon these foundations, 
without regard to the, evidence pf truth and the strength 
of argument, our belief is but the effect of prejudice. 
For neither the positive, the awful or Solemn, the ter¬ 
rible or the gentle methods of address carry any certain 
evidence with them that truth lies on that side* 

There is another manner of proposing our own opi¬ 
nion, or gather opposing the opinions of others, which 
demands mention here, and that is, when persons make 
a, jest: serve instead of an argument * when they refute 
what they call ‘an error-by a.turn of wit, and answer 
every objection against their own sentiments, by casting 
a sneer upon the objector, ! These scoffers practise with 
success upon weak and cowardly spirits: Such as have 
not been well established in religion or morality have 
been laughed out of the best principles by a confident 
buffoon: they have yielded upjheiropinions to a witty 
banter, and sold their faith ana religion for a jest. 

There is no way to cure these evils in such a dege¬ 
nerate world as we live in* but by learning to distin¬ 
guish well between the substance of any doctrine, .and 
the manner of address either in proposing, attacking, 
or defending it; and then-by setting a just and severe 
guard of reason and conscience over all the exercises of 
their judgment,' resolving to yield to nothing but the 
convincing evidence Of truth religiously obeying the 
light of reason in matters of pure reason, and the die-* 
tates of revelation in, things that relate to our faith. 

Thus we have taken a brief survey of some of the 
infinite varieties of prejudices that attend mankind on 
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every .side in the present state, and the dangers of er* 
r,or or of rash judgment we are perpetually exposed to 
in. this life : This chapter shall conclude with one re- 
mark,, and one piece of advice.' , 

The remark is, this. The same: opinion, whether 
false or true, may be dictated by many prejudices at 
the same time ; for, as I hinted before, prejudice may 
happen to dictate truth sometimes as vs^ell as error. 
But where two or more prejudices oppose one another* 
as it; oftpn happens, the stronger prevails and .gains the 
assent: Yet hpw seldom does reason interpose with 
sufficient jjpwer to get the ascendant of them all, as it 
ought to do ! 

* Xlie .advice follows, vj2* Since we.find such a swarm 
of prejudices attending us both withjn and without $ 
since wp feel the weakness'of our-reason, the frailty 
of our natures, and our insufficiency to guard ourselves' 
%^ ertpr upon1 this account, it isrio.tat aM unbpco- 
mmg the character of a logician or a philosopher, toge¬ 
ther with the advice already given, to. direct every per- 
son in search after truth to make his daily addresses to 
heaven, and implore the.God of truth to lead him into 
all truth, and to ask wisdom of him who.giveth liberal-; 
ty.to them that askdt, and upbraideth us not with our 
o>yprfolhes? ; ;i- .3 ' ^ 

^ devout practice will be: anexeeient prepara- 
tiv^.fpr the bpst improyement Qf .all the dkectiorls and 

rules proposed in yhe: two. following chapters* 

’ ; - CHAP IV. " 

GENERAL DIRECTIONS TO ASSIST US IN JUDGING 

ARIGHT. 

1.The. chief desjgn. of the art of .logic is to-assist 
us m forming a true judgment of things ; a fe\y 
proper observations, for this end Have beeA dfopt occa¬ 
sionally in some of the foregoing chapters: Yet it is 
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necessary to mention them again in this place, that we 
.may have a more complete and simultaneous view of 
the general directions, which are necessary in ordef to 
judge aright.. A multitude of advices may be framed 
for this purpose; the chief of them may, for order’s, 
sake; be reduced to the following heads. 

I. .Direct. When we consider ourselves <as philosophers, 
or searchers after truth, we should examine all our opimbns 
afresh, and inquire what was the ground, of them, and whe- 

„ ther our:assent was built on just evidence; and then we 
should cast off all those judgments which Were form¬ 
ed heretofore without-due examination. A man in 
pursuit of knowledge should throw off all those pre¬ 
judices which he had imbibed in times past, and guard 
against all the springs of error mentioned in .the^pre- 
ceding chapter; with the utmost watchfulness for time 

to comer ; 
Observe here, that this rule of casting way all our 

former prejudicdte opinions and sentiments, is not pro¬ 
posed to any of us to be practised at once, considered 
as men of business, or religion, as friends or neigh¬ 
bours, as fathers Or sons, as magistrates, subjects or 
Christians; but merely as philosophers and searchers 
after truth; And though it may be well presumed, that 
many of our judgments, both true and false, together 
with the practices built thereon in the natural, the ci¬ 
vil and the religion^ life,'were formed without suffi¬ 
cient evidence ; yet an universal' rejection of all these 
might destroy at once our present sense and practice 
of duty with regard to jGod, ourselves,:and our fellow- 
creatures. Mankind would be hereby thrown 'into 
such a state of doubting and indifference, that it would 
be too long ere they recovered any principles of virtue 
or t^igion by a train of reasoning. " • s 

Besides, the common affairs :of human life often de¬ 
mand a much speedier determination, and we must 
many times;act upon present probabilities : The bulk 
of mankind have not time and leisure, and advantages 
sufficient to begin all their, knowledge anew, and to 
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build up every single opinion and practice afresh upon 
the justest grounds of evidencei 

Yet let it be-observed also, that so far as any person 
- capable of forming and correcting his notions and 

rules of conduct.in the natural, civil and religious life, 
by the strict rules of logic ; and so far as he hath time 
and capacity to review his old opinions) to re-examine 
all those which are any way doubtful, and to determine 
nothing without just evidence ; he is likely to become 
so much the wis^r, and the happier man, and, if divine 
grace, assist him, so much, the better Christian. And 
though this cannot be done all at once, yet 'it may be 
done by th- prudent steps apd degrees, till our whole 
set of opinions and principles be in time corrected and 
reformed, or at least established upon jus ter foun¬ 
dations. ' ■ - ' 

II. Direct. Endeavour thaU all your ideas of'those ob¬ 

ject** \concerning which you pass any judgment^ be clear and 

distinct, tomplete, comprehensivey extensive and orderly, as• 

far as you have any occasion to judge concerning them. This 
m the substance of the last chapter of the first part of 
logic. . The rules which direct our conceptions must 
be reviewed, if we would form our judgments aright. 
But if yr'e will make Taste to judge at all adventures, 

i while our ideas are dark and confused, and very im¬ 
perfect, ' we shall be in danger of running into many. 

' *rjistake's. T his is like a person who would pretepd to 
give the sum-total-of a large'account in arithmetic, with¬ 
out'surveying all the particularsor as a painter, who 
professes to draw a fair and distinct landscape ip the 
twilight, when he can hardly distinguish a house from 
a tree. - : * ' 

' Observe here, that this direction'does not require us 
to gain "clear, distinct, complete ideas of things in all 
their parts,- powers, and qualifies in an absolute sense, 
for this-belongs to God alone, and is impossible for us 
to attain i But it is expressed in a relative or limited 
sense-, that is, our ideas should be clear, distinct, and 
comprehensive,^ 8cc, at least So far £s we have occasion 
.at that time to judge concerning them. We may form 
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many-true ai^d Gertain judgments concerning God, an¬ 
gels, animals, men, heaven, hell,&c. by those partial . 
and vefy imperfect conceptions of them to which we 
have attained, if we judge nc» farther, concerning them 

.'than our conceptions reach. 
We may have a clear, and distinct idea of the exist¬ 

ence of many things, in nature^ and affirm that they do 
exist, though our ideas of their intimate essences and 
causes, their relations and manners of actions are very 
confused and obscure. We may judge well concern¬ 
ing several properties of any being, though other-pro¬ 
perties are unknown, for pefhaps we know not all the 
properties of any.being whatsoever* 

Sometimes we have clear ideas of the absolute pro¬ 
perties of an object; and we may judge of them with 
certainty, while the relative properties are very obscure, 
and unknown to us. So we may have ia clear and just 
idea of the area of a parallelogram, without knowing 
what a relation it bears to the area of a triangle or a 
polygon. I may know the length of the diameter of a 
circle, without knowing what proportion it has to the 

circumference. , . 
There are other things, whose external relative pro¬ 

perties with respect to each other, or whose relation to 
us we know better than their own inward and absolute 
properties, or their essential distinguishing attributes, 
We perceive clearly, that fire will warm er burn us, 
and will evaporate water * and that water will allay our 
thirst, or quench the fire, though we know not the in¬ 
ward distinguishing particles, or prime essential proper¬ 
ties of fire or water* We may know the king, and 

' lord .chancellor, and affirm, many things of them' in their 
legal characters, though we cap have but a confused 
idda of their persons or natural features, if we have ne¬ 
ver seen their faces. So the scripture has revealed God 
himself to us, as otfr creator, preserver, redeemer, and 

- sanctifier, and as the object of our worship, in clearer 
ideas than it has revealed many other abstruse questions 
vphich may b?.raised about hk own divine essence, mr 
spbstancei his, immensity of omnipresence. 
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This therefore :i$ the general observation in order to 
guide our judgments, that we should not allow ourselves 
to form a judgment concerning things farther than our 
clear and distinct ideas reach, and then we are not in 
danger of error. 

But there is one considerable objection against this 
rule, which is necessary to be answered * and there is 
one just and reasonable exception, which is as needful 
to be mentioned. 

The objection is this: May we not judge falsely 
concerning some total or complete ideas, when we 
have a clear perception only of some parts or proper- ■ 
ties of them t May we not affirm, that all that is in 
God is eternal, or that all his unknown attributes are 
infinite, though we have so imperfect an idea of God, 
eternity, arid infinity ? Again,xmay we not safely judge 
oTparticular objects whose idea is obscure, by a clear 
idea of the general ? May X not affirm^ that every un- - 
known species of animals has inward springs of motion, ^ 
because ! have a clear idea that these* inward springs 
belong to an animal in general.. 

Answer. All those supposed unknown' parts, pro¬ 
perties, dr species* are Clearly and distinctly perceived 
*to be connected with* or contained in the known parts, 
properties, or general ideas,, which we; suppose to be 1 
"clear and5 distinct as far as we judge of them : And as 
we Have no particular idea of .those unknown divine 
attributes, or unknown* species of animals * so there is 
nothing particular affirmed of them beyond what' be¬ 
longs to the general idea of divine attributes or animals, 
with which I clearly and distinctly'perceive them to be 
connected.^ ; 

It may be illustrated in this manner. Suppose a long 
chain lies before me, whose nearest links I see are iron 
rings, and I see* them fastened to a post near me, but , 
the most distant links lie beyond the reach of my sight, 
so that I know not whether they are oval or round, 
'brass or iron Now T'’may boldly affirm the whole 
length of this chain is fastened to the past, for I have 

: s 2 
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a clear idea- that the distant links are connected witli 
the nearest, if I can draw the whole chain by one link. 

Or thus : If two known ideas, A and.B, are evident¬ 
ly joined or agree, and if C unknown be ^included in 
A, and also I) unknown be included in B, then I may 
affirm that G and D are joined and, agree •, for I have 
a clear perception of the union of the two known ideas 
A and B;. and. also a clear perception of the connec¬ 
tion of the unknown ideas with the known. So that 
clear and distinct ideas must still abide as a general 
necessary qualification-‘in Order-to form right judg¬ 
ments : And indeed it is ^>on this foot'that all ratio¬ 
cination is built, and the conclusions are thus formed, 

* which deduce things unknown from things known. 
7 ’Yet it,seems tp me, that there is one just limitation 
or exception to this general rule of judgment, as built 
on clear and distinct ideas ; and .it is this : 
, Exception. In matters of mere testimony, whether 
humaiedr divine, there is always a necessity of clear and 
distinct ideas of the things which are believed; Though - 
the evidence of propositions, which are entirely formed 
by ourselves, depends on the clearness and distinctness- 
of those ideas- df, which they /are composed, and on 
our own clear perception of their agreement or'disagree- " 
znent, yet they may justly assent to. propositions form¬ 
ed by others, when we have neither a very clear con¬ 
ception in ourselyes of the two ideas contained in the 
words, nor hbw they agree or disagree ; provided al- 
,ways that we have a clear an^l sufficient evidence of 

/ the credibility of the persons who: inform, us. ; 
Thus, when we read in scripture the great doctrines * 

pfi the deity of Christ, and of the union of ;the divine 
and human natures in him, of the divine agency of 
tTe blessed Spirit, that the son is the brightness of the 
Father’s-glory 5 that all things were created by him, 
and for him ; that the Son. shall give up his kingdom to 
his father, and that God shall be all in all *, we may 
safely believe them : For though our ideas of these ob¬ 
jects themselves,are not sufficiently clear,. distinct, and 
perfect, for our own minds to form these judgments 
or propositions concerning them,' yet we have a clear 
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and '.distinct-^perception of God’s revealing them, or 
that they are contained in scripture, and this is suffi¬ 

cient evidence,to determine our assent. 
The same thing holds true in some measure, where 

credible human testimony assures us of some proposi¬ 
tions, while we have no sufficient ideas of the subject 
and predicate of them to determine our assent. So 
when, an honest and learned mathematician assures a 
ploughman that the three angles of a triangle are equal 
to two right angles, or that the square of a hypothe- 
huse-of a right angled triangle is equal to the,- sum of 
the squares of the two sides; the ploughman, who 
has but confused ideas of these things, may firmly and 
safelyhelieve these propositions upon the same ground, 
because he has evidence of the .skill, .and faithfulness 
of His informer * 

"* Perhaps some may object against this representation'>of things, 
and say, that “ we cannot properly be said to believe a proposition any 
farther than we ourselves have ideas under the terms : therefore if we 
have no idea under'the terms, we.believe nothing hut the connection 
of words or sounds : and if we,have but obscure and inadequate ideas 
under the terms, then we partly believe a conpectirro of things, and 
partly a connection of soundsbut that we cannot properly be said to 
believe the pioposition, for our faith can never go beyond our-ideas.” 

Now to set this matter in a ^lear light, !I suppose that every propo¬ 
sition which i,a proposed to my assent, is a sentence made up of terms 
which have. some ideas under them known or unknown'to ;me. I 
confess, if l believe there are no ideas at all under the terms, and 
there'is nothing meant by them, then, indeed, with regard to me, 
it is the mere joining of sounds ; but if, for instance, a ploughman has 

^credibje ^information from an honest and skilful mathematician/that 
an ellipsis is made by the section of a cone, lie believes the proposition, 
or he believes the sentence is true-, as it is made up of terms which 
his informant understands, though the ideas be unknown to him; that 
is, he believes there are-some ideas which his informant has under 
these words which are really, connected. And I think this may justly 
be called believing the proposition, for it is a belief of something more 
than the mere joining of sounds'; it is a belief of the realconnection 
of some unknown ideas belonging to those sounds, and in this sense a 
man may he said to .believe the truth of a-proposition which he doth 
not understand at all. - , 

With more reason still may we be said to believe a proposition upon 
credible testimony, if .we have some sort!" of ideas under the terms, 
though they are but partial or inadequate, and obscure; such as, di¬ 
vine answers were given by Urim dndThummim; for since it is pure¬ 
ly upon testimony we believe the known parts of the ideas signified 

S3 
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• < III. Direct. When you. have obtained as, .clear and com¬ 

prehensive ideas as is needful, both of the subject and 

by those words to be connected, upon the same testimony we may^also 
'believe all the unknown parts of the ideas signified by these Words to 
be connected, viz. because our informant is knowing* andjdadthful. 

/And in this sense we/may justly be said .to believe a proposition of 
scripture entirely, which we understand but very}imperfectly, because 

' God who reveals it is knowing and faithful in perfection. 
And indeed, unless this representation of the. matter be allowed, 

there are but very few propositions in the world,; even in human 

things, to which we can give an entire assent, or which we. may"he 
said either to know, or to believe, because there is scarce ,a"ny tning 
on earth of which we have'an adequate, and most perfect idea. And 
it is evident that in divine, things there is scarce any thing which we 
Could either know or believe without this allowance;,for,though lea- 
son and revelation join to inform me that God is holy, how exceeding 

•inadequate are my ideas of God, and of holiness? Yeti may boldly and 
entirely assent to this whole proposition, since'I am .sure that every 
known and unknown idea signified by the term God is Connected with 
the idea'of the term holiness, because reason partly informs me, but 

..especially because the divine testimony, which,has connected them, is 

certainly credible. , - 
I might - argue’ upon this head perhaps more forcibly irom the 

doctrine of God’s incomprehensibleness. If. we.would believe no¬ 
thing but what we have ideas of, it would be impossible for us to be¬ 
lieve that God is incomprehensible: for this implies in it a belief, that 

- there are some unknown ideas belonging to the nature of God.. 1 heie- 
fore we do both believe and profess that something concerning un¬ 
known ideas, when we believe and profess that God is incompiehen- 

sible. , . . . 
I persuade myself that most of these very persons who object f giunst 

my representation of things will yet readily confess they believe all the 
propositions.in scripture, rather than declare'they do not oelieve seye- 

: ral of them-; though they must acknowledge that several of them are 
far above their understanding, or that they have scarce any. ideas ot 
the true'sense of them. And therefore, where propositions derived 
from credible testimony are made up of dark or inadequate ideas, i 
think it is much more proper to say, we believe them, than that we 
do not believe them, lest we cut off a multitude of the propositions ot 

the bible from our assent of faith. , .* ’. , ! . 
Yet let it be observed here, that when we believe a proposition 

on mere testimony, of which-we have no ideas at all, we can only 
be said to give a general implicit assent to tbd truth-of that proposi- 

' tion, without any particular knowledge of, or -explicit assent to the 
special truth contained in that proposition : and this our implicit assent 
is of very little-.use, unless it be to testify our belief of the knowledge 

and veracity of him that informs us. ' ' • 
* As our ideas of a proposition are more or, less clear and adequate 

,3S well as just and proper, so we explicitly psent more or less to tfie 
particular truth contained in that preposition. ^»,d our assent hereby- 
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predicate of a proposition, then compare those ideas of the 
subject and predicate together with the utmost attention, and 

' observe how far they agree, and wherein they differ; whe¬ 
ther the proposition may be affirmed absolutely or re¬ 
latively, whether in whole Qr in part, whether univer¬ 
sally or particularly, and then under what particular 
limitations. Turn these ideas about in your mind, and 
take a view of them on all sides, just as a mason would 
do to see whether .two hewn stones exactly suit each 
other in every part, and are fit to. be joined in erecting' 
a carved or fluted pillar. > ° 

. Compare the whole subject .with the whole predicate 
in their several parts : take heed, in this matter that 
you neither add to nor diminish the ideas contained in 
the subject or in the predicate ; for such an inadver¬ 
tence or mistake will expose you to great error in judg¬ 

IV; Direction'. Search for evidence of truth with dili¬ 
gence and honesty, and be heartily ready to receive evidence 
whether for the agreement or disagreement of ideas. * 

Search with diligence: spare no. labour in searching- 
tor the,truth m due proportion. to the importance of 
the proposition. Read the best authors who have writ 
on that subject; consult your wise and learned, friends 
in conversation ; and be not unwilling to borrow hints 
toward yopr improvement .from the meanest person 
nor to receive any glimpse of light from the most un- 

becoraes more' or less useful for the increase of our knowledge or the 
direction of our practice. , - 

When divine .testimony plainly proposes to our faith such a proposi¬ 
tion whereof we have but obscure, doubtful and inadequate ideas 
we are bound implicitly to believe the truth of it, expressed in those 

■terms, in order to shew our submission to God who revealed it, as a 
God of perfect knowledge and veracity: but it is our duty to use all 
pioper methods to obtain a farther and explicit knowledge of the 
particular truth contained in the proposition, if we would improve 
by it either in knowledge or virtue. , All necessary rules of grammar 
and criticism should be employed to find out the very ideas that be¬ 
long to those words, and vyhich were designed by the divine sneaker 

- or writer.. Though we may believe the .truth of a proposition which 
we do not understand, yet we should endeavour to understand every 
proposition which we believe to Ire.true, - 
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learned- Diligence and humility is the way to thrive 
in the riches of the imder'standing,--as well as in gold 
or'silver. Search carefully for the evidence of truth, 
and dig,forwisdom as for hid tfeasure. ' 

Search with a steady honesty of soul, and a sincere im¬ 
partiality to find the truth; Watch against every 
temptation that might bribe your judgment, br warp 
it aside from truth. Do not indulge yourself to wish 
any unexamined; proposition were true br false. ^ A 
:wish often perverts the’judgment, and tempts the mind 
strangely to believe upon slight evidence whatsoever 
we wish to be true or false. ■/ '. . ' . 

V. Direction. Since the evidence of the agreement or 

disagreement of two ideas is the ground of bur assent to any 

proposition, or the great criterion of truth ; therefore we 
should suspend our judgment, and neither affirm nor 

deny till this evidence appear. . , 
This direction is different from the second ; .for 

though the evidence of the agreement or disagreement 
of two ideas most times depends on the clearness and 
distinctness of the ideas themselves, yet.it does not al¬ 
ways arise thence. Testimony may be a sufficient evi¬ 
dence of the agreement or disagreement of two obscure 
ideas, as we have seen just before in the exception un¬ 
der the second direction. Therefore though we are 
not universally and in all cases bouhd to suspend our 
judgment, till but ideas of the objects themselves 'are 
clear and distinct, yet we must always suspend our 
judgment, and withhold our assent, to, or denial of 
any proposition, till some just evidence appear of its 
truth or falsehood. It is; an impatience of doubt and 
suspence, a.rashness and precipitance of judgment, 
and hastiness, to believe something, oil the one side or 
the other, that plunges us into mariy errors. '; \ 

This direction to delay ; and suspend1 bur assent is 
more particularly necessary to be observed when such 
propositions offer themselves to us as are supported by 
education, authority, custom, inclination, interest, of 
other powerful prejudices •; for our judgment is led 
away insensibly to believe all that they dictate j and 
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where prejudices; and dangers-of error are multiplied, 
we should set the stricter guard upon our assent. 

Yet remember the caution or limitation here which 
I gave under the first direction, viz. that this'is not to 
be too strictly applied to matters of daily practice, eir 

' ther in human life or religion *, but when we consider 
ourselves /is philosophers, or searchers after truth, we- 

. should always withhold our assent where there is not 
just evidence: And as .far and as fast as we can in a 
due consistence with our daily necessary duties, we 
should also reform and adjust all our principles and 
practices both in religion and the civil life by these 
rules. ; 

' VI, Direct. We must judge of every proposition by those' 

proper and peculiar mediums or means,~ whereby the evi~ 

■ dence of it is to be obtained, whether it be sense, consciousness.) 

'.intelligence^ reason, or testimony. ' All our faculties and 
powers are to be employed in judging of their proper 
objects.’ ; . 

If we judge of sounds, colours, odours,, or sapors, 
the smoothness, roughness, softness, or hardness of’ 

, bodies, it must ,be done by the use of our senses : but 
then we must take heed that our senses are well dis¬ 
posed, a$, shall be shewn afterwards. 

.And since our senses, in their various exercises, are 
in some cases liable to Be deceived, and more especial.* 
ly when by our eyes or ears we judge of the figure, 
quantity1, distance, and position of objects that are far 

^ofF, we ought to call our reason into the assistance o,f 
our senses, and correct the errors of one sense' by the 
help of another. *■ 

It is by the powers of sense and reason joined toge- 
ther, that we must judge philosophically of the inward 
nature, the secret properties and powers, the causes 

.and effects, the relations and proportions of a thousand 
corporeal objects which surround us on earth, or are 
placed at a distance in the heavens. If a man on the 
.pne hand coniines himself only to sensible experiments, 
and does not exercise reason uppn them, he may sur¬ 
prise himself and others with strange appearances, and 
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learn to entertain the world* with sights and shows, but 
will never; become a philosopher r.and, on the other 
‘hand, if a man imprison himself in his closet, and em¬ 
ploy the most exquisite powers of reason to find out 
the nature of things in the corporeal world, without 
the use of his senses, and the practice of experiments, 
he will frame to himself a scheme of chimeras instead 
of true philosophy. Hence came the invention of sub¬ 
stantial forms and qualities, of materia prima and pri¬ 
vation, with all the insignificant names used by the 
peripatetic writers \ and it was for want of more expe¬ 
riments that the great Descartes failed in several parts - 

of his philosophical writings. ^ „ " 
In the abstracted and speculative parts of tile mathe- 

matics, which treat of quantity ancl number, the facul¬ 
ty of reason miist be chiefly employed to perceive the 
relation of various quantities, arid draw certain and 
useful conclusions ;■hut it wants the assistance-of sensri™ 
also to be acquainted with lines, angles, and figures- 
And in practical mathematics our senses have still 

greater employment. , . 
If W'e would judge of the pure properties, and ac¬ 

tions'of the mind,' of the nature of spirits, their vari¬ 
ous perceptions and powers, we must not inquire of 
our eyes and bur ears, nor the images or shapes laid 
up in thevbrain, but we must have recourse-to bur own 
consciousness of what passes within, our own mind. 

If we are to pass a judgment upon' any thing that 
relates to spirits in a state of union with animal nature, 
and the mixed properties of sensation, fancy, appetite, 
passion, pleasure, and pain, which arise thence, we 
must consult our own sensations, and the other powers 
'which we find in ourselvfes, considered *va& men or 
creatures made up of a mind and an aiijmal*9 apd by 
just reasonings deduce proper consequences, and im¬ 
prove our knowledge in these subjects. ' 

If we have occasion to judge concerningmaftersdone 
in past ages, or in distant countries, and where we 
ourselves cannot be present, the powers of sense and 
rbdson, for the most part, are not sufficient tdnnform 
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us, and we must therefore have recourse to the testi¬ 
mony of others and this is either divine or human. 

In matters of mere human, prudence, we shall find 
the greatest advantage by making wise observations on 
pur own conduct, and the conduct of others, and a 
survey of the even ts attending such conduct. Expe¬ 
rience m this case is equal-to a natural sagacity, or ra¬ 
ther superior. A treasure of observations and expe¬ 
riences collected by wise men, is of admirable service 
here. And perhaps there is nothing in the world of 
this kind equal to the sacred book of Proverbs, even if 
we look on it as a mere human writing. 

, <luestions of natural religion, we must exercise 
the faculty of reason which God has given us ; and 
since he has been pleased to afford us his word, we . 
should confirm and improve or correct our reasonings 
on This subject by the divine assistance of the bible. 

In matters of revealed religion, that is, Christianity, 
Judaism, &<;. which we could never have known by 
the light of nature, the word of God is our only foun- 
rlation and chief light,; though here our reason must 

- pe used both to finely out the true meaning of God in 

his word, and to derive just inferences from what God 
has written, as well as to judge of the credentials 
whereby divine testimony is distinguished from mere 
liuman testimony, -.or from imposture. 

As divine;revelation can never contradict right rea- 
sson, for they are two great lights given us by our Crea¬ 
tor for our conduct, so reason ought by no means to 
assume to itself a power to contradict divine revelation. 

i hough re.velation .be not contrary to reason, yet 
there are four classes wherein matters of revelation may 

iSai4ru rMSe a^ove’ or 8° beyond our reason. 
1. When revelation asserts t^voThings of which we 

lave clear ideas, to be joined, whose connection or 
agreement ,s not discoverable by reason ; is when 
scripture informs us, that the dead shall rise, that the 
earth shall be burnt up, and the man Christ Jesus shaH 
-return from heaven, : none of these things could ever be 
■found out or proved by reason. 
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2 'When revelation affirms any- proposition, while 
Teasonhasno clear and distinct ideas of the subject, 
or of the predicate ; as God created all things by Jesus 
Christ * bv: the Urim and /Thummin God gave forth 
divine oracles. The predicate of each of these propo¬ 
sitions is-to us an obscure idea, for we know not what 
was the peculiar agericy of Jesus Christ when God the 
father created the world , by him ; nor have we any 

.clear and certain conception wFat the Urim and I hum- 
. - t. _ - PneMrOTQ tn ms oeome' 

by thent. ‘ , 
S When revelation in plain a,nd express language, 

declares some doctrine which our reason at present 
knows not with evidence and certainty how or in what 
sense to reconcile some of its own principles ; as, that 
fhe child Jesus is the mighty God, Isa. ix. 6., which 
proposition carries a seeming opposition to the unity 

thr Godhead, which are principles 

oPreason. - „ ■ , r. 
4. When two propositions or doctrines are plainly 

asserted by divine revelation, .which our redsop at pre¬ 
sent knows not how or in what sense with evidence 
arid certainty to reconcile with one another; as, the 
father is the only true God, John xvii. 3. and yet, 
Christ is over alt, God blessed for ever, Rom. ix. 5. 

Now divine revelation having decked all these pro- 
positions, reason is bound to receive them, because .it 
cannot prove them to be utterly inconsistent or impos¬ 
sible, though the ideas-of them may be obscure, though 
we ours'elves see not the rational connection of them, 
and though we know, not certainly how to-reconcile 
them, 'in these cases reason’must submit to faith: 
that is, we are hound to believe what; God’asserts, and 
wait till he shall clear up that which seems dark and 
difficult, and till the mysteries of faith shall be farther 
explained to us, either in this world, or in the .world to 
come*, and reason itself dictates this submission. 

*■ gee something .more on this subject, Direct, II. preced. and Chap, 

If♦ sect, 6. 5' 
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' VII. Direct. It is very useful to-have some general pri?i* 
ciples of truth settled in the min'dy whose; evidence is great 
and obvious, that they may be always ready -at hand to assist 
us in judging of the great variety of things which occur. 
These may be called first notions^or fundamental prin¬ 
ciples^ for though many of theml.are deduced from 
each other, yet most or all of them may be called prin¬ 
ciples, when compared with a thousand other judgments 
which we form under the regulation and influence of 
these primary propositions. ' d 

Every art and science, as well as the affairs of civil 
life and religion, hate peculiar principles of this kind 
belonging to them. There are metaphysical, physical* 
mathematical, political, economical, medicinal,/theolo¬ 
gical, moral, and prudential principles of judgment. 
It would be too tedious to give a specimen of them all 
in this place. Those which are most of universal use 
to us, both as men and as Christians, may be .found in 
the following chapter among the rules of judgment a-, 
bput particular objects. 

VIII. Direct. Z*et the degrees of your assent to every 
proposition bear an exadt proportion to the different degrees 
of evidence. . Remember this is on^ of the'greatest prin¬ 
ciples of wisdom that man can arrive at in this world, 
and the best human security against dangerous mistakes 
in speculation or practice. 

In the nature of things, of which our knowledge is 
made up, there is'infinite variety in their degrees of c~ 
vidence. And as God hath given our minds a power 
to suspend their assent till the evidence be plain, so we 

a power to receive things which are proposed to 
us with a stronger or weaker belief,-in infinite variety 
of degrees proportionable to their evidence. I believe, 
that the planets are inhabited, and I believe that the 
earth rolls among them yearlyround the sun *, but I do 
not believe both these propositions with an equal firm¬ 
ness of assent, because the arguments for-the latter a?e 
drawn from mathematical observations \ but the argu¬ 
ments for the former are but probable conjectures and 
moral reasonings. Yet neither do I believe either of 

T 
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these propositions so firmly, as'I. do that the earth is 
about twenty-four thousand miles rpiind, because the- 
mathematical proof of this is much easier, plainer and 
stronger. And yet farther, when I say that the earth 
was created by the power of God, I,h.avfc still a more 
infallible assurance of this, than of all thehest, because 
reason aiid scripture join to assure me of it. 

IX. Direct. Keep your, mind"always open to receive;, 
truths and never set limits to your improvements:V. Be al¬ 
ways ready to hear what may be objected even against 
vour favourite opinions, and those which have had long¬ 
est possession of your assent. 4nd if there should, be 
ady new and uncontrollable evidence brought against 
these old or beloved sentiments, do not wink your eyes 
fast against the light, but part with any thing for the 
sake of truth : Remember when you overcome an er¬ 
ror, you gain truth ; the victory is on your side, and the 

advantage is ail your own. 
I,confess those,grand principles gf belief and practice, 

which universally influence our conduct, both with .rer- 
gard to this life and the life to come, should be supposed 
to be well settled in the first years of our studies,, such 
as, the existence and providence of God, the truth of 
Christianity, the authority of scripture, the general rules 
of morality, &c. We should avoid- a light fluttering 
genius, ever ready to change our foundations, and tp 
be carried about with every kind of doctrine. To guard 
against which inconveniencies, we should labour with 
earnest diligence and fervent prayer, that our most fun-r 
damental and important points of belief and practice 
may be established upon just grounds of reason and 
scripture when we come to years of discretion, and sit 
to judge for ourselves in such important points. Yet 
since it is possiblejhat the folly or prejudices of younger 
y§ars may have established persons in some mistaken 
sentiments, even in very important matters, we should 
always hold ourselves ready to receive any neyv advan¬ 
tage toward the direction or improvement even of our 
established principles, as well as opinions of lesser mo¬ 

ment. 
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chap: ;y. 
Special rules- to direct us in judging of parti¬ 

cular OBJECTS. 

It would be endless to run through all those par¬ 
ticular objects concerning which we have occasion to 
pass a judgment at one time or another. Things of 
the most frequent occurrence* pf the widest extent* 
arid of the greatest importance,, are the 'objects and 
exercises of sense, of reason and speculation,, the maN 
ters of morality, religion, and prudence, of human and 
divine testimony, together with the essays of reason¬ 
ing upon things past and future. Special rules rela¬ 
ting to all .these will be the subject of the following 
sections. * 

Sect. I.—Principles and Rules of Judgment concerning; 
the Objects of Sense. 

TeeoUgk our senses are sometimes liable to be de-~ 
ceived, yet when they are -rightly disposed, and fitly 
exercised about their proper objects, with the just assis-< 
t&HGe of reason, they give us* sufficient evidence of truth. 

This miy be proved from an argument dr&wn from 
the wisdom, goodness, ands faithfulness of God our 
creator, It.was he gave us our senses, and he would 
not make us of such a constitution as to be liable to 
perpetual deception and unavoidable error iiT using 
these faculties of sense in the best manner we are ca^ 
pable of, about these very things which are the proper 
objects of them, . 

' This may be proved also by the ill consequences that 
would follow from the supposition of the contrary. If 
we could have no certainty of the dictates of our senses, 
we could never be sure of any of the. common affairs . 

T% 
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and occurrences of life. Men could not transact any 
of their civil or fnoral concerns with any certainty or jusr 
tice : nor indeed could we eat Or drink, walk or move 
with safety. Our senses, direct usun all these. 

Again,, the matters of religion depend in some mea¬ 
sure upon the certainty of the dictates of sense ; for 
faith comes by hearing; and it is to our senses that 
God appeals in* working miracles to prove his own re¬ 
velation. Now, if when our eyes and ears, and other 
organs of sense, are rightly disposed'and exercised about 
their proper objects, they we.re always liable to be de¬ 
ceived, there xould be no knowledge of the gospel, 
no proof cf divine revelation by visions, voices or 

miracles. ; 
% Our senses, will discover things near us and round a- 
bodt us, which are necessary for our present state, with 

' sufficient exactness, andthinga distant also, as far ars they 
relate to our necessary use of them. ' , > 

Nor is there need of any more accurate rules for the 
use of our senses in the judgment of all the common 
affairs of life, or even of .miraculous and divine .opera¬ 
tions, than the vulgar part: of mankind are sufficiently 
acquainted with by-nature, and by their own. daily ob- 

shrvationsl " ' ^ i , 
But if we would* express theje rules in a more exact 

manner,, how to judge by the dictates of our senses, 
they should be represented thur 2 

1. We must take care that the organs of pur sense 
be rightly disposed, and not under-the power of any 
distemper or considerable decay ; as for instance, that 
our eyes are not tinctured with the jaundice, when we 
would judge of colours, lest we pronounce them all 
yellow :: that our hands are not burning in a fever, or 
benumbed with frost or the palsy, When we would judge 

, of the heat or coldness, of any object*,, that our palate 
be not vitiated by- any disease, or by some other, impro¬ 
per taste, when we would judge of the true taste of any 
solid or liquid. This direction related to all our senses, 

, but the following rules chiefly refer to our sight.. 
'% We must, observe whether the object be at a. pro*. 
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per distance, for if it be too near or too far ofl^ our 
eyes will not sufficiently distinguish many things which 
are properly the objects of sight ; and therefore,, if 

'possible, we, must make nearer approaches to the abject,. 
or remove farther from it, till we have obtained that 
.due distance which gives us the clearest perception. 

3.., We must not employ our sight to take a full sur¬ 
vey at once of,objects that are too large for it, but we 
must view* them by parts, and then judge of the whole : » 
Nor must our senses judge of objects' too - small-; for 
some things which appear through glasses to he really 
and distinctly existent, are either utterly invisible/or 
greatly confused,,’when we would judge of them by the • 
naked eve. - 

4. We must place ourselves in such a position toward ' 
the object, or place the object in such a position toward 
our eye, as may give us the clearest representation of it: 
lor a different position greatly alters the appearance of 
the shape of bodies.- .And for this rea'son-we should 
^change the position both of the eye and the-object in 
some cases, that by, viewing the4 object iri several ap¬ 
pearances, \fe' may pass amore*complete >and certain 
judgment concerningit. / 

5. We must consider what the medium'is ■■■by'which'-' 
objects are' represented to our senses ; whether it be * 
thinner or thicker ; whether itfbe air or vapour, or wa¬ 
ter, or glass, &c.; whether it be duly enlightened or 
dusky *, whether it-reflect or refract,-or only transmit 
the appearance of the object; and whether it be tinc¬ 
tured with any particular colour whether it be moving 
or at rest. ^ ) 

6. We must sometimes use other helps- to assist our : 
senses ; and if we make use of glasses, we must make 
all just allowances for the thickness or thinness of them, 
for the clearness' or dulness^for the smoothness or 
roughness,- for the plainness; the convexity or concavity; 
of them, and for the distance-at which these glasses are 
placed from the; eye-,* orfronrthe object, or- from one 
another, if there be two or more1 glasses used/and alh 
this according to the rules of art. The same sort of 

T 3 , 
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. caution should be used also in mediums which assist 
the hearing, such as speaking-trumpets,.hearing-trum¬ 
pets, &c. 
•' 7. If the object may be prop6sed to moreTsenses than 
one, let us call in the assistance of some other senses to 
examine it, and this will increase the evidence of what / 
one sense dictates; For example, our ear may assist our 
eye m judging of the distance of bodies, which"are both 
visible and sonorous, as an exploded cannon, or a cloud 
charged with thunder. , Our feeling may assist our sight" 
in judging of. the kind,'the shape, situation, or distance 
ot bodies that are"nearer at hand* as whether a garment 
be silk of .stuff, &c. So if I both, see,, hear* and em¬ 
brace my friend, I am sure he is present. 

8. We should also make several, trials., at some distant " 
times, and in different circumstances., comparing former 
-experiments with l^ter, and-our own observations with 
those of other persons. , - 

It is by such methods as these that modern philoso¬ 
phy has been so greatly improved by the use of sensible , 
experiments,. - 

Sect. II.—Principles and Rules of Judgment'in Matters 
of Reason and. ‘ peculation... 

It is By reason we judge both in matters of specu- " 
Ration: and practice ; there, are peculiar rules which re¬ 
late to things practical, whether^they he matters of re¬ 
ligion, morality, or prudence, yet many things in this 
section may, be applied to practical inquiries anff matters 
of faith,.though it chiefly relates to knowledge or specu?- 
hiHons of reason.. 

1. Whatsoever clear ideas we can jpin together with¬ 
out inconsistency, and to’be counted possible,.because- 
almighty power can* make, whatsoever we e air conceive., 

2. From, the more possibility of a thing we cannot: 
infer its actual existence : nor from the non-existence; 
erf it. cam we infer its impossibility.. , 
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Notey The idea of God seems to claim an exemption 
from this general rule; for if he be possible, he certainly 
exists, because the very idea includes eternity, and he 
cannot begin to be : if he exist not, hens impossible, for 
the very same reason. 

S. Whatsoever is evidently contained in the idea of 
any thing, may be affirmed of that thing with certain¬ 
ty. Reason is contained in the idea of a man; and 
existence is contained in the idea of God ; and there¬ 
fore we may affirm God exists, and man is reasonable. 

4. It is impossible that the same thing should be, 
arid not be at the same time, and in the same respect. 
Thence it follows,, that "two contradictory ideas cannot 
be joined in the same part of the same subject, at the 
same time, and in the same respects ; or, that two con¬ 
tradictory, propositions can never be both true. 

5. The more we converse with any subject in its 
various properties, the Better knowledge of it we are 
likely to attain; and by frequent and repeated inquiries 
and experiments, reasonings and conversations about it, 
we confirm our true judgments of that thing, and cor¬ 
rect our former mistakes. 

6. Yet after our utmost inquiries, we can never be 
assured by reason, that we know all the powers and pro¬ 
perties of. any finite being. 

7. If finite Beings are not adequately known by us§ 
much less-the things which are infinite :.fd'r it is of the 
nature of a Spite mind not to he able to comprehend 
what is infinite... . - .. ." 

8. We may judge and argue very justly and. certain¬ 
ly concerning.infinities, in some parts of them, or so far 
as our ideas reach,, though the infinity of them hath 
something incomprehensible in. it. And this, is built 
on the general rule following, viz. 

: 9- Whatsoever is sufficiently clear and evident ought 
not to be denied, though there are other things belong¬ 
ing to the same subject,.which cannot be comprehended, 
I may affirm many things with- certainty concerning 
human souls,^ their Ainion. with bodies concerning the 
divisibility of matter, and the attributes of God, though 
many things relating to them are darkness to us»- 
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10. any opinion proposed has either no arguments, 

or equal arguments for and against it, we must.remain 
in perfect suspense about it, till convincing evidence ap¬ 
pear on one side. 

^ 11. Where present necessity of action does not con- 
, strain us to determine, we should jiot immediately yield 

up our assent to more probable arguments, without a 
due reserve, if we have any reasonable hope of obtaining 
greater light and evidence on one side or the other : 
for when the balance of the judgment once resigns its 
equilibrium or neutrality to a more probable argument, 
it is too ready to settle itself on that side, so that the 
mind will not easily change that judgment, though 
bright and strong evidence appear afterwards on the 

Other side. '' " . 
12. Of two opinions, if one has Unanswerable diffi¬ 

culties ^attending it, we must not reject it immediately 
till we examine whether the contrary opinion h,as not 
difficulties as Unanswerable. . . , 

13. If each opinion has objections against it, which 
we cannot answer, or reconcile, we should rather em¬ 
brace that which has the least difficulties in it, and 
which has the best afguments to support it: and let our 
assent bear proportion to the superior evidence.^ , 

14. If any, doctrine hath very strong and sufficient ~ 
light atid evidence to command our assent, we should; 
not reject it, because there is an. objection or two against 
it, which we ate not able to artswef ; for Upon this foot ^ 
a common Christian would be baffled out of every arti¬ 
cle of his faith, and must renounce even the dictates of 
his reason and his senses j and the most learned man 
perhaps would hold hut very few of them fast; for 
some objections which.attend the sacred doctrine of the 
eternity and the omnipresence of God, and the philoso¬ 
phical doctrines of light, atoms, space, motion, &c. are 
hardly solvable to this day:, 

15. Where two extremes are .proposed, ei'ther in 
matters of speculation or practice, and neither of them 
Has certain and convincing evidence, it is generally the 
safest to take the middle way. Moderation is more* 
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likely to come near the truth than doubtful extremes. 
This is an excellent rule to judge of the characters and 
value o'f the greatest-part of persons and things ; for 
nature seldom deals in superlatives. It is a good rule 
also by which to form'our judgment in many specula¬ 
tive controversies •, a reconciling medium in such cases 

does often best secure truth as well as peace. 
16. When two different propositions have each a 

very strong and cogent evidence* and do not plainly ap¬ 
pear inconsistent, we may believe both of them, though 
we cannot at present see the way to reconcile them. 
Reason, as well as our own consciousness, assures us,_ 
that the will,of man is free, and that multitudes of 
human actions are in that respect contingent; and yet 
reason and scripture assure, us, that God foreknows 
them all, and this implies a certain fatality. Now, 
though learned men have not to this day hit on any so ■ 
clear and happy method as is desired to reconcile these 
propositions 5 yet since we do not gee a plain inconsist¬ 
ency in them, we justly believe them both, because 

their evidence is great. ‘ ■ ' . 
17. Let us not therefore too suddenly determine, in 

difficult matters, that two things are utterly inconsist¬ 
ent : for there are many, propositions which may appear 
inconsistent at first, and yet afterwards, we find tiieic 
consistency^ and the way of reconciling them may be 
made plain and easy : as also, there are other proposi- 

- tions which may appear consistent at first, but after 

due examination we find their inconsistency. • - . 

18. For the same reason we should not call those 
difficulties utterly insolvable, or those objections unan¬ 
swerable, which' we are not presently able to answer: 
time and diligence may. give farther light. 

19. In short, if we will secure ourselves from error, 
we should not be too frequent or hasty in asserting the 
certain consistency or inconsistency, the absolute uni¬ 
versality, necessity or impossibility of things, where there 
is not the brightest evidence.- He is but a young an 
raw philosopher, who, when he sees two particular ideas ' 
evidently agree, immediately asserts them to agree uni-. 
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' ZS£V°TCC necessari!y> md *at it is impossible it 
should b? otherwise: or when he sees evidently that 
two particular ideas happen to disagree, he presently a8- 
serts their^onstant and natural inconsistency, their iter 
impossibility of agreement, and calls eve<£h£ con¬ 
trary to his opinion absurdity and nonsense. A true 
phdosopher wdl affirm or deny with much candour 
modesty, unless he has thoroughly examined, and found 
themdence of every part of his assertion exceeding 

20, Let us have a care of building our assurance of 

STr1 pdflt aoctrine up°n «*> ment, if there are more to be obtained. -We should 
not slight and reject all other arguments which support 

be refuted, and fail ,us, we should be tempted to abandon 
that importaut. principle °f truth. , I 4k this was a 
Very culpabfe practice in Descartes, and some of his 

had f6Urtcl 0dt the argument 
nerfer t a! f °£ P®*1* ^lV?d from the idea of a most 

KdTbandiiSe Wt!'Stent being,‘ he sceme4 to ^spise' ■ and abandon all other arguments against atheism. 
wo "*PPea w toe our chief arguments for 

any.opmion refuted, we should hot immediately give 
, °Plfll<»rntsdf; for perhaps it may be a truth still, 

ium^tfayvftud U t0 hV*stl? ^Ported by other arl 
guments, which we. might once think.weaker, or per- 
ha|Sgby®ewr arguments which we knew not before. 

. e ought to esteem that to be sufficient evidence 
ot a proposition, where both the kind and the force of 
the arguments Or proofs are as-great as the nature of the 
thing admits, and as the necessity or exigencies of the 
case requires. So if we have af Credible and Certain tes- 

, timony that Christ rose from the dead, it is enough : 
e are not to expect mathematical or ocular demonstra¬ 

tion for it, at least in our day. ' 

, .SH Tbough we should seel? what proofs may he at- ' 
tamed ot any proposition, and we should receive any 

. Imn*ber °f arguments which are just and eyident for the 
confirmation of the same truth j yet we inust not judge 
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of the truth of any proposition by the number of argu- , 
ments "which are brought to support it, but by the 
strength and weight of them: a building will standi 
firmer and longer on, four large pillars of marble, than 
on ten of sand, or earth, or timber. 

24. Yet where certain evidence is not to be found 
or expected, a considerable number of probable argu¬ 
ments carry great weight with them, even in matters of 
speculation. That is^a probable hypothesis in philoso¬ 
phy or in theology, which goes farthest towards dis¬ 
solution of many difficult questions arising on any sub¬ 

ject. Y • 

Sect* III. R rinclplesand, rules of Judgftiefit lit JfLatters 
of Morality and Religion. . - - 

Here it may be proper* in the, first place, to men¬ 
tion a few definitions of words or terms. 

By matters of morality and religion I mean those 
things which relate to bur duty to God, ourselves, or 

our fellow-creatures. 
Moral good, or virtue, or holiness, is an action or 

temper conformable.to the rule of.our*duty. Moral 
evil, or vice, or sin, is an, aptiqn or temper unconfor- 
mable to the rule of our duty, or a neglect to fulfil it. 

Note, The words vice or virtue cldefiy imply the. re- 
lation of our actions to men and this world : - sin and 
holiness rather imply their relation to God and the 

other world. 
Natural good is. that which gives us pleasure or sa¬ 

tisfaction/ Natural evil is that which gives us pain or 

grief. t / 
Happiness consists in the attainment of the highest 

and most lasting natural good. Misery consists .in suf¬ 
fering the highest and most lasting natural evil.; that 

„'js, in short, heaven or hell. 
Though this he a just account of perfect happiness 

and per!ect misery, yet whatsoever pain overbalances 
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pleasure, there is a degree of misery ; and whatsoever 

nessSUrC 0Verbalances Pain> there ia a degree of happi- 

I proceed how to lay down some principles and rules 
° judgment in matters of morality and religion. 

1. The will of our Maker* whether discovered by 
reason or revelation, carries thh highest authority with 

v ts therefore the highest rule of duty to intelli¬ 
gent creatures ; a conformity or non-conformity to it 
determines their actions to be morally good or evil. 

' 2- Whatsoever is really an immediate duty towards 
ourselves, or towards our fellow-creatures, is more re¬ 
motely a duty to God ; and therefore in the practice 
oi it we should have an eye to the will of God as our 
rule, and to his glory as our end. 

- S. Our wise and gracious Creator has closely uni* 
ted our duty and our. happiness together; and has con¬ 
nected sin, or vice, and punishment; that is, he has 
erdamed that the highest natural good and evil should 
have a close connection with moral good and evil, and 
that both in the nature.of things, and by his own posi- 
tive appointment. ^ . 

Conscience should seek all due information in or¬ 
der to determine what 'is duty; and what is sin, because 
happiness and misery depend upon it. 

3.On. this account, our inclination to present tem¬ 
poral good, and our aversion to present temporal evil, 
must be wisely overbalanced by the consideration of 
future and eternal good or evil, that is, happiness or 
misery. And for this reason we should not omit a 
duty, or commit a sin, to gain any temporal good, or 
to avoid any temporal evil. 

^7 Ij^ough our natural Reason in a state of innocence 
might be sufficient to find out those duties which were 
necessary for an innocent creature, in order to abide in 
the favour of his Maker, yetdn a fallen state our na¬ 
tural .reason is by no means sufficient to find out all 
that is necessary to restore a sinful creature to the1 di¬ 
vine favour. 

7* Therefore God has condescended in various ages 
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of mankind, to reveal to sinful men what he requires of 
thetn in order to their restoration, and has appointed 
in his word some peculiar matters of faith and .practice, 
in order to their salvation. This is called revealed'Te- " 
ligion, as the, things knowable concerning God, and 
our duty by the light of nature are called natural re~ 
ligion, * _ . . ■ 

: 8. There are also many parts of morality, and natu¬ 
ral religion, ot many natural duties relating to God, to 
ourselves, and to ourv neighbours, which -would be ex¬ 

ceeding difficult, and tedious for the bulk of mankind 
to find out and determine by natural reason $ therefore 
it has pleased God, in this sacred book of divine revela¬ 
tion, to express the most necessary duties of this kind 
in a very plain and easy manner, and make them intei- , 
ligible to souls of the lowest capacity; or they may be 
very easily derived thence by the use of-reason. 

9. As -there are some duties much mote necessary 
• and. more important: than others are, so every, duty re¬ 

quires our application to understand and practise it in 
proportion to its necessity and importance. * 

10. Where two duties seem to -stand in opposition 
to each other, and we cannot practise both, the less 
must give way to the greater, and the omission of the 
less is not sinful. So ceremonial laws give way to 
moral: God will have mercy and hot -sacrifice. 

11. In duties, of natural'religion, we'may judge of 
the different degrees of their necessity and importance 
by reason, according to their greater or piore apparent 
tendency to the honour of God, and the good of men : 
but in matters of revealed religion, it is only divine re¬ 
velation can certainly inform us what is most necessary 
and most important $ yet we may be assisted also in 
that search by the exercises of reason. . 

12. In actions wherein there may be some scruple 
about the duty or lawfulness of them, we should choose 
always the safest side, and abstain as, far as we can 
from the practice of things whose lawfulness we suspect. 

13. Points of the greatest importance in human life* 
or;m religion, are generally the most evident,' both in 
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the nature of things, and in the word of God *, and 
where points of faith or practice are exceeding difficult 
to find out, they cannot be exceeding important. "This 
proposition may be proved by the goodness and faith¬ 
fulness of God, as well as by experience and observation, 

14. In some of the outward practices aridfforms of 
-religion* as well as human affairs, there is frequently, 
a present necessity of speedy action one way or other : 
ih such a case, having surveyed arguments on both 
sides, is far. as our time and circumstances admit, we 
must guide our practice by those reason $ which appear 
most probable, and seem at that time to overbalance the 
rest, yet always reserving room to admit farther light 
and evidence, when such-occurrences return again. It 

-is a preponderation of cbeumstantial arguments1 that 
must determine our actions in a thousand'occurrences. 

15. We may also determine upon the probable ar¬ 
guments where the matter is of small consequence, and 
would not answer the trouble of seeking after certainty. 
Life and time are more precious than to have a large 
share of them laid out in scrupulous inquiries, whether 
smoking tobacco, or wearing a periwig be lawful or no^ 

16. In affairs of greater importance, and which may 
have a long, lasting, and extensive influence on our 
future conduct or happiness, we should not take up. 
with probabilities, if certainty may be attained* : Where 

N there is any doubt on the mind, in such cases we should 
call in the assistance of all manner of circumstances, 
reasons, motives, consequences on all sides: we must 
wait longer, arid with earnest request seek human and 
divine advice before we fully determine our judgment 
and our practice, according to the Roman sentence. 
Quod stdiUendum est semel deliberandum est diu. We 
should be long in considering what we must determine 
once for all. 
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Sect. IV_Principles and Rules of Judgment in Mat- 
ters of Human Erudende* 

The great design of prudence, as distinct from 
morality and religion, is to determine and manage every 
affair with decency* and to the best advantage. 

This is decent, which is agreeable to our state, con¬ 
dition, or circumstances, whether it be in behaviour, 
discourse, or action. 

That is advantageous, which attains the most and 
best purposes, and avoids the most and greatest ineon- 

veniencies. 
As there is infinite variety in the circumstances^ 

persons* things, actions, times and places, so we must 
he furnished with such general rules as are accommo- 
dable to all this variety by a wise judgment and discre¬ 
tion : for what is an act of consummate prudence in 
some times/places and circumstances, would be con¬ 
summate folly in others. Now these rules may . be 
ranged in the following manner, 

1. Our regard to persons or things shall be govern¬ 
ed by the degrees of concernment; we have with them, 
the relation we have to them, dr the^ expectations we 
have from them. -These should, be the measures by 
which we shpulcjL proportion our diligence and applica¬ 
tion in any thing that relates to them. ; , 

2. We should,always consider whether the thing we 
pursue be attainable ; whether it be worthy our pur¬ 
suit ^whether it be worthy the degree of pursuit \ whe¬ 
ther it be worthy of the means used in order to attain 
it. This rule is necessary both*in matters of knowledge 
and matters of practice. 

3. When the advantages and disadvantages, con- 
veniencies and inconveniencies of any action are ba¬ 
lanced together, we must finally determine on that side 
which has the superior weight; and the sooner in things 

U 2- 
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which are necessarily and speedily to be done or deter- 
mined* 

4*. If advantages and disadvantages in their r>wn na¬ 
ture are equal, then those which are most certain or 
likely as to the event, should turn the scale of our judg- 

- ment, and determine our practice. 

5. Where the improbabilities of success or ,advantage 
are greater than the probabilities, it is not prudence to 
act or venture* It is proper to inquire whether this be 
not the ease in almost ;all lotteries $ for they that hold 
stakes will certainly secure part to themselves y and 
only the remainder being divided into prizes must ren¬ 
der; the improbability ot gain to each adventurer great¬ 
er than the probability. 

6. We should not despise or neglect any real advan- 
tage? and abandon the pursuit of it, though we cannot 
attain ail the advantages that we desire. This would 
be to act like children, who are fond of something 
which strikes their fancy most, and sullen and regard-- 
less of everything else, if they are not humoured iri 
that fancy. 

7. Though a general knowledge of things be useful 
- *n science arid in human life, yet we should content, 
ourselves with a more superficial knowledge of those 
things which have the least relation tp our chief end 
and design. ' " * 

8. This rule holds good also in matters of business 
and practice, as well as in matters of knowledge ; and 
therefore we should not grasp at every thing, lest in 
the end we attain nothing. Persons that either by an 
inconstancy of temper, or by a vain ambition, will pur¬ 
sue every sort of art and science, study and business,1 
seldom grow excellent in any one of them; and pro¬ 
jectors who form twenty schemes, seldom "use sufficient 
application to finish one of them, or make it turn to 
good account. « 

9; Take heed of delaying and trifling amongst the 
means instead of reaching at the end. Take heed of 
wasting a life in mere speculative studies, which is call¬ 
ed to action and employment: dwell not too long in 
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philosophical, mathematical, or grammatical parts of 
learning i when your cl>ief design is law, physic, or * 
divinity. Do not spend the day in gathering flowers 
by the way side, lest night come upon you before you 
arrive at your journey’s end, and then you will not 

teach it. 
10. When the case *nd circumstances of wise and 

good men resemble our ca$e and circumstances, we may 
borrow a great deal of instruction towards bur prudent 
conduct from their example, as well as in all cases we 
may learft much from their conversation and advice. 

11. After all other rules remember this, that mere 
speculation in matters of human prudence can never be 
a perfect director without experience and observation. 
We may be content therefore in our younger years to 
commit soibe unavoidable mistakes in points of pru¬ 
dence, and we shall see mistakes enough in the conduct 
of others, both which ought to be treasured up among 
our useful observations, in order to teach us better judg¬ 
ment for time to: come. Sometimes the mistakes, im¬ 
prudences and follies*, which ourselves or othdrs have 
been guilty of, give us brighter'and more effectual les¬ 
sons of prudence, than the wisest counsels, and the 
fairest examples could ever have done. 

Stct. 'Sf.^-Pytnciples and Rules of Judgment In Mas¬ 
ters. of human Testimony* - 

The evidence of human testimony is not so proper 
to lead us intathe knowledge of the essence and inward 
nature of things, as to acquaint us with the existence 
of ithings, and to inform us of matters of fact both past 
and presents And though there be a great ^deai of in¬ 
fallibility in the testimony of-men, yet. there are some 
things we may be almost as certain of, as that the sun 
shines, or that five twenties make a hundred; 1 Who is 
there at London that knows any thing of the world, * 
but believes that there is such a city as Paris in France ^ 

/ * ’ ' .. 
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that tlie Pope dwells at Rome ; that Julius Caesar was 
an emperor; or that Luther had-a great hand in the 
reformation?' 

If we observe the following rules, we may arrive at 
such a certainty in many things of human testimony, 
as that it^is morally impossible we should be deceived, 
that is, we may obtain a moral certainty. , 

1. Let us consider whether the thing reported be in 
itself possible 5 if not, it cart never be credible, whoso¬ 
ever relates it.1 

2*.^ Consider farther wlief her it be probable, whether 
there are any concurring circumstances to prove it, be¬ 
sides the mere testimony of the person that relates it. 
T confess, if these last conditions are wanting, the thing 
may be true, but then it ought to have the stron ger tes¬ 
timony to support it. . > v 

- 3. Consider whether the person who relates^it be 
capable of Knowing-the truth ; whether he be a skilful 
judge in such matters, if it be a business of art, and a 
nice appearance in nature, or some curious experiment 
in philosophy. But if it bea mereoccurrence in life, 
a-plain,.sensible matter, of fact, it is enough to inquire 
whether he who relates it were an eye or ear witness, 
or whether he himself had it only by hearsay, or can 
trace it Tip to the'original.. •• 

4*. 'Cpnsider whether the narrator be honest and'faith- 
ful, ,as well as skilful; whether he hath’ no bias upon 
Ills mind; no peculiar gain or profit, by believing or^re* 
porting it, no interest or principle which might warp 
his own belief aside from truth, or which might tempt. 
Him to prevaricate, to speak falsely* onto give a repre¬ 
sentation adittle different from the naked truth of thingsi 
In shorty whether there^he no occasion of suspiiion con¬ 
cerning his repoii?. y - ' • 

5. Consider wheffierseverappersons agree together in. . 
the report ofithis matter ; and if so, then whether those 
persons who joined- together in their- testimony might 
not be supposed- to combine together in a-falsehood". 
Whether they are persons of sufficient skill, probity 
and credityy ■ It rnig^t be also inquired*whether they 
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philosophical, mathematical, or grammatical parts of 
learning, when your chief design is law, physic, or ■ 
divinity. Do not spend the day in gathering flowers 
by the way side, lest night come upon you before you 
arrive at your journey’s end, and then you will,not 

teach it. . - c 
10. When the case «nd circumstances ot wise amt 

good men resemble our case and circumstances, we ma} 
borrow a great deal of instruction towards our prudent 
conduct from their example, air well as m all cases we 
may learft much ta -their conversation and advice. 

11. After all other rules remember this, that meie 
speculation in matters of human prudence can never be 
a perfect director without experience apd observation. 
We may be content, therefore m our younger years to 
commit sorfie unavoidable mistakes in point ot pru¬ 
dence, and we shall see mistakes enough m the conduct 
of-others, both which ought to be treasured up among 
oitr useful observations, in order to teach us better judg¬ 
ment for time to come. Sometimes the mistakes, im¬ 
prudences and follies, which. ourselves or others have 
been guilty of, give us brighter and more effectual les¬ 
sons of prudence* than the wisest counsels, and the 

fairest examples could ever have done. ■ 

Sect. VJ—.Principles and Rules of Judgment in Mas¬ 
ters.of human Testimony. - 

The evidence, of human testimony is not so proper 

t© lead us into the knowledge of the essence and inward 
nature of things; as to acquaint us with the existence 
of things, and to inform us of matters of fact both past 
and present; And though there be agreatdeal of in¬ 
fallibility in the testimony-of-men, yet there are some 
things we may be almost as'certain of, as that the sun 
shines, or that five twenties make a hundred. - Who is ^ 
there at London that knows any thing of the world, . 

but believes that there is such a city as Paris in Prance j* 
' ' ’ * U -3.-V .. - * 
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that the Pope dwells at Rome ; that Julius Caesar was 
an emperor; or that Luther had~a great hand in the 
reformation ? 

If we observe the following rules* we may arrive at 
such a certainty in many things of human testimony, 
as that it'is morally impossible we should be deceived, 
that is, we may obtain a moral certainty. 

1. Let us consider whether the thing reported be in 
itself possible; if not, it can never be credible, whoso* 
ever relates it.1' 

— Consider farther whether it be probable, whether 
there arc any concurring circumstances to prove it, be¬ 
sides the mere testimony of the person that relates it. 
I confess, if these fast conditions are wanting, the thing 
may be true, but then it ought to have the stronger tes¬ 
timony to support it. . > V 

- 3. Consider whether the person who relates'it be 
capable of Knowing* the truth ; whether he be a skilful 
judge in such matters, if it be a business of art, and a 
nice appearance in nature, or some curious experiment 
in philosophy. But if it be a mere occurrence in life* 
a -plain,,sensible matter of fact, it is enough to inquire 
whether he who relates it were an eye or ear witness, 
or whether he himself had it only by hearsay, or can 
trace it up tothe'original. . 

4. Cpnsider whether the narrator be honest andfaith- 
ful5?,as well as skilful, whether he hath’no bias upon 
liis mind, no peculiar gain or profit.by believing one** 
porting it, no interest or principle which might warp 
his own belief aside fromtruth, or which might tempt. 
Him to prevaricate, to speak falsely* onto give a repre¬ 
sentation alittle diiTerent from the naked truth of things; 

occasion of suspicion con¬ 
cerning his report. '■ v' 

5. Qpn si der whether severabpersons agree together in. 
I.he report of* this mattery and if so, then whether those 
persons who joined- together in their* testimony might 
not be supposed: to ^combine together im a- falsehobdi 
Whether they are persons of sufficient skill, probity 
aftd'credity. ' It might be also inquired? whether they 
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ate of different nations, sects, parties, opinions, or in¬ 

terests. For the more divided they are in all these, the 
more likely is their report to be true, if they agree to¬ 
gether in their account of the same thing * and-especi¬ 
ally if they' persist i n it without wavering. 

6. Consider farther, whether the report were capable 
of being easily refuted at first if'it had not been true •, 
if so, this confirms the testimony. 

7. Inquire yet again* whether there has been a con¬ 
stant, uniform tradition and belief of this matter from 
the very first age or time whence thing was transact¬ 
ed, without any reasonable doubts or contradictions. 

Or, 
. 8. If any part of it hath been doubted by any con¬ 

siderable persons* Whether it has beern searched out and 
afterwards confirmed, by having all the scruples and 
doubts removed. In either of these cases the testimony 
becomes more firm, and credible. 

9. Inquire on the other hand, whether there are any 
considerable objections remaining against the belief of 
that proposition so attested. Whether there be any 
thing very improbable in the thing itself. ; Whether 
any concurrent circumstances seem to oppose it. Whe¬ 
ther any person or persons give a positive and plain tes¬ 
timony against it. Whether they are equally skilful* 
and equally faithful as those who assert it. Whether 
there be as many or more in number •, and whether 
they might have any secret bias ot influence on them 
to. contradict it. 

10. Sometimes the entire silenGeof a thing may have 
something of weight towards the decision of a doubtful 
point of history* or .a.matter of human faith, viz. where 
the fact is pretended to be public,, if the*persons who 
are .silent about it were skilfulto observe*,and could not 
but know such an occurrence *,-if they were engaged by 
principle or by interest to have declared it : if they had 
fair opportunity; to speak of it : and these things may 
tend to make the^ matter suspicious*J£ it be not very 
well attested by positive proof.. 

XJL. Remetnberi that in some reports there are more 
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marks of falsehood than of truth, and in others there 
are niore marks of truth than falsehood. By a compa¬ 
rison of all these thing's together, and putting every argu-* 
ment on one side and the other into the balance, we 
must form as good a judgment as we can which side 
preponderates $ ^nd give a strong or feeble assent or" 
dissent, or withhold our judgments entirely, according 
to greater or lesser evidence, according'to more plain 
or dubious marks of truth or falsehood. 

12. Observe, that in matters of human testimony 
there js oftentimes^ great mixture of truth and false¬ 
hood in the report itself : some parts of the story may 
be perfectly true, and some utterly false * and some may 
have such a blended confusion of circumstances whigh 
are a little warpt aside from the truth, and misrepre¬ 
sented j that there is need of good skill and accuracy to 
form a judgment concerning them, and determine 
which part is true, and which is false. The whole re¬ 
port is not to be believed, because some-parts are in¬ 
dubitably true, nor the whole to be rejected, because 
some parts are as evident falsehoods. 

We may draw two remarkable observations from this 
section. v > 

Observ. I. How certain is the truth of the Christian 
religion, and particularly of the resurrection of Christ, 
■winch is a matter of fact on which Christianity is built. 
We have almqst all the concurrent evidences that can 
fee derived from,: human testimony, joining to confirm 
this glorious truth. The fact is not impossible ; con¬ 
current circumstances cast a favourable aspect on it ; it. 
was foretold by one who wrought miracles, and there-' 
fore not unfikely, nor unexpected :;the apostles and first 
disciples were eye and ear witnesses, for they conversed 
with their risejfLord; they were the most plain, honest- 
men in themselves the temptations.: of worldly inte¬ 
rests did rather discourage their belief and report of it; 
they all agreed in this matter, though they were men of 
different characters j Pharisees and fishermen, and pub¬ 
licans, men of Judea aud Galilee, and perhaps.Hea¬ 
thens*who wete early converted-; the thing, might easily 
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have been disproved, if it were false : it hath been con¬ 
veyed by constant tradition and writing down to our 
times *, ‘those who at first doubted were afterwards con¬ 
vinced by certain proofs *, nor jaave any pretended to 
give any proof of the contrary, but merely denied the 
fact with impudence in opposition to all these evidences. 

. Observ. II. How weak is the faith which is due to a 
multitude of things in ancient human history ! For 
though many of these criteria, or marks of credibility, 
are found plainly ir\ the more general and public facts, 
yet as to a multitude of particular facts and circum¬ 
stances, how deficient are they in such evidence as 
should demand our assent 1 Perhaps there is nothing 
that ever was done in all past ages, and which was not 
a public fact, so well attested as the resurrection of 

Christ. • ' -• ' .v 

Sect. VI—Principles and Rules of Judgment in Mat¬ 
ters of divine. Testimony. 

As human testimony acquaints us with matters of 
fact, both past and present, which lie beyond the reach 
of our own personal notice; so divine testimony is suited 
to inform us both of the nature of things, as ifrell as 
matters of fact, and of things future, as well as present 
or past. • ' .v-l- v-. 

Whatsoever is dictated to us by God himself, or by 
men who are divinely inspired, must be believed with 
full assurance. Reasoh demands us to believe whatso¬ 
ever divine revelation dictates : for God is: perfectly 
wise, and cannot be deceived ; he is faithful and good, 
and will not deceive his creatures : and when reason 
has found out the certain marks or credentials of divine 
testimony to belong to any proposition, there remains 
then no farther* inquiry to be-made, but only to find 
out the true sense and meaning of that which God has 
revealed, for reason itself demands the belief of it. 
■ Now divine testimony or revelation requires these 
following credentials. 

T~ 
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1. That the propositions or doctrines* revqaled be 
not inconsistent with reason 5 for intelligent creatures 
cap never be bound to, believe real inconsistencies. 
Therefore we are sure^the Popish doctrine of transub- 

. stantiation is not a matter of divine revelation, because 
it is contrary to all our senses and our reason even in 
their proper exercises. 

God can dictate nothing but what is worthy of him- 
self, and agreeable to diis own nature and divine per¬ 
fections. Now many of these perfections are discovered 
by the light of reason, and whatsoever is inconsistent 
with, these perfections cannot be a divine revelation* 

But let it be noted*. that in matters of practice to¬ 
wards our fellow-creatures, God may command us to 
act in a manner contrary to what reason would direct 
antecedent to that command. So Abraham was com-, 
manded to offer up hi& son a> sacrifice : the Israelites 
were ordered to borrow of the Egyptians without pay¬ 
ing them, and to plunder and slay<the inhabitants of 
Canaan: because God has a sovereign right to all 
things, and can. with equity dispossess his creatures of 
life, and every thing which he has given them, and espe¬ 
cially such sinful creatures as mankind; and he can 
appoint whom? he pleases to be the instruments of this 
just dispossession, or deprivation^ So that these divine 
commands are not really inconsistent with right reason : 
for ^vhatsoeyep is $o> cannot be believed where tha£ in¬ 
consistency appears. 

2. Upon the same account the whole doctrine of re¬ 
velation must be consistent with itself; every, part of it 
must be consistent with each other; and though in 
points of practice latter revelation may repeal or cancel 
former divine laws, yet in matters of belief no latter re¬ 
velation can be inconsistent with what has been hereto¬ 
fore revealed. 

3. Divine revelation must be confirmed by some 
divine and supernatural appearances, someextraordinary 
signs or tokens, visions, voices, or miracles wrought, or 
prophecies fulfilled. There must be some demonstra¬ 
tions of the presence and power of God, superior tp all 
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the powers of nature, or the settled connection which 
God, aa creator, has established among his creatures 

in this visible wotld. 
4. If there are any such extraordinary and wonder¬ 

ful appearances and operations brought to contest with, 
or to oppose divine revelation, there must, and always 
will be such a superiority on the side of that revelation 
which is truly divine, as to manifest that God is there. 
This was the cause when the Egyptian sorcerers con¬ 
tended with Moses. But the wonders which Moses 
wrought did so far transcend the power of the magi¬ 
cians, as made them confess, It was the finger of God. 

5. These divine appearances or attestations to revela¬ 
tion must be either known to ourselves, by our own 
personal observation of them, or they must be sufficient¬ 
ly attested by others, according to the principles and 
rules by vrfiich matters of human ^aith are to be judged 

in the foregoing section. 
Some of those, who lived in the nations and ages 

where miracles were wrought, were eye and^ ear wit¬ 
nesses of the truth and divinity of the revelation > but: 
we,, who live in these distant ages, must have them de¬ 
rived down to us by just and incontestable history and 
tradition. We also, even in these distant times, may see 
the accomplishments of some ancient predictions, and 
thereby obtain that advantage towards the confirmation 
Of our faith in divine revelation beyond what those per¬ 
sons enjoyed who lived when the predictions were pro¬ 
nounced. 

6. There is another very considerable confirmation 
of divine testimony : and that is, when the doctrines 
themselves, either on the publication or the belief of 
them, produced supernatural effects. “Such were the 
miraculous powers which were communicated to be¬ 
lievers in the first ages of Christianity, the conversion 
of the Jews or Gentiles, the amazing success of the go¬ 
spel of Christ without human aid, -its poorer in changing 
the hearts and lives of ignorant and vicious Heathens, 
and wicked and profane creatures in all nations, and 

' filling them with, a spirit of virtue, piety, and goodness. 
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Wheresoever persons have found, this, effect in their 
own hearts, wrought by a belief of the gospel of Christ, 
they have a witness in themselves of the truth of it,- 
and abundant reason to believe it divine. 

Of the difference between reason and revelation, and 
in what sense the latter is superior, see more in Chap. 
II. Sect. 9. and Chap. IV. Direct. 6. 

Sect. VII,-—.JPrinciples and Rules of Judging concerning 
Things past, present, and to come, by the mere Use of 
Reason. 

Though we attain the greatest assuranceof things 
past and future by divine faith, and learn many mat¬ 
ters of fact, both past and present, by human faith, jet 
reason also may, in a good degree, assist us to judge of 
matters of fact both past,.present,, and to come, by the 
following principles. 

1. There is a system of beings round about us, of 
which we; ourselves are a part, which we call the world ; 
and in this world there is a course of nature, or a settled 
order of causes, effects, antecedents, Concomitants, con¬ 
sequences, &c. from which the author of nature doth 

.not vary but upon very important occasions. 
- . Where antecedents, concomitants and consequences, 
causes arid effects, signs and things signified, subjects 
and adjuncts, are necessarily connected with each other, 
we may infer the causes from the effects, and the effects 
from causes, the antecedents from the consequences, as 
well as consequences from antecedents, &c; and there¬ 
by be pretty certain of many things both-past, present, 
and, to come. It is by this principle, that astronomers 
can tell what day and hour the sun and moon were e- 
clipsed five hundred years ago, and predict all future 
eclipses as long as. the world shall stand. They can tell 
Precisely at what minute the sun rises or sets this day 
at Pekin in China, or what attitude the dog-star had 
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at midnight or midnoon in Romer on the day when 
Julius Caesar was slain. Gardeners, upon the same 
principle, can foretel the months, when every plant will 
be in bloom, and the ploughman knows the weeks of 
harvest: we are sure* if there be a chicken, there was- 
an egg : if there be a rainbow, we are certain it Tains 
not far off: if we behold a tree growing on the earth, 
we know it has naturally a root under grounds - 

3. Where there iis a necessary connection between 
causes and effects, antecedents and consequences, signs 
and things signified, we know also, that like eauses will 
have like reflects, and proportionable causes ^ilbhave 
proportionable effects, contrary causes will, have con¬ 
trary effects; and observing men may form many 
judgments by the rules of similitude and proportion, 
where the causes, effects, &c. are not entirely the same. 

4. Where there is but a probable and uncertain con¬ 
nection between antecedents, concomitants, and conse¬ 
quences* we can give but a conjecture, or a probable 
determination. If the clouds gather, or the weather¬ 
glass sinks, we suppose it will rain :; if a man spit blood 
frequently with coughing, we suppose his lungs are 
hurt: if very dangerous symptoms appear, ywe expect 
his death. 

5. Where pauses operate freely, with a liberty of in¬ 
difference to this or the contrary, there we cannot cer¬ 
tainly knowl^ what the effects will be: for it seems to 
be contingent, and the certain knowledge of it belongs 
only to God. This is the case in the greatest, part of 
human actions. \ t 

6. Yet wise men, by a just observation of human 
nature, will give very probable conjectures in this mat¬ 
ter, also ppncerning things past, or things future, because 
human nature in all ages and nations has such a con¬ 
formity to itself. . By a knowledge of the tempers of 
men andtheir present circumstances, we may be able to 
give a happy guess what their conduct will be, and 
what will be the event, by an observation of the like 
cases in former times. This made the emperor Mar¬ 
cus Antoninus to say, (i By looking back into history. 
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and considering the- fate gnd revolutions of govern¬ 
ments, you will be able to form a guess, and ajmost 
prophecy upon the future. For things past,, piesent* 
and to come, are strangely uniform, and of a colour; 
and are commonly cast in the sanm mould. So that 
upon the matter, forty years of human life may serve 
for a sample of ten thousand.” Collier’s Antoninus, 
Book VII. Seat. 50. < 

V. There are also some qther principles of judging 
concerning the past actions of men in former ages, be¬ 
sides books, histories and iraditiooA, which are mediums 
of conveying human testimony; as we may infer the 
skill and magnificence of the ancients, by some frag¬ 
ments of their statues, and ruins of their buildings. 
We know what Roman legions came into Great Britain 
by numbers of bricks dug out of the earth in some parti 
of the island, with the marks of‘some particular legion 
upon them, which must have been employed there in 
brick-making. We rectify some mistakes in history by 
statues, coins, old altars, utensils of war, ike. We con¬ 
firm or disprove some pretended traditions and histori¬ 
cal writings, by medals, images, pictures, urns, &c. 

'JThus I have gone through, all those particular objects 
of our judgment which I first proposed, and have laid 
down principles and rules by which we may safely con¬ 
duct ourselves therein. There is a variety of other ob¬ 
jects concerning which we are occasionally called to pass 
a judgment, viz.*The charactersof persons, the value 
and worth of things, the sense and meaning of parti¬ 
cular writers, matters of wit, oratory, pq&sy, matters of 
equity in judicial courts, matters of traffic and com¬ 
merce between man And man,^ which would be endless 
to enumerate. But if the general and special rules of 
judgment which have been mentioneddn these two last 
chapters are treasured up in the mind, and wrought into 
the Very temper of our souls in our younger years, they 
williay a foundation for just and regular judgment con¬ 
cerning a thousand special occurrences in the religious, 
civil and learned life. 
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OF KEA30H AND STLtOGISM. 

S the first work of the mind is perception, where- 
r-X by our ideas are framed, and the second is judg¬ 

ment which joins or disjoins our ideas, a 
1 proposition, so the third operation of the “md 
inaf which joins several propositions together , and 
makes a syllogism, that is, an argument whereby we 
are wont to infer some things that are less known, from 
truths which are more,evident, . , „ 

In treating of this subject, let us consider more parti¬ 

cularly^ - t. . 
I.' The nature of a syllogism, and the parts of which 

U 2.,CThe°sSeveral kinds of syllogisms, witfi particular 

"“s! Ttedoctririeof syllogisms^ of false teasomngs, to¬ 

gether with the means of avoiding them, and the man¬ 

ner of solving or answering them. 
4. Some general rules to direct our reasoning. 

CHAP. I. 

OF THE NATURE OF A SYLLOGISM, AND THE FARTS OF 

WHICH IT IS COMPOSED* 

If the mere perception and comparison of two ideas 

would shew us whether they, agree, or disagree then 
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all rational propositions would be matters of intelli¬ 
gence, or first principles, and there would be no use of 
reasoning, or drawing any consequences. It is the nar¬ 
rowness of the human mind which introduces the ne¬ 
cessity of reasoning. When we are-unable to judge of 

manner hl°r f^Sehood of a ProP°sfoon in an immediate 
3S by He Tre contemPlation its subject and 
predicate, we are thus Constrained to use a medium, and 
to compare each of them with some third idea, that by 
seeing how far they agree or disagree with it, we may 

-Welve JUdgC hr°T ^ ^ ^ °r ‘Hsagree a™ong 
..lemselves: as, if; there are two lines A and B, and I 

iiheVf>n0t ^h!thf thcJ are e<lual °r>o, I take a third 
ime C, or an inch, and apply it to each of them : if it 
agree with them both, then I infer that A and B are 
equal; but if it agree with one, and not with the other, - 
hen I include A and B are unequal: if it agree with 
e* ley_°f tjiefti, there can be no comparison. 
Bo if the question be, whether God must be wor- 

,hi"1 idea- *•'«»« * 
Our Creator must be worshipped. 
God is quk; Creator. 

Therefore God must be worshipped. 

The comparison of this-third idea, , with the two dis¬ 
tinct parts ot the question, Usually requires two propo¬ 
sitions, which are, called the premises : the third pro¬ 
position,which is dravtta from them, is the conclusion, 
therein the question itself is,answered, and the subject 

firmative1CatG •’°1Ued eitht?r in the negative pr the af- - 

. foundation of all affirmative conclusions is laid 
m this general truth,-and so far as two proposed, ideas 
agree to any third idea, they agree also among theifi- 

lves. The character of a creator agrees to God, and 
wogffip agrees to a creator, therefore worship agrees 

The foundation of all negative conclusions is this, 
that where one of the two proposed ideas agree with a 
third idea,, and the other disagrees with it, they must 
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needs disagree scrfar also, with one another.-*,: as, 

i _i rir/a hannv.. 

2W- 

are not sinners. , 
Thus it appears, what is the strict and just notion ot 

a sylloeishi: it is a sentence or argument made up ot 
three propositions so disposed,.as that the last is necessa¬ 
rily inferred from those which go before, as in the in¬ 
stances which have been just mentioned, , 

In the constitution of a syllogism, two things may be 
considered, viz. the matter aad the form of it. _ 

1 The matter of which a.syllogism is made up, is three 
propositions •, and. these three propositions are made up 
of three ideas, or terms variously joined.^ The three 
terms are called the remote matter of a Syllogism , and 
the three propositions the proximo or immediate matter 

The three terms are named the major, the. minor, 

and the middle. , „ , c • 
■ The predicate of the conclusion is called the major 
term, because it is generally of a larger extension than 
the minor, term, or the subject. The major and minor 

terms are called the extremes, , 
The middle term is the third idea invented and dis¬ 

posed in two propositions in such a manner as to shew 
the connection between the major and minor term nr ^ 

the conclusion v. for which reason the midd*e term it¬ 
self is sometimes called' the argument. - . , 

The proposition which contains the predicate ot the 
conclusion, connectedwkh the middle term, is usually 
called the major proposition, whereas the minor propo¬ 
sition connects the middle term with the subject of the 
conclusion, and is sometimes called the assumption. 

Note, This exact distinction of the several parts ot a 
syllogism,.and of.'the,majQr'and:minor termsdonnected' 
with the middle term, in the major and minor proposi¬ 
tions, does chiefly belong to simple or categorical syllo- 

■ gisms, of: which we shall, speak, in the nexrchapter, 
though all syllogisms whatsoever have something ana- 

logical to it. . ' * .. . 11 
Notefarther, that the major proposition is -generally/ 

x.a. 
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placed first, and the minor second,, and the conclusion 

tlie last place, where the syllogism is regularly com¬ 
posed and represented. ^ 1 

The form of a syllogism is the framing and disposing 
ot the premises according to art, or just principles of, 
reasoning* and the regular inference of the conclusion- 
*rom them. 

1 he art of reasoning, or inferring one thing from an¬ 
other, is generally expressed and known by the practicle 
therefore, when the argument is formed according to 
the rules of art ;, though in common discourse or' wri¬ 
ting such actual particles as for, . because,,manifest the 
act of reasoning, as well as the illative particles then and 
therefore ::apd whereoever any of these words are used, 
'there is-a perfect syllogism expressed or implied, though 
perhaps the three propositions do not appear, or. are nOt 

placed in regular form... 

CHAP. II. 

QB THE VARIOUS KINDS OF SYLLOGISMS, WITH RARTI-* 

CULAR RULES" RELATING .TO THEM. 

Syllogisms are divided into various kinds,, either 
according to the question which is proved by them, 
according to the nature, and composition of them, or\ 
according to the middle term,, which ia used to prove 
the question.- ^ 

Sect. h—Of<universal and particular Syllogisms, both - 
negative.a?ulroffrmativ£. , 

AcCpRDi'NCL'to the question- which ,is^ to, he proved,, 
so syllogisms are/divided into, universaliaffirmative, uni¬ 
versal negative, particular affirmative, and particular: 

Hus is .often called a division of syllogisms ; 
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drawn from the conclusions ; for so many sorts of con¬ 
clusions there may be which are marked wirth the letter 

A, E, I, O. 
In an universal affirmative syllogism, one idea is 

proved universally to agree ^ith' another, and may be 
universally affirmed of it, as every sin deserves death, 
every unlawful wish is a sin, therefore every unlawful 
wish deserves death. 

In an universal negative syllogism, one idea is proved 
to disagree with another idea universally, and may be 
thus denied of it, as, no injustice can be pleasing to 
God ; all persecution for the sake of conscience is in¬ 
justice ; therefore no persecution for conscience sake 

can be pleasing to God. 
Particular affirmative, and particular negative syllo¬ 

gisms may be easily understood by what is said ofuni¬ 
versal, and there will, be sufficient examples given, of 

all these in the next section. ^ 
The general principle upon which these universal and 

particular syllogisms are founded is this ;; whatsoever is 
affirmed or denied universally of any idea, may, be af¬ 
firmed or denied pf all the particular kinds of beings 
which'are contained Jn the extension of that universal 
idea. So the desert of death is affirmed, uriiversally.of 
sin, and an unlawful, wish is one particular kind of sin, 
which is contained, imthe universal idea of sin; there¬ 
fore. the desert of death map be affirmed concerning 
an unlawful wish : and so of the rest.; 

Note, In the doctrine of syllogisms a singular, and 
an indefinite proposition are ranked among universale, 
as was before observed* in-the doctrine of propositions* 

Sect. l\*—Ofplain^ simple Syllogisms and their rules* 

The next division of syllogisms is into single arid 

compound.- This is drawn from the nature and com¬ 

position* of them;, 
Singlr syllogisms are made up of three propositions r. 
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compound syllogisms contain more than three proposi¬ 
tions, and maybe formed intostwo or more syllogisms. 

Single syllogisms, for distinction’s sake, may be di¬ 
vided into ^simple, complex and conjunctive. 
" Those are properly called simple or categorical syllo¬ 
gisms, which are made up of three plain single, or cate- 

" gorical propositions, wherein the middle term is evident¬ 
ly and regularly joined with one part of the question' 
in the major proposition, and with the other in the 
minor, whence there follows a plain single conclusion y 
as, every human virtue is to be sought with diligence y 
prudence is a human virtue y therefore prudence is to 
be sought diligently. ■ . 

Note, Though the terms of propositions may be 
Complex $ yet where the composition of the whole ar¬ 
gument is thus plain, f mple, and regular, iris proper¬ 
ly called a simple syllogism, since the complexion does 
not belong to the syllogistic form of it. 

„ Simplesylloglsms have several rules belonging to 
them, which, being observedv will generally secure us ' 
from false inferences ; but thdse rules being founded on 
four general axioms, it is necessary to mention these ax-v 
ioms beforehand, for the use of those who will enter 
into the speculative' reason of all. these rules. 

Axiom 1.* Particular propositions^ are contained in 
universals, and'may be inferred from them but uni- 
versateare not contained in particulars,'nor can be in¬ 
ferred from them. ;. 

Axiom In all universal propositions, the subject is 
universal: fo alFparticular propositions, the subject is 
particular. . ' * - : - 

Axiom 3. In all affirmative propositions* the predi¬ 
cate has no greater'extension than the subject * for its 
extension is restrained by the subject, and therefore it. 
is always to be esteemed, as a particular idea. It is by 
mere accident, if it ever be taken universally, fand can- 
not happen-bbt in such universal or singular proposi¬ 
ti 6ns as are reciproeah • 

* As ideas amt propositions ^rerdivided into single and compounds 
and single are subdivided Into simple and complex ; so there are the- 
same.divisions and sub-divisions applied to syllogisms.. 
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Axiom 4. The predicate of a negative proposition is 
always taken universally, for in its whole extension it is 
denied of the subject. If we say no stone is vegetable, 
we deny all sorts, of vegetation concerning stones. 

The rules of simple, regular syllogisms are these. 

Rule I. Tlie middle term must not be taken twice par¬ 

ticularly , but once at least universally. For if the middle 
term be taken for two different parts or kinds of the same 
universal idea,c hen the subject of the conclusion is 
compared with one of these parts, and the predicate 
with another part, and this will never shew whether 
that subject and predicate agree of disgree : there will 
then be four distinct terms in the syllogism, and the 
two parts of the question will not be compared with 
the same third idea; as if 1 say, some men are pious, 
and some men are robbers, I can never infer that sorne 
robbers are pious, for the middle term, men, being 
taken twice particularly, it is not the same men who 
are spoken of in the major and minor propositions. 

Rule II. The terms in the conclusion must never be ta¬ 

ken more universally than they are'in the premises. The 
reason is derived from the first axiom, that generals can 
never be inferred* from particulars. 

Rule III. A negative conclusion cannot beproved by two 

affirmative premises. For when the two terms of ,the< 
conclusions are united or agree to the middle term, it 
does not follow by any means that they disagree with 
one another. 

Rule IV. If one of the premises be. negative, the conclu¬ 

sion must be negative. For if the middle term be denied 
of either part of the conclusion, it may shew that the 
terms of the conclusion disagree, but it can never shew 
that they agree. ; ^ 

Rule V. If either of the premises be particular, the 

conclusion must be particular* This may be proved for 
the most part from the- first axiom. 
v These two last rules are sometimes united in this 
single sentence. The conclusion always follows the 
weaker part of the premises. Now negatives and 
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particulars are counted inferior to affirmatives and uni- 
yersals. y ' 

~ VL From two negative premises nothing can he 
concluded. For they, separate the middle term both' 
from the subject and predicate of the conclusion, and 
when two ideas disagree to a third, we cannot infer that 
they either agree or disagree with each other* 

Yet where the negation is a part of the middle term, 
the two premises may look like negatives according to 
.the words, but;oneof them is affirmative in sense 5 as, 
what has rto thought cannot reason $ but a worm has 
no, thought 5 therefore a worm cannot reason,.’ The 
mjnor proposition does really affirm the middle term 
concerning the subject, viz* a worm is what has no 
thought, and thus it is properly in this syllogism an af¬ 
firmative proposition. 

Rule VII. From two particular premises nothing can 
be concluded. This rule depends chiefly on the first 
axiom. .. .. ^ v: 

A more laborious and accurate proof of these rules, 
and the derivation of every-part of them in all possible 
oas£s, from the foregoing axioms, require $0 much time, 
and are of so little importance to* assist the right use of 
reason, that it is needless to insist longer upon them 
here. See all this done ingeniously in the Logic, call¬ 
ed the Art of Thinking, Part III. Chap. III. See. 

Sect. III. —.0/r the Modes and Figures of simple Syllo¬ 
gisms. ^ " ; 

Simple syllogisms are adorned and surrounded in 
the common books of Logic, with a variety of inven¬ 
tions abopt modes and figures, wherein, by the artifi¬ 
cial contexture of the letters. A, E, I, and 0* men have 
endeavoured to transform Logic, or the Art of Rea¬ 
soning, into assort of mechanism, and to.teach boys to 
syllogize, ;or-frame arguments and refute them, with¬ 
out any real inward knowledge of the question. This 
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Is almost in the same manner as 'school-boys have been 
taught perhaps in their trifling years to compose Latin 
verses ; that is, by certain tables and squares, with a 
variety of letters in them, wherein by counting every 
sixth, seventh, or eighth letter, certain Latin words 
should be framed in the fqrm of hexameters or penta¬ 
meters *, and this may be done by those who know no¬ 
thing of Latin or verses. 

I confess, some, of these logical subtleties have much 
more, use than those verifying tables, anxlthere is much 
ingenuity discovered in determining the precise number 
of syllogisms that may be formed in every figure, and 
giving the reasons of them; yet the light of nature, 
a good judgment, and due consideration of things, tend 
more to true reasoning, than all the trappings of modes 

and figures. 
But lest this booh be charged with two great defects 

and imperfections, it may be proper to* give short hints 
of that which some logicians have spent so muth time 
and paper upon. 

AH the possible combinations of three of the letters, 
A, E, I, O, to make three propositions amount to sixty- 
four ; but fifty-four of them are excluded from form¬ 
ing true syllogisms, bythe,seven rulesdn the foregoing 
section : the remaining ten are variously diversified by 
figures and modes into fourteen syllogising 

The figure of a syllogism is the pfoper disposition 
of the middle, term with the parts of the question; 

A mode is the regular determination of propositions 
according to their quantity and quality,, that is, their 
universal or particular affirmation or negation *, which 
are signifiedby certain artificial words wherein the con¬ 
sonants are neglected, and these four vowels A, E, I, O', 

are only regarded. 
There are generally^ counted three figures. 
In the first of them the miiddle term is the subject of 

the major proposition, and the predicate of the minor. 
This contains four modes viz. Barbara, Cehrent, 
Darii, Ferio. And it is the excellency1 of this figure 
that ail sorts of questions or conclusions may be proved 
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by it, whether A, E, I, or O, that is^ universal or par¬ 
ticular, affirmative or negative, as, • 

Bar- Every wicked man is truly miserable ^ 
ba- All tyrants are wicked men : ^ 
ra. Therefore all tyrants are truly miserable. 

Ce- He that is always in fear is not happy ; 
la- Covetous men are always^ in fear : 

rent. Therefore covetous men are not happy. 

Da- 'Wliatsoeyer furthers-our salvation is good for us ; 
ri- Some afflictions further our salvation ; 
i. Therefore some afflictions are good for us." 

Fe^ Nothing that must be repented of is truly desirable; 
. ri- Some pleasures must be repented of: 
o. Therefore there are SQine pleasures which are not 

truly desirable. - c / 

In the second figure the middle term is the predicate 
of both the premises $ this contains four modes, vizi. 
Csesare, Camestres, Festino, Boroco, and it admits only 
of negative conclusionsas, s - 

Cse- No liar is fit to be believed ;<’■ 
sa- Every good Christian is fit to be believed : 
re. Therefore no good Christian is a liar. 

The reader may easily form examples of the rest. 
The third figure requires that the middle term be the 

subject of both the premises., ItJhath six,modes, viz. 
Darepti, Felapton, Disarms, Datisi, Bocardo, Ferison , 
and it admits only of particular conclusipns : as, 

Da-Whosoever loves God shall be saved $ 
rep-All the lovers o^ God have their imperfections^: 
ti. Therefore some who have imperfections shall be 

; saved. - ■: ■■■■• 
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1 I leave the reader to form examples of the rest. 
The modes of these three figures are comprised in 

four Latin verses/ 

Barbara, Celarent, Darii, Ferio quoqiteprima* 

Cas are, Camestres, Festino, Baroco,secunde. 

Tertia Darepti sibi vendicaf, atqueFelapton. 

Adjungens Disamis, Datisi, Brocado ferisojs. 

The special rules of the three figures are these. 
In the first figure the major proposition must always 

jbe universal, and the minor affirmative. 
In the second figure also the major must be univer¬ 

sal, and one ©£ the premises, together vfcith the conclu¬ 
sion, must be negative. 

In the third figure the minor must be affirmative, 
and the conclusion always particular. 

There is also a fourth figure, wherein the'middle 
term is predicated in the major proposition, and, sub¬ 
jected in the minor : but this is a very indirect manner 
of concluding, and is never used in the sciences, nor in 
human life, and therefore I call it useless.*—:—Some 
logicians will allow it to be nothing else but a mere in¬ 
version of the first figure; the modes of it, viz. 
Baralipton ©r Barbari, Celantes, Dabitis, Fapismo, 
Ferison, are not worthy to be explained by one example. 

Sect. IV.—Of complex Syllogisms. 

It is not the mere use of complex terms in a Syllo¬ 
gism that gives it this name, though one of the terms 
ds usually complex : but those are properly called com¬ 
plex syllogisms, in which the middle term Is connect¬ 
ed with die wdiole subject, or the wh61e predicate in 
two, distinct propositibns, but is intermingled and com¬ 
pared with them by parts, or in’ a mpre confused man¬ 
ner, in different forms of speech ; as, 

Y 
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The sun Is a senseless being :,/■* 
The Persians worshipped the sun : - 

'Therefore the Persians worshipped a senseless being. 

Here the predica.teof the condusion is worshipped, 
a senseless being, part of which is joined with the mid¬ 
dle term, sun in the major proposition, and the other 
part in the minor. ' 

Though this sort of argument is confessed to be en¬ 
tangled, or confused,"and irregular, if examined by! the 
rules of simple syllogisms yet there is a great variety 
of argumen ts used in boohs * of learning*, and in com-, 

.mon life/whose consequence is'strong and evident, 
vand: which must be ranked under this head ; as,' 

I. Exclusive propositions will form a complex argu¬ 
ment; as pious men are the only favourites of heaven j 

-true Christians are favourites of heaven : therefore true 
Christians are pious men. Or thus, hypocrites are not 
pious men ; therefore hypocrites are no favourites of 
heaven. / . ; 

II. Exceptive propositions will make such complex 
syllogisms; as, none but physicians came,to the con¬ 
sultation ; the nurse is no physician ; therefore the 
nurse came not to the consultation. 
, III. Or, comparative propositions ; as,; knowledge is 
better than riches ;. virtue is, better than knowledge ; 
-therefore virtue is better than riches. Or thus, a dove 
will fly a mile in a minute ; a swallow flies swifter-than 
.a dove ; therefore a swallow will fly more than a mile ' 
in a minute. • 

IV.. Or inceptive and disitive propositions ; as, tbe fogs 
vanish as the sun rises : but the fogs have not yet be¬ 
gun to vanish : therefore the sun i$ not yet risen. 

. V. Or modal^propositions; as, it is necessary that a 
General understand the art of war : but Caius does not 
understand the art of war ; therefore it is. necessary 
tiaius should not be a General/’ Or thus, a total ,e-. 
clipse of the sun would cause darkness at noon *, it is 
possible that the--moon at that time may totally eclipse 
the sun : therefore it is possible that the moon may 
,ea.use darkness at noon. 
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Beside all there, there is a great number of complex 
syllogisms which can hardly be reduced under any par¬ 
ticular, titles, because the forms of human language 
are so exceeding various ; as, 

Christianity requires us tp believe what the Apostles 
wrote : St Paul is an apostle : therefore Christianity re¬ 
quires us to believe what St Paul wrote. 

No human artist can make ail animal ; a fly or.a 
worm is an anknal: therefore .no human artist can 
make a fly or a worm. \ 

The father always lived in London; the son always 
lived with the father: therefore the son always lived in 
London. . '„;r * '• 1 , 

The blossom soon follows the full bud» tats 
tree^hath niati^ full buds-: * therefore it will shortly 

.have many blossoms. ^ \ ; : 4 - 
One hail-stone never falls alone but a haiLstone 

fell just now; therefore others fell with it. 
: ^Thunder seldom comes without lightning^ but it 
thundered yesterday : therefore probably it iightned 

i ^Jso ' r-- ^ 

Moses wrote before, the Trojan war the first: 
Greek historians, wrote' after the Trojan war: there¬ 
fore the first Gre&kdifstoriahs wrote after Moses*. ^ 

. Now. the force of all these arguments is so evident 
and conclusive, that though the form of the syllogism 
be never so irregular, yet we' are sure the inferences 
are just and true; for -the premises* according to the 
reason of things, do really contain the conclusion that 
is deduced from them, which is a never-failing test ot 
true syllogisms, as shall be shewn hereafter. 

L The truth of most of these Complex syllogisms may 
*alsO'be made to appear, if needful, by reducing them 
either to regular, simple syllogisms, or to some of the 

-conjunctive syllogisms, which are described in the next 

* Perhaps some of these, syllogisms may he reduced to those which 
I call connexiye- afterwards ; but, it-Is, of little moment to what spc- 

teles' they belong; for it is not any formal $et of tules, so much zs tne 
evidence and force of reason, that must determine the truth or faiae- 
hood, of all such syllogisms. 
- ' Y 2 
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I'ection. 1 will give an instance only iti the first, "and 
leave the -rest t° exercise the ingenuity 6f the reader. 

ihe first, argument may be reduced to a* syllogism 
m Barbara, thus, . •/ v ®. 

' The sun is a senseless being 5 
\Vhat, the Persians worshipped is the Sun t 
Iherefore what the Persians worshipped is a sense¬ 

less being.. Though the conclusive force of this argu¬ 
ment is evident without this reduction. - 

Sect. conjunctive St/llogisws, 

JF&osM are called conjunctive syllogisms, wherein one 
P*'emises, namely the major, has distinct parts, 

which Meijoined by a! conjunction, or some such par¬ 
ticle of speech. Most times the major or minor, or 
both, are explicitly compound propositions : and gene- 
r^lly the major, .proposition is .made-up of two* distinct 
parts or proposition s,Jn such a manner, as that by the 
assertion of one in the minor, the ofher i^either assert¬ 
ed or denied in the conclusion j^Or by the denial of one 
in the minor, the other is either^ asserted or denied in 
the conclusion, ft is-hardly possible indeed to fit any 
short definition to include all the kinds of them ; but 
the chief amongst them are the conditional syllogism*, 
the disjunctive, the relative, and the connexive..; 

,1. The conditional or /hypothetical syllogisms is 
whose major, or minor, or both, are conditional propo¬ 
sitions y as,- if there be a God, the world is governed 
by Providence pbut there is, a God -. therefore the world 
is governed by Providence. 

v ihe syllogisms admit two sorts of true argumenta- 
tion, where the major is conditional, ' 

1. When the antecedent is asserted. in the minot;, 
that the consequence maybe asserted in the conclusion-y 
such is the preceding example. This is called arguing 
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front the! position .of the antecedent to the position of 

the consequent. „ e . 
2. When the consequent is contradicted in the minor 

proposition, that the antecedent- may be contradicted, 
in the conclusion ; as* if- atheists are in the right, "then 
the world exists without a cause \ but the world does 
.not exist without a cause therefore iatheists are not in 
the; right.. /This is called arguing dr,dm the removing 

, of the consequent to the removing of the antecedent. 
To remove the antecedent or consequent here does 

not merely signify the denial of it, -but the contradic¬ 
tion ofit *, for the ’mereidchial of it by a contrary-pro¬ 
position .will* irotomake. a. true syllogism,, as, [appears 
•thus : if every creature be reasonable, every brute is 

reasonable y, but*, no brute is reasonable a therefore no 
Creature, is reasonable. Whereas*, if you say in the mi¬ 
nor, but; every* brute- is not reasonable:: * then it would 
follow itriily in the; conclusion r therefore every crea¬ 

ture is'not reasonable; 
/When? the antecedent; or consequent are negative 

propositions, they are removed by an affirmative j as, 
if there be no God, then the world, does not/discoyer 
creating wisdom y but the world does discover creating 
wisdom ^ therefore there is a God; Iti this instance 
the consequent is rembved Or contradicted;iii the minor, 
that the antecedent* may:be contradicted hi the conclu¬ 
sion. So in the argument :of :St Paul, 1 Gor. xv; t( If 
the dead rise not,^Ghr 1st died in vain ;~bqt Christ did 
not die in vain : therefore the dead shall rise.” ^ 

There are aisotwo sorts of false arguing, viz. (;1.) 
from the removing of the antecedent-to the removing 
of the consequent ,;or,: (2.) from the poskion of the 
consequent to ■ the position of the antecedent; Exam-- 
pie? of/these are Easily framed % as, 

■. (l.) If a minister were tr prince, he must be honour¬ 
ed 5/but a ministerds/not a prince : ’ 

Therefore he must not be honoured.- " ^ 
(2.) If a minister were a prince* he must be honour* 

ed y but a/minisfer must be honoured; • 1 " 

Therefore he is a prince.- 
. - ' :r ' X 3** ' - 
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Wlio see's- not - the ridiculous falsehood of both these 
syilogisiUs l % 

Observ. I. If the subject of the antecedent and the 
consequent be the' same, then the hypothetical syllogism 
xnay be turned into a-categorical one as, if. Caesar be a 
king, he must behonoured ;. but Caesar is-aking; there-* 
fore, &c. This may: be changed thus/; every king 
must be honoured ;, but Caesar. is a king therefore, 
&'C. '• •’ . , ■ .. . - rv: , , 

Observ. II. If- the major proposition only be con¬ 
ditional,." the conclusion is categorical;: but if the mi¬ 
nor or both be conditional*, the conclusion is also con¬ 
ditional ^ as,, the worshippers of images are idolaters ; 
if the Papists worship a crucifix,“they are worshippers 
of an image v therefore,,if the Papists worship a crucifix, 
they are idolaters.- i But this, sort of.syllogisms should 
be avoided as much as possible in disputation, because 
they greatly embarrass* a cause.:, the syllogisms whose 
major only is hypothetical, are. very frequent, and u^d 
with, great advantage..' ., f 

K- A disjunctive syllogism; is when the major pro*, 
.-position* is; disjunctive as, the earth moves in a circle 
or an. ellipsis-;; but it does not* move in a circle;, there*, 
fore it moves in;an-ellipsis.( f . 

A disjunctive, syllogism may have many members or 
parts,' thus.;: it is either spring, summer, autumn, or 
winter, b but it is not spring^autumn, or winter; there¬ 
fore it Is summer. r. . 

■; ri*he * true method'of arguing' here'is from the assert 
ffon of one, to ^ the denial of the rest, or: from the'deni^l 
of one or more, to,the assertion* of what remains ; 'but 
fhe: major should be so -framed that several partsof it 
cannot be, true together, .ihough:oi)e.of them is evident¬ 
ly true.*. . M •, c.. - - 

III. A relativ.ei;syllogism"requires:tHe-major propos?*- 
tion ta be relativeas,.where Christis;;fhem shad his-. 
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servants .be"; but Christ is in heaven ; therefore, his ser¬ 
vants shall be there also. Or, as is the captain, soafe 
his, soldiers ; but the captain is a coward: therefore 
his soldiers are so too. 

Arguments that relate to the doctrine of proportion, 
must be referred to this head ; as, as two are to four, 
so are three to six ; but two make the half of four : 
therefore three make the half of six. 

Besides these, there as another sort of syllogisms 
which is very natural and common, and yet authorV 
take very little notice of it, call it by an improper name, 
and describe it very defectively, and that is 

IV. A connective syllogism. This some have called 
copulative ; but it does by no means require the major 
to be a copulative nor a compound proposition (accord¬ 
ing to the definition given of it, Part II. Chap. II. 
Sect. 6.) but.it requires that two or more ideas be so 
connected either in the complex subject or predicate of 
the, major, that if one of them be affirmed or denied in 
the .minor, .common sense will naturally shew us what 
will be the consequence. It vvould be very tedious and 
useless-to frame particular rules about them, as will 
appear by the following,examples,., which are very-va¬ 
rious, and yet may be farther multiplied. 

(K) Meekness and humility always go together; 
Mdses was a man of meekness : therefore Moses was 
also'humble. Or we may form this minor, Pharaoh 
yvas no humble man ; therefore he was not meek. 

(2.) No man can serve God and. Mammon ; the 
covetous^ man serves Mammdn: therefore he cannot 
serve God. Or the minor may run thus, the true 
Christian serves- God therefore he does not serve 
.Mammon*. 

•(3.) Genius: must join with study to: make a great 
man ; Florino has genius, but he cannot study : there¬ 
fore Florino will never be. a great man* Or thus, 
Quintus studies hard, but has no genius : therefore 
Quintus will never be a greaiNman; ' 

^4.), Gulo cannot make a dinner, without fleshuand 
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fish ; there was no fish to be gotten to-day : therefore 
Gulo .this day cannot make a dinner. : 

< (5.) London and Paris .'are in different latitudes ; 
the latitude of London is 5 f deg. 1 half: therefore this: 
cannot be the latitude of Paris.; 

(6:.) Joseph and Benjamin had one mother; Hachel 
was the mother of Joseph ; therefore she was Benja¬ 
min’s mother too. 
' (7.) The father and the son are of' equal stature ; 

the father is six feet high : therefore the son is six feet 
also. ■ ■ , -• • • -' • • ■ " 

(8.) Pride is inconsistent with, innocence ; angels 
have innocence : therefore they have no pride. Or 
thus ; devils have pride : therefore they have not inno¬ 
cence. : . 

I might multiply other instances of these connexive 
syllogisms* by bringing in all sorts of exceptive', exclu¬ 
sive, comparative, and modal propositions into the com¬ 
position of them j for all these may be wrought into 
conjunctive; as well as into simple syllogisms, and there¬ 
by we may render them complex. But it would w aste 
time and paper without equal profit. 

Concerning these various; kinds of conjunctive syllo^ 
g.isiiis, take the$e two observations. 

- 1Qbserv. I. Most of them may be transformed into 
categorical syllogisms by those who have a mjncLto 
prove the truth of them that way; or they may be 
easily converted into each other by changing the forms * 

of speech. 
* Observ. Li. These conjunctive syllogisms are seldom^ 
deficient or faulty in the form of them;, for such a 
deficienee would be discovered at-the first glance gerie^ # 
rally by common reason, without any artificial rules of 
16gic the chief care therefore is to see that the major 
proposition be true, upon which the whole force of the 
afgurrient usually, depends.. 
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Sect. VI.—-Of compound Syllogisms. 

: We properly qjdl those compound syllogisms which 
are made of two or mare single syllogisms, and may be 
resolved into them. iThechief kindsarethese,Epichi» 
rema, Dilemma, Prosyllogismus* and Sorites. 

I r Epichirema is a syilogism which contains the proof 
of the major or minor, or both, before it draws the 
conclusion. This is often used in writing, in public 
speeches, and in common conversation* that so each 
.part'of the discourse maybe confirmed and put out of 
doubt, as it moves on towards the conclusion, which 
was chiefly designed. Take this instance * 

Sickness may be good for us ; for it weans us from 
the pleasure of life, and makes us, think of dying •, 

B^ut we are uneasy under sickness, which appears by 
our impatience, complaints, groaning, &c., 

Therefore we are uneasy sondetitnes under that which 
is good for us. \ * 

Another instance you may see in Cicero's ordtion in 
defence of MiloV who had slain Clodius.. \ His major 
proposition is, that it is lawful for one man to kilj an¬ 
other who lies in wait tb kill him $ Vvhich he proves 
from the custom of "nations, from natural equity, ex¬ 
amples, &c. *, his minor is, that Clodius laid, wait for 
Milo •, which he proves by his arms, guards, &c. and 
then infers the conclusipn, that it was lawful for Milo 
to kill Clodius. 

II. A Dilemma is an argument which divides the 
whole iftto all its parts or members by a disjunctive 
proposition, and then infers something concerning each 
part which is finally inferred ^concerning the whole. 
Instances of this are fisequent * as, in this life we must 
either obey our Vidous inclinations or resist them •, to 
dbey thenr will bring sin and sorrow, to resist them is 
laborious and painful : therefore we cannot be perfectly 
free from sorrow or pain in this life. 

4 
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-A Dilemma becomes faulty or ineffectual three ways ; 
first, when the members of the division are not well op¬ 
posed, or not fully enumerated ; for then the major is 
false. Secondly, when what is asserted concerning each 
part is not just; for then'the minor is riot true. Third¬ 
ly, when it may be retorted with equal force upon him 
who outers it. : ' 

: There, wds a famous ancient instance of this case 
wherein a Dilemma was retorted. Euathlus promised 

. Protagoras a reward when hediad taught him* the art of 
pleading,' and it Was to.be paid the first day that he 
gained any £ause in the court. . After a considerable 
time Protagoras goes to law with Euathlus for the re¬ 
ward, and uses i this Dilemma ; either the Cause will go 
on my side, .or on yoUrs ; if the cause goes on my side, 
you must pay me aceofdingto the sentence of the judge: 
if the cause goes on your side, you must pay me accord¬ 
ing to, your bargain ; therefore whether the cause:goes 
for me or . against me, you must pay me the1 reward. 
But Euathlus retorted this Dilemma .thus*; Either I 
ajhall gain the cause or lose it ; ~if I gain the cause, then 
nothing will be due to you, according to the sentence 
Vf the judge ; but if I lose the cause, nothing will be 
due to you according, to rriy bargain ; therefore whether 
I gain or lose the cause, I will not pay you^ for nothing 
will be drie to you. >, “ 

Note 1. A Dilemma is usually described as though ( 
it always proved the absurdity,; inconvenience, or 'un¬ 
reasonableness, of some opinion or practice ; and this is 
the most common designof it ; but it is plain, that it 
may also be used to prove the truth or advantage of any 
thing proposed ; as, in heaven We shall either have de¬ 
sires or not; if we have no desires, then we have full 

r satisfaction ; if we have desires,' they shall be. satisfied 
as fast as they arise ; therefore in heaven we shall be 
completely satisfied; . . \ ^ 

Note 2. This sort of argument may be composed 
of three or four members, and may be called a Tri¬ 
lemma. ... . - 

III.- A Prosyllogism is when two or more syllogisms 
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are so connected together, that the conclusion of the 
former is the major or the minor of the following; as, 
blood cannot think ; but the soul of man thinks : there¬ 
fore the soul of man is <notr blood; but the soul of a 
brute is his blood, according to the scripture > therefore 
the soul, of man is different from the soul of a brute.. 
See another instance in the introduction to this treatise, 
p. S,. ; ' \ ■ 

IV. A Sorites is when several middle terms.are cho¬ 
sen to connect one another successively in several 
propositions, till the last proposition connects itspredi* 
cate with the first subject. Thus, all men of; revenge 
have their souls often uneasy : uneasy souls are; a plague 
to themselves ; now to be one’s own plague is folly in 
the extreme : therefore all men of revenge are extreme 
fools.. 

The apostle, Rom. viii. 29; gives us'an instance of 
this sort of argument, if it were reduced to exact form : 
Whom he foreknew, those lie predestinated j^hom he 
predestinated^ he called whom he called he justified : 
whom he justified he glorified : therefore whom he 
foreknew he glorified*. ^ V . 

To these syllogisms it may not be improper to add 
Induction, which is when from’*several ’ particular' pro¬ 
positions we infer one generalY/as, the doctrine of the 
Socinians cannot be proved from the Gospel, It cannot 
be proved from'the Acts of the. Apostles, itf cannot be 
proved-from the. Epistles, nqr the book of Revelation £ 
therefore if cannot be proved from the New Testa¬ 
ment. ‘ ‘ > / "•v ; 

Notey This sort df argument is often defective, bef- 
cause there is not due care taken to enumerate all the 
particulars on which the conclusion should depend. *• 

AIL these four hinds of syllogisms in this section may 
be called redundant, because they have more than three 
propositions. But there, is one sort,of syllogism which 
is, defective, and is called an Enthymema, because only 
the conclusion with, one of; the premises is “expressed, 
while the. bther/is supposed and reserved in the mind: 
thus, there is no true religion without good morals : 
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therefore a knave cannot be. truly religious ; or thus, it 
is our duty to loVe our neighbours as ourselves : there¬ 
fore there are but few who perform their duty. 

Note, This is, the most common soft of argument 
amongst mankind l^oth in wMting ;«ad in speaking y for 
it would take up too much time, and t®0 much retard 
the discourse, to draw out alf our arguments iiiymode 
and figtire. Besides, mankind loVe to have so much 
compliment paid, to their understandings, as to suppose 
that they know the major or minor which is suppressed 
and implied, when you pronounce the other premise 
and the conclusion. 

If there be any debate about this argument, the syllo¬ 
gism must be completed, in order to try its force and 
goodness, by adding the absent proposition. 

Sect. VII .—Of the middle Terms, of .common Places or 
’ Topics, and Invention of Arguments. 

The next division of ^syllogisms is according to the 
middle term, which is made use’of in the proof of any 
proposition. Now the middle term (as we have hinted 
before) is often called Argument, because the force of 
the syllogism depends upon it: we must make a little 
delay here to treat briefly of the doctrine of topics, or 
places whence middle terms or arguments are drawn. 

All arts ahd^sciences, have some general subjects which 
belong to them, which are called Topics or common 
places \ because middle terms are borrowed, and argu¬ 
ments derived from them for the proof of their various 
propositions which we have occasion to discourse of. 
The topics of Grammar, are etymology, noun, verb, 
construction, signification, &c. The topics of Logic 
are genus> species, difference, property, definition, di¬ 
vision, &c. The topics ©f Ontology or Metaphysics., 
are cause, effect, action, passion, identity, opposition, 
subject, adjunct, sign, &c. "The topics of Morality or 
Ethics, are law, sin, duty, authority,.freedom of will. 
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command, threatening, reward,.punishment, &c. The 
topics of Theology, are, Gpd, Christ, faith, hope, wor¬ 
ship, salvation, &c. 

To these several topics there belong particular ob¬ 
servations, axioms, canons or rules*, which are laiff 
down in their proper sciences \ as, . 

Grammar hath, such canon, viz. words in a different 
construction obtain a. different sense, words derived 
from the same -primitive may probably have some 
affinity pi their original meaning, &c. 

Canons in logic are such as these ; eWery part of a1 
division, singly taken,-must contain less than the whole.... 
A definition must be peculiar and proper to the thing 
defined. Whatever is affirmed or denied of the genus, 
may be .affirmed or denied of the species, See, 

t Metaphysical .canons are such as these *, final causes 
belong only tp intelligent agents. If a natural and ne^ 
cessary cause operate, the effect will fpllow, &c. and 
there are large catalogues of-many move in each distinct 

science. . , / > 
Now it has been the custom of those who teach lo¬ 

gic or rhetoric, to direct their dispiples, when they want 
an argument, to consult The several topics which are 
suited to their subject of discourse, and to rummage 
over the definitions, divisions and canons that belong 
to each topic. This is called the invention of an ar¬ 
gument, and is taught with much solemnity in some 

schools. x < , ' - 
I grant there may be good use of this practice for. 

persons of a lower genius, when they are to compose 
any discourse for the public ; or for those of superior 
parts to refresh their memory, and revive their ac¬ 
quaintance w(ith a subject which 'has been long absent 
from their thoughts, or when their natural spirits labour 
under indisposition and 4angour; but when a man. of 
moderate-sagacity has made himself master of his theme 
by just.diligence and inquiry, he has seldpm need to 

* A canon is a proposition declaring 6ome property of the subject? 

which is not expressed in the definition or division of it.' 
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run knocking at the doors of all the topics, that he may 
furnish himself with argument^ matter of speaking; 
and indeed it is'only a man of sense and judgment t4hat 
can use common places or topics well ; for amongst 
this variety he only knows wliat fit to be left' out, as 
well as what is fit to be spoken. - - 

By some logical writers this business of topics and in¬ 
vention is treated of in such a manner with mathemati¬ 
cal figures and diagrams, filled with the barbarous tech¬ 
nical words,A Napcas, Nipcis, Ropcos, Nosrop, &c. as 
though an ignorant lad were to be led mechanically, in 
certain artificial harnesses and trammels, to find out ar¬ 
guments to prove or refute any proposition whatsoever, 
without any rational knowledge of the . ideas. Now 
there is no need to throw words of contempt on such 
a practice ; the very description of it carries reproof 
and ridicule in abundance. 

SEcr.VIll.—Ofsevera/Kinds of Arguments and Demon¬ 
strations* 

a We proceed now to the division of syllogisms accord- 
ing to the middle term ; and in this part of our treatise 
the syllogisms themselves are properly called arguments, 
and are thus distributed/ . 

I. Arguments are called Grammatical, Logicalf Me¬ 
taphysical,-Physical, Moral, Mechanical, Theological, 
See. according to the art, science or subject, whence 
the middle term or-topic is borrowed Thus, if- we 
prove that no man should steal from his neighbour, be¬ 
cause the scripture forbids it, this is a theological ar¬ 
gument; if we prove it from the laws of ,the land, it is 
political; but if we prove it from the principles of 
reason and equity, the argument is moral-. 

II. Arguments are either certain and evident, or 
doubtful and merely probable. 

Probable arguments are those whose conclusions are 
proved by some probable medium ; as, this hill was 
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once a church-yard, or a field of -battle, because there* 
are many human bones found here. '1 Ins is not a cer¬ 
tain argument, for human bones might have b^en con¬ 

veyed there lsom$ other way. 
Evident and certain arguments are called demonstra¬ 

tions ; for they prove their conclusions by clear me¬ 
diums an^ undoubted principles ; and they are gene- v 
rally divided into these, two sorts 

1. Demonstrations a priori, which prove the effect 
by its necessary cause ; as, I 'prove the scripture is in¬ 
fallibly true, because it: is the word of God* who can¬ 
not lie. . - ' ' 

2. Demonstrations a posteriori, which infer the cause 
frond its necessary effects ; as, I infer there hath been 
the hand of some artificer here, because I find a curi¬ 
ous engine. Or, I infer, therein is a God, from the 
works of his wisdom in the visible world. 

The last of these is called “ demonstrate rx onf be¬ 
cause it proves .only the existence of a thing > the first 

-named ** demonstrate rx iivrt” because it shews also 
the cause of existence. 

But note, that though these two sorts of arguments 
are most peculiarly called demonstrations, yet general¬ 
ly any strong and convincing argument obtains that 
name; and it is the custom of mathematicians to call 
all their arguments demonstrations, from what medium 
soever they derive them.. ; ^ , 

Ilf. Arguments, are divided into artificial and inarti- ' 

ficial. . ! 
An, artificial argument is taken from the nature and 

circumstances of the- things ; and if the argument be 
strong, it produce's a natural certainty : as, the world 

' was at first created by God, because nothing can create 

itself. / r , 
An inartificial argument is the testimony'of another,, 

and this is called original, when our information pro¬ 
ceeds immediately ftorn the persons concerned, or from 
eye or ear witnesses of the fact: it is called tradition 
when it is delivered by the report of others. 

We have taken notice before, that testimony is either. 
' Z 2 ; ' ' 
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divine or human. If the human testimony be strong 
it produces a moral certainty but. divine testimony 
produces a supernatural certainty, which is far superior. 

Note$ Arguments taken,from ’human testimony, as 
well as from laws'and rules of equity, are called moral ; 
and indeed J:he same name is also applied to every sort 
of argument which is drawn from the free actions of 
God, or the contingent actions of men, wherein we 
caiinot arise at a natural certainty, but content ourselves 
with an high degree of - probability, which in many 
cases is scarce inferior to natural certainty. 

IV. Arguments are either direct or indirect. It is 
a direct argument where*'the middle terinjs such as 
proves the question itself, and infers that very proposi¬ 
tion which was the matter of inquiry. An indirect or 
oblique argument proves, or refutes some other propo¬ 
sition, and thereby makes the thing inquired appear tct 

'Be true^by plain consequence, 
Several arguments are,called indirect; as,(1.) when ' 

some contradictory proposition is proved to be false, 
improbable or impossible : or when, upon supposition 
of the falsehood', or denial of the original proposition, 
some absurdity is inferred. This is'called a proof per 
tnipqsslbile, or a reductio ad absurdum. (2.) When some 
other proposition is proved to be true which is less pro¬ 
bable, and-thence it follows, that the Original proposi¬ 
tion is true, because itM more probable. This is an 
argument ex magis-probabile ad minus.' (3.) When any 
other proposition is proved upon which it was before 
agreed to yield the original question. This is an ar¬ 
gument ex .concesso. 

V'.’ There is yet another rank of arguments* which 
have Latin names ; their true distinction is^derived from 
the topics or middle terms; which are, used ixj them, 
though they are called an address to our judgment, our 
faith* our ignorance, our profession, our modesty, or , 
our passions. i m 

1. If an argument be taken from the nature or exist¬ 
ence of things, and addressed to the reason of. mankind, 
it is called argwnentim,ad judkmmi, ; 
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2. When it is borrowed from some convincing testi¬ 
mony, it is called argumentum ad fidemy an address to 

our faith. 
3. When it is drawn from any insufficient medium 

whatsoever, and yet the opposer has .not skill to refute 
or answer it, this is argumentum ad ignorantiam, an ad¬ 
dress to our ignorance. 

4. When it is built upon the professed principles or 
opinions of the person with whom we argue, whether 
the opinions' be true or false, is is named argumentum 

ad hominem, an address-to our professed principles. St* 
Paul often uses this argument, when he reasons with 
the Jews, and when he says I speak as a man.*. 

5. When the argument, is fetched from the senti¬ 
ments of some wise, great* or good men, whose autho¬ 
rity we Reverence and hardly dare oppose, it is called 
argumentum ad vereeuneUam^w address to our modesty. 

6. I add finally, when an argument is borrowed from 

any topics which are suited to engage the inclinations 
and passions of the hearers on the side of the speaker, 
rather than to convince the judgment, this is argumen- 
turn ad pas stones, an address to the passions *, or if it be 
made publicly, it is called jidpbpulumy or* an appeal to 

the people. 
After all these divisions of syllogism or argument 

arising from the middle term, there is one distinction 
proper to be mentioned, which arises from the premises;. 
An argument is JJJfed uniform when both the premises 
are derived from Ae same spring of knowledge, whe¬ 
ther it be sense, reason, consciousness, human faith, or 
divine faith:,But when the two premises are derived 
from different springs of knowledge, it is called a rrnxed 
argument; 

Whether the conclusion must be called human or 
divine, when one or both premises are matters of di¬ 
vine faith, but the conclusion is drawn Iby human rea¬ 
son, Heave to be disputed and determined in the schools 
of theology . 

Thus the second chapter is finished, and‘a particu¬ 
lar account given of all the chief kinds of syllogisms or. 
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arguments which' are made use of among men, or treat¬ 
ed of in logic, together with special rules for the for¬ 
mation of them, as far as is necessary. 

tf a syllogism agree with the rules which are given 
for the construction and regulation of it, it is called a 
true argument : If it disagree-with*these rules, it is a 
paralogism, or false argumentbut when a false argu*-. 
ment puts on the face and appearance of a true one,, 
then it is properly called a sophism or fallacy, which, 
shall be the subject of the next chapter. * 

-T----1-7-*--- 

; CHAP.. III. 

THE DOCTRIHE OF SYLLOGISMS. \ 

I* ROM truth nothing" can really-, follow but what is 
true 5 whensoever therefore we find .a false conclusion 
drawn frdm premises which seem to be true, there 
must-be .some fault'in the deduction^ or inference : or 
else one of the premises is not true in the sense in which 
it is used dn that argument ** ^ - 

When an argument carries tlie face of truth with it,. 
and yet leads-us into mistake, it is asophism-: and there 
Is some need of a particular description of these falla¬ 
cious arguments, that we, may with more ease and! 
readiness detect and ,solve them..; - s ' 

SRCTiTi^OJ'jevemlKmL qfjSophmns^ndtki’ir-Sblutiom 
\ ' 

As the rul'es of right ^judgment and of good ratio¬ 
cination often coincide with each other,1 so the doctrine 
of prejudices, v which "was treated of in the second part 
of idgioy has anticipated a great deal of what might -be 
said ion the subject of . sophisms : :yet I shall'mention 
the^most remarkable springs; of false argumentation,* 
whiqhnare reduced by: logicians to some.of the, follow- 
ingheads^ , " . ' * ' 
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I. The first sort of sophism is called ignorantla elenchi, 
or a mistake of the question ; that is, when something 
else is proved which has neither any necessary con¬ 
nection or inconsistency with the thing inquired, and 
consequently gives* no determination to the inquiry, 
thoiigh it may seem at first sight to determine the 
question/, as, if any should conclude that St Paul was 
not a native Jew, by proving that he was born a Ro¬ 
man ; or if they should pretend to determine that he 
was neither Rorrian nor Jew, by proving that he was 
born in Tarsus in Cilicia; these sophisms are refuted by 
shewing that these three may be true ; for he was b.orn 
;ofi Jewish parents in the city of Tarsus, and by some 
peculiar privilege granted to his parents, or his native- 
city, he was born a denizen of Rome. Thus there is 
neither of these three characters of the apostle incon¬ 
sistent with each other, and therefore the proving one 
of them true does not refute the other. 

Or if the question be proposed, -Whether excess of 
■wine cannot be hurtful to him that drinks it, and the so^- 
phister .should prove that it revives his spirit, it exhila¬ 
rates,his soul,; it gives a man courage, and makes him 
strong and active, and theft he takes it for granted that 
he has proved his point. , • 

Biit the respondent may easily shew, that though 
wine may do all this, yet it* may be finally hurtful both 
to the soul and body of him that drinks it to excess* 

Disputers, when they grow warm* are ready, to run 
into this fallacy.; they dress up the opinion ©f their ad¬ 
versary as they please, and . ascribe sentiments to him 
which he doth not acknowledge, and when they"have 
with a gVeat deal of pomp attacked > and confounded 

, these images^of straw? of their own making,, they tri¬ 
umph over their adversary, ..as though they" had utterly 
confounded his opinion.. * ' 

It is: a fallacy of the same kind which a; disputant is 
guilty of* when he finds that his adversary, is too hard 
for him, and that he cannot, fairly prove the question 
first proposed ;• he then with .slyness and subtlety turns* 
th&~discourse aside, to some other, kindred* point which:. 
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he can prove, and exults in that new argument wherein 
this opponent never contradicted him. 

The way"to prevent this fallacy is by keeping the eye 
fixed on the precise point of dispute, and neither wan¬ 
dering from it ourselves, nor suffering our antagonist 
to wander from it, or substitute any thing else in its 
room. 

. II. The next sophism is called jvetitio principu, or a' 
Supposition of what is not granted *, that is, when any 
proposition is proved by’the same proposition in other 
words, or by something, that is equally uncertain and 
disputed : as if any one undertake to prove that the hu¬ 
man soul is extended through all the parts of the body, 
because it resides in every member, which is but the 
same thing ih other words. Or, if a Papist should pre¬ 
tend to prove that his religion is the only; Catholic re¬ 
ligion, and is derived from Christ and his apostles, be¬ 
cause it agrees with the doctrine of all the fathers of 
the Church, all the holy Martyrs, and all the Christian 
world throughout all ages : whereas this is a great' 
point in contest, whether their religion does agree with 
that of all the ancients, and the primitive Christians or no** 

III. That soft of fallacy which is called 4 Circle is 
very near a-kin to the petitio principii; as, „ when one 
of the premises in a syllogism is questioned and oppo¬ 
sed, and we intend to prove it by the conclusion : or, 
when in a train of syllogisms we prote the last by re¬ 
curring to what . vps the conclusion of the first. The 
Papists are famous at this sort of fallacy, when they 
prove the scripture to be^he word of God^ by the au¬ 
thority or infallible testimonyof their church*, and when 
they are called to shew the infallible authority: of their 
church, they pretend it© prove it by the scripture. 

IV. The next kind of sophism; is called non causa 

pro causa> or the assignation of a false cause. This the 
Peripatetic philosophers were guilty of continually, when 
they told us that certain beings, which they called, sub¬ 
stantial forms, were the springs of colour, motion, vege¬ 
tation, and the various operations* of natural beings ini 

' ihe.animaie and inanimate world *,, when they informed 
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us that nature was terribly afraid of a vacuum, and th at 
it was the cause why the water would not fall out of a 
long tufie if it was, turned upside down/, the moderns 
as., weir as the ancients fall often into this fallacy, when 
they positively assign the reasons of natural appearances, 
without sufficient experiments to prove them. 

. Astrologers are overrun^ with this sort of fallacies, 
and they chegt the people grossly by pretending to tell 

- fortunes, and to deduce the cause of the various occur¬ 
rences in the lives of men from the various positions of 
the stars and planets, which they call Aspects. ' 

When comets and eclipses of the sun and moon are , 
construed to signify the fate of princes, the revolution 
of states, famine, wars, and calamities of all kinds, it is ; 
a fallacy that belongs to this rank sophisms. - 

- There is scarce any thing more common in human 
life than this sort of deceitful argument. , If any two 

- accidental events happen to concur, one is presently 
made the cause of the other. /If Titius wronged his 
neighbour of a guinea, and in six months after he fell 
down and broke his leg, weak men will impute it to the 
divine vengeance on Titius for his former injustice. 
This sophism was found also in the early days of the 
world : for when holy Job was surrounded with un¬ 
common miseries, his own friends inferred, that-he was v ‘ 
a most heinous criminal, and charged him with.aggra¬ 
vated guilt as the cause of his calamities $ though God 

. himself by a voice from heaven solved this uncharit^- v 
- hfe sophism, and cleared his servant Job of that charge. 

How frequent is it among men to impute crimes to 
wrong persons ? We too often charge that upon the - 
wicked contrivance and premeditated malice of a neigh¬ 
bour, which arose merely from ignorance, or from un¬ 
guarded temper. And, on The other hand, wdieri we 
have a mind to excuse ourselves, we practise the same 
sophism, and charge that upon our inadvertence or our 
ignorance, which perhaps was designed wickedness. 
What is really done by a necessity of circumstances, 
we sometimes impute to choice. * And again, we charge 7 
that upon necessity, which was really desired and cho¬ 
sen. 
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Sometimes a*per$on acts out of judgment in opposi¬ 

tion to his inclination *, anotherperson perhaps acts the 
same thing out of inclination, and against his judgment. 
It is hard for us to determine with assurance what are 
the inward springs and secret causes of every man’s 
conduct: and^therefore we should be cautious and,slow 
in passing, a judgment, where the case is' not exceeding 
evident r and if we should mistake, let it lather be on 
the charitable than on the censorious side. 

It is the same "sophism that charges mathematical 
learning with leading the minds of men to scepticism 
and infidelity, and as unjustly accuses the new philoso¬ 
phy of paving the way to heresy and schism. Thus 
the reformation from Popery has been charged with the 
murder and blood of millions, which in truth is to be 
imputed to the tyranny of the princes and the priests, 
who would not suffer the people to reform their senti¬ 
ments and their practice according to the word of God., 
Thus Christianity in the primitive ages was chargecfby 
the Heathens with all the balamnities*which befel the 
Roman; empire, because the Christians renounced the 
Heathen; gods and idols. , . \ 

- The way to relieve ourselves from those sophisms, 
and to secure ourselves from the danger of falling into 
them, is an honest and diligent inquiry into the real 
nature and ^causes of things, with a constant watchful¬ 
ness against all those- prejudices that might warp the 
judgment, aside from truth in that inquiry. 

V. The next is called fallacia accidently or a sophism 
wherein we pronounce concerning the nature and es¬ 
sential properties of any subject according to something, 
which is merely accidental to it. This is a-kin to the 
former, and is also very frequent in human life." So if 
opium or tjie Peruvian bark has been used imprudently 
or unsuccessfully, whereby the patient has received in? 
jury, some weaker people-absolute! y pronounce against 
the use of the bark or opium upon all occasions what¬ 
soever, and are ready to call them Poison. So wine has 
been the accidental occasion of drunkenness and quar¬ 
rels \ learning and printing may have been the acciden- 
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tal cause of sedition in a'state; the reading of the bible 
by accident has been abused to promote heresies or de¬ 
structive errors; and for these reasons they have been all 
pronounced evil things. Mahomet forbad his followers 
the use of wine ; the Turks discourage learning in their 
dominions ; and the Papists forbid the scripture to be 
read by the laity,-But how very unreasonable are these 
inferences, and those prohibitions which are built hpon 
them. * 

The next sophism borders upon the former ; 
and that is, when we argue from that which is true in 
particM&r circumstances to prove the same thing true 
absolutely, simply, and abstracted from all circum¬ 
stances ; this is called in the schools' a sophism, a dicto 
secundum quid ad dictum simpliciter; as, that which 
is brought in the shambles is eaten for dinner; raw 
tneat is brought in the shambles : therefore raw meat 
as eaten for dinner. Or thus, Livy writes fables and 
improbabilities when he describes prodigies and omens; 
therefore' Livy’s Roman history is never to be believed 
in any thing. Or thus, there may be some mistake of 
transcribers in some part of scripture : therefore scrip¬ 
ture alone is not a safe guide for our faith; 

This sort of sophism has, its reverse also ; as. when 
we argue from that which is true simply and absolutely 
to prove the same thing true in all particular circum¬ 
stances whatsoever * ; as if a traitor should argue from 
the sixth commandment. Thou shalt not kill a man, 
to prove that he himself ought not to be hanged ; or if 
a madman should tell me I ought not to withhold his 
sword from him, because no man ought to withhold 
the property of another. 

These two species of sophisms are,easily solved by 
shewing the difference betwixt things in their absolute 
nature, and the same things surrounded with peculiar 
circumstances, and considered in regard to special times; 
places, persons and occasions; or by shewing the dif- 

* This is arguing from a moral universality, which admits of some 
exceptions, in the same manner as may be argued from metaphysical' 
or a natural universality, which admits of no exception. 1 - 
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ference between a moral and .metaphysical universality, 
and that the proposition will, hold good in one case, 
but not in tile other, v 

■yjL The sophisms of composition and division come 

A next to be considered. 
' The sophism of composition is when we infer any 
thing concerning ideas in ^compounded sense, which is 
only*true in a divide^ sense. And when it is said in Ihe 
gospel that Christ made the blind to see, and the deaf to 
hear, and the lame*to walk, we ought not to infer hence, 
that Christ performed contradictions; but; those who 
were blind before were made to see, and those who 
were deaf before were made to hear, &c. So when the 
scripture assures us the worst,of sinners maybe saved, 
it signifies only, that they who have been the worst of 
sinners may repent and be saved, not‘that they shall 
be saved in their sins. Or if afty one should argue 
thus, two,and three are even and odd *, five are two and. 
three j. therefore .five are eVen and odd. Here that is 
very falsely inferred concerning two or three in union,- 
which is only two of them divided. 

The sophism of division is when we infer the same 
thing concerning ideas in a divided sense, which is only 
true in a compounded sense \ as, if we should pretend 
to prove, that every soldier in the Grecian army put an 
hundred thousand Persians to flight, because the Grecian 
soldiers did so. Or if a man should argue thus ; five 
is one numbertwo and three, are five : therefore two 
and three are one number. 4 , 

This sort of sophisms is -committed when the word 
All is taken in a collective and a distributive sense, with¬ 
out a due distinction ; as, if any one should reason thus; 
all the musical instruments of the Jewish.temple made 
a n.oble concert,; the harp is d, musical instrument of 

, the Jewish temple; therefore the harp made a noble 
concert. Here the word All in the major, is collective, 
whereas such a conclusion requires that the word All 
should be distributive. , ^ : ' 

it is the same fallacy when the universal word All or 
No refers to species in Obe proposition, and to indivi- 
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duals in another* as, all animals were in Noah’s ark ; 
therefore no animals perished in the flood : whereas in 
the premise all animals signifies every kind of animals, 
which does not exclude or deny the drowning of a 
thousand individuals. 

VIIL The last sort of sophisms arises from our abuse 
of the ambiguit y of words, which is the largest and most 
extensive kind of fallacy ; and indeed several of the for*- 
mer fallacies might be reduced to this head. 

When the words or phrases are .plainly equivocal, 
they are called Sophisms of Equivocation; as, if we 
should argue thus,, he that spends forth a book into the 
light, desires it to be read ; he that throws a book into 
the fire, sendsitinto the light: therefore he that throws 
a book into the fire desires it to be'read. 

This sophism, as well as the foregoing., and all of the 
like nature, are resolved by shewing the different senses 
of the words, terms or phrases; Here light in the major 
proposition signifies the public* view of the world*; in 
the minor it signifies the brightness of flame and fire, 
an$ therefore the syllogism has four terms, of rather it 
has no middle term, and proves nothing-. 

But where such gross equivocations and ambiguities 
appear in- argument, there is little danger of "imposing' 
upon ourselves or others. The greatest danger, and 
which we, are perpetually exposed to in reasoning, is, 
where the two senses or significations of one term are 
near a-kin, and not plainly distinguished, and Vet they 
jure really sufficiently different in their sense to lead us 
into great -mistakes, 'if we ire not watchful. And in¬ 
deed the greatest part of controversies in the sacred or 
civil life, arise from the different senses that are-put upon 
words, ar\u the different ideas which are included in 
them ; as hath been shewn at large in the first part, of 
Logic, Chap. IV. which treats of words and. terms. 

There is, after all these, another sort of sophism 
which 'is wont to be called an imperfect Enumeration, 
or a false Induction, when from a few experiments'or 
observations, men infer general theorems and universal 
propositions. But thig is sufficiently -noticed ;in the 

.' A a 
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foregoing chapter, where we treated of that sort of 
syllogism which is called Induction. 

Sect. II.—Two general Tests of true Syllogisms, and Me*» 

thods of solving all Syllogisms* 

Besides/the: special description of true, syllogisms 
and sophisms; already given, and the rules by which the 
one are framed, and the other refuted, there are these 
two general methods of reducing all syllogisms whatso¬ 
ever to a test- of their truth or falsehood. 1 

I. The first* is* that the premises must, (at least 
^plicitl)?) contain the conclusion 5 or 'thus, one of the 
premises must contain the conclusion, and the other 
must shew, that the conclusion is contained in it. The 
reason of this rule is this ; when any proposition is of-^ 
feted to be proved, it is'necessary to find another propo-*1 

sitjon which confirms it, which maybe called the con¬ 
taining Propositions ; but because the second must not 
contain the first in an express manner, and in the same 
word*, therefore it is necessary that a third or OstensiVe 

/proposition be found out, to shew that the second pro¬ 
position contains the first, which was to be proved. Let’ 
us make an experiment of this syllogism. Whosoever 
is a slave to his natural inclinations is miserable ; the 
wicked man is a-slave to his natural inclinations: there- x 
fore the wicked man is miserable. Here it is evident 
that the major-proposition contains the conclusion : for 
under the general character of a slave to natural inclina¬ 
tions, a wicked man is contained or included; and the 
minor proposition declares it; whence the conclusion is 
evidently* deduced, that the wicked man is; miserable. 

. * It is confessed, that the conditional and disjunctive major propo¬ 
sitions do expressly contain all that is in the conclusion ; but then it is 
not'in a certain and conclusive manner, hut only in a dubious form of 

. speech, and .mingled with other‘ternis, and therefore sit is not the same 

.-express proposition. < . 
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In many affirmative syllogisms we may suppose either 
the major or the minor to contain, the conclusion, and 
the other.to shew it *, for there is no. great difference. 
But in negative syllogisms it is the negative proposition, 
that contains the conclusion, and-the affirmative propo¬ 
sition shews it*, as,’every wise manmasters his passions; 
no angry man masters his passion therefore no angry 
man is wise. Here-it is more natural to .supposetthe 
minor to be the containing proposition*; it is.-the minor 
implicitly denies wisdom concerning an angry man, be¬ 
cause mastering the passions is included in wisdom, and 
the major shews it. - ^ . 

r Note, this rule may be applied to complex and con¬ 
junctive, as well as simple syllogisms* and is adapted to 
shew the truth or falsehood of apy of them. 

II. The second is this, asf the terms ill. every syllo¬ 
gism are usually*repeated twice, so they’must be taken 
precisely in the same sense in both places: for the great¬ 
est part of mistakes, that rise in forming syllogisms, 
is derived from some little difference in the sense of ope 
of the terms in the ^ two- parts* of' the syllogisms wherein 
it is used. Let Us consider the following sophism. 

1. It is-a sin to kilia mart a murderer is a man ; 
therefore it is a sin to kill a murderer.- Here the word 
kill in the first proposition signifies to kill unjustly, or 
without a law ; in the conclusion it is taken absolutely 
for putting a man to death in general^ and therefore, 
the inference is not good. (. f ' 

2. Wb t I am you are not; but I am-a man; there¬ 
fore you are not a man. This is a relative syllogism : 
but if it be reduced to a regular categorical form, it will 

„ appear there .is ambiguity in the terms, thus: \yhat I 
am is a man ; you are not^what I am : - therefor^ you 
are not ,a man. Here what I am in the major propo¬ 
sition, is, taken especially for my nature; but in the 
minor proposition th&saroe words are taken individually 
for my person ; therefore the inference must be false,- 
for foe syllogism dof$ not take the term what* I am 
both times in the same sense. . r 

3. He that says you are ah-animal,, says foue;fout- 
A a 2* '* 
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he-that says you are a goose, you are an animal t, there¬ 
fore he that says you are a goose, says true. In the 
major proposition the word animal is the predicate of 
an incidental proposition ; which incidental proposition 
being affirmative, renders the predicate of it particular, 
according td the Chap. II. Sect 2; Axiom and couse-, 
quently the .word animal there signifies only human 
animality.^ In the minor proposition, the word animal, 
for the same reason, signifies the animalityof a goose ; 
whereby it becomes an ambiguous term, and unfit to 
build the conclusion upon 4 Or if you say the word 
animal* in the minor, is taken for human animality-, 
then the minor is evidently false. 

It is from this last general test of syllogisms that we 
derive the custom of the respondent in answering the 
arguments of the opponent, which is to distinguish upon 
the major or minor proposition, and declare which term 
is used in two senses, and in what sense the proposition 
maybe true, .and. in what sense it is, false. 

CEAF. IV. 

SOME GENERAL RULES TO DIRECT OUR REASONING^" 

Most of the general and special directions given to 
form our judgments aright in the, preceding part of 
Logic might be rehearsed' here y. for the judgments 
which We pass upon things are generally built on some 
secret reasoning or argument by which the proposition 
is supposed to be proved. - But there may be yet some 
farther assistances given to our reasoning powers in 
their search after truth, and an observation of the fol¬ 
lowing rules will be of great importance for that end. 

I. Rule. Accustom yourselves ta>dear and distinct ideas, 
to evident propositions, to. strong and convincing arguments. 
Converse much with those friends, and-those books and 
those parts of learning, where you meetwith the.greatesfc . 
deiniess of thought and force of reasoning.. The ma~ 
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thematical sciences, and particularly arithmetic? geOipe-* 
try, and mechanics, abound with these advantages: and 
if there were nothing valuable in them for the uses of 
human life, yet the very speculative parts of this sdrt 
of learning are well worth our study $ for by perpetual 
examples they teach us to conceive with clearness, to 

•connect our ideas and propositions in train of depen¬ 
dence, to reason with strength and demonstration, and 
to distinguish between truth and falsehood. Some¬ 
thing of these sciences should be studied by every man 
who pretends to learning,_ and that-{as Mr Locke ex¬ 
presses it) not so puch to make us mathematicians, as 
to make us reasonable creatures'., \ 

We should gain such a familiarity with evidence of 
perception and force of reasoning, and'get such a habit 
of discerning clear truth, that the mind may be soon 
offended with obscurity and confusion : then w£ shah, 
as it were, naturally, and with ease restrain our minds 
from rash judgment?before we attain* just evidence of 
the proposition which is offered to us *, and we :shali 
with the same ease, and^asit-were, naturally; sehe and 
embrace every truth'thatis proposed with just evidence,, 

This habit of conceiving clearly* of judging, justly, 
and of reasoning well, is not to he attained merely by 
the happiness of * constitution, the brightness of genius, 
the best .natural parts, or the best' collection of logical 
precepts. . It is c ustom * and practice that mufct .form 
and establish this habit. We must apply'ourselves to it 
till we perform all this readily, aAd without reflecting on 
ruies. A' coherent thinker, and a strict reasoner, is mot 
to be made at once by. a set of rules, any more than a 
good painter or musician maybeformed extempore by 
an excellent lecture on music or painting. - It is of in ¬ 
finite importance therefore in our younger years*to be 
taught-botb the value and the practice of conceiving * 
dearly and- reasoning rightfor when we are grown 
Up- to the middle of life, or past it j it is no wonder .that 
we should not tern good reasoning,' any more than that * 
an ignorant down should not be able to learn fine 
language,, dancing, or a courtly behaviour?, when hi^ 
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mstie airs have grown up with.-him till the age of 
forty. v > 

For want of this care, some persons of rank and e~ 
dticatlon dwell all their days among'obscure, ideas ; they- 
c onceive and judge always in confusiort; they take weak 
arguments for demonstration, they are led away with 
the disguises and shadows of truth* Now, if such 
persons happen to have a bright imagination* a volubi- 
Hty of speech, and a copiousness of language, they not 
only impose many errors upon their own Understandings*, 
but. they stamp* the image of their own mistakes upon 
their neighbours also, and spread their errors abroad*. 

It is a matter of just lamentation and pity, to consi¬ 
der the weakness of the common multitude of man¬ 
kind in this respect, how they receive any thing into 
their assent upon, the most trilling grounds.. True, rea- 
soning-hath very little share in forming their opinions* 
They resist the most convincing arguments by an ob¬ 
stinate adherence to their prejudices, and believe the 
most improbable things with the greatest kssurancei 
They talk of the. abstrusest mysteries, and determine 
upon them with the utmost confidence, and without 
just evidence either from reason or revelation. A con¬ 
tused heap of dark and inconsistent ideas make up a 
good part of their knowledge in matters of philosophy 
asN well as; religion, having never been taught the use 

and value of. clear and just reasoningv 
, Yet it must be .still confessed* that there are some 
mysteries, m religion/ both natural and revealed* as 
well as some-abstruse points in philosophy^wherein the 
wise a s well as the un wise must be, content with ob* 
scure ideas*. There are several things, especially re¬ 
lating to the invisible world, which are unsearchable* 
in our present state, and therefore we must Relieve 
what revelation plainly dictates, though the ideas may 
be obscure; Reason itself demands this of us ; but 
we' should seek for, the brightest evidence both of ideas, 
and of the connection.of them,, wheresoever itis.attain^ 
able*. . " 

* Rule. IX.. Enlarge your general acquaintance with* 
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things daily, in order to atthin a rich furniture of topics, 
or middle terms, whereby those propositions which oc¬ 
cur may be either proved or disproved £ but especially 
meditate and inquire with great diligence and exactness 
into the nature,/properties* circumstances and relations 
of the particular subject about which you judge ot 
argue. Cpnsider its causes^ effects, consequences, ad¬ 
juncts, opposites, signs, &c. so far as is needful to your 
present purpose. You should survey a> question round 
about, and on all sides,, and "extend your views as far as 
possible, to every thing, that has a connection with itv 
This practice has many advantages- in it;, as, , ' 

1. It will be a means to* suggest to your mind pro¬ 
per topics for argument about any proposition that re- - 
lates to the same subject. 

2. It will enable you with greater readiness and just¬ 
ness of thought to give an answer to any ,sudden ques- . 
tion upon that subject, whether it arises in your own 
mind, or be proposed by others.. 

3. This will instruct you7 to give a plainer and 
speedier solution of any difficulties that may attend the 
theme of your discourse, and to-refute the objections 
of those who. have espoused a contrary opinion. 

4. By such a large survey of the whole subject in all 
Its properties and .relations, you will be better secured 
from inconsistencies, that is, from s^sserjingor denying 
any thing in* one place, which Contradicts what youhave 
asserted'or denied in another and to attain'these ends* 
an extensiveness of understanding; and: a large memory 
are of unspeakable service. ^ 

One would be ready to wonder sometimes, how ea¬ 
sily great and *drise and learned men are led into asser¬ 
tions in some parts of the same treatise, which are found 
to be scarce consistent with what they have asserted in 
other places : but the true reason is the narrowness of 
the mind of man,, that it cannot take in.^li the innu¬ 
merable properties and relations of one subject with a 
single view; and therefore whilst they are intent on one 
particular part of their theme, they bend all their force: 
©£ thought to grove or disprove some proposition that 
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relates to that part, without a sufficient attention to the 
consequences which may flow from itj and which may; 
unhappily affect another part of the; same subject \ and 
by this means, they are sometimes led to say things 
which are inconsistent. In suclj a case the great dealers* 
in dispute and controversy take pleasure to cast nonsense 
and self-contradiction on their antagonist' with huge 
and hateful reproaches^ For my part, Frather chooSe 
td pity human nature, whose necessary narrowness of 
understanding exposes us all to some degrees of this 
frailty. But the most extensive survey possible of our 
whole subjedt is'the Best remedy against it. It is our 
judging and arguing upon a partial view of things, 
that exposes us toqnistakes^ and pushes us into absur¬ 
dities, or at least to the very borders of them. 

Rule III. In searehing/the knowledge-no things, al¬ 
ways keep the precise point of the present question in 
your eye.' Take' Head that you add nothing to it while 
you are arguing, nor omit any parfcof it; Watch Care¬ 
fully lest any new ide^s slide in/, to ihingle themselves 
either with the subject or predicate. See that the ques¬ 
tion be not altered by the ambiguity of any word taken 
in different senses $ nor let anyvsecret prejudices of your 
own/ or the sophistical arts of others, cheat your un¬ 
derstanding by changing the question, or. shuffling in 
any thing else in its room* 

A nd for this' end it is useful to keep the precise mat¬ 
ter of inquiry as simple as* may be, aiid disengaged from 
a complication of ideas, which do notnecessarily belong 
to 4t. By admitting a complication of ideas, and ta¬ 
king too many things 'at once into one question, the mind' 
is sometimes daz£fed and bewildered •, and, the truth is> 
lost in suefi a;variety and confusion of'ideas ; whereas 
by limiting and narrowing the, question,,you take a'full¬ 
er survey of the whole of it. 

By keeping the single point of inquiry in our con¬ 
stant view, we shall be secured from Sudden, rash, and 
impertinent responses and determinations, which some' 
Kave: obtruded instead of solutions and solid answers/*, 
Before they perfectly, know- thd questions; 
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Rule IV. When you have exactly considered the 
precise points of inquiry, or what is unknown in the 
"question, then consider what, and how much you know 
already of this question, or of the ideas and terms of 
which it is composed. It is by a comparison of the 
known and unknown parts of the question together, 
that you tnay find what reference the part known hath 
unto, or what connection it hath with the thing that is 
sought: those ideas, whereby the known and unknown 
parts of the question are connected, will furnish you 
\vith middle terms or arguments whereby the thing 
proposed may be proved or disproved. * - - ■ 

In this part of your work, viz. comparing ideas to¬ 
gether, take due time, and be not too hasty to come to 
a determination, especially 4n points of importance. 
Some men, when they see a little agreement or disagree¬ 
ment between ideas, they presume a great deal, and so 
jump into the conclusion : this is a short way to fancy, 
opinion, and conceit: but a most unsafe and uncertain 
way to-true knowledge and wisdom. 

' Rule V. In choosing your middle terms or arguments 
to prove any question, always take such topics as are 
surest, and least fallible, and which carry the greatest 
evidence and strength with them. Be not 30 solicitous 
about the number, as the weight of your arguments, 
especially in proving any proposition which admits of 
natural certainty, or of complete demonstration. Many 
times we do injury to a cause by dwelling upon trifling 
arguments. We amuse our hearers with uncertainties, 
by multiplying the number of feeble reasonings, before 
we mention those which are more substantial, conclu¬ 
sive, and convincing. And too often we yield up our 
own assent to mere probable arguments, where certain 
proofs may be obtained. 

Yet it must be confessed there are many cases, where¬ 
in the growing number of probable arguments increases 
the degree of probability, and jjives a great and suffi¬ 
cient confirmation to the truth which is sought; as, 

(1.) When we are inquiring the true sense of any 
word or phrase, we are more confirmed in the signifi- 
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cation of it, by finding the same, expression so used in 
several authors, or in. several places of the same author. 
, (2.) When we are searching out the true meaning 
or opinion of any-writer, or inquiring into any sacred 
doctrine-of scripture, we come to a surer determination 
of the truth by several distinct places wherein the same 
thing is expressed or plainly implied > because it is not 
probable that an honest skilful reader should mistake 
the meaning of the writer in'many places, as he may 

in one or two. 
(3.) When we would prove the importance of any 

scriptural doctrine or duty, the multitude of texts, 
wherein it is repeated and inculcated upon the reader, 
seems naturally to instruct us that it is a matter of 
greater importance than other things., which are but 
slightly or singly mentioned in the Bible. 

. (4>.) In searching out matters of fact in times past, or 
in distant places, (in which case moral evidence is suf¬ 
ficient, and moral certainty is the utmost which can be 
attained), here we derive a, greater assurance of the truth 
of it by a number of persons, of a multitude of circum¬ 
stances concurring to bear witness of it. 

(5.) From' many experiments in natural philosophy* 
we more safely infer a general theorem, than we caii 
from one or two. 
, (6.)' In matters which require present practice, both 
sacred and civil, we must content ourselves oftentimes 
with a mere preponderate of probable reasons or ar¬ 
guments. Wherer there are several reasons on each 

* side, for and against a thing that'is.to be done or omit¬ 
ted, a small argument added tp the heap may justly 
turn the balance on one side, and determine the judg-^ 
ment, as I have noted in the second part of. Logic. 

* "to conclude •, a growing acquaintance with matters 
of learning, and a daily improvement of our understand¬ 
ings in affairs human and divine, will best teach us to 
judge and distinguish^! what cases the number of ar¬ 
guments add to their weight and force : it is only ex¬ 
perience can fully inform us when we must be deter¬ 
mined by probable topics, and when we jnust seek and 
expect demonstrations. 
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Rule VJ. Prove your conclusion, as far as possible,' 
by some propositions "thatare in themselves-.more plain, 
evident and certain than the conclusion 5 or at least such 
as are more Ipiown, ami more intelligible to the person 
whom you would convince. , If we neglect this rule, 
we shall endeavour to enlighten that which N is obscure 
by something equally or more obscure, and to confirm 
that which is doubtful, by something equally or more, 
uncertain.* Coitlmon sense dictates.to all men, that it 
is impossible to establish any truth, and to convince ou¬ 
tliers of * it, but by something'that is better-known to 
them than that truth is. 

Rule VII. Labour in all your arguings to, enlighte^t 
the understanding, as well as to conquer and captivate 
the judgment. Argue in such a manner as mav^give a 
natural, distinct, and solid knowledge of things t& your 
hearers, as well-as to force their assent by a mere proof** 
of the question. Now to attain this end, the chief to¬ 
pic or medium of your demonstratibn should be fetch¬ 
ed, as much as possible, from the nature of the thing 
to be proved, or from those things which are most na¬ 
turally connected with it. 

Geometricians sometimes break this rule without 
necessity, two ways, viz. * 
’; 1. When-they prove one proposition only by'shew¬ 
ing what ^absurdities will follow if the contradictory 
proposition be supposed or admitted. This is called 
Reductio ad absurdum*, or Demonstratio 'pet* impossibile • 
as for instance, when they prove all the Radii of a 
circle to be equal, ^by supposing one Radius to be 
longer or shorter than another, and then shewing what 
absurd consequences will follow; This, I confess, for¬ 
ces the assent, but it does, not enlighten the mind by 
shewing the, true reason and cause why 'all Radii ate e- 

* Note, This rule chiefly refers to the establishment of sortie truth, 
rather than to the refutation of error. It is a very^ common and use¬ 
ful way of arguing to refute a false proposition, by shewing* what 
e vident falsehood or absurdities will follow from it. For what propo¬ 
sition soever is really absurd and false, does effectually prove that 
principle to be false from which it is derived ; so' that this'way of 
refuting an error is hot so usually called “ Reductio ad absardum.’* 
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qual, which is*derived from the very; construcrion of a 
circle: for since a circle is formed by fixing one end 
of a strait line in the centre, and moving, the other end 
round, (or, which is all one, by compasses, kept open to 
a certain extent), it follows evidently that every part of 
the circumference being thus described must be equally 
distant from the centre, and therefore the Radiirwhich 
are lines from the centre to the circumference, must 

^ be all equal. 
2. Geometricians forget this rule when they heap 

up many far-fetched lines, figures and proportions to 
prove some plain, simple, and obvious proposition. 
This is called a Demonstration per aliena et remote, or 
an argument from unnatural and remote mediums: as 
if in order to prove the Radii of a circle are all equal, 
l should make several triangles and squares about the 
circle, and then from some properties and propositions 
of squares and triangles prove that theRadii of a circle 
are equal. , ... 

Yet it must be confessed, that sometimes such ques¬ 
tions happen, that it is hardly possible to prove them by 
direct arguments drawn from the nature of things, &c. 
and then it may not only be lawful, but necessary to 
use indirect proofs^ arid arguments drawn from remote 
mediums, Or from the absurdity of the contradictory 
suppositions, , 

Such; indirect and vremote arguments may also be 
sometimes used to confirm a proposition which has been 
before proved by arguments more direct and immediate. 

Rule VIII. Though arguments should give light 
to the subject, as well as constrain the assent, yet you 
must learn to distinguish well. between an explication and 

an argument: and neither impose upon your selves y nor suf¬ 

fer yourselves to be imposed upon by others, by mistaking a 

mere illustration for a convincing reason. 
Axioms themselves, or self-evident propositions, may 

want an explication or illustration, though they are not 
to be proved by reasoning. 

Similitudes and allusions have oftentimes a very hap¬ 
py influence to explain some difficult truth* and to ren- 
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der the idealof it familiar and easy, d Where the re- 
semblance i£ just and accurate, the influence of a si¬ 
mile may proceed so far as to shew the possibility of 
the thing in| question : .but similitudes must nqt be ta¬ 
ken, as a solid proof of the truth or existence of those 

,, things to wljiich they have a resemblance. A too great 
deference piid to similitudes, or an utter rejection of 
them, seem itof be two extremes, and ought to be avoid¬ 
ed. The l4te ingenious Mr Locke, evenJ.in his inqui¬ 
ries after tr^ith, makes great use of similes for frequent 
illustration,sand is very happy in the invention of them, 
though he Warns us also lest we mistake, them for con¬ 
clusive arguments/ 

Yet let if: be noted here, that a parable or a simili¬ 
tude used by any author, may give a sufficient proof 
of the true |sense and meaning of that author, provided 
that we dralw not this similitude beyond the scope and 
design for \jvhich it was brought: as when-our Saviour 
affirms, Rdv. iii. I will come to thee as a thief; this 
will plainly prove that he describes the unexpectedness 
of his appea rance, though it will by no means be drawn 

' 9 to signify a;iy injustice in his design. 
7 IX. Rule. In your whole course of reasoning, keep your 

.mind sincerely intent in the pursuit of truth ; andfollow solid 

■ argument wheresoever it leads yon. Let not a party spirit, 
nor any passion or prejudice whatsoever,' stop or avert 
the current; your reasoning in quest of true know¬ 

ledge. " , 
When you are inquiring therefore into any subject, 

maintain a due regard to the arguments and objections 
ah both sides of- a question : consider, compare, and 
balance them well before yoii determine for one side. 
It is a frequent, but a very faulty practice, to hunt af¬ 
ter arguments only to make good one side of a ques¬ 
tion, and eatirely to neglect and refuse those which fa¬ 
vour the other side; If we have not given a due 
weight to arguments on both sides, we do but wilful¬ 
ly misguide our judgment, and abuse our reason by 
forbidding its search after truth. "When we espouse 
opinions by a secret bias on the mind through the in- 

- / Bb ‘ ■- • " ;■ 
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fluences of fear, hope, honour, credit,.interest* or any 
other prejudice, and then seek arguments only to sup¬ 
port those opinions, we have neither done our duty to 
God nor to ourselves *, and it is a matter of mere 
chance if we stumble upon truth in' our ways to ease 
and preferment. The power of reasoning was given 
us by our Maker for this very end, to pursue truth; 
and we abuse one of his richest gifts, if we basely yield 
up to be led astray by any of the meaner powers of na¬ 
ture, or the perishing interests of this life. Reason it¬ 
self, if honestly obeyed, will lead us to receive the di¬ 
vine revelation of the gospel, where it is duly propo¬ 
sed, and this will shew us the path of life everlastings 
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FOURTH PART 

OF 

LOG I C. 

j OF DISPOSITION AND METHOD; 

It is not merely a clear and distinct idea, a well-form¬ 
ed proposition, or a just argument, that is sufficient to 
search out and communicate the knowledge of a sub- ; 
feet. There must be a. variety and series of them dis¬ 
posed in a due manner,.in order to attain this end': and 
therefore it is the design of the last part of Logic to 
teach us tie art of method... It is that must secure our 
thoughts from that confusion, darkness, and mistake 
whkffi unavoidably attend the meditations and discour¬ 
ses even of the brightest genius who despises the rulesr 

of.it., 
- j ( ; y " i'l . . ' ' ■ 

1. We jshall here consider the nature of method, and 

the several kinds of it. 
2. Lay down the general rules of method, with a 

few particulars under them. 

| CHAP. I. 

©F THE I NATURE OF METHOD, AND THE SEVERAL 

KINDS t>F IT, VIZ. NATURAL AND ARBITRARY, SYN- 

THETlt ANt) ANALYTIC. 

Method, taken in the largest sense, implies the pla¬ 
cing of several things, or performing several operations 

| B b 2 
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In such an order as is most convenient to attain some 
end proposed: and in this sense it, is applied to all the 
works of nature and art, to all the divine affairs of crea¬ 
tion and providence ; and to the artifices, schemes, 
contrivances and practices of mankind, whether in na¬ 
tural, civil, or sacred affairs. 

Now ,this orderly disposition of things includes the 
ideas of prior, posterior, and simultaneous * of supe¬ 
rior, inferior, and equal \ of beginning, end, and mid¬ 
dle, See. which are described more particularly among 

‘ the general affections of being in ontology. 
But in Logic method is usually taken in a more li¬ 

mited sense, and The nature of it is thus described : 
method _ is the disposition of a Variety of thoughts on 
any subject, in sitch order as may best serve to find 
out unknown truths, to explain and confirm truths that 
are known, or to fix them in the memory. 

, • It is distributed into two general kinds, viz. natural 
and arbitrary, , , - 

Natural 'method is that which observes * the order of 
n ture, and proceeds in such a manner asv that the 

' knowledge of the things which follow depends, in a 
great measure, bn the things which go before, and this 
is twofold, viz. Synthetic and Analytic, which are some- 
times called Synthesis and Analysis 'L “ ^ 

* The word Analysis has three or four senses, which it may not be 
improper to take/notice of here. 

1. p: signifies the general and particular heads of a discourse, with 
their mutual connections, both co-ordinate and subordinate, drawn 
out by w^\y of abstract into one or more tables, whicli Are frequently 
placed like an index at the beginning or end of a book. 

2. It signifies the resolving of a discourse into its various subjects . 
and argument?; as when any writing of the ancient prophets is resol¬ 
ved into the prophetical, historical, doctrinal, and practical parts of" 
it, it is said to be analysed'in general' When a sentence is distinguish¬ 
ed into the !f*Iouns, Verbs, Pronouns, Adverbs, and other particles of 

'speech which compose it; then it is said to be analysed grammatically. 
When the same sentence is distinguished into Subject and Predicate, 
Proposition, Argument, Act, Object, Cause,.Effect, Adjunct, Oppo¬ 
site, &c. then it is analysed logically, and metaphysically. This fast 
is what is chiefly meant in the theological schools, when they speak 
-of analysing a text pf scripture. ^ 

.3. Analysis signifies particularly the science of algebra, wherein a 
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Synthetic method is that which begins with the 
parts *, and, leads onward to the knowledge of the 
whole j it begins with the most simple principles} and 
general truths, and proceeds by degrees to that which is 
drawn from or compounded of them : and therefore it 
is called the method of composition. 

Analytic method'takes the whole Compound as it 
finds it, whether it be a species or an individual, and 
leads us into the knowledge of it by resolving it into 
its first principles or parts, its generic nature, and its 
special properties j and therefore it is called the method 
of resolution. ' 

As synthetic method is generally used. in teaching 
the sciences, after they are invented, so analytic is most 
practised in finding out things unknown. Though it 
must be confessed that both methods are sometimes em¬ 
ployed to find out truth, and to communicate it. 

If we know Jthe parts of any subject easier and better 
than the whole,“we consider the parts distinctly, and, 
by putting them together, we come to the knowledge 
of the wholeSo in grammar- we learn first to know 
letters, we join them to make syllables, out of syllables 
we compose words, and out of words we make sen¬ 
tences and discourses; $o the physician or apothecary 
knows the natiire and powers of his simples, viz. his 
drugs, his herbs, his minerals, See. ; and putting them 
together, and considering their several virtues, he finds 
what will be the nature and powers of the bolus, or 

question beings proposed, one or more letters, as, x,y, a,or vowels, as, 
a, e, i, &Ci.are made use of to signify the, unknown number, which' 

being intermingled with several known numbers in the question, is, 
at least by the rules of .art separated or released from that entangle- 
n?ent, and its particular value is fqundibut by shewing; its equation, or 
equality to some known number. , ^ 
\ 4. It signifies analytical method, as here;explained in Logic. 

* Note, It. is confessed that synthesis often begins with the genus 
and proceeds to the species and individual?^ But the genus or generic 
nature is, then considered only as a physical or essential part^of the 
species, though It be sometimes called an-Universal or logical whole. 
Thus synthetic method maintains its own description still, for it be¬ 
gins with the parts, and proceeds to the whole which is composed of 
them* ' ■ v .* * 

Bba 
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any . compound, medicine. This is the synthetic me¬ 

thod.,, - • - ■' < ' ■'■;A 
But if we are better acquainted with the whole than “ 

we are with particular parts^ then we divide pr resolve 
the whole into its parts, and thereby gain a distinct 
knowledge of them. So in ;vulgrar life we learn in the 
gross what .plants or minerals, are > and then by che- 
mistiy we gain the knowledge of salt, sulphur, spirit, 
water, earth, whichf#e the principles, of them. So we 
are first acquainted wkh the whole body of an animal, 
and then by anatomy or dissection we come, to learn 
all the inward and outward parts ofitT This is ana¬ 

lytic method.. ' - , 
^According to this most ger^ra‘1 and obvious idea of 

synthetic * and analytic method, they differ from each 
other as the way which leads up "from a valley to a 
mountain differs from itself, consider /as it leads down 
from the mountain to the. valley ; or as St Matthew 
and St Luke prove Christ to be the son of Abraham s 
Luke finds put by analysis, rising from Christ to Lis 
•ahpestors j Matthew teaches it in the synthetic me¬ 
thod, beginning* from Abraham, and shewing that 
Christ i$ found among his posterity. 'Therefore it is 
an usual thing in the sciences, when wi have by ana¬ 
lysis found out a truth,'we use synthetic method to ex¬ 
plain and deliver it, and prove it to be true. 

In this easy view of things, these two^kinds of me¬ 
thod-may be preserved^ conspicuously, and entirely dis¬ 
tinct : but the subjects of knowledge being infinite, and 
the ways- whereby we arrive at this knowledge being 

, almost infinitely various, it is'very difficult, and almost 
impossible, always to maintain the precise distinction 
between these two methods. i 

This will "evidently appear in the following observa¬ 

tions., V ^ "■ ' ... 
v Obs. I. Analytic method being used chiefly to find 
out things unknown, it is not limited or confined mere¬ 
ly to begin with some whole subject, and proceed to 
the knowledge of its parts, but it takes its rise some¬ 
times from one single part of property, or from any 
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thing whatsoever that belongs to a subject which hap¬ 
pens to be , first and most easily known* and thereby 
inquires into the more abstruse and unknown parts, 
properties, causes, effects, and fnodes of it, whether 
absolute or relative *, as for instance, 

(1.) Analysis finds out causes by their effects. So 
in the speculative part of natural philosophy, when we 
observe light, colours, motions, hardness, softness, ~and 
other properties and powers of bodies, or any of the 
common or uncommon appearances of things, eitheron 
earth, or in, heaven, we search ctut th£ causes of them* 
So by the various, creatures we find out the Creator, 
and learn his wisdom, power and goodness. • 

(2.) It finds out effects by their causes.- So the 
practical and mechanical part of natural philosophy 
considers such powers of motion; as the wind, the fire, 
the water, &c» and then contrives what uses they may 
be applied to, and' what will be their effects in order 
to make mills and engines of various kinds. 

(8.) It finds out the general and special nature of a 
thing, by considering the various attributes of the indir 
viduals, and observing what is common, and what is 
proper, what is accidental, and what is essential. So 
by surveying the colour, the shape, motion, rest, place, 
solidity, extension of bodies, we come to firid that the 
nature of body,in genera? is solid extension j because 
all other qualities of bodies are changeable, but this be- 
iongs to all bodies, and it endures through all changes ; 
and because this is proper to a body alone, anff agrees 
not to any thing else; and it ns the foundation of all 
other properties. 

(4?.) It finds out the remaining properties or parts 
of a thing, by having some parts or properties given. 
So the area of a triangle is< found by knowing the 
height and the base. So by having two sides, and an 
angle of a triangle given, we find the remaining side 
and angles, So when we know cogitation is the prime 
attribute of a spirit, we infer its immateriality, and 
thence its immortality. 

(5.) Analysis finds the means necessary to attain a 
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proposed end, by baying the. end first assigned. So in* 
moral, political, economical, affairs, having proposed 
the government of self, a family, a society, or a nation*, 
in order to their best interest, we consider and search 
out what are the proper laws, rules and means to effect 
it. So in the practices of artificers, and the manu¬ 
factures of various kinds, the end being proposed, as, 
making doth,, houses, ships,. &c. we find out ways of 
composing these things for the several "uses of human' 
life. But the putting any of these means in.execution: 
to attain the end, is synthetic method. 

Many other.particulars might be represented; to shew 
the various forms of analytic method, whereby .truth is 
found out, and some of them come very near to syn¬ 
thetic, so as hardly to be distinguished. / 

Obs. II. Not only the investigation of truth, but the 
Communication of it also is often practised in such a, 
method, as neither agrees precisely to synthetic not 
analytic. Some sciences,, if you consider, the whole 
of them in general,, are tireated in synthetic, order •> so 
physics, or natural philosophy, begins usually with an 
account of,the general nature and properties of matter 
or bodies, and by degrees descends to consider the par¬ 
ticular species of bodies, with their powers and pro¬ 
perties ; yet it is very evident,.that when philosophers, 
come to particular plants and animals, then, by- che- , 
mistry and anatomy they analyse or resolve these bo¬ 
dies into their several constituent parts. On the other 
hand. Logic is begun in analytic method;, the whole 
is, divided into its integral parts, according to the four 
operations of the mind ;-yet here mid there synthetic, 
method is used in the particular branches of it, for it 
treats of the ideas in general first, and then descends 
to the several species of hem; it teaches us how pro¬ 
positions are made up of ideas, and syllogisms of pro¬ 
positions, which is the order of compositions.. 

The ancient scholastic writers have taken a greater 
deal of, pains, and engaged in useless disputes about 
these two methods ; and after all have not been, able to 
give such an account ofthem as to keep them, entirely 
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distinct from each other, neither in tfie theory nor in 
the practice. S-onae of the moderns have avoided this 
fconfusion in some measure, by confining themselves to 
describe almost nothing else but the synthetic and ana¬ 
lytic methods pf geometricians and algebraists, where¬ 
by they have too much narrowed the nature and rules 
of method, as though every thing were to be treated 
in mathematical'forms. 

Upon the whole, I conclude, that' neither of these 
two methods should be top scrupuiouslyvand supersti- 
tiously pursued, either in the invention or in the com¬ 
munication of knowledge. It is enough if the order 
of nature be but observed in making the knowledge of 
things following depend on the knowledge of the 
things which go before. Oftentimes a mixe4 method 
will be found most effectual for these purposes ; and 
indeed a. wise and judicious prospect of our, main end 
and design must regulate all method whatsoever. 

Here the rules of natural method ought to be pro- 
posed,^.(whether it be analytic, or,synthetic, or mixed .;) 
but it is proper .first to give some account of arbitrary 
method, lest it be thrust at too-great a distance from 
the first mention of it. : 

Arbitrary method leaves the order of nature, and ac¬ 
commodates itself to many purposes ; such as, to trea-* 
sure up things, and retain them ii*memory; to ha¬ 
rangue and persuade'mankirid to any practice in the reli¬ 
gious or civil life ; oj* to delight, amuse or entertain 
the mind. 5 . 

As for the assistance of the memory, in most things, 
a natural order has an happy influence \ for reason it¬ 
self, deducing „on6 thing from another, greatly assists 
the memory, by the natural connection and mutual de¬ 
pendence of things. But there are various other me¬ 
thods which mankind have made use of for this pur¬ 
pose, and indeed there are some s-ubjects that can hardly 
be deduced to analysis or synthesis. 

. In reading or writing history, some follow,the order 
of the governors of a nation, and dispose evdry transac¬ 
tion under their particular reigns:, so the sacred books 
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of Kings apd Cftropicles are written. Some write in 
annals or journals, arid make a new chapter of every 
year. Some put all those transactions together which 
relate to one subject, that is, all the affairs of one war,, 
one league* one confederacy, one council, &c. though 
it last many years, arid under many rulers. 

So in writing the lives of men, which is. called Bio¬ 
graphy, some authors follow the tract of their years, 
and place everything bathe* precise order of time when 
it occurred : others thro# the temper and characters, 
of the persons, their private life, their public stations, 
their personal occurrences, their domestic conduct, 
their .speeches, their books or ’Writings, their sickness 
and death,, into so many distinct chapters. 

In chronology, some writers make their epochas to 
begin all with one letter: so in the book called Duct or 
Historims, the periods all begin with C as, Creation^ 
Cataclysm or deluge, Chaldean empire, Cyrus, Christ, 
Constaritifie, &c. Some divide their accounts of time 
according to the four great monarchies, Assyrian, Per¬ 
sian, Grecian and Roman. Others think it serves the- 
memory best to divide all their subjects into the re¬ 
markable number of sevens * so Prideaux has written 
an Introduction to History, And there is a book of 
divinity called Fasciculus Coniroversiarum> by an author 
of the same name,;^written in the same method, wherein 
every controversy has seven questions belonging to it ^ 
though the prderof nature seems to be too much ne¬ 
glected by a confinement to this septenary number. 

Those writers and speakers, whose chief business is., 
to amuse arid delight, or allure, terrify, or persuade, 
mankind, da not confine themselves to any natural or* 
der, but in a cryptical or hidden method adapt every 
thing to their designed ends. Sometimes they omit 
those things which might injure their design, or grow 
tedious to their hearers, though they seem to have a ne¬ 
cessary relation to the point in hand : sometimes they 
add those things which have no great reference to the 
subject, but are suited to allure or refresh the mind and;, 
the ear. They dilate sometimes, and flourish long: 
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Upon little incidents, and they skip over, and but light¬ 
ly touch the drier part of their theme. They place 
the first things last, and the last things first, with won* 
drous art, and yet so manage it as to conceal their ar¬ 
tifice, and lead the senses and passions of their hearers 
into a pleasing, and powerful captivity. 

. ft ia chiefly poesy and oratory that requires the prac¬ 
tice of this kind of arbitrary method: they omit things 
essential which are not beautiful ;, they insert little need¬ 
less circumstances,, and beautiful digressions ; they in¬ 
vert time and actions,, in order tO;place every thing in 
the most affecting light* and for this end in their prac- 
tice they neglect alLlogical forms ; yet a good acquaint-* 
ance with the forms of Logie and natural method, is 
of admirable use to those who would attain these arts 

- *n perfection., .Hereby they will be able to range their 
own thoughts* in such a method and scheme, as to 
make a more large and comprehensive survey of their 
subject and design in all the parts of it j and by this 
means they will better judge what to choose and what 
to refuse*, and how to dress and manage the whole 
Scene before them, sq as to attain .their own ends with 
greater glory and success. . 

CHAP. II. 

THE RULES OT METHOD, .GENERAL AND'SPECIAL. 

The general requisites of truejmethod in the pur¬ 
suit or communication of .knowledge, may be all com¬ 
prised under the following heads. It must be (1.) Safe. 
(2.) Plain and easy. ((3.) Distinct. (4.) Full, or with¬ 
out defect. (5.) Short, or without superfluity. (6.) 
Proper to the subject and the design. (7.) Connected. 

I. Rule, Among all the qualifications of a good me¬ 
thod, there is none more necessary and important than 

it should be safe and secure from error to 
this end . these four .particular or special directions 
should be observed. 
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1. Use great care and circumspection inlaying the foun- 

dat ions of your discourse, or your scheme of thoughts upon 

any subject'. Those propositions which are to stand 
as ;first principles, and on which the whole argument 
depends, must be viewed on all sides with the Utmost 
accuracy, le^ft an error, being, admitted, there, should 
diffuse itself through the whole subject. See therefore 
that your general definitions or descriptions are as ac¬ 
curate as the nature of the thing will bear: See that 
your general divisions and distributions be just and 
exact, according to the rules given in the, .first part of 
Lo<nc: See that your axioms be sufficiently evident, 
so as to demand the assent of those that examine them 
with due attention. See that your first and more im¬ 
mediate consequences, from these principles, be well 
drawn •, and take the same care of all other propositions 
that have a powerful -and spreading influence through 

the several parts of your discourse. 
For want Of this care, sometimes a large treatise has 

•been written by a long deduction .of consequences 
from one or two doubtful principles, which principles 
have been effectually .refuted in a few lines, and thus 

- the whole treatise Has been destroyed at once ; so the. 
largest and fairest buildings sink and tumble to the 
ground, if the foundations and corner-stones of Jt are 

feeble and. insufficient. 
2. It is a very advisable' thing that your primary 

and fundamental propositions-be not only evident and 
true, but they should be made a, little familiar to the 
mind, by dwelling upon them before you proceed .far¬ 
ther. By'- this means you will gain so full an acquaint¬ 
ance with them , that you may draw consequences from 
them with much more freedom, with greater variety, 
brighter evidence, and with a firmer certainty, than 

■ if you have but a slight and sudden view of them. ■ 
3 As you proceed in. the connection o;f your argu¬ 

ments, see that your ground'be made firm in. every 
step' See that every link of your chain'.of reasoning 
he strong and good t for if but one link be-feeble and 
doubtful,,the'whole chain of'arguments feels weakness 
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of it, and lies exposed to every objector, and the origi¬ 
nal question remains undetermined. 

4. Draw up all pour propositions and arguments with 
so much cautiony and express your ideas with sucha just 
nutation, as may preclude or anticipate any objections. Yet 
remember this is only tor be done as far as it is possi¬ 
ble, without too much entangling the question, or in- ' 
troducing complicated ideas, and obscuring the sense. 
But if such a cautious and limited dress of the question 
should render thq ideas too much complicated,. or the 
sense obscure, then it is better to keep the argument 
more simple, clear and easy to f>e understood, and af¬ 
terwards mention the objections distinctly in their full 
strength, and give a distinct answer to them. 

II. Rule. Let yourmethod be plain and easy, so that yout 
hearers or readers, as wella§ yourself, may run through 
it without embarrassment, and may take a, jclear and 
comprehensive view of the whole scheme* To this end 
the following particular directions will be useful. 

1. Begin always with those things which are Best known, 
and most obvious, whereby the mind may have no difficulty 
or fatiguey and proceed by regular, and easy-steps to things 

* that are more difficult* And as far aS possible let not 
the understanding, or the proof of any of yohr posi¬ 
tions, depend on the positions that follow, but. always on 
those which go before. - It is a matter of Bonder that 
in so knowing an age as this, there should be so many 
persons offering violence daily to this rule, by teaching 
the Latin language by a grammar written in Latin, 
which method seems to require a perfect knowledge 
of an unknown tongue, in order to learn the first rudi¬ 

ments of it. \ 
2. Dp not effect excessive haste in learning or teaching 

any jcieiwe, nor hurry at once into the midst of it, lest you 
be too sopn involved in several new and strange ideas 
and propositions, which cannot be well understood 
without a -longer and closer attention to those which 
go before; Such sort of speech is but a waste of time, 
and- will constrain you to take many steps backward 
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again, ifv you wrihld; arrive at a'regular anci fcdmplete 
knowledge of the subject. - - ‘ ' 
* 8. Be spot fond> of Ci'yvb dirig too many 'thoughts arid rsea~ 
sd/iWfgs i rifo one'sentence 'br’pa r a graph, beyond the apprehend 
sioil or' tapn city (‘of your readers or hearers.There are 
some! persons of good ‘'genius, and a capacious mind, 
■who write amfspeak very obseur^ly"Upon'this account; 
they affect' a-iongctrain of ddpehdepdesy before they 
come to a- period; they imagine that they'ear! never 
fill'.their page Avith -too much sens?*, Tut they little 
think Tow they bury their own best ideas in the crowd, 
and Tender them in a manner invisible ^and useless to 
the greatest part of mankind. Such men maybe great 
scholars, yet they-are but poor teachers. *• * . ' **' 1 

Tor The,'same' reason1, avoid:too many subdivisions. 
Contrive yoiif scheme of thoughts in, such mariner as 
*nay\ finish your whdle argument with as- few inferior 
branchings as reason will admit; and let them be such 
as are obvious and open to the.understanding, that they 
may come within one single view of the mind. This 
will riot only assist the understanding to receive,/but it 
will aid the memory also to retain truth : whereas a 
discourse cut out into a vasTmultitude of gradual sub* 
ordinations has many inconveniencesdn it *, it gives pain 
to the min^i and memory, in surveying arid retaining 
the scheme of discourse; and exposes the unskilful hear¬ 
ers to mingle the superior and inferior particulars tor 
gether ; it leads them into a thick wbfed, instead of open 
day-light, and places them in a labyrinth instead'of a 
plain path. ' , 

5. Give all diligence in your younger years tg obtain a 
dear and easy way of expressing your conceptions > that your 
words, as fast as you utter them, may stamp your ideas 
exactly oh the mind of the hearer;' This* is a most • 
happy talent for the conveyance of truth, arid'an excel¬ 
lent security against mistakes arid needless controversies. 

III. Rule. Let your method/be distinct] and without 
the perplexing mixture of things that ought to be kept 
separate, arid this will be easily practised'by fo,ur di¬ 
rections. 
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1. Do not bring unnecessary .heterogeneous # mat¬ 
ter in your discourse on. any subject j that'is,‘ do not 
mingle an argument on-one .subject with .matters .that 
relate entirely to another, but just so far as. is necessary 
to give a. clearer knowledge* of the subject in hand. 
Examples in Logic may be borrowed from* any of -the 
sciences to illustrate the rules : but long interpositions 
of natural .philosophy, of the imagination and passions, 
ofagency of spirit united to bodies,. ,&c* break the thread 
pf; discourse, and perplex the subject. 

2, Let every complicated theme or .idea be-divided into 
its distinct single pabts9 as far as the nature of-the subject , 
and your present design requires it.' Though you must 
not*abound in needle subdivisions, yet' something of 
this work is very necessary y and it is good, judgment 
alone*can dictate how far to proceed iuvt,\and when: 
to:Stop. >; :t -r;- d . { * ’• d . 

Compound ideas must be reduced to aasimple form, 
in order to understand them well,. You may easily 
master that subject in all the parts^of it by a regular 
succession, which would confound the understanding 
to purvey them at once. So we come, to the knowledge 
of a very perplexed diagram in geometry, or a. compli¬ 
cated machine in mechanics, by having it par cel led.-out 
to usL into its several parts, arijl principles,, according to 
this, and the foregoing rule of,methods i . 7r/ 

8. G'nl}' every idea, proposition} and argument to its pro-- 
per class^ and, beep each part tof the >subject in its1 own place. 
JPut those ‘ things all together that belong to one part 
or property* one consideration or^view'of-yourjsubject.- 
This will prevent needless 'repetitions^\and *kdep you 
from intermixing things which are difF^mht.'* * W*e*must 
maintain this distinction of things and places, if'we 
would be safe from, errorconfusion. that .leads 
us into endless mistakes, which naturally arise from, a 
variety of ideas ill-joined, sorted, or dfl-disposed *7 It 

. is one great use of method, that* multitude*of thoughts 
■ , » - ‘ ' ,V. -vpd v; ; i , . 

* Things of one kind are called homog^nppjus, things pfj different, 
kinds are called'heterogeneous; ' ■ \. *' „ ' i 

C c 2 . - ' ' * " 
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a$d propositions hiay be so distinctly ranged in their 
proper situations, that the mind may not be overwhelm¬ 
ed with a confused attention to them all at once, nor be 
distracted with their variety, , nor be tempted to unite 
things which ought to be separated, nor disjoin things, 
-which should* be united* ; / ‘ 

T. In thepartition of your discourse into distinct heads^ 
take heed that your particulars do not interfere with the 
general^ nor, with teach other-. Think it is not enough 
that you make use of distinct expressions in each-pat* 
tlcular,; but take care that the ideas b$ distinct also. 
It is^ mere foolery to multiply distinct particulars in 
treating of things, where the-difference of your par¬ 
ticulars lies "only in names and words. 

IV. Rule. The method of treating a subject should 
be plenary* or full, so that nothing may be wanting; 
nothing whichis necessary or proper should bepmitted. 

When you are called to explain a subject, do not 
pass by^ nor skip over any thing in it which is very 
difficult of obscure. - 

When you enumerate the parts- or the properties of 
any subject, do it' in a complete 'and comprehensive 
manner. 

When you are asserting or proving any truth, see that 
every doubtful or disputable part of the argument be 
well supported and confirmed. - 

if.yom are toilliistrate or argue a point of difficulty, 
be not too scanty of words, but rather become a littlO 
copious and diffusive in your language : set the truth' 
before the reader in several lights, turn the various 
sides of it, to view, ip order to give a full idea and firm 
evidence of the proposition. 

When you are drawing up a narrative of any mat¬ 
ter of fact/see that no important circumstance be omit¬ 
ted* ■ ■ , "v ^ f 

■ When- you. propose the solution of any difficulty, 
consider alb die various cases wherein it can happen, 
and shew how they may be solved. 

In short, let your enumerations, your divisions,; and 
distributions of things be §o accurate, that no needful 
part of idea.be left out.. 
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This' fulness of’method does not require that every 
thing should*be said which can be said upon* any sub¬ 
ject ; for this would make each single science endless : 
Ifot you should :say every thing which is necessary to 
the design in,view, and whicb^ has a proper and direct 
tendency to this .end \ always .proportioning ,the ampli- 
tudeof your matter, and the fulness of your discourse,. 
to your/great desig n, to. the length of your -time, to the 
convenience, delight and profit cofiyour hearers. 

V. Rule,. As your method must be full \without deficiency 
so it must>be short> or without superfluity% The fulness of 
a discourse enlarges:our knowledge, and the*well-con¬ 
certed brevity saves pur, time. In order to observe this 
rule, it will he enough, to point .out the chief of those 
superfluities or, redundances,,/, which some person's are 
guilty of in their discourses, with’ a due caution against 
them. 

I. Avoid alt needless repetitions of the, same thing in 
different parts of your discourse* It must be 'confessed 
there, are several .cases, wherein a review of fhe same 
foregoing proposition is needful to explain or* prove 
Several of the following,, propositions ; hut let your me¬ 
thod be so contrived,/as far as possible, that it may oc¬ 
casion the/fewest rehearsals of the same thing ; for it i$' 
not grateful to the hearers without evident necessity. 

, 2. Have a care of tedious prolixity, or drawing out any ' 
part of your discourse, to an unnecessary and tiresome length, 
It is much more honourable for an instructor, an 
orator, a pleader, or a.preacher, that his hearers should 
say, I was afraid he would have, done., Khan that they 
should be tempted to shew signs, of uneasiness, and long 
for the conclusion. 

Besides, there is another inconvenience in it ,; \ when 
you affect to,amplify'on the former branches of a dis¬ 
course, you will often lay .a: .necessity upon yourself of 
contracting the latter and:most -useful parts of it, and 
perhaps .prevent yourself in *the most important part of 
your design, Many, a preacher has .been guilty of this . 
feult in former days, uror Is the present age without > 
some instances of this weakness. 
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?)i; Do not’ multiply explications1 where there is no diffi¬ 
culty, or darkness, or danger of mistake. Be not fond of 
tracing every word of your theme through all the gram¬ 
matical, the logical and metaphysical characters and 
relations of it *, nor shew your critical learning in 
spreading abroad the various senses of a word, and the 
various origin of those senses, the etymology of terms* 
the synonymous and'the paronymous or kindred names* 
eke. where the chief point of discourse does not at all* 
require itv You wpuid laugh at a pedant, who, pro¬ 
fessing to explain. the Athanasian Creed, should ac¬ 
quaint you* that Athanasius is derived from a Greek 
word which signifies immortality, and that the l saine ^ 
word (Athanasia); signifies also the: herb Tansy. ; 

There are some persons so fond of their learned dis- t 
tinctions,;that- they will shew their subtlety byvdistin- - | 
guishing where there is no difference: and the same / Jj 
silly affectation will introduce distinctions upon every | 
occurrence, and bring three or. four negatives upon every 
subject dr discourse 5 ffirst to declare what it is. not, and 
then whatrit is n whereas such negatives ought never do - 
be mentioned where- there is na apparent danger of 
mistake; How ridiculous would that writer be, who, 
if he were speaking of the Nicene Creed, should declare 
negatively,, Ik, That'he did not mean-;the? doctrine, 
which the inhabitants of Nice believed* nor, 2; A creed; 
written by them *, but, 3. Positively a creed composed- 
by several Christian bishops met together’ in the city of 
Nice ? The positive is* sufficient, here,.,and the two ne¬ 
gatives are, impertinent;. . ; * 

4. Be.,not fond ofprovhig'thsse ihings^ which' needno proof, 
such as self-evident propositions and truths*-universally 
confessed* or sudfi-'as^^re-«nrii»ly^agreedvto.'and granted 
by our opponents. * It' is this -vain: affectation*of pro¬ 
ving- every thing-that haa- leil geoinetrieians-to form use— 
Je&s.. and intricate demonstrations to support some theo- 
rerps, which-afa sufficiently-evident to.^the eyuby in-, 
spection, or.to the mind by .the first mentionof"them * 
and if is . the same humour that reigns sometimes in the*’ 
pulpit, and spends half the sermon in proving some ge- 
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neral truth which is never disputed or doubted, and 
thereby robs the auditory of more useful entertainment. 

5, As there are some things so evidently true, that 
they want no proof, so there are others so evidently 
falsg,-that they want no refutation. It is mere trilling, 
and a waste of our precious moments, to invent and 
raise such objections as no man would ever make in 
earnest, and that merely for the sake of answering and 
solving them : this, breaks in notoriously upon the due 
brevity of method. 
, 6. Avoid in general all learned forms, all trappings of 

art, and ceremonies of the -schools, -where titere is no need of 

them. It is reported concerning the late Czar of Mus¬ 
covy, that when he first acquainted himself with ma¬ 
thematical learning, he practised all the rules of cir- 
cumvallation and cOntravallation at the siege of a town 
in Livonia ; and by the length of those formalities he 
lost the opportunity of taking the town. 

7. Do. not suffer every occasional and incidental thought 

to carry you a-way into a long parenthesis, and thus to stretch 

out your discourse, and divert you from the point in hand. 

In the pursuit of your subject, if any useful thought 
occur which belongs to some other theme, note it down 
for the sake of your memory on some other paper, and 
lay it by in reserve for its proper place and season but- 
let it not incorporate itself with your present theme, 
nor draw off your mind from your main business, 
though it should be ever 'so inviting. A man, who 
walks directly but slowly towards his journey’s end; 
will arrive thither much sooner than his neighbour, 
who runs into every crooked turning which he meets, 
and wanders aside to gaze at every thing that strikes 
his eyes by the way, or to gather every gaudy flower 
that grows by the side of the road; , 

r To sum up all; there is an happy medium to be 
" observe^ in our method, so that the brevity may not 

render the sense obscure, nor the argument feeble, nor 
our knowledge merely1 superficial: and, on the other 
hand, that the fulness and copiousness of our method 
may not waste the time, tire, the learner, or fill the 
mind with trifles and impertinencieSb- 
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The copious and the contracted way of writing have 
each their peculiar advantages. There is a proper use to 

paraphrases, and full, particular, and 
diffusive explications and arguments ; these are fittest 

, for those who design to be acquainted thoroughly with 
eveiy part of the subject. There is also an use of 
shorter hints, abstracts and compendiums to instruct 
those who seek only a slight and general knowledge, as 
well as to refresh the memory of those who have learn- 
ed the science already, and gone through a larger 
scheme., But it is a gross abuse of these various ,me¬ 
thods or instruction, when a person has reads a mere 
compend or epitome of any science,. , and he vainly 
imagines that he understands the whole, science. .So. 
pne boy may become,, a philosopher by reading over 
the mere dry definitions, and divisions of Scheibleif’s 
corppendium of Peripatecism : So another may boast 
that he understands Anatomy^ because- he has seen a 
skeleton ; and a third profess hims.elf a learned divine, 
when he can repeat the apostles* creed. 
^ VI. Rule. Take cate that your method be proper to 

the subject in hand, proper to. your present design, as 
well as proper to the dge and place wherein you dwell. 

Let your method be proper to the subject. All 
sciences must npt be learned or taught in one method. 
Morality and theology, metaphysi.es and logic, will not 
be easily and happily reduced to a strict mathematical 
method.: those who have tried have found much.bacon- 
venienee therein, \ ti : 

Some things Have more need to be explained than 
to be proved -T as axioms or 'self-evident propositions j 
and jndeed alkthe; first great principles, the chief and 
most; important doctrines both of natural1 and revealed 
:eligion * for when the sense;of them is clearly explain- 
id, they appear sb evident, in the light of mature or 
■cripture,, that they want no other proof. There are 
»ther things that stand in need of proofs as well as ex- 
•lication,' as many mathematical theorems, and .several 
eep controversies in morality, and divinity. There 
tb yet other sorts of subjects which want rather to be . 
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warmly impressed upon the mind' by fervent exhorta¬ 
tions, and stand more ill need of this than they do 
either of proof or explication ; such are the most ge¬ 
neral, plain and obvious duties of piety towards God/ 
and love towards men, with a government of all our 
inclination^ and passions. Now these several subjects 
ought to be treated in a different manner and method. 

Again, There aye some subjects in the sametreatise 
which are more useful and necessary than others, and 
some*p,artsr of a subject which are eminently and chiefly 
designed by a writer or speaker: true method will teach 
us to dwell longer upon these' themes, and to lay out 
more thought and language upon them -> whereas the 
same art of method %yill teach us to cut-short those 
things which are used only to introduce our main sub¬ 
ject, and to stand as a scaffolding merely to aid the 
structure of our discourse. It will teach us also to. 
content ourselves with brief , hints of those matters^ 
which are merely occasional and incidental. 

2; Your method must be adjusted by your design ; 
foe if you treat, of the same subject with two different 
views and designs, you will find it necessary to use dif¬ 
ferent methods. Suppose the doctrine of the sacred 
Trinity were your theme, and you were' to read a lec¬ 
ture to young students on that subject, or if you de¬ 
signed a treatise for the conviction of learned men, 
you would pursue a very different method from that 
which would be proper to regulate a practical discourse, 
or a sermon to instruct vulgar Christians merely in||he 
pious improvement of this doctrine, and awaken tfllm 
to their duties which are derived thence. 

In short, we must not first lay down certain and pre¬ 
cise rules of method, and resolve to confine the matter 
we discourse of to that particular form and order of to¬ 
pics *, but we must well consider.and study the subject 
of our discourse thoroughly, arid take a just survey of 
our present design, and these will give sufficient hints 
of the particular form and order in which we shouM 
handle it, provided that we are moderately skilled in 
the general laws of method and-order. . 
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Yet l,e{: it be noted here, that neither, the subject, nor 
. matter pf a discourse,, nor the particular design of it, 
can so precisely determine the method, as to leave no 
toora for liberty, and variety. The very same theme 
•may be handled, and that also with the same design, 
in several different methods, among which it is hard 
to say which is the best. In writing a system of divi¬ 
nity, some begin with the scripture, and thence deduce 
all other doctrines and duties. Some begin with the 
being of God and his attributes, so far as he is known 
by the. light of nature, and then proceed to the doctrines 
of revelation. Some distinguish the whole subject in- ' 
to the Credenda and Agenda, that is, things tp be be- 
Jieved,1 and things to be done. ' Some think it is best 
to explain the whole Christian religion by an historical 
detail; of all the discoveries which God has .made of 
himself in his lower world, beginning at the creation 
in the first chapter of Genesis, :and so proceeding, on¬ 
ward according to the narrative of the Old and New 
Testament. And there are others that endeayour to 
include the ;whole of religion under these four heads, 
vi?, the Apostles’ Creed, , the. Lord’s Prayer, the ten 
Commandments, and the two Sacraments ; though I 
cannot but think this is the least accurate of any. ■ The 
same .variety may be allowed ;in treating,other.subje.ct$ ; ‘ 
this very treatise of Logic is an instance of it, whose 
method differs very considerable'from any others which 
^ have seen, as they differ also greatly from one another* 
thmgh several of them are confessed to be well written. 
* Though a just view of our subject and our design 

may dictate proper rules of natural method, fyet there 
must be some little difference at least paid to the custom 
of the age wherein we. dwell, and to, the humour and 
genius of our readers or hearers, which if we utterly 
reject and disdain, our performances will fail of desired 
success, even though we may have followed the just 
rules of method. Twill mention but this one instance : 
imthe former century it was frequent with learned men 
to divide their theme or subject into a great multitude 
of co-ordinate members or parts : they abounded also w 
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the forms of Logic and distinction, and indulged rni- 
ineroiis ranks of subordination. - /Now though we ought, 
not to abandon the rules of just method'and division, 
in order to comport With the modish Writers ifl our age 
who have, renounced them ; yet it is prudent to pay so 
much respect to the cdstom of the age, as to use these 
forms of division with due moderation^ arid not effect 
to multiply them in suck a manner, as: to give * an* early 
and needless disgust to the generality of du*r present 
readers. TJie same may be said* concerning various 
other methods of conduct in the affairs of learning, as 
well as in the affairs of life, wherein We must indulge 
a little to custom : and yet we nriist by no means suffer 
ourselves so far to be imposed upon and governed fey it* 

- as to neglect those rules of method, Which are necessary 
for the safe, easy and complete inquiry into truth, or 
the^-eady and effectual communication* of it to others!. 

YII. Rule. The last requisite of method is, that the 
parts of a discourse should be well Connected; j|nd; 
these three short directions will suffice for this purpose; 

1. Keep yo.ur main end ar^d design ever in view, and 
let all the parts of' your discQurse have a tendency to¬ 
wards it, and as far as possible make that tendency vi¬ 
sible all the way : otherwise'the readers or hearers will 
have reason to wonder for what end this or that parti¬ 
cular Was introduced. 

,2. Let the mutual .relation and dependence of the 
several branches of your discourse be so< just and 
dent, that every part may naturally lead oriward to the, 
next, without any huge chasms or breaks which in¬ 
terrupt and deform the scheme. The connection of 
truths should arise and appear in their/successive ranks 
and order, as the several parts of a fine prospect ascend 
just behind eaNch other, in their natural and regular 
elevations ;and distances, and invite the ey£ to dimb 
onward with constant pleasure till it reach the sky. 
Whatsoever horrid te'auty a\ precipice Of’ a cataract 
may add to the prospect of a country, yet such sort of 
tedious and abrupt appearances in a scene of reason- 

KgaL blemishes^ and not beauties. When the 
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reader is passing,over, such a treatise, he often finds,a 
wide vacancy, and. makes an uneasy stop, and knows 
not know how to transport his thoughts over to the next 
particular, for want of some clue or connecting idea to 

lay hold of, 
3. 'Acquaint yourself with all the proper and decent 

forms of transition from one part of a discourse to an¬ 
other, and practise them as occasion offers. Where 
the ideas, propositions and arguments, are happily dis¬ 
posed, and welL connected, the truth indeed is secure ; 
but it renders the- discourse much more agreeable, 
when proper and. graceful expression joins the* parts of 
it together in so entertaining a manner, that the reader 
knows not how to leave off till he hath arrived at the 

end. r = ■ 
These, are the general and most important rules of 

true method; and though they belong chiefly to , the 
communication of knowledge, yet an early and thorough 
acquaintance with them will be of considerable use to¬ 
wards the pursuit and. attainment of it. ^ 

Those persons who have never .any occasion to com¬ 
municate knowledge by writing or by-public discourses, 
may also with great advantage peruse these rules of me¬ 
thod, that they may learn to judge with justiceand ac¬ 
curacy concerning the performances of others. And 
besides^ a good acquaintance with method will greatly 
assist every one in ranging:; disposing, and managing all 
hiygian affairs. . / 

The particular means or methods for, a farther im- 
. provement of the understanding are very various, such 
as,’meditation, reading, conversing, disputing by speech 
or by writing, question and answer, &c. And in each 
of these practices,'some special forms may Be observed, 
and special rules may. be given to facilitate and secure 
our inquiries after truth : but this would require a little 

_vblume by itself,, and a treatise of Logic has always 
been esteemed sufficiently complete without it. 

FINIS. 


